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A.1 - Notice of Preparation



 

County of Merced 
Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an  

Environmental Impact Report on the 
Vega Solar Project (CUP 10-012) 

Date: February 6, 2013 

To: State Clearinghouse and Interested Parties  

From: Merced County Planning Department 

Subject: Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Vega Solar Project 

The County of Merced will be the Lead Agency and will prepare an Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR) for the project identified below. 

The County of Merced (County) is the Lead Agency in charge of environmental review of the VEGA 

SOLAR PROJECT (project) as proposed by the project applicant in its application for Conditional 
Use Permit 10-012.  The County has determined that a project level Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR) will be prepared.  The County is soliciting comments from reviewing agencies and the public 
regarding the scope and content of the environmental information.  For reviewing agencies, Merced 
County requests comments that are germane to your agency’s statutory responsibility as related to the 
proposed project.  Your agency may need to use the EIR when considering relevant permits or other 
approvals for the project.  The County is also seeking the views of residents, property owners, and 
concerned citizens regarding issues that should be addressed in the EIR. 

COMMENT PERIOD: Comments may be sent anytime during the 30-day NOP review period.  The 
NOP review and comment period begins February 6, 2013, and ends March 6, 2013, at 5:00 p.m.  
All comments must be received within the comment period.  Please include the name of a contact 
person for your agency, if applicable.  All comments should be directed to: 

Merced County Planning Department 
Attention: David Gilbert, Planner III 
2222 M Street, 2nd Floor 
Merced, CA 95340 
 
Comments may also be emailed to dgilbert@co.merced.ca.us. 

LEAD AGENCY: Merced County Planning Department 

SCOPING MEETING: Oral comments may be provided at the Scoping Meeting to be held on 
Wednesday, February 20, 2013 at 2:00 p.m. at the Santa Nella County Water District, 12931 S. 
Highway 33, Gustine, California 95322 in the community of Santa Nella. 
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VEGA SOLAR PROJECT 

1.1 - PROJECT LOCATION 

The proposed project is located in the western portion of the San Joaquin Valley in unincorporated 
Merced County, California (Exhibit 1).  The proposed project is located east of the Interstate 5 (1-5) 
and State Route 165 (SR-165) intersection and Dos Amigos Pumping Plant; south of the Delta-
Mendota Canal; and north of the San Luis Canal/California Aqueduct  and Pole Line Road, 
approximately 9 miles southeast of the City of Los Banos, near S. Woo and W. El Campo Roads 
(Exhibit 2).  The Laguna Seca Hills are located southwest of the proposed project site.  The proposed 
project consists of two possible project site scenarios (Scenario 1 and Scenario 2) that overlap 
geographically (Exhibit 2).  Each project site scenario consists of approximately 165 acres (Exhibit 3a 
and Exhibit 3b).  Project site Scenario 1 is located on a portion three parcels (Assessor’s Parcel 
Numbers [APN] 088-180-049 and portions of 090-130-036 and 090-130-037). Project Site Scenario 2 
is located on a portion of two parcels (APN 090-130-037 and 090-130-036).  The project sites are 
located within a portion of Section 6 Township 12 South, Range 11 East, and a portion of Section 31, 
Township 11 South, Range 11 East, Mount Diablo Base and Meridian (MDBM). 

1.2 - EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Onsite elevation for the proposed project site varies between 170 and 240 feet above mean sea level 
(msl), and slopes slightly towards the northeast.  The project sites have historically been used for 
agriculture purposes; however, neither site is under a Williamson Act contract.  The proposed project 
sites have a Merced County General Plan land use designation of Agricultural and a zoning 
designation of Exclusive Agricultural (A-2), and currently lie within a County Agricultural Preserve.  
The project site ultimately selected would be removed from the Agricultural Preserve as part of the 
project. The project sites  are designated as Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance 
by the California Department of Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program.  

No structures exist on the project sites; the only onsite improvements are segments of unpaved roads 
traversing the proposed project site, including W. El Campo Road and minor irrigation canals.  

The California Aqueduct and Pole Line Road traverse the adjoining property to the southwest, and 
Interstate (I-5) is located to the west of the proposed project site.  The Dos Amigos Pumping Plant, a 
part of the California Aqueduct, is located to the west of the project site.  The nearest residence lies 
approximately 0.15 mile north of the proposed project site.  Surrounding agricultural uses in the 
project vicinity include alfalfa, rotating annual crops such as tomatoes and cotton, and orchards. 
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1.3 - PROPOSED PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project applicant is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to allow the development of a 20-
megawatt (MW) photovoltaic (PV) solar array at one of two proposed project sites consisting of 
approximately 165 acres of land each.  The exact project site layout is unknown at this time, and 
therefore, both project site scenarios are considered herein and will be evaluated in the EIR (Exhibit 
3a and Exhibit 3b).  The proposed project would utilize solar PV technology and integrate the 
electrical output of the project into the electrical grid.  PV technology converts sunlight into direct 
current (DC) electricity and, therefore, does not consume fossil fuels or emit pollutants during 
operations. 

Electricity generated by the Vega project would interconnect with the existing Pacific Gas and 
Electric (PG&E) Los Banos-Canal-Oro Loma 70-kilovolt (kV) Line via an interconnection line to the 
west of the proposed project site. Five separate interconnection line options (including associated 
substation and switch station) are proposed, of which, only one will be implemented (Exhibit 2).  Any 
of the five interconnection line options (Options A, B, C, D, and E)  could be implemented for the 
Scenario 1 project site. Only Options A, D, or E could be implemented for the Scenario 2 project site. 
Each option will be evaluated in the EIR. 

The electricity produced would be provided to Southern California Edison through a 30-year Power 
Purchase Agreement (PPA) that has been approved.  Upon completion of the 30-year PPA term, a 
subsequent PPA may be arranged, or the solar array would be decommissioned, removed, and the 
land returned to agricultural use.  Following decommissioning, the only remaining structure would be 
the switching station.  

The proposed project is expected to begin construction in the first quarter of 2014, with delivery of 
energy produced by the proposed project planned to start within the fourth quarter of 2014.  
Construction of the solar facility is expected to last approximately 12 months.  The primary access 
route for construction would be via I-5 to State Route 165 (SR-165), continuing to Pole Line Road.  

1.3.1 - Generating Facilities 
The solar PV array system would consist of groups of solar PV modules mounted on a horizontal 
single axis tracking structure, supported by vertical steel posts that would be driven into the ground.  
The proposed Vega project would have the following project components: 

1) A substation where the electrical output is combined and transformed to a 70 kV loop line; 
 

2) A storage room; 
 

3) A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system; 
 

4) An onsite Solar Meteorological Station (SMS); 
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5) Infrastructure, including the drilling of up to three domestic wells, driveways, and fencing; 
 

6) A solar field of approximately 77,000 PV modules mounted on steel structures;  
 

7) An electrical collection system that aggregates the output from the PV arrays and converts the 
electricity from direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC); and 

8) A Gen-tie line 
 
1.3.2 - Generation Onsite Substation 
The proposed Vega project’s substation would contain one step-up transformer to step up the voltage 
from the collection voltage level (34.5 kV) to the utility transmission voltage (70 kV), the switchgear 
building, standard substation equipment, and a microwave tower for utility communications (if 
deemed necessary).  The location of the onsite substation would depend upon the project site scenario 
chosen and the  location of the interconnection line and switching station.  Location options are 
discussed below under Section 1.3.4 - Interconnection.  

1.3.3 - Switching Station 
The proposed Vega project would include a switching station to be built, owned, and operated by 
PG&E.  The switching station would receive electricity from the onsite substation and would send 
electricity to the existing PG&E Los Banos-Canal-Oro Loma 70-kV transmission line located directly 
adjacent and to the west of the project site.  The 70-kV overhead transmission line would be installed 
by PG&E from the proposed switching station to the electrical grid through interconnection, by 
looping into the Los Banos-Canal-Oro Lorna 70-kV Line.  

1.3.4 - Interconnection   
There are currently five options for the location of the substation, switching station and 
interconnection line.  Each is illustrated on Exhibit 2 and described as follows: 

Option A (Preferred) would locate both the substation and switching station in the southwestern 
corner of project site Scenario 1 (northwestern corner of project site Scenario 2).  A short 
interconnection line would run between the stations. Option A could be implemented under project 
site Scenario 1 or Scenario 2.   

Option B would locate the substation in the northwestern corner of the northern portion of project site 
Scenario 1.  An interconnection line would run from the substation west along Lobue Road and the 
Delta Mendota Canal and then south along a gravel road to the switching station.  The switching 
station would be located 500 feet to the northwest of Scenario 1’s southwestern corner.  Option B 
could be implemented under project site Scenario 1 only. 

Option C would place the substation in the same location as Option B, in the northwestern corner of 
the northern portion of the project site.  A similar interconnection line would run from the substation 
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west along Lobue Road and the Delta Mendota Canal and then south along a gravel road to the 
switching station.  However, under Option C, the switching station would be located closer to project 
site at approximately 300 feet to the northwest. Option C could be implemented under project site 
Scenario 1 only. 

Option D would place the substation in the northwest corner of the southern leg of the Scenario 1 
project site (the northwestern corner of the Scenario 2 project site).  An interconnection line would 
run from the substation north to a switching station located approximately 500 feet to the northwest. 
Option D could be implemented under project site Scenario 1 or Scenario 2.   

Option E would also place the substation in the northwest corner of the southern leg of the project site 
(the northwestern corner of the Scenario 2 project site).  An interconnection line would run from the 
substation north to a switching station located approximately 300 feet to the northwest. Option E 
could be implemented under project site Scenario 1 or Scenario 2.   

The potential environmental impacts associated with each of these options will be evaluated in the 
EIR. 

1.3.5 - Storage Room 
The proposed project would contain a storage room.  The design and construction of the structure 
would be consistent with Merced County building standards. 

1.3.6 - Plant Control System 
The proposed Vega project would have a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system 
that would allow for remote monitoring and control of inverters and other project components.  The 
SCADA system would monitor project output and availability, and run diagnostics on the equipment.  
The proposed Vega project would also have a local overall plant control system (PCS) that provides 
monitoring of the solar field as well as control of the balance of facility systems.  The 
microprocessor-based PCS would provide control, monitoring, alarm, and data storage functions for 
plant systems as well as communication with the Solar Field SCADA systems.  Redundant capability 
would be provided for critical PCS components so that no single component failure would cause a 
plant outage.  PCS components would be located throughout the project site. All field instruments and 
controls would be hard-wired to local electrical panels.  Local panels would be hardwired to the plant 
PCS.  Wireless technology would be considered a potential alterative during final project design.  
Two to three full time personnel would work onsite for operation, maintenance, and security 
purposes.  

1.3.7 - Onsite Meteorological Station 
The proposed Vega project would contain up to two onsite Solar Meteorological Stations (SMSs) that 
would consist of solar energy (irradiance) meters, as well as an air temperature and wind meter.  The 
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equipment onsite would be installed either on stand-alone driven poles or directly on the PV module 
mounting structures, up to 12 feet in height. 

Power for each SMS would be provided by the plant auxiliary power system or a dedicated PV 
module with a small battery; data would be communicated directly to the PCS.  The SMS would be 
located within the solar array field or adjacent to the switchgear building as required to qualify the 
solar resource for electrical generation predictions and coordination with the California Independent 
Systems Operator (CAISO). 

1.3.8 - Operations and Maintenance Building 
The site would contain an Operations & Maintenance (O&M) building that would measure 25 by 40 
feet and would be 20 feet high. The warehouse would contain a battery room and be located next to a 
parking area with 10 parking spaces. The design and construction of the structures would be 
consistent with Merced County building standards. 
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1.4 - AREAS OF POTENTIAL IMPACT 

The County has determined that an EIR is required for this project.  Therefore, as allowed under 
Section 15063(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, the County has not prepared an Initial Study and will 
instead begin work directly on the EIR, as allowed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15081.  The EIR 
will focus on the potentially significant and significant effects of the project and will document the 
reasons for concluding that other effects will be less than significant.  The topics listed below will be 
further analyzed in the EIR.  However, certain criteria within the topics listed below have been 
scoped out of further analysis, as detailed in the next section. 

 Aesthetics, Light, and Glare 
 Agricultural and Forest Resources 
 Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases 
 Biological Resources 
 Cultural Resources 
 Geology, Soils, and Seismicity 
 Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

 Hydrology and Water Quality 
 Land Use 
 Noise 
 Public Services 
 Transportation  
 Utility and Service Systems 

 
1.5 - EFFECTS FOUND NOT TO BE SIGNIFICANT 

Based on the site or project characteristics, it is not anticipated that impacts will occur within the 
following environmental topic areas and therefore these specific environmental impact criteria will be 
scoped out and included in the Effects Found Not Be Significant section of the EIR.  A brief 
description of why each topic or impact area was found not to be significant, and therefore scoped 
out, is provided below.   

Aesthetics, Light, and Glare 

 I.b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock 

outcroppings, and historic building within a state scenic highway?  There are no state 
scenic highways near the project site.  The project site is not visible from a state scenic 
highway.  The nearest designated state scenic highways are portions of I-5 and State Route 152 
(SR-152) located more than 12 miles to the northwest of the project site.  The designated 
scenic routes begin at the intersection of I-5 and SR-152 and continue north and west on each 
roadway, respectively.  The portion of I-5 that is located approximately 1,500 feet from the 
project site is not designated as a state scenic highway.  In addition, there are no rock 
outcroppings or historic buildings located on the project site.  Therefore, no potential impacts 
associated with damaging scenic resources within a state scenic highway would occur.  
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Agricultural and Forestry Resources 

 II. c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in 

Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public Resources 

Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by 

Government Code section 51104(g))?  The project site is not zoned as forest land, timberland, 
or timberland production and does not meet the requirements of a timberland zone as defined 
by Public Resource Code section 4526.  Therefore, no potential impacts associated with 
rezoning or causing rezoning of forest land or timberland would occur.  

 II. d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use?  The 
project site is currently used for agricultural purposes and does not contain forest land or forest 
land uses.  Therefore, no potential impacts associated with the loss or conversion of forest land 
would occur.  

Air Quality 

 III. e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?  Solar array 
facilities are not sources of objectionable odor.  Construction activities would result in 
equipment exhaust odors that may be considered objectionable by some; however, there are 
few sensitive receptors in the area and construction activities would be temporary.  Therefore, 
no potential impacts associated with creating objectionable odors that would affect a 
substantial number of people would occur.  

Geology, Soils, and Seismicity 

 VI. a) i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-

Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based 

on other substantial evidence of a known fault?  The project site does not contain, nor is it 
located near, a defined Alquist-Priolo zone.  The nearest zone is located more than 10 miles to 
the east.  Therefore, the project site is not subject to rupture of a known earthquake fault, as 
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning map.  No potential 
impacts associated with fault rupture would occur.  

Hazards and Hazardous Materials:  

 VIII. c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, 

substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school?  Solar 
arrays do not emit hazardous emissions; however, construction activities would include the use 
of hazardous materials such as gasoline, diesel, and solvents.  Charleston Elementary is the 
school nearest to the project site, located approximately 3.75 miles to the north.  As such, the 
project is not located within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.  Therefore, no 
potential impacts associated with emission of hazardous materials or substances within one-
quarter mile of an existing or proposed school would occur.  
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 VIII. d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites 

compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create 

a significant hazard to the public or the environment?  The project site is not included on a 
list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5.  The 
nearest listed sites are associated within the Eagle Army Airfield and Airport, located near the 
corner of Russell Avenue and Athea Avenue, approximately 7.25 miles to the east.  Therefore, 
no potential impacts associated with hazardous sites would occur.  

 VIII. e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has 

not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the 

project result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?  The 
project site is not located within two miles of an airport.  The nearest airport is the Eagle 
Airfield, located approximately 7.25 miles to the east. Therefore, no potential impacts 
associated with aviation safety hazards at the project site would occur.  

 VIII. f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a 

safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area? The project site is not 
located within two miles of a public or private airport or airstrip.  The nearest airport is the 
Eagle Airfield, located approximately 7.25 miles to the east. Therefore, no potential impacts 
associated with aviation safety hazards at the project site would occur. 

 VIII. g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency 

response plan or emergency evacuation plan?  The project site is located in a rural, 
relatively uninhabited area of unincorporated Merced County.  There are no identified 
emergency response plans or evacuation routes delineated within the project site, nor would the 
project site likely be used for emergency evacuation, since there are no substantial populations 
nearby.  Therefore, no potential impacts associated with emergency response or evacuation 
plans would occur.  

Hydrology and Water Quality  

 IX. g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood 

Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map? 

The project site is not located within a 100-year flood hazard area as delineated on Merced 
County General Plan Update Figure 13-6, FEMA 100-year Floodplains in Merced County.  
Furthermore, the proposed project does not include the construction of housing.  Therefore, no 
potential impacts associated with placing housing in a 100-year floodplain would occur.  

 IX. h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or 

redirect flood flows?  The project site is not located within a 100-year flood hazard area as 
delineated on Merced County General Plan Update Figure 13-6, FEMA 100-year Floodplains 
in Merced County.  Therefore, no potential impacts associated with placing structures in a 100-
year floodplain would occur. 
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 IX. j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?  The project site would not be exposed to 
hazards associated with seiche, tsunami, or mudflow, because the project site is not located 
near large bodies of water, an ocean, or a hillside.  Therefore, no potential impacts associated 
with seiche, tsunami, or mudflow would occur.  

Land Use 

 X. a) Physically divide an established community?  The project site is located in a rural, 
unincorporated area of Merced County that lacks any established community.  Therefore, no 
potential impacts associated with the division of an established community would occur.  

Mineral Resources  

 XI. a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value 

to the region and the residents of the state?; and b) Result in the loss of availability of a 

locally important mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local general plan, 

specific plan or other land use plan? The project site does not contain any known mineral 
deposits or active mineral extraction operations.  The project site is not identified as having a 
high likelihood of significant sand and gravel resources as indicated on Figure 8-10 of the 2030 
Merced County General Plan Revised Draft Background Report dated November 30, 2012.  
Furthermore, the proposed solar array would be decommissioned at the end of the 30-year PPA 
term (or at the end of the secondary PPA term should one be established) thereby allowing 
future access to any onsite minerals should they be determined to be onsite. This condition 
precludes the possibility of the loss of important mineral resources as a result of project 
development.  

Noise 

 XII. e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not 

been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the 

project expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?  

The project site is not located within two miles of a public or private airport.  The nearest 
airport is the Eagle Airfield, located approximately 7.25 miles to the east. Therefore, no 
potential impacts associated with aviation noise at the project site would occur.  

 XII. f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose 

people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?  The project site is 
not located within two miles of an airport.  The nearest airport is the Eagle Airfield, located 
approximately 7.25 miles to the east. Therefore, no potential impacts associated with aviation 
noise at the project site would occur. 

Population and Housing 

 XIII a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by 

proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of 

roads or other infrastructure)?; b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, 
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necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere?; and c) Displace 

substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement housing 

elsewhere?  The project site does not contain any residential uses and no residential uses are 
included in the proposed project.  Therefore, the proposed project would not have the potential 
to displace people or housing.  The proposed project would generate temporary construction 
jobs that would be expected to be filled by the local workforce.  Therefore, the proposed 
project would not have the potential to cause substantial direct or indirect population growth, 
displace housing or people, or require the construction of housing elsewhere. 

Public Services 

 XIV. Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the 

provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically 

altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant 

environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or 

other performance objectives for any of the following public services: 

- c) Schools: Construction and operation of the proposed project would not result in 
substantial direct or indirect population growth that would increase the school-aged 
population in the region and, thus, would not require the construction or expansion of 
school facilities.  Therefore, the project would result in less than significant impacts 
associated with schools.  

- d) Parks: Construction and operation of the proposed project would not result in 
substantial direct or indirect population growth that would increase the use of parks in the 
region and, thus, would not require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities.  
Therefore, the project would result in less than significant impacts associated with parks. 

- e) Other Public Facilities: Construction and operation of the proposed project would not 
result in substantial direct or indirect population growth that would increase the use of 
other public facilities, such as libraries, in the region and, thus, would not require the 
construction or expansion of public facilities.  Therefore, the project would result in less 
than significant impacts associated with other public facilities. 

Recreation 

 XV. a) Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or 

other  recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility 

would occur or be accelerated?; and b) Does the project include recreational facilities or 

require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities which might have an 

adverse physical effect on the environment? The proposed project would not result in a 
substantial direct or indirect population growth that would increase the use of existing 
neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical 
deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated.  Furthermore, the project does not 
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include the construction or expansion of recreational facilities.  These conditions preclude the 
possibility of the proposed project resulting in impacts related to recreational facilities.  

Transportation 

 XVI. c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic 

levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks?  The nearest airport is 
the Eagle Airfield, located approximately 7.25 miles to the east.  The project would not include 
structures extending into aviation airspace, would not change air traffic patterns and would not 
increase air traffic levels.  Therefore, the project would not have the potential to cause impacts 
related to air traffic patterns.   

 XVI. d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or 

dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?  The proposed 
project would not include or result in any roadway hazards or incompatible uses.  The solar 
array would passively generate electricity and would not disrupt existing traffic patterns or 
roadway uses in the surrounding vicinity.  Therefore, the project would not have the potential 
to cause impacts related to roadway hazards or incompatible uses.   

 XVI. f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, 

bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such 

facilities?  The project is located in a rural unincorporated area of Merced County that is not 
served by public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities nor does the area contain a population 
that would require such services.  There are no bicycle or pedestrian facilities located in the 
vicinity of the project area.  The proposed project would not generate public transit users, 
bicyclists, or pedestrians requiring such facilities.  Therefore, the project would not have the 
potential to cause impacts related to public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities.  

Utilities and Service Systems 

 XVII. e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or 

may serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected 

demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments?  The proposed project’s 
wastewater would be served either by portable restroom facilities or by an onsite septic system.  
Therefore, the project would not have the potential to cause impacts related to wastewater 
treatment capacity. 
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A.2 - Responses 
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B.1 - Land Evaluation and Site Assessment 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) is to quantifiably evaluate the 
potential impacts of the Vega Solar Project on agricultural resources located on and adjacent to the 
project site. 

Several factors are evaluated when determining whether implementation of a particular project would 
have a significant impact on agricultural resources.  One factor is the existing land uses found on the 
project site.  Another consideration is the project site’s designation under the California Department 
of Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, which produces maps and statistical 
data used for analyzing impacts on California’s agricultural resources.  Yet another factor is whether 
the project site is under a Williamson Act Land Contract, which enables local governments to enter 
into contracts with private landowners to restrict specific parcels to agricultural or compatible open 
space uses. 

Preparation of a LESA is also a resource that may be used to determine whether a project would 
result in a significant impact on agricultural resources.  The LESA uses a points-based approach for 
rating the relative importance of agricultural lands based upon specific quantifiable elements. 
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SECTION 2: PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The Vega Solar Project (project) would consist of an estimated 20-megawatt alternating current 
(MWac) photovoltaic (PV) electricity generating facility and associated infrastructure on 165 acres in 
southwestern Merced County, California.  The project site is located approximately 9 miles southeast 
of the City of Los Banos, near S. Woo Road and W. El Campo Road.  The project site is generally 
located north of the San Luis Canal/California Aqueduct and Pole Line Road, east of the Interstate 5 
and State Route 165 intersection, east of the Dos Amigos Pumping Plant, south of the Delta-Mendota 
Canal, and southwest of the Laguna Seca Hills.  The project site overlays three parcels (Assessor’s 
Parcel Numbers [APNs] 088-180-049 and portions of parcels 090-130-036 and 090-130-037). 

Under the existing condition, the project site is vacant and undeveloped.  Historically, the project site 
has been used for agriculture, although the site is not currently under a Williamson Act contract.  
However, the project site presently occurs within a County Agricultural Preserve.  Land uses in the 
immediate project vicinity include active agricultural operations, fallow agricultural fields, rural 
roads, and the Delta-Mendota Canal.  The project site is designated by the Merced County General 
Plan’s Land Use Map as Agricultural, and has been given a zoning designation of Exclusive 
Agricultural (A-2). 
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SECTION 3: AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY 

The Merced County’s valley region is highly suitable for agricultural cultivation.  A review of the 
California Department of Food and Agriculture’s Crop Reports showed a history of high agricultural 
production for many crops over the years.  Factors that influence high agricultural activity today are 
climate, availability of water, dependable market demand, good soils, and proper management.  
Agriculture in Merced County has been extensive since the introduction of canals and irrigation 
changed the crops produced in County in the late 1800s.  Rapid agricultural development occurred 
after 1880 because of this development of irrigation, inexpensive land, favorable crop yields, the 
arrival of two railroads, and access to markets (McIntosh and Associates 2011). 

The 2011 Agricultural Crop Report prepared by the Merced County Agricultural Commissioner’s 
Office, which is the most recent version of the annual report, showed that for 2011, Merced County 
agriculture surpassed three billion dollars in gross production value.  Overall, the 2011 growing 
season proved good for most crops.  Merced County agricultural commodities grossed 3.26 billion 
dollars, an increase of 526 million dollars (16 percent) over 2010 values.  The 2011season set a record 
high. 

However, despite encouraging gross production values in Merced County, California’s agriculture 
industry has experienced large shifts in production over the years.  Between 1990 to 2004, 
approximately 70,231 acres of agricultural land uses in the San Joaquin Valley were converted to 
urbanized ones (American Farmland Trust 2007).  Regionally, the conversion of agricultural land 
uses to other uses has become increasingly common.  Accordingly, although the project site may 
ultimately produce a higher LESA score, there are additional factors that must be considered when 
evaluating the site as an agricultural resource of significance.  These factors include such things as the 
size of the project site and the present economic viability of onsite agricultural production. 

3.1 - Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program 

The California Department of Conservation established the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring 
Program (FMMP) in 1982.  The FMMP is a non-regulatory program and provides a consistent and 
impartial evaluation of agricultural land use and land use changes throughout California.  The FMMP 
produces maps and statistical data used for analyzing impacts on California’s agricultural resources.  
Agricultural lands are rated according to soil quality and irrigation status.  The FMMP’s Important 
Farmland map categories include Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique 
Farmland, Farmland of Local Importance, Grazing Land, Urban and Built-Up Land, and Other Land.  
FMMP maps are updated every two years with the use of aerial photographs, a computer mapping 
system, public review, and field reconnaissance.  The last mapping cycle was for 2008-2010. 

The FMMP Important Farmland categories are defined as: 
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• Prime Farmland is defined by the FMMP as farmland with the best combination of physical 
and chemical features able to sustain long-term agricultural production.  This land has the soil 
quality, growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields.  Land 
must have been used for irrigated agricultural production at some time in the four years prior to 
the mapping date.  

 

• Farmland of Statewide Importance is defined by the FMMP as farmland similar to Prime 
Farmland but with minor shortcomings, such as greater slopes or less ability to store soil 
moisture.  Land must have been used for irrigated agricultural production at some time during 
the four years prior to the mapping date.  

 

• Farmland of Local Importance is defined as land of importance to the local agricultural 
economy as determined by each county’s board of supervisors and a local advisory committee.  

 

• Other Land is defined as land not included in any other mapping category.  Common 
examples include low-density rural developments, brush, timber, wetland, and riparian areas 
not suitable for livestock grazing; confined livestock, poultry or aquaculture facilities; strip 
mines, borrow pits; and water bodies smaller than forty acres.  Vacant land and nonagricultural 
land surrounded on all sides by urban development and greater than forty acres is also mapped 
as other land. 

 
According to the 2010 FMMP maps, the project site contains 165 acres.  Based on the FMMP data, 
the project site consists of 130 acres of Prime Farmland and 35 acres of Farmland of Statewide 
Importance (Exhibit 1). 
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3.2 - Williamson Land Conservation Act of 1965 (Williamson Act) 

The California Land Conservation Act of 1965 (Williamson Act) enables local governments to enter 
into contracts with private landowners for the purpose of restricting specific parcels of land to 
agricultural or related open space uses.  In return, the landowners receive property tax assessments 
based on farming and open space uses, as opposed to full market value, thus resulting in a lower tax 
burden.  These contracts are for 10 years at a time, and roll into the next year unless the owner files a 
“notice of nonrenewal.”  The purpose of the Williamson Act is to preserve agricultural and open 
space lands by discouraging premature and unnecessary conversion to urban uses.  The minimum 
preserve size is 100 acres.  The landowner can petition to cancel a contract, although the presiding 
jurisdiction must make a finding based on substantial evidence that supports the cancellation of the 
contract.  Upon approval, the landowner must pay a fee equal to 12.5 percent of the unrestricted, 
current fair market valuation of the property. 

According to the California Department of Conservation’s Merced County Williamson Act FY 
2011/2012 map (California Department of Conservation 2012), no parcels under Williamson Act 
contract are currently located on the project site.  This map does, however, show that the adjacent 
parcel located immediately northwest of the site and the parcels located just north of the project and 
adjacent to the Delta-Mendota Canal, are presently under Williamson Act contracts. 

3.3 - LESA Model 

The LESA was developed to provide a lead agency with an optional methodology to ensure that 
potentially significant effects on the environment of agricultural land conversions are quantitatively 
and consistently considered in the environmental review process (Public Resources Code Section 
21095), including during California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) reviews.  As a lead agency, 
the County of Merced depends on the LESA to evaluate the significance of agricultural land 
conversions. 

The LESA evaluates and measures a project site’s size, soil resource quality, water resource 
availability, surrounding agricultural lands, and surrounding protected resource lands.  These factors 
are then rated, weighted, and combined, resulting in a single numeric score.  This score becomes the 
basis for making a determination of significance for a project’s potential impacts on agricultural 
resources. 

Using the LESA, a project would result in a significant impact on agricultural resources if the project 
meets the threshold criteria provided in Table 1.  The criterion includes a Land Evaluation (LE) 
scoring threshold and a Site Assessment (SA) scoring threshold.  The LESA worksheets prepared for 
the project to evaluate the project’s potential impacts are provided in Appendix A. 
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Table 1: California LESA Model Scoring Thresholds 

Total LESA Score  Scoring Decision  

0 to 39 points  Not considered significant.   

40 to 59 points  Considered significant only if LE and SA subscores are each greater than or 
equal to 20 points.   

60 to 79 points  Considered significant unless either LE or SA subscores is less than 20 points.   

80 to 100 points  Considered significant.   

Source: California Department of Conservation 1997. 

 

3.4 - Land Evaluation 

There are two Land Evaluation (LE) factors used in the LESA to determine whether a project would 
have a significant impact on agricultural resources: 

• Land Capability Classification Rating  
• Storie Index Rating 

 
3.4.1 - Land Capability Classification 
The Land Capability Classification (LCC) rating is based on the suitability of onsite soils for growing 
crops.  The LCC rating includes eight classes of soil designations (identified as Class I through Class 
VII), with soils identified as “Class I” having the fewest limitations, and soils designated as “Class 
VIII” being the least suitable for cropland.  The types of onsite soils serve as an indicator of how 
valuable the project site is as an agricultural resource, and thus, serve as a measure of the capacity of 
a parcel to produce agricultural products.  As such, a parcel with highly valued agricultural soils 
would rate higher in terms of land capability than a parcel with poorly valued soils.  Classes I through 
Class IV are generally considered arable land suitable for cropland (although Class IV contains severe 
limitations on the types of plants that can be grown), and Class V through Class VIII are generally 
considered to be unsuitable for cropland, but may have uses for pasture, range, woodland, or grazing.  
The criteria used to determine a particular soil class is based on landscape location, slope of field, and 
depth, texture, and reaction of the soil.  

Subclasses designated with a lower case letter (identified as e, w, s, or c) are typically used in 
conjunction with the roman numerals to further describe soil limitations.  The letter “e” shows that the 
main limitation of the soil is erosion; “w” shows that the presence of water either within or on the soil 
causes limitation in plant growth; “s” shows that the soil is shallow, droughty, or stony; and “c” 
shows that the limitation is a climate that is generally too cold or hot for many plants.  There are no 
subclasses for Class I because these soils are considered to have few limitations. 
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Soil designations can be further broken down into capability units that are designated with a number 
(identified as 0 through 9).  These numbers correspond to the actual soil content, and general show 
limitations caused by gravelly soil, erosive soils, flooded soil, slow permeability, salt or alkali soil, 
low fertility, or other issues that limit effective rooting depth.  Table 2 provides various combinations 
of LCC classes and their associated LCC ratings. 

Table 2: Land Capability Classification and LCC Rating 

Land Capability 
Classification  LCC Rating  

I  100  

IIe  90  

IIs, w  80  

IIIe  70  

IIIs, w  60  

IVe  50  

IVs, w  40  

V  30  

VI  20  

VII  10  

VIII  0  
 
To determine the LCC classes associated with the onsite soils, the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), Natural Resources Conservation Service’s (NRCS) Web Soil Survey (WSS) was used.  The 
WSS provides soil data and information produced by the National Cooperative Soil Survey.  It is 
maintained by the NRCS and provides access to one of the largest natural resource information 
system worldwide.  NRCS has soil maps and data available online for more than 95 percent of the 
nation’s counties and anticipates having 100 percent in the near future.  The WSS is updated and 
maintained online as the single authoritative source of soil survey information.  According to the 
WSS, soils found on the project site consist of LCC Class IVw, VIw, and IVs soils (Exhibit 2).  Table 
3 provides the soil types found on the project site and their respective LCC class and rating.  

Table 3: Project Soils 

Soil Map Unit  Acreage  LCC1  LCC Rating 

Deldota Clay (167) 96.00 IVw 40 

Dosamigos Clay (169) 35.00 VIw 20 

Woo Clay (280) 34.00 IVs 40 

Weighted LCC Score 35.76 
1 Non-irrigated LCC Score. 
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The data provided in Table 2 was used to derive an LCC score based on the LCC rating and the 
proportion of the project site covered by each soil (calculated by multiplying the LCC rating by the 
proportion of the site covered by a particular soil).  The results of these calculations are provided in 
Appendix A. 

As provided in Table 3, the project site’s 96.00 acres of Deldota Clay received an LCC Rating of 40, 
the site’s 35.00 acres of Dosamigos Clay received a rating of 20, and its 34.00 acres of Woo Clay 
received a rating of 40.  The overall weighted LCC score for the project site was 35.76. 
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3.4.2 - Storie Index 
The Storie Index is a soil rating based on a soil’s physical and chemical characteristics that 
numerically represents its relative degree of suitability for cultivated agricultural production.  The 
Storie Index assesses the productivity of a soil from the following four characteristics: Factor A, 
degree of soil profile development; factor B, texture of the surface layer; factor C, slope; and factor 
X, manageable features, including drainage, microrelief, fertility, acidity, erosion, and salt content.  A 
score ranging from 0 to 100 percent is determined for each factor, and the scores are then multiplied 
together to derive an index rating. 

For simplification, Storie Index ratings have been combined into six grade classes as follows: Grade 1 
(excellent), 100 to 80; grade 2 (good), 79 to 60; grade 3 (fair), 59 to 40; grade 4 (poor), 39 to 20; 
grade 5 (very poor), 19 to 10; and grade 6 (nonagricultural), less than 10. 

Similar to the LCC classifications, Storie Index ratings associated with onsite soils were determined 
using the NRCS’s WSS (see Section 3.4.1). 

Table 4: Storie Index 

Soil Map Unit  Storie Index1 Storie Index Score  

Deldota Clay (167) 15 8.73 

Dosamigos Clay (169) 9 1.91 

Woo Clay (280) 49 10.10 

Storie Index Total  20.73 
 

As provided in Table 4, the project site received a total Storie Index score of 20.73. 
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SECTION 4: SITE ASSESSMENT 

There are four Site Assessment (SA) factors in the LESA that are used to determine whether a project 
would have a significant impact on agricultural resources: 

• Project Size Rating. 
• Water Resource Availability Rating.  
• Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating.  
• Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating. 

 

4.1 - Project Size Rating 

The Project Size rating is determined by first looking at the LCC acreage figures tabulated under the 
Land Evaluation (LE) portion of the LESA, and then using these acreages to determine which 
grouping generates the highest Project Size score.  This score is a function of the agricultural 
production potential of soil on the project site and within the project vicinity.  The Project Size rating 
depends on the acreage figures that were tabulated under the LCC rating.  The Project Size rating is 
based upon identifying acreage figures for three separate groupings of soil classes within the site, and 
then determining which grouping generates the highest Project Size score.  Table 5 provides the 
Project Size score associated with the amount and quality of soils found on a particular site. 

Table 5: Project Size Scoring 

LCC Class I or II Soils LCC Class III Soils LCC Class IV or Lower 

Acres Score Acres Score Acres Score 

80 or above  100  160 or above  100  320 or above  100  

60 to 79  90  120 to 159  90  240 to 319  80  

40 to 59  80  80 to 119  80  160 to 239  60  

20 to 39  50  60 to 79  70  100 to 159  40  

10 to 19  30  40 to 59  60  40 to 99  20  

Fewer than 10  0  20 to 39  30  Fewer than 40  0  

  10 to 19  10    

  Fewer than 10  0    
 

The inclusion of the measure of a project site’s size in the LESA acknowledges the role that size 
plays in the viability of commercial agricultural operations.  In general, larger farming operations can 
provide greater flexibility in farm management and marketing decisions.  Certain economies of scale 
for equipment and infrastructure can also prove more favorable for larger operations.  Additionally, 
larger operations typically have greater impacts upon the local economy through direct employment, 
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as well as impacts upon support industries (e.g., fertilizers, farm equipment, and shipping) and food 
processing industries. 

Table 6: Project Specific Size Score 

Soil Map Unit  
LCC  

Class I - II  
LCC 

Class III  
LCC  

Class IV - VIII 

Deldota Clay (167)   96.00 

Dosamigos Clay (169)   35.00 

Woo Clay (280)   34.00 

Total Acres    165.00 

Project Size Scores    60 

Highest Project Size Score   60 
 

As provided in Table 6, the project site received a Project Size score of 60. 

4.2 - Water Resource Availability Rating 

The Water Resource Availability rating is based upon identifying the possible water sources that may 
supply a given property, and then determining whether different supply restrictions have the potential 
to occur during years characterized as being periods of either drought or non-drought.  The project 
site consists of approximately 165 acres of agricultural land, the majority of which is planted with 
salt-tolerant wheat grass, although portions of the site are fallow.  Historically, the project site and 
some surrounding parcels have been used for growing crops such as cotton, wheat, and cantaloupe.  
Currently, several active agricultural operations currently occur within the surrounding project area.  
The project site is located entirely within the San Luis Unit of the San Luis Water District (SLWD).  
In addition to agriculture, portions of the project site and surrounding parcels have been historically 
used for drainage by the Charleston Drainage District.  The SLWD considers the project site to be 
drainage-impaired as a result of the previous use as a drainage basin.  Additionally, the project site is 
subject to a recorded non-irrigation covenant recorded with Merced County.  The terms of this non-
irrigation covenant apply to agricultural irrigation. 

There are no water wells presently located onsite.  While several creeks and canals traverse the 
surrounding project area, including the Delta-Mendota Canal, only one such irrigation feature 
currently occurs on the western portion of the project site.  Irrigation water was historically provided 
to the project site via surface water using a 145-horsepower diesel pump.  However, the project site is 
no longer eligible to receive irrigation water from the Central Valley Project, its historic source of 
irrigation water.. 

Using the California Department of Conservation’s LESA Model Instruction Manual (California 
Department of Conservation 1997) Table 5 to determine agricultural feasibility, because the project 
site is no longer eligible to receive irrigation water from the Central Valley Project and because the 
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site is subject to a recorded non-irrigation covenant, irrigated agricultural production on the project 
site is currently considered infeasible.  Collectively, these two factors would place both physical and 
economic restrictions on the project site’s ability to provide for a reliable source of irrigation water, 
which would directly and substantially hinder any future efforts at irrigated agricultural production. 

The project region’s annual precipitation levels average approximately 10.01 inches of rainfall (The 
Weather Channel, LLC 2012) could be considered adequate for dryland agricultural production 
during non-drought years and/or drought years.  As a result, for the purpose of this LESA, dryland 
production must be considered at least feasible.  However, it is important to note that the project site 
is located entirely within the San Luis Unit of the SLWD, which considers the site to be drainage-
impaired as a result of this previous use as a drainage basin.  The drainage-impaired lands of the San 
Luis Unit are underlain by shallow impervious soils that prevent deep percolation of applied irrigation 
water, and as a consequence, perched water incrementally accumulates, while concentrating minerals 
and salts suspended within the perched water.  Absent drainage of this shallow groundwater, 
selenium, boron, and total dissolved solids continue to increase while water levels rise into the root 
zone, creating conditions toxic to crops. 

Table 7: Water Resources Availability Rating 

Project Portion  Water Source  
Proportion of 
Project Area  

Water Score 
Availability  

Weighted 
Availability Score 

165 acres N/A 1.0 25 25 

Weighted Water Resources Availability Score 25 
 

As provided in Table 7, the project site received a Water Resource Availability rating of 25. 

4.3 - Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating 

The Surrounding Agricultural Land rating is based upon identifying the project’s “Zone of Influence” 
(ZOI), which consists of the land near a given project site that is likely to influence, and to be 
influenced by, the agricultural use of the subject site.  The ZOI is determined by creating the smallest 
rectangle that would completely contain the project site, then creating a second rectangle that extends 
0.25 mile beyond the first rectangle, including each parcel that is completely or partially within the 
0.25-mile buffer (Exhibit 3).  The percentage of total land within the ZOI (minus the subject property) 
that is under agricultural production is then determined.    

Table 8 demonstrates how the ZOI is calculated for a project’s Surrounding Protected Resource Land 
rating. 
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Table 8:  Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating 

Percent of Project’s Zone of Influence (%) 
Surrounding Protected Resource Land Score 

(points) 

90 to 100 100 

80 to 89  90 

75 to 79  80 

70 to 74  70 

65 to 69  60 

60 to 64 50 

55 to 59  40 

50 to 54  30 

45 to 49  20 

40 to 44  10 

Less than 40  0 
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Table 9: Zone of Influence 

Total 
Acres  

Acres in 
Agriculture  

Acres of 
Protected 
Resource  

Percent in 
Agriculture 

(A/B)  

Percent 
Protected 
Resource 
Land (A/C) 

Surrounding 
Agricultural 
Land Score  

Surrounding 
Protected 
Resource  

Land Score  

3,468.00 3,460.00 2,754.95 99.77% 79.44% 100 80 
 

As provided in Table 9, the project’s ZOI (excluding the project site) encompasses 3,468.00 acres.  
3,460.00 acres of land within the ZOI is currently under agricultural production, including grazing 
land.  This results in a Surrounding Agriculture Land score of 100, since 90 to 100 percent of the 
surrounding parcels are under agricultural production. 

4.4 - Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating 

The Surrounding Protected Resources Land rating is scored in a similar manner as the Surrounding 
Agricultural Land rating.  “Protected Resource Lands” are those with long-term use restrictions that 
are compatible with or supportive of agricultural uses of land and include the following: 

• Williamson Act contracted lands. 
 

• Publicly owned lands maintained as park, forest, or watershed resources. 
 

• Lands with agricultural, wildlife habitat, open space or other natural resource easements that 
restrict the conversion of such lands to urban or industrial uses. 

 
2,754.95 acres within the ZOI are considered protected resource lands consisting of parcels under 
Williamson Act contracts and/or within the County of Merced’s Agricultural Preserve (Exhibit 4). 

As provided in Table 9, the project’s ZOI (excluding the project site) encompasses 3,468.00 acres.  
2,754.95 acres of land within the ZOI is currently under Williamson Act contract and/or within the 
County of Merced’s Agricultural Preserve.  This results in a Surrounding Protected Resource  Land 
score of 80, since 75 to 80 percent of the surrounding parcels are considered Protected Resources 
Land. 
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SECTION 5: FINAL LESA SCORE 

A single LESA score is generated for a project after all of the individual Land Evaluation (LE) and 
Site Assessment (SA) factors have been scored and weighted.  Scores are based on a scale of a 
maximum 100 points.  As presented in Section 3.3 above, Table 1 provides the ratings that determine 
whether a project would result in a significant impact on agricultural resources. 

Table 10: Final LESA Score Sheet 

 Factor Scores  Factor Weight  
Weighted Factor 

Scores  

LE Factors  

Land Capability Classification  35.76 0.25 8.94 

Storie Index  20.73 0.25 5.18 

LE Subscore   0.50 14.12 

SA Factors  

Project Size  60.00 0.15 9.00 

Water Resource Availability  25.00 0.15 3.75 

Surrounding Agricultural Land  100.00 0.15 15.00 

Surrounding Protected Resource Land  90.00 0.05 4.00 

SA Subscore  0.50 31.75 

Final LESA Score 45.87 
 

The final LESA score for the project, as provided in Table 10, as well as the worksheets included as 
Appendix A, is 45.87.  Although the proposed project has a total project score between 40 and 59 
points, only the SA subscore is over 20, while the LE subscore is under 20 points.  Therefore, based 
on LESA significance thresholds provided in Table 1, project implementation would not be 
considered a significant impact on agricultural resources. 
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Appendix A: 
LESA Model Worksheets 

 



Table 1A. Table 1B.
Land Evaluation Worksheet Site Assessment Worksheet 1.

A B C D E F G H I J K
Soil Map 

Unit
Project 
Acres

Proportion of 
Project Area

LCC LCC 
Rating

LCC 
Score

Storie 
Index

Storie Index 
Score LCC Class 

I - II
LCC Class 

III
LCC Class  

IV - VIII
167 96.00 0.58 IV w 40 23.3 15 8.73  96.00
169 35.00 0.21 VI w 20 4.2 9 1.91  35.00
280 34.00 0.21 IV s 40 8.2 49 10.10  34.00

0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  
0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  

0.00 0 0.0 0 0.00  

Totals: 165 1.00
LCC 
Total 35.8

Storie Index 
Total 20.73 Total Acres 0 0 165

Project Size 
Scores 0 0 60

Land Capability Classification (LCC)                                                      
and Storie Index Scores Project Size Score

Highest Project 
Size Score 60



A B C D E
Project Portion Water Source Proportion of 

Project Area
Water Availability 

Score
Weighted 

Availability Score 

1 N/A 1.000 25 25.000

3 0 0.000 0 0.000

3 0 0.000 0 0.000

4 0 0.000 0 0.000

5 0 0.000 0 0.000

6 0 0.000 0 0.000

7 0 0.000 0 0.000

8 0 0.000 0 0.000

9 0 0.000 0 0.000

10 0 0.000 0 0.000

1.0
Total Water 

Resource Score 25Totals:

Site Assessment Worksheet 2.- Water Resources Availability



Site Assessment Worksheet 3.

A B D E F G

Total Acres

Acres in Agriculture  Percent in 
Agriculture         

(A/B)

Percent        
Protected Resource 

Land              
(A/C)

3468 3460 99.77% 79.44% 100 80

Surrounding Agricultural and Surrounding Protected Resource Land

Surrounding 
Agricultural         
Land Score         

(From Table)

Surrounding 
Protected Resource  

Land Score         
(From Table)

C

Acres of Protected 
Resource

2754.95

Zone of Influence



Factor Scores Factor Weight Weighted Factor Scores
LE Factors

Land Capability 
Classification 35.76 0.25 8.94

Storie Index 20.73 0.25 5.18
LE 

Subtotal 0.50 14.12

SA Factors
Project 

Size 60 0.15 9.00
Water Resource 

Availability 25 0.15 3.75
Surrounding 

Agricultural Land 100 0.15 15.00
Surrounding Protected 

Resource Land 80 0.05 4.00
SA 

Subtotal 0.50 31.75

45.87

Final LESA Score Sheet

Final LESA 
Score:
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From: Elena Nuño, Project Manager 
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Re: Applicability of previously prepared Agricultural Soils /Farmland Conversion Study 

 

 

 

 

The Agricultural Soils /Farmland Conversion Study for Section 6 and Portions of Section 7, T.12S., 

R11E. and Portions of Section 31, T.11S., R.11E. MDM prepared for by McIntosh & Associates in 

September 2011 encompassed the proposed Vega Solar project and its associated 165 acres.  

Accordingly, the information in the previously prepared technical study would be applicable to the 

Vega Solar Project. 
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1.0   Project Setting 
1.1 Introduction  

As the United States continues to urbanize, one of the many challenges facing the County of 
Merced is blending the need to preserve agricultural land and open space with the demand for 
development of alternative energy projects.  Projects involving changes in land use sometimes 
convert agricultural lands to non-agricultural uses.  Conserving productive agricultural lands 
requires a careful project-specific evaluation of the direct and indirect effects, as well as the 
cumulative effects, of agricultural land conversion.  This study provides a checklist of items 
that should be considered by those analyzing the proposed project site.  In order to analyze the 
proposed project’s potential impact to agricultural lands, this study utilized factors identified 
in the Merced County 2000 General Plan (2000 GP), the Draft Merced County 2030 General 
Plan (2030 GP), and the California Department of Conservation’s California Agricultural 
Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (LESA) (see Exhibit “H” LESA Model). 

1.2 Project Description  

This Farmland Conversion Study addresses the conversion of approximately 1,009 acres of 
agricultural land located in the southwest portion of the unincorporated area of Merced 
County.  The subject property (project) is located within the County of Merced and State of 
California.  The project consists of five parcels located within Sections 6 and 7, Township 12 
South, Range 11 East, and a portion of Section 31, Township 11 South, Range 11 East, Mount 
Diablo Base and Meridian (see Exhibit “A-1” Location and Site Map).  The project is also 
identified as Assessor Parcel Numbers (APNs) 090-130-18, 090-130-37, 090-130-44, and 
088-180-49 (see Exhibits A-3 and A-4). 

Specifically, the project is located east of Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Route 165 (SR 165) 
intersection and Dos Amigos Pumping Plant, south of the Delta-Mendota Canal, and north of 
the San Luis Canal/California Aqueduct, approximately nine miles southeast of the City of 
Los Banos, near S. Woo and W. El Campo Roads (see Exhibits A-1 and A-2). 

According to the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) Charleston School 7.5 Minute Series 
Quadrangle Maps and visual inspection of the property, a majority of the topography of the 
site slopes towards the northeast.  The project elevation varies between 200 and 300 feet 
above mean sea level (see Exhibit “B-1” USGS Charleston School Topographic Map). 

The project proposes to develop a solar photovoltaic (PV) power-generating facility that 
would generate approximately 150 megawatts alternating current (MW-AC) of clean, 
renewable electrical power.  The project would involve improvements on unincorporated 
Merced County lands.  The project land use designation is “Agriculture” and is zoned 
“Exclusive Agricultural” (A-2).  A Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to site the solar project 
will be required. The project site is also within an Agricultural Preserve and will require an 
Agricultural Preserve Exclusion. 
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There are no existing structures on the project site.  Three irrigation ditches traverse the 
proposed project site in a northwesterly and southeasterly direction.  The Delta Mendota 
Canal is located along the northern edge of the project site and the California Aqueduct is 
located south-southwest of the project site.  Pole Line Road is located adjacent to the 
southwest portion of the project site.  A cell phone tower is located at the southeast corner, 
and a water well (irrigation pumping facility) is located at the northeast corner of the project 
site. 

Access to the site is provided by several unpaved roads to the interior portions of the project 
site, including W. El Campo Road, which traverses the northern portion of the project site.  
W. El Campo Road intersects Pole Line Road Line Road, west of the project site, which then 
intersects with the South Mercy Springs Road/I-5 interchange.   

1.3 Purpose of Study 

This Farmland Conversion Study addresses the conversion of approximately 1,009 acres of 
agricultural land located southeast of Los Banos, in the unincorporated area of Merced 
County.   

Historically, agricultural and agribusiness uses have been predominant on the subject 
property.  In addition, forage crops (hay, alfalfa, corn, wheat), fruit, and cotton have been the 
dominant crops grown on the site.  In the past several years, a portion of the project site has 
been flooded and used for drainage by the Charleston Drainage District.   

1.4 Land Conservation (Williamson) Act 

The California Land Conservation Act of 1965, also known as the Williamson Act, was 
established with the basic intent of encouraging the preservation of the state’s agricultural 
lands in view of the increasing trends toward their “premature and unnecessary” urbanization.  
The Act enables local governments to enter into contracts with private landowners for the 
purpose of restricting specific parcels of land to agricultural or related open space use.  In 
return, landowners receive property tax assessments, which are much lower than normal 
because they are based upon farming and open space uses as opposed to full market value.  
Local governments receive an annual subvention of forgone property tax revenues from the 
state via the Open Space Subvention Act of 1971.   

The State Department of Conservation passed legislation in 1998 that would allow individual 
Counties to establish an additional program for farmlands to enter into contract with the State 
to receive a similar benefit as the Williamson Act Contract.  The Farmland Security Zone is a 
20-year self-renewing contract that allows property owners with qualifying parcels to receive 
an additional 35 percent in tax savings above that which is received under the Williamson Act 
Contract.  

The most current California Land Conservation (Williamson) Act 2008-2009 Status Report, 
prepared by the Department of Conservation (November 2010), indicates that 467,679 acres of 
land in Merced County are under Williamson Act contract and under the Farmland Security Zone 
contract in 2009, up by 12,029 acres from the previous year.  Both of these contracts require that 
lands be within an established agricultural preserve.  Agricultural lands that are not in a preserve 
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face the greatest threat for conversion, as they are assessed higher property taxes due to their 
proximity to urbanization.   

None of the project site acreage is subject to Williamson Land Use Contracts. 

1.5 Trends of Farmland Conversion in the County  

According to the most recent California Land Conservation (Williamson) Act 2008-2009 
Status Report, prepared by the Department of Conservation, November 2010, Table 1 
illustrates a breakdown of contracted lands receiving benefit of decreased property taxation 
for 2009: 

Table 1  Contracted Lands – Williamson Act 2009 

* These lands have requested non-renewal of their contract and are in the process of “backing out” of the 9-year contract. 
 

1.6 Merced County General Plan Provisions 

1.6.1 Year 2000 General Plan 

The County of Merced prepared and adopted the Merced County Year 2000 General Plan 
(2000 GP) in December 1990.  This document establishes policies to provide decision-
makers with long-range guidance affecting the future character of the Merced County 
planning area.  The 2000 GP also acts to clarify and articulate the relationship and 
intentions of local government to the rights and expectations of the general public, 
property owners and prospective investors.  Through the Plan, the County can inform 
these groups of its goals, policies and development standards, thereby communicating 
what must be done to meet the objectives of the 2000 GP. 

The 2000 GP provides for the continuation of historical growth patterns to established 
urban areas where services are available and impacts on agricultural and other open space 
resources can be minimized. The land use goals of the 2000 GP provide for the 
accommodation of: 

• Coordinated, orderly development in city fringe areas; 
• Conservation of productive agricultural and other valuable open space lands; 
• A rural environment which achieves a balance between its agricultural and other 

open space resource values. 
 

California Land Conservation (Williamson) Act 2009 

Prime 256,199 acresWilliamson Act Contract 
Non-Prime 211,480 acres
Prime 5,801 acresNon-contracted * 
Non-Prime 281 acres
Prime 26,266 acresFarmland Security Zone Contract – Urban 
Non-Prime 0 acres
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The agricultural goals of the 2000 GP provide: 

• Productive agricultural lands are conserved; 
• Land uses which are potentially disruptive to the agricultural economy are properly 

located and operated. 
The Elements within the 2000 GP that provide policies and implementation measures for 
the conservation and/or improvements on agricultural lands include the Land Use, Open 
Space/Conservation/ and Agricultural Elements.  Below is an outline of the applicable 
policies and implementation measures within these Elements: 

• Improve the financial viability of the agricultural sector; 
• Consider programs which reduce the tax burden of farmland and aid in the 

conservation of agricultural lands; 
• Support appropriate efforts by private conservation organizations to utilize 

conservations easements as a tool for agricultural conservation; 
• Conversion of agricultural land into urban uses shall be allowed only where a clear 

and immediate need can be demonstrates, based on population projections and lack 
of land availability for non agricultural uses; 

• Direct development to less valuable farmland where conversion is justified;  
• Encourage, when appropriate, the use of solar and other renewable energy 

resources for residential, commercial, industrial, and public building applications. 

1.6.2 Year 2030 General Plan 

In the spring of 2006, Merced County began a process to update the General Plan. The 
County of Merced has prepared a Draft 2030 General Plan (2030 GP) which was reviewed 
by the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors in July 2011.  The update of the 
Merced County Year 2030 General Plan (2030 GP) is currently scheduled to be adopted in 
December 2011.  The 2030 GP is the overarching policy document that guides land use, 
housing, transportation, infrastructure, community design, and other policy decisions.  
The 2030 GP expresses Merced County’s vision for the future and incorporates public 
policy relative to the distribution of future public and private land uses.  The 2030 GP also 
acts to clarify and articulate the relationship and intentions of local government to the 
rights and expectations of the general public, property owners and prospective investors.  
Through the Plan, the County can inform these groups of its goals, policies and 
development standards, thereby communicating what must be done to meet the objectives 
of the 2030 GP. 

The land use goals of the 2030 GP provide for the accommodation of: 

• Preserve, promote and expand the agricultural industry in Merced County; 
• Recognize the  importance of agriculture and to seek ways to protect productive 

agricultural land; 
• Recognize and promote agricultural processing and support operations; 
• Allow for the development of energy production facilities in rural parts of the 

County.  
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The agricultural goals of the 2030 GP provide: 

• Ensure the long-term preservation and conservation of land used for productive 
agriculture, potentially productive agricultural land, and agricultural support 
facilities; 

• Anticipate the future need of the agricultural sector in order to improve agricultural 
competiveness, efficiency, and employment; 

• Land uses which are potentially disruptive to the agricultural economy are properly 
located and operated. 

The Elements within the 2030 GP that provide policies and implementation measures for 
the conservation and/or improvements on agricultural lands include the Economic 
Development, Land Use, Agricultural, and Water Elements.  Below is an outline of the 
applicable policies and implementation measures within these Elements: 

• Support the existing agricultural economy while expanding infrastructure and 
existing/new industries in order to increase employment opportunities and attract 
new investment.  

• Preserve, promote, and expand the agricultural industry in Merced County.  
• Protect agricultural areas from conversion to non-agricultural uses by establishing 

and implementing an agricultural mitigation program in cooperation with the six 
cities in Merced County, with consistent standards for county and city 
governments, that matches acres converted with farmland acres preserved at a 1:1 
ratio.  In addition, the Land Evaluation and Soil Assessment Model (LESA Model) 
may be used to determine whether the conservation land is of equal or greater 
value than the land being converted. 

• Periodically review and update the Right-to-Farm Ordinance and provide 
information to the local real estate industry to help make the public aware of the 
right-to-farm provisions. 

• Develop a program establishing criteria to prioritize the location for establishment 
of agricultural conservation easements. 

• Develop and implement guidelines for design and maintenance of buffers required 
when new non-agricultural uses are approved in agricultural areas. 

• Encourage the installation of solar and wind energy production facilities in 
agricultural areas so long as they do not result in a tax burden to the County, do not 
result in permanent water transfers off of productive agricultural, or do not require 
cancellation of Williamson Act Land Use Contracts.  In addition, these facilities 
should include assurances for financing decommissioning activities. 

• Actively monitor, review, comment, and advocate on pending major State and 
Federal legislation and executive orders which could have an impact on agriculture 
in Merced County. 

• Encourage agriculture and urban practices to comply with the requirements of the 
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for irrigated lands and confined 
animal facilities, which mandate agricultural practices which minimize erosion and 
the generation of contaminated runoff to ground or surface waters by providing 
assistance and incentives. 
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Additionally, according to the Farmland Conversion Report: 2006 to 2008, prepared by 
the staff of the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) in the Department of 
Conservation, Farmland of Local Importance is classified as:  
“Farmland of Local Importance is land of importance to the local economy, as defined by each 
county's local advisory committee and adopted by its Board of Supervisors.   

Farmland of Local Importance is either currently producing, or has the capability of production, 
but does not meet the criteria of Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or Unique 
Farmland. Authority to adopt or to recommend changes to the category of Farmland of Local 
Importance rests with the Board of Supervisors in each county.” 

The Merced County Board of Supervisors determined that Farmland of Local Importance 
in Merced County represents farmlands that have physical characteristics that would 
qualify for Prime or Statewide except for the lack of irrigation water.  Also, farmlands that 
produce crops that are not listed under Unique but are important to the economy of the 
County or City. 

2.0   Environmental Setting 
2.1 State of California Agricultural Production 

The 2010 California Agriculture Highlights prepared by the California Department of 
Food and Agriculture states that California had 81,500 farming operations for the year 
2008.  This number represents less than 4 percent of the nation’s total farming operations; 
however, these farms account for 11.2 percent of the total national value of agricultural 
crops and commodities.   California land in farms totaled 25.4 million acres for the year 
2008, the same acreage as reported for 2007.   

The average size farm in California is 312 acres compared with the U.S. average of 418 
acres, and approximately 400 crops are recognized in the state, including seeds, flowers 
and ornamental.  Modern agricultural practices in the United States have greatly increased 
the productivity of an acre of land.  One acre can produce 60,000 pounds of strawberries, 
16,500 pounds of garlic, 30,000 pounds of carrots, 26,000 pounds of cantaloupe, or 1,186 
pounds of cotton lint.  California’s top 20 crops and livestock commodities account for 74 
percent of the state’s gross farm income. 

California has some of the most agriculturally productive counties in the nation. Nine of 
the nation’s ten agricultural producing counties nationwide are located in California: 
Fresno, Tulare, Kern, Monterey, Merced, Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Kings and Imperial.  
The 2008 total market value of agricultural products sold that were produced in California 
was 36.2 billion dollars.  This is the second highest value on record.  California remained the 
number one state in cash farm receipts in 2008, representing 11.2 percent of the U.S. total. 

2.2 Merced County Agricultural Production 

The valley region of Merced County is highly suitable for agricultural cultivation.  A review 
of the California Department of Food and Agriculture Crop Reports indicates a history of high 
agricultural production for many crops over the years and continuing to the present.  Factors 
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that influence high agricultural activity today are climate, availability of water, dependable 
market demand, good soils, and most importantly, proper management.  Agriculture in 
Merced County has been extensive since the introduction of canals and irrigation changed the 
crops produced in Merced County in the late 1800s.  Rapid agricultural development occurred 
after 1880 due to the development of irrigation, inexpensive land, favorable crop yields, the 
arrival of two railroads and access to markets. 
 
The 2009 Agricultural Crop Report prepared by the Merced County Agricultural Commissioner’s 
Office states that Merced County contains 1,169,968 acres of harvested land, an increase of 
10,043 acres over the previous year. Within that acreage, 61,204 acres were harvested for 
vegetable crops and 974,421 acres for field crops (see Table 2).  The 2009 total value of 
agricultural commodities produced in Merced County was $4,092,166,180, an increase of 
approximately 18 percent over the 2006 crop value.  The total harvested acreage increased 
approximately 2.31 percent.  The 2007 top six commodities were milk, grapes, citrus, almonds, 
carrots, and pistachios.  

Table 2  2009 Agricultural Crop Report - Harvest Acres 

2009 Agricultural Crop Report Summary 
Merced County Agricultural Commissioner’s Office 

Crop Harvested Acres 
Fruit and Nut Crops 127,289 
Field Crops and Rangeland 974,421 
Vegetable Crops 61,204 
Nursery Crops 1,428 
Seed Crops 5,626 
Total acres 1,169,968 

2.3 Subject Property 

The subject property includes approximately 1,009 acres used for agriculture and agribusiness 
operations.  Historically, agricultural operations have taken place on the entire site and have 
included such crops as cotton and wheat (Merced County Department of Agriculture records).  
A portion of the property has produced cantaloupes in the last several years. California ranks 
first in the nation in the production of cantaloupes and Merced County is the third largest 
producer in the State.   

The Charleston Drainage District has leased approximately 456 acres of the project site for 
drainage water over the past two years.  Forage hay has been produced on this drainage-
impaired soil to assist in absorption of the drainage water.  

There are no water wells located on the project site and the project is no longer eligible to 
receive irrigation water from the Central Valley Project, its historic source of irrigation water. 
The project site is also subject to a recorded non-irrigation covenant.   

The farmers Barcellos Et Al., Alan Sagouspe Inc., and the Charleston Drainage District have 
provided history on the agricultural crops grown on the subject property and the pesticide 
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and/or chemical products used on the site from 2005-2010. The Merced County Department 
of Agriculture records were also reviewed to obtain information. 

Table 3 illustrates the crops that were grown on the project site between 2005 and 2010. 

Table 3  Crops Grown on Subject Property 2005-2010 

Crops Grown on Subject Property 
2005-2010 

Year Crop Acres Crop Acres 

Barley 82 Cantaloupes 1842010 
Wheat 190 Jose Tall Wheat Grass 455

 Fallow 98  
Oats 186 Jose Tall Wheat Grass 4552009 
Wheat Hay 282 Fallow 88
Oats 266 Cotton 992008 
Wheat 190 Jose Tall Wheat Grass 365

 Fallow 98  
Cotton 431 Jose Tall Wheat Grass 3652007 
Wheat 124 Fallow 98
Cotton 408.5 Processing Tomatoes 134.62006 
Fallow 465.9  
Cotton 347.5 Cantaloupe 184.002005 
Fallow 477.5  

 
According to the information provided by owner, pesticides and/or chemicals were not stored 
on the subject property.  Table 4 lists the pesticides and/or chemicals permitted for use on the 
subject site from 2005 to 2010, as reported by the Merced County Agriculture Department.   

Table 4  List of Pesticides and Chemicals 

Pesticides, Herbicides, and Fertilizer Usage 2002-2010 

Brand Name Type Brand Name Type 
Tenkoz Trifluran Herbicide Dyne-Amic Surfactant 
Roundup Herbicide ET Herbicide/Defoliant 
Admire 2 Insecticide M.A.P.C.O. Defoliant 
Metam Clear Pesticide Riverdale MCPA-4 Herbicide 
Pounce 3.2 Insecticide Reign Herbicide / Algaecide 
Allityn Insecticide Banvel Herbicide 
Zephyr 0.15 Insecticide Nufarm Rhomene Herbicide 
Temik Aldicarb Pesticide Razor Pro 41-A Herbicide/Retardant 
Quest Herbicide Clarity Herbicide 
Agri-Mek Insecticide/Miticide Goal 2XL Herbicide 
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Pesticides, Herbicides, and Fertilizer Usage 2002-2010 

Brand Name Type Brand Name Type 
Capture 2 Insecticide/Miticide Shark EW Herbicide 
Intrepid 2F Insecticide Activator 90 Surfactant Herbicide 
Pix Plant Regulator Perm-Up 3.2 Insecticide / Miticide 
Ginstar Defoliant Epi-Mek Insecticide / Miticide 
Tri-Fol Foliar Nutrient Sevin 5 Bait Insecticide  

Syl-Tac Herbicide Enhancement First Choice 
Carbaryl Insecticide / Miticide 

Tenkoz 
Cottonquick Defoliant Fulfill Insecticide 

Finish 6 Pro 
Harvest Defoliant Induce Insecticide 

Gramoxone Max Herbicide Fusilade DX Herbicide 
Trilin Herbicide Leverage 2.7 Insecticide 
Touchdown Total Herbicide UCB Metam 42% Fumigant 

Buffer P.S. Acidifier/Water 
Conditioner Dupont Matrix Herbicide 

No Foam A Spreader Surfactant CMR  Herbicide Activator 
Trilin Herbicide Clean Crop Fungicide/Miticide 

Prowl H2O Herbicide Admire Pro 
Systemic Insecticide 

Dupont Asana 
XL Insecticide Microthiol Disperss Fungicide 

Rally 40 Fungicide Dimethoate 4E Insecticide/Miticide 
Wilbur-Ellis Miticide Dupont Asana XL Insecticide 
** Information obtained from the owner and the Merced County Department of Agriculture/Measurement 
Standards. (Merced County 2010 Restricted Material Permit/Operator ID/Pesticide Use Report). 
 

2.4 Agricultural Crops and Yields for the Year 2005 - 2009 

According to the farmers and Merced County Agricultural Department, Barley, Wheat Hay, 
Jose Tall Wheat Grass, Oats, Tomatoes (processing), Cotton and Cantaloupe were the crops 
grown on the subject property for 2005-2010.  The Merced County Annual Crop Report is not 
available for the year 2010. The agricultural crop and yields for 2005-2009 are listed in Table 
5, below. 
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Table 5  Agricultural Crops and Yields for the Years 2005 – 2009 

Agricultural Crops and Yields for the Years 2005 - 2009 

Year Crop Acres Yield 
(Ton/acre) 

Total Yield 
Ton 

Unit 
Value 
Ton 

Cost to 
produce       
per acre 

Net Value Net Value     
Per Ton 

Wheat Hay 280 4.1 1,148 $70.26 $450 -$42,781.92 -$70.37
Oats 186 1.3 241.8 $335.52 $350 $16,028.74 $66.29
Jose Tall Wheat Grass 455 2.0 910.0 $70.26 $250.00 -$49,813.40 -$54.74

2009  

Fallow 88 0.00 0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Oats 266 2.1 558.6 $275.00 $550 $39,187.50 $75.00
Wheat 190 2.75 522.5 $273.89 $650 $19,607.53 $37.53
Cotton* 99 2.45 Bales 242.55 $386.13 $1,100.00 -$15,244.17 -$62.85
Jose Tall Wheat Grass 356 2.0 712 $167.42 $250 $30,203.04 $42.42

2008  

Fallow 98 0.00 0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Wheat 124 2.9 359.6 $166.00 $660 -$22,146.40 -$61.59
Cotton* 431 2.3Bales 991.3 $377.23 $1,050 -$78,601.90 -$79.29
Jose Tall Wheat Grass 356 2.0 712 $127.24 $250 $1,594.88 $2.24

2007  

Fallow 98 0.00 0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Cotton* 408.5 2.6 Bales 1,062.10 $370.40 $1,235.85 -$111,442.89 -$104.93
Tomatoes 134.6 31.85 4,287.01 $57.41 $2,017.00 $-25,370.96 -$5.922006 
Fallow 465.9 0.00 0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Cotton* 347.5 2.6 Bales 903.5 $377.83 $983.00 -$223.10 -$0.25
Cantaloupe** 184.0 678.02 Ctn 124,755.68 $4.70 $1,275.55 $1,911.14 $2.822005 
Fallow 477.5 0.00 0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

   Cotton Units are expressed per 500 lb Bale 
** Cantaloupe Units are expressed as 40 lb Cartons 

 

2009 Crop Information 

Wheat Hay–The typical yield of wheat is 4.1 tons per acre, and the cost to produce is 
estimated at $450.00 per acre based on information from the farmer and Merced County Crop 
Report. The wheat crop value is estimated at $70.26 per ton (Merced County 2009 Crop 
Report).  Therefore, the net crop value is approximately -$70.37 per ton of wheat.  The lost 
crop value is theoretically estimated at -$42,781.92 for the 280.0 acres of wheat crop.   

Oats –The typical yield of oats is 1.3 tons per acre, and the cost to produce was $350.00 per 
acre based on information provided by the farmer and Merced County Crop Report.  The oat 
crop value is estimated at $335.52 per ton (Merced County 2009 Crop Report).  Therefore, the 
net crop value is approximately -$66.29 per ton of oats.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at a $16,028.74 for the 186 acres of oat crop. 

Jose Tall Wheat Grass–The typical yield of the Jose Tall Wheat Grass is 2.0 tons per acre, 
and the cost to produce is estimated at $250.00 per acre based on information from the 
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farmers and Merced County Crop Report. The Jose Tall Wheat Grass crop value is estimated 
at $70.26 per ton (Merced County 2009 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop value is 
approximately -$54.74 per ton of Jose Tall Wheat Grass.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at -$49,813.40 for the 455.0 acres of wheat crop.   
 

2008 Crop Information 

Oats – Silage was ranked number twelve for the top twelve crops grown in Merced County 
for the year 2008.  The typical yield of oats is 2.1 tons per acre, and the cost to produce is 
estimated at $550.00 per acre based on information provided. The oat crop value is estimated 
at $275.00 per ton (Merced County 2008 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop value is 
approximately $75.00 per ton of oats.  The total lost crop value is theoretically estimated at a 
$39,187.50 for the 266.0 acres of oat crop.   

Wheat – Wheat was not ranked in the top twelve crops grown in Merced County for the year 
2008.  The typical yield of wheat is 2.75 tons per acre, and the cost to produce was $650.00 
per acre based on information provided. The wheat crop value is estimated at $273.89 per ton 
(Merced County 2008 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop value is approximately a $37.53 
per ton of wheat.  The lost crop value is theoretically estimated at a $19,607.53 for the 190.0 
acres of wheat crop. 

Jose Tall Wheat Grass – The typical yield of the Jose Tall Wheat Grass is 2.0 tons per acre, 
and the cost to produce is estimated at $250.00 per acre based on information from the 
farmers and Merced County Crop Report. The Jose Tall Wheat Grass crop value is estimated 
at $167.42 per ton (Merced County 2008 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop value is 
approximately $42.42 per ton of Jose Tall Wheat Grass.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at $30,203.04 for the 356.0 acres of wheat crop.  
 

2007 Crop Information 

Wheat – Wheat was not ranked in the top twelve crops grown in Merced County for the year 
2007.  The typical yield of wheat is 2.9 tons per acre, and the cost to produce was $660.000 
per acre based on information provided. The wheat crop value is estimated at $166.00 per ton 
(Merced County 2007 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop value is approximately a -$61.59 
per ton of wheat.  The lost crop value is theoretically estimated at a -$22,146.40 for the 766.0 
acres of wheat crop. 

Cotton – Cotton was ranked number eleven for the top twelve crops grown in Merced County 
for the year 2006.  The typical yield of cotton was 2.3 fifty (50) pound bales per acre, and the 
cost to produce was $1,050.00 per acre based on information provided.  The cotton crop value 
is estimated at $377.23 per bale (Merced County 2006 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop 
value is approximately a -$79.29 per bale of cotton.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at a -$78,601.90 for the 431.0 acres of cotton crop. 

Jose Tall Wheat Grass – The typical yield of the Jose Tall Wheat Grass is 2.0 tons per acre, 
and the cost to produce is estimated at $250.00 per acre based on information from the 
farmers and Merced County Crop Report. The Jose Tall Wheat Grass crop value is estimated 
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at $127.24 per ton (Merced County 2007 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop value is 
approximately $2.24 per ton of Jose Tall Wheat Grass.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at $1,594.88 for the 356.0 acres of wheat crop.  

2006 Crop Information 

Tomatoes-Processing – Tomatoes were ranked number five for the top twelve crops grown 
in Merced County for the year 2006. The typical yield of tomatoes is 31.85 tons per acre, and 
the cost to produce tomatoes is $2,017.00 per acre based on information provided  The tomato 
crop value is estimated at $57.41 per ton (Merced County 2006 Crop Report).  Therefore, the 
net crop value is approximately a -$5.92 per ton.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at -$25,370.96 for the 134.6 acres of tomato crop.  

Cotton – Cotton was ranked number ten for the top twelve crops grown in Merced County for 
the year 2006.  The typical yield of cotton was 2.6 fifty (50) pound bales per acre, and the cost 
to produce was $1,235.85 per acre based on information provided.  The cotton crop value is 
estimated at $370.40 per bale (Merced County 2006 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop 
value is approximately a -$104.93 per bale of cotton.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at a -$111,442.89 for the 408.5 acres of cotton crop. 
 

2005 Crop Information 

Cotton – Cotton was ranked number nine for the top twelve crops grown in Merced County 
for the year 2005.  The typical yield of cotton was 2.6 fifty (50) pound bales per acre, and the 
cost to produce was $983.00 per acre based on information provided.  The cotton crop value 
is estimated at $377.83 per bale (Merced County 2005 Crop Report).  Therefore, the net crop 
value is approximately a -$0.25 per bale of cotton.  The lost crop value is theoretically 
estimated at a -$223.10 for the 347.5 acres of cotton crop. 

Cantaloupe – Cantaloupe was not ranked in the top twelve crops grown in Merced County 
for the year 2005.  The typical yield of cantaloupe 678.02 forty (40) pound cartons per acre, 
and the cost to produce was $1,275.55 per acre based on information provided.  The 
cantaloupe crop value is estimated at $4.70 per carton (Merced County 2005 Crop Report).  
Therefore, the net crop value is approximately a $2.82 per carton of cantaloupe.  The lost crop 
value is theoretically estimated at a $1,911.14 for the 184 acres of cantaloupe crop. 

2.6 Adjacent Property 

Land Use and Zoning 

Table 6 illustrates the zoning and land use designations for surrounding properties respectively.  
(See Exhibits “A-5 and A-6”). 
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Table 6  Adjacent Property Land Use and Zoning 

Land Use and Zoning 
Proposed Project Site and Adjacent Property  

 Merced GP Merced Zoning 
Site Agriculture A-2 Exclusive Agriculture 
North Agriculture A-2 Exclusive Agriculture 
East Agriculture A-2 Exclusive Agriculture 
South Agriculture A-2 Agriculture 
West Agriculture A-2 Exclusive Agriculture 

 

Adjacent Property Crops  

The crops that were grown on adjacent properties for 2005-2010 are listed in Table 7, below 
(also see Exhibit “G” Adjacent Crops). 

Table 7  Adjacent Property – Crops for 2005-2010 

Adjacent Property 
Agricultural Crops 2005-2010 

Year Crops Year Crops 

2010 Tomatoes, Alfalfa, 
Wheat 2007 Tomatoes, Cotton, 

Alfalfa, Wheat 

2009 Tomatoes, Alfalfa, 
Wheat 2006 Tomatoes, Cotton, 

Alfalfa, 

2008 Tomatoes ,Cotton, 
Wheat, Alfalfa 2005 Tomatoes, Cotton, 

Alfalfa 
Source:  Merced County GIS (2005-2010) 
 

2.7 Historical and Current Aerial Photographs 

Historical and current aerial photographs were reviewed to help establish the history of the 
subject property.  Historically, the majority of the site has been used as agricultural land or 
has remained vacant.  The following aerial photographs are provided as listed below in Table 
8 (also see Exhibit “E”): 

Table 8  Historical and Current Aerial Photographs

Historical and Current Aerial Photographs 
1999-2011 

Year 
 

Site Use 
 

Site Observations 
1999 Agricultural The project site consists of agricultural land.  
2003 Agricultural Nearly all portions of the project site appear to be under 

cultivation or have been prepared for cultivation.  
2004 Agricultural Nearly all portions of the project site appear to be under 

cultivation or have been prepared for cultivation. 
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Historical and Current Aerial Photographs 
1999-2011 

Year 
 

Site Use 
 

Site Observations 
2005 Agricultural  Nearly all portions of the project site appear to be under 

cultivation or have been prepared for cultivation. 
2006 Agricultural The features observed on the project site appear similar to 

those noted in the 2005 aerial photograph. Parcels appear to 
be under cultivation, with at least half appearing fallow or 
having been prepared for cultivation. 

2009 Agricultural The features observed on the project site appears similar to 
those noted in the 2006 aerial photograph.  

2011 Agricultural Features observed on the project site appear similar to those 
noted in the 2009 aerial photograph.  

2.8 Water 

The project site has historically been used for agriculture.  It is difficult to quantify applied 
water requirements for the San Joaquin Valley portion of Merced County.  Differences, such 
as soil types, cultural practices, leaching requirements, and irrigation technologies employed 
around the valley result in different applied water rates on specific crops.  Farmers in areas 
suffering from shallow groundwater will usually apply less water on their crops than they 
would if the soil were well drained, because they must manage the shallow groundwater 
problem.  In addition, a crop may consume some shallow groundwater, which reduces the 
amount the farmer needs to apply.  Also, sprinkler or low volume irrigation typically requires 
less water than flood or furrow irrigation, although furrow or flood systems are not 
necessarily less efficient than other systems.  Many factors govern the type of irrigation 
system chosen by a farmer.  Under some conditions, furrow irrigation may be as efficient as 
sprinklers or low volume systems.  The efficiency of any given irrigation system is 
determined by how well the system is managed. 

The gross agricultural requirements in 2000 were estimated to be about 3,071,500 acre feet 
(af) with 2,727,900 af occurring over the usable groundwater basin.  Net agricultural 
requirements in 2000 were approximately 2,511,700 af with approximately 2,230,700 af 
occurring over the groundwater basin. Not all return flows return to usable groundwater.  
Some water is lost to saline sinks such as shallow groundwater areas.  In moisture deficient 
soils, return flows are absorbed by the soils and are irrecoverable.  The project site is located 
in the Delta Mendota Groundwater Basin, an area referred to as the “Grassland Drainage 
Area” of the Westside of the San Joaquin Valley.  It has been the subject of much interest 
because much of the irrigated lands have sedimentary deposits which have high selenium 
contents. The project site has historically been used for agriculture and drainage by the 
Charleston Drainage District. 

The water table in Sections 6 and 7 of Township 11 South, Range 11 East, Mount Diablo 
Baseline and Meridian is at a depth of approximately 100 feet. There are no on-site water 
wells located on the project site.  Water has historically been provided by surface water using 
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a 145 hp diesel pump. Numerous creeks and canals traverse the project site, and flows 
southwest to northeast (see Exhibit “B-5” Delta Mendota Groundwater Basin Map). 
California Aqueduct is located adjacent to the westerly boundary. 

The project site is located entirely within the San Luis Unit of the San Luis Water District 
(SLWD) (see Exhibit “B-4”). According to the SLWD, the subject property is drainage 
impaired due to the historic use as a drainage basin within its District boundaries.  The 
drainage impaired lands of the San Luis Unit are underlain by shallow impervious soils which 
prevent deep percolation of applied irrigation water.  As a consequence, perched water 
incrementally accumulates, while concentrating minerals and salts in the perched water.  
Absent drainage of this shallow groundwater; selenium, boron, and total dissolved solids 
continue to increase while water levels rise into the root zone, creating conditions toxic to 
crops.  The project is also subject to a non-irrigation covenant recorded with Merced County 
in conjunction with solutions for drainwater problems in the San Luis Unit.  

2.9 Climate 

Merced has wet, cool winters and hot, dry summers. Although thunderstorms may linger into 
the valley during the summer, they are normally dry. Average January temperatures are a 
maximum of 55.0°F and a minimum of 36.0°F. Average July temperatures are a maximum of 
97.1°F and a minimum of 60.9°F. There are an average of 98.7 days with highs of 90°F 
(32°C) or higher and an average of 33.6 days with lows of 32°F (0°C) or lower. Most of the 
rainfall occurs during the winter and averages 12.21 inches (310 mm) annually. There are an 
average of 48 days annually with measurable precipitation.  

2.10 Soils  

As defined by the USDA, prime farmland is land that has the best combination of physical 
and chemical characteristics for producing food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops and that 
is available for these uses.  It has the combination of soil properties, growing season, and 
moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields of crops in an economic manner if it 
is treated and managed according to acceptable farming methods.  Prime farmland soils 
produce the highest yields with minimal units of energy and economic resources, and farming 
in these soils result in the least damage to the environment.  

However, as defined by the California Land Conservation Act (G.C. § 51201), prime 
agricultural soils include Class I and II soils, Storie index 80-100 soils, vineyards and 
orchards, and soils which yield a minimum of $200 an acre per year.   
 
According to the USDA Soil Survey of Merced County, California, Western Part, the 
following map unit is within the subject property: 
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Table 9  USDA Soil Survey 
 

Capability 
Classification Numerical 

Symbol 
Map Unit Name 

Irrigated 
Non-
irrigated 

Prime Farmland 
Total Acres 
in Site 

167 
Deldota Clay, partially 
drained 

IIw IVw 
Yes, where 
irrigated 

420.03  

169 
Dos Amigos Clay, 
partially drained 

IIIw VIw 
Yes, where 
irrigated 

40.00 

230 
Paver Clay loam 2-5 
percent slopes 

IIe IVe  178.70 

280 
Woo Clay, 0-2 percent 
slopes 

IIs IVs 
Yes, where 
irrigated 

370.00 

Deldota Clay, partially drained (#167) 

The Deldota series consists of very deep, somewhat poorly drained soils on low alluvial fans 
and fan skirts.  These soils formed in mixed alluvium dominantly from sedimentary rock.  
They are on level or nearly level topography.  Slope is 0 to 2 percent. Elevation is 90 to 300 
feet.  The soil between the depth of 4 and 12 inches is moist throughout from about January 
15 to June 1 and dry from July 15 to November 15.  The mean annual soil temperature is 62°F 
to 66°F.  The soil when dry and not cropped or irrigated has cracks 1 to 2 inches apart but 
there are no wedge shaped structural aggregates or slickensides.  Permeability of this Deldota 
soil is slow.  Available water capacity is high.  This unit is suited to irrigated crops.  It is 
limited mainly by the slow permeability, the clay texture of the surface layer, and wetness.  
Approximately 420.03 acres of this soil type is within the project site. These soils are in 
capability class IIw-5 irrigated and capability subclass IVw-5 non-irrigated. 

Dos Amigos Clay, partially drained (#169) 

The Dos Amigos series consists of very deep, somewhat poorly drained soils on low alluvial 
fans adjacent to the valley basin rim.  These soils have a high concentration of sodium below 
the A horizon.  The soils formed in mixed alluvium derived dominantly from sedimentary 
rock Slopes are 0 to 2 percent.  Most of this soil has been leveled but was hummocky in its 
natural microrelief.  Elevations are 90 to 115 feet. The moisture control section is moist 
throughout from about January 15 to June 1 and dry throughout from July 15 to November 15.  
The mean annual soil temperature is 60°F to 64°F.  The soil when dry does not have the wide 
cracks apparent in the Deldota Clay series. Permeability of this Dosamigos soil is very slow. 
Runoff is slow, and the hazard of water erosion is slight.  This unit is suited to irrigated crops 
and is limited mainly by wetness, excess salts, the clay texture of the surface layer, and very 
slow permeability.  Approximately 40.00 acres of this soil type is within the project site. 
These soils are in capability class IIIw-6 irrigated and capability subclass VIw non-irrigated. 

Paver Clay Loam 2-5 percent slopes (#230) 

The Paver series consists of very deep, well drained soils on inset fans and alluvial fans.  The 
soils formed in mixed alluvium dominantly from sedimentary rock. Slopes are 0 to 5 percent.  
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Many of these soils have been leveled and are used for irrigated crops.  Elevations are 80 to 
340 feet. Organic matter decreases regularly with depth. The moisture control section of 5 to 
16 inches is moist throughout from about January 15 to May 15 and dry throughout from July 
1 to November 30.  The mean annual soil temperature is 64°F to 66°F.  Permeability of this 
Paver soil is moderately slow.  Available water capacity is high.  This unit is suited to 
irrigated crops.  It is limited mainly by steepness of slope.  Approximately 178.70 acres of this 
soil type is within the project site. These soils are in capability class IIe-1 irrigated and 
capability subclass IVe-1 non-irrigated. 

Woo Clay, 0-2 percent slopes (#280) 

The Paver series consists of very deep, well drained soils on inset fans and alluvial fans.  The 
soils formed in mixed alluvium dominantly from sedimentary rock. Slopes are 0 to 2 percent.  
Many of these soils have been leveled and are used for irrigated crops.  Elevations are 190 to 
480 feet. Organic matter decreases regularly with depth. The moisture control section of 5 to 
16 inches is moist throughout from about January 15 to May 15 and dry throughout from July 
1 to November 30.  The mean annual soil temperature is 64°F to 66°F.  Permeability of this 
Woo soil is slow.  Available water capacity is high to very high.  This unit is suited to 
irrigated.  It is limited mainly by the clay texture of the surface layer and slow permeability.  
Approximately 370.00 acres of this soil type is within the project site. These soils are in 
capability class IIs-5 irrigated and capability subclass IVs-5 non-irrigated. 

The USDA Soil Survey of Merced County, California, Western Part, states which soil units 
meet the requirements for prime farmland if water for irrigation is available.  According to the 
Survey, Deldota Clay (167), Paver Clay (230), and Woo Clay (280), meet the requirements 
for prime farmland with irrigation.  However, as defined by the California Land Conservation 
Act (G.C. § 51201), prime agricultural soils include Class I and II soils, Storie index 80-100 
soils, vineyards and orchards, and soils which yield a minimum of $200 an acre per year.   

A majority (831 acres) of the proposed project site is within a soil type that, as classified by 
the USDA Soil Conservation Service (now the Natural Resources Conservation Service – 
NRCS), are Class I or Class II with irrigation, but only 178 acres have a Storie Index Rating 
between 80 and 100, therefore meeting the California Land Conservation act (G.C. § 51201).  
Approval and implementation of the land use change will result in a loss of approximately 
178 acres of soil capability class II irrigated prime agricultural land.  (See Exhibit “B-3” Soil 
Map – USDA Northwest Soil Survey) 

The gross crop return for several of the crops grown on 812 acres (2008) of the property has 
also exceeded the threshold of a gross crop return of $200 per acre.  Therefore, the maximum 
acreage of 812 acres of the project site meets the California Land Conservation Act 
(G.C.§51201) standards for prime farmland classification.  
 

2.10.1 Land Capability Classification 

As defined by the United Stated Department of Agriculture (USDA), the land capability 
classification shows the suitability of soils for most kinds of field crops.  The soils are grouped 
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according to their limitations for field crops, the risk of damage if they are used for crops, and 
the way they respond to management.   

In the Capability system, soils are generally grouped at three levels: capability class, subclass, 
and unit.  Capability subclasses are soil groups within a class.  They are designated by adding a, 
e,w,s, or c to the class number, for example IIe.  The letter e shows the main limitation as 
erosion unless close-growing plant cover is maintained; w shows that water in or on the soil 
interferes with plant growth or cultivation; s shows that the soil is limited mainly because it is 
shallow, droughty, or stony; and c, used in only some parts of the United States, shows that the 
chief limitation is climate that is very cold or very dry.  

Capability units are soil groups within a subclass.  The soils in a capability unit are enough alike 
to be suited to the same crops and pasture plants, to require similar management, and to have 
similar productivity.  Capability units are designated by adding an Arabic numeral to the 
subclass symbol, for example, IIe-1 or IIIe-8.  The numbers used to designate units within the 
subclass are as indicated in Tables 10 and 11, below:  

Table 10  USDA Land Capability Classifications 

United Stated Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
Land Capability Classifications 

Class Definition 
Class I Soil has few limitations that restrict their use 

Class II Soil has moderate limitations that reduce the choice of plants or that  require 
moderate conservation practices 

Class III Soil has severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants or require special 
conservation practices, or both 

Class IV Soil has severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants or that require very 
careful management, or both. 

Class V Soils are not likely to erode but have other limitations, impractical to remove, 
that limit their use. 

Class VI Soil has severe limitations that make them generally unsuitable for cultivation 
Class VII Soil has severe limitations that make them unsuitable for cultivation 

Class VIII Soils and miscellaneous areas have limitations that nearly preclude their use 
for commercial crop production 
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Table 11   Land Capability Units 

United Stated Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
 Land Capability Units 

Number Definition 

0 Indicates limitations caused by stony, cobbly, or gravelly material in the 
substratum. 

1 Indicates limitations caused by slope or by an actual or potential erosion hazard. 
2 Indicates a limitation of wetness caused by poor drainage or flooding. 

3 
Indicates a limitation of slow or very slow permeability of the subsoil or 
substratum is caused by a clayey subsoil or by a substratum that is semi-
consolidated. 

4 Indicates a low available water capacity in sandy or gravely soils.  
5 Indicates limitations caused by a fine textured or very fine textured surface layer. 
6 Indicates limitations caused by salts or alkali. 
7 Indicates limitations caused by rocks, stones, or cobblestones. 

8 Indicates that the soil has a very low or low available water capacity because the 
root zone generally is less than 40 inches deep over massive bedrock. 

9 
Indicates limitations caused by low or very low fertility, acidity, or toxicity that 
cannot be corrected by adding normal amounts of fertilizer, lime, or other 
amendments. 

10 Indicates a high organic matter content, peats, and mucks. 

No unit designations are shown for class I soils because the soil characteristics are similar for all soils in the 
class.  Unit designations are not given for soils in classes V through VIII because these soils normally are not 
intensively managed as cropland. 
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3.0   Impacts of Farmland Conversion 
3.1 Methodology 

This study utilizes a combination of the analysis of factors provided in the Merced 2000 GP, 
the proposed Merced 2030 General Plan, the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site 
Assessment Model (LESA, California Department of Conservation – Office of Land 
Conservation, 1997), and the Soil Survey of Merced County, Western Part, to identify the 
proposed project’s potential impact to agricultural lands. The following sections include 
general discussions of the above-mentioned factors. 

3.2 Merced 2000 General Plan Factors 

The Merced 2000 GP recommends that certain factors be evaluated when determining the 
appropriateness of proposed agricultural conversions.  These factors include: 

• Soil quality 
• Availability of irrigation water 
• Proximity to non-agricultural uses 
• Proximity to intensive parcelization 
• Effect of properties subject to Williamson Act land use contracts 
• Ability to be provided with urban services such as sewer, water, roads, etc. 
• Ability to affect the application of agricultural chemicals on nearby agricultural 

properties 
• Ability to create a precedent-setting situation that leads to the premature conversion of 

prime agricultural lands 
• Demonstrated project need 
• Necessity of buffers such as lower densities, setbacks, etc. 

This section includes a general discussion of the above-mentioned factors.  This study’s 
findings regarding these factors are included in Section 5.0 Conclusions. 

Merced County is located in the heart of California’s San Joaquin Valley, the world’s most 
productive agricultural region.  The County, which spans from the coastal ranges to the 
foothills of the Sierra Nevada, is bordered by Stanislaus County to the north, Fresno and 
Madera Counties to the south, Mariposa County to the east, and Santa Clara and San Benito 
Counties to the west. 

The County encompasses approximately 1,980 square miles, of which 1.2 million acres or 98 
percent is unincorporated.  Approximately 24,128 acres, or 1.9 percent of the total land area, 
lies within one of the six incorporated cities: Atwater, Dos Palos, Gustine, Livingston, Los 
Banos, and Merced. Agriculture is the backbone and essential part of Merced County’s 
economy.  It is a way of life to be supported, and protected to assure the industry’s continued 
vitality. 

Urbanization, and its effect on agricultural land values and production costs is a major 
concern of the farm sector.  Farmland taken out of production probably will never be 
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recovered, thus forcing cultivation of marginally productive land at higher costs to farmers 
and ultimately the consumer. 

In California, the nation’s leading farm state, the issue is complicated by widely varying 
numbers about the extent of conversion and by contrasting opinions about the causes and 
consequences of farmland loss.  Urbanization in farming areas typically begins with 
conversion of one or a few parcels adjacent to the city limit line. The encroachment of urban 
uses on existing agricultural areas is prevalent adjacent to the City, where both farmers and 
urban neighbors operate with both negative and positive consequences.  The challenge is to 
minimize the negative interactions and create the conditions for a long-term and mutually 
beneficial coexistence between farmers and urban residents.  The negative interactions can be 
divided into the impacts that farmers can have on urban neighbors and the impacts that urban 
neighbors can have on farmers.   

Farming operations can affect urban neighbors by creating inconveniences or discomforts 
such as equipment noise, odors from manure and other chemicals, and dust or smoke.  
Farming operations may also result in impacts such as traffic of farm machinery on the 
streets.  The introduction of adjacent residential uses creates a greater number of land use 
conflicts than non-residential urban uses such as commercial and industrial uses. 

The introduction of commercial uses in existing agricultural areas can affect farming 
operations.  Urban uses can create adverse impacts such as the introduction of pests, disease 
and weeds, increased flooding and siltation, and increased traffic, vandalism, and trespassing.  
Residents can also limit agricultural operations by complaining of impacts from noise, dust, 
smoke, odors, and spray drift from pesticide and fertilizer use.  In Merced County, a farmer 
must receive a “Restricted Materials Permit” to apply chemicals to the crops, and the Merced 
County Department of Agriculture monitors the application by permits, to ensure that it is 
applied within regulations.  For example, there are restrictions on the application of cotton 
harvest aides (DEF, Folex, Paraquat) during the cotton defoliation season.  DEF, Folex and 
Paraquat shall not be applied within 1/8 mile of any school.  Paraquat should not be applied 
within 1/8 mile of any residential zoned or inhabited area, or within 1/4 mile if applied by air.  
DEF or Folex shall not be applied within 1/2 mile of any area zoned as residential or any 
school in session or due to be in session within 24 hours.  Restrictions to chemical and 
pesticides application are an additional impact on farming operations resulting from 
residential developments near existing agricultural areas. 

The proposed project is not likely to have an impact on local farmers.  No pesticide 
restrictions or residential development is proposed. The lack of irrigation water in the future 
would preclude irrigated crops, and dry-land farming is not productive. Farmers near the 
proposed project will not be affected by the planned development.  

3.2.1 Buffer Zones 

Buffer zones are well-defined strips of land located between farmland and urban development 
used to minimize possible conflicts between these uses.  Buffers essentially create a separation 
between agricultural and urban uses, which minimize negative impacts on both sides of an edge 
boundary, especially the effects of chemical drift from farming activity.  Agricultural buffers 
come in different forms—natural barriers created by landscape features such as waterways, roads, 
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landscaping, walls, residential setbacks, open space greenbelts, and combinations of various types. 
Key issues in their design and creation are their permanence, maintenance, and which of the 
landowners—developer/homeowner or farmer will provide the land or barrier. 

If developments adjacent to agricultural fields do not include buffer zones in their design, the 
burden falls upon the grower to provide a buffer between these uses.  This often means the grower 
must allocate a portion of their land to the creation of a buffer zone.  As an example, growers 
might be required to refrain from spraying or harvesting the outside rows of their crops.  In those 
cases, buffer zones represent a loss to the farmer of both crop production and income.  However, 
with commercial development, a buffer zone may include a parking lot or landscape area.  
Farmers can utilize their entire site for crop production if the adjacent development is commercial 
or industrial in nature, as these types of uses are not considered to be sensitive receptors. 

Boundaries and buffer zones are also required for organic farms.  Boundaries of land for 
certified organic farms must be clearly marked by permanent physical objects (i.e., roads, 
fences, streams, etc.).  Buffer zones are sometimes needed to protect certified crops from 
contamination.  Given the widespread use of toxic pollutants, preventative measures to stop 
the contamination of crops from sources beyond the grower's control may not always be 
possible.  Buffer zones can consist of a road, canal, walls, easements, setbacks, etc.  

The Project is being built on tilled agricultural and undeveloped land, and is surrounded by 
either vacant land or land under agricultural production. The proposed Project is not expected 
to conflict with surrounding agricultural uses, and the continuance of surrounding agricultural 
uses will not adversely affect the Project. A buffer zone with a minimum width of 35 feet will 
be maintained between the PV panels and all surrounding land. 

3.2.2 Water Supply 

Water is an important input in crop production. It has been the most important factor 
responsible for yield increases in the past 20 years.  Some water districts have limits on the 
amount of water they can deliver to agricultural crops.  Water demands change somewhat 
when croplands are converted to commercial uses.  Net irrigation requirements give the 
average amount of water required by specific crops at given locations in addition to the 
amount of water normally received there in the form of precipitation.  Urban water 
consumption depends on the land use established.  Some industrial users, such as food 
processors, require very large volumes of water.  Commercial uses require less water than 
industrial uses, but more water than urban uses.   

Vegetable irrigation in a drought year with potential periods of power outages and the 
announcements of reduced water supply can severely reduce vegetable yields.  Farmers have 
seen increases in water supply costs for their crops, which are attributed to the higher costs on 
energy to run the pump.   

3.2.3 Water Quality 

The amount and type of water contamination generated in urban areas differ from those 
generated in farmlands.  Urbanization usually results in increased surface water 
concentrations of fecal coliforms, oil, grease, and heavy metals.  Most farmers systematically 
apply a variety of pesticides and fertilizers to their crops.  Some of these chemicals reach the 
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soil and eventually leach into the groundwater.  Soil and groundwater contamination also 
occur where chemicals are mixed or stored, where wells are constructed or abandoned, and 
through rainwater infiltration.  Agricultural application of pesticides accounts for 
approximately 92 percent of all pesticide use in California (including chlorine).   

Conversion of farmlands to urban use decreases the area whereon which vegetation is treated 
with chemicals decreases due to the addition of impervious surfaces associated with non-
agricultural uses. 

3.2.4 Competition for Water 

California has a relatively abundant supply of water, but the state’s Mediterranean climate and 
varied geography results in an uneven spatial and temporal distribution of water supply.  
Precipitation occurs in the winter, while the highest demand is in the summer.  Average 
annual statewide precipitation is about 23 inches, corresponding to a volume of 200 million 
acre-feet.  About 65 percent of this precipitation is consumed through evaporation and 
transpiration by trees, plants, and other vegetation.  The remaining 35 percent comprises the 
state’s average annual runoff of about 71 million acre-feet. 

The DWR projects a decline in California’s irrigated acreage by 2020, due in part to 
urbanization of agricultural lands in the San Joaquin Valley. Potential changes in water use 
resulting from land use conversion is of concern by local agencies responsible for land use 
planning or for providing water supplies.   

Changes in water usage depends on the types of crops grown, and the density and type of 
urban development in an area. In the case of single-family dwellings, applied water use varies 
with housing density. Numerous studies have shown that dwellings on larger lots use more 
water per dwelling unit due to the larger landscaped areas. However, higher density 
developments have the greater applied water use per acre of land. The California Department 
of Water Resources Bulletin #160-98 study showed that applied water use of single-family 
dwellings and agricultural crops were similar at low housing densities (four or five units per 
acre). However, higher density single-family dwellings (six units or more per acre) that have 
become common in today’s new home construction market tended to have greater applied 
water requirements than some crops (see Table 12). 
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Table 12  Water Requirements – Urban and Agricultural 

Water Requirements 
Urban and Agricultural 

Type of Use Applied Water Use  (af/acre) 
Urban 3.2 
Agricultural 3.35 
 

Examples of Crop Irrigation Requirements 
Barley 1.3 
Grapes 2.9 
Cotton 3.2 
Deciduous orchard 3.5 
Pasture (improved) 4.5 
Alfalfa 4.7 

Source:  California Department of Water Resources Bulletin #160-98 

Continued growth has caused expansion of urban development onto adjoining agricultural 
lands in the area. The DWR urban water usage (urban water use includes residential, 
commercial, and industrial purposes) is equivalent to about 3.2 af/acre. The typical 
agricultural applied water use for alfalfa is 4.7 af/acre.   

As agricultural conversion replaces agricultural water users with urban water usage, the 
average fixed costs of maintaining and operating agricultural water delivery systems increase.  
Agricultural water consumption could eventually decrease below the minimum threshold 
necessary to operate delivery systems economically. 

3.2.5 Effects on Other Agricultural Properties or Operations 

Other changes in the existing environment could affect adjacent agricultural land by limiting 
the agricultural feasibility of the land.  The following types of effects from agricultural 
conversion could generally reduce agricultural feasibility: 

• Conversion of farmland may affect nearby farmers by placing restrictions and 
limitations on pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides used on the crops. Restrictions 
could also be placed on noise, burning, and dust. 

• Vehicle emissions from adjacent transportation routes and increased roadways can 
impact the health and survival of the crops. 

• Because of increased residential and commercial developments, the farmers’ share of 
the water supply could decline as competition for water increases.  Agricultural water 
consumption could eventually decrease below the minimum threshold necessary to 
operate delivery systems economically. 

• As urbanization proceeds in Merced, land prices may increase above the land’s value 
for agricultural production. 
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• Increased traffic congestion reduces the efficiency and increases the hazards of 
moving crops and farm machinery along rural roads.  Road congestion also increases 
the amount of time required to transport crops, which in turn increases shipping costs 
and the risk of spoilage. 

• Croplands and nearby agricultural lands that support farming are important sources of 
food, water, and cover for some native plants and animals. These resources are largely 
eliminated when farmlands are converted to urban use. 

• Vandalism is on the rise in the Merced County area.  Fields adjacent to highways 
experience unauthorized entry most frequently.  Trespass, crop pilferage, and damage 
and theft of irrigation equipment have become common problems in Merced County.  
Farmers often incur major costs when farm equipment has to be left unguarded 
overnight and is damaged from vandalism. 

There is no planned residential development adjacent to the proposed project.  The subject 
property will no longer receive irrigation water, as previously reported. Therefore, the level of 
significance of any impacts is considered minimal due to existing restrictions and limitations 
placed on the growers. In addition, the Pole Line Canal and Interstate 5 will create buffers 
between the proposed project and adjacent farming operations.  The proposed project impact 
on other agricultural properties is considered minimal. 

With respect to cumulative growth-inducing impacts, the conversion of this property from 
agricultural to commercial  uses is not considered significant, since the site has not been 
planned for future cultivation due to lack of irrigation water. 

The Merced 2000 GP promotes soil conservation and minimizes development of productive 
agricultural land or soils as defined by the following criteria: 
 

 All good quality soils - Prime, Statewide Important, and Unique on the 
Important Farmland Map; 

 Capability Class I – IV on the Soil Survey of the USDA Soil Conservation 
Service; 

 Poor soils that are presently or potentially producing agricultural commodities. 

3.3 California Department of Conservation - Factors 

In this section, prime farmland is defined and discussed, and the prime farmland soils in the 
project site are listed in Table 9, above.  Prime farmland, as defined by the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, are soils that are best suited to producing food, seed, forage, fiber, and oilseed 
crops.  In addition, prime farmland produces the highest yields with minimal units of energy 
and economic resources, and farming theses soils results in the least damage to the 
environment.  

Prime farmland soils commonly get an adequate and dependable supply of moisture from 
precipitation or irrigation.  Temperature and growing season are favorable, and the level of 
acidity or alkalinity is acceptable.  The soils have few rocks and are permeable to water and 
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air, not excessively erosive or saturated with water for long periods and are not flooded during 
the growing season.  Approximately 1,009 acres or 100 percent of the project site would meet 
the requirements for prime farmland if water for irrigation is available.  

The California Department of Conservation has determined seven categories of Important 
Farmland: 

Prime Farmland - This has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for 
crop production.  It has the soil quality, growing seasons and moisture supply needed to 
produce sustained high yield crops when treated and managed, including water management, 
according to current farming methods.  Implementation of the proposed project will result in a 
loss of approximately 1,009 acres of soil considered prime farmland by the USDA Soil 
Survey, Merced County, Western Part, and the Merced 2000 GP and Merced 2030 GP.  

Farmland of Statewide Importance - This is land other than prime farmland that has a good 
combination of physical and chemical characteristics for the production of crops, and has 
been used for the production of irrigated crops within the last three years.  None of the project 
site is in this category. 

Unique Farmland – This is land that does not meet the criteria for Prime Farmland or 
Farmland of Statewide Importance, and land that is currently used for the production of 
specific high economic value crops.  It has the special combination of soil quality, location, 
growing season and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high quality or high yields 
of specific crops (i.e. oranges, olives, avocados, cut flowers) when treated and managed 
according to current farming methods.  This category excludes abandoned orchards or 
vineyards.  None of the project site is in this category. 

Farmland of Local Importance – This land produces crops or has the capability of production.  
It is other than Prime, Statewide Importance or Unique Farmland.  It may be important to the 
local economy due to its productivity.  A local advisory committee set up by the SCS in each 
county initially identified farmland of Local Importance.  The Merced County Board of 
Supervisors determined that Farmland of Local Importance in Merced County represents 
farmlands that have physical characteristics that would qualify for Prime or Statewide 
except for the lack of irrigation water.  Also, farmlands that produce crops that are not 
listed under Unique but are important to the economy of the County or City.  All of the 
project site (1,009 acres) is in this category. 

Grazing Land – This is land on which the existing vegetation, whether grown naturally or 
through management, is suitable for grazing or browsing of livestock.  It is identified in 
minimum mapping units of 40 acres and does not include land previously identified above.  
None of the project site is in this category. 

Urban and Built-up Land – This land is used for residential, industrial, commercial, 
construction, institutional, public administrative purposes, etc. None of the project site is in 
this category. 

Other Land – This is land not included in any of the other mapping categories and generally 
includes rural development with a density of less than one structure per 1.5 acres, marginal 
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agricultural lands, brush, timber, roads and other rural land uses.  None of the project site is in 
this category. 

3.4 California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model – LESA 
Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) is a term used to define an approach for rating 
the relative quality of land resources based upon specific measurable features (see Exhibit “H-
3”).  The formulation of the California Agricultural LESA Model is the result of Senate Bill 
850 (Chapter 812/1993), which charges the Resources Agency, in consultation with the 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, to develop an amendment to Appendix “G” of 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines.  Such an amendment is 
intended “to provide lead agencies with an optional methodology to ensure significant effects 
on the environment of agricultural land conversions are quantitatively and consistently 
considered in the environmental review process” (Public Resources Code Section 21095).   

A LESA Model is created by defining and measuring two separate set of factors.  The first set, 
Land Evaluation (LE), includes two different factors (Land Capability Classification Rating 
and Storie Index Rating) that are intended to measure the inherent, soil-based qualities of land 
as they relate to agricultural suitability.    

The second set, Site Assessment (SA), includes factors that are intended to measure social, 
economic, and geographic attributes that also contribute to the overall value of agricultural 
land.  This second set includes four different factors to provide measures of a give project’s 
size, water resource availability, surrounding agricultural lands, and surrounding protected 
resource lands.   

For a given project, each of these six factors is separately rated in a 100-point scale.  The 
factors are then weighted relative to one another and combined, resulting in a single numeric 
score for a given project, with a maximum attainable score of 100 points.  This final project 
score becomes the basis for making a determination of a project’s potential impacts level of 
significance, based upon a range of established scoring thresholds. 

3.4.1 Land Evaluation Factors 

The California Agricultural LESA Model includes two LE factors that are separately rated: 

a. The Land Capability Classification Rating (LCC).  The LCC indicates the suitability 
of soils for most kinds of crops.  Groupings are made according to the limitations of 
the soils when used to grow crops and the risk of damage to soils when used in 
agriculture.  Soils are rated from Class I to Class VIII, with soils having the fewest 
limitations receiving the highest rating (Class I).  Specific Subclasses are also utilized 
to further characterize soils. 

b. The Storie Index Rating.  The Storie Index provides a numeric rating (based upon a 
100 scale) of the relative degree of suitability or value of a given soil for intensive 
agriculture.  The rating is based upon soil characteristics only.  Four factors that 
represent the inherent characteristics and qualities of the soil are considered in the 
Storie Index rating.  The factors are: profile characteristics, texture of the surface 
layer, slope, and other factors such as drainage or salinity.  In some situations, only the 
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USDA’s LCC information may be available.  In those cases, the Storie Index ratings 
can be calculated from information contained in soil surveys by qualified soil 
scientists.  If, however, limitation of time and/or resources restrict the derivation of the 
Storie Index rating for a given project, it may be possible to adapt the LE by relying 
solely upon the LCC rating.    

3.4.2 Site Assessment Factors 

The four SA factors that are separately rated and included in the California Agricultural 
LESA Model are: 

a. The Project Size Rating.  The Project Size rating is based upon identifying acreage 
figures for three separate grouping of soil classes within the project site, and then 
determining with grouping generates the highest Project Size score.  The Project Size 
Rating relies upon acreage figures that were tabulated under the Land Capability 
Classification Rating. 

b.  The Water Resources Availability Rating.  The Water Resources Availability rating is 
based upon identifying the various water sources that may supply a given property, 
and then determining whether different restrictions in supply are likely to take place in 
years that are characterized as being periods of drought and non-drought.  

c. The Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating.  Determination of the Surrounding 
Agricultural Land rating is based upon identification of a project’s Zone of Influence 
(ZOI), which is defined as that land near a given project, both directly adjoining and 
within a defined distance away, that is likely to influence, and be influenced, by the 
agricultural land use of the subject project site.  The Surrounding Agricultural Land 
rating is designed to provide a measurement of the level of agricultural land use for 
lands in close proximity to a given project.  The California Agricultural LESA Model 
rates the potential significance of the conversion of an agricultural parcel that has a 
large proportion of surrounding land in agricultural production more highly than one 
that has relatively small percentage of surrounding land in agricultural production.  
The definition of the ZOI that accounts for surrounding lands up to a minimum of one-
quarter mile from the project boundary is the result of several iterations during model 
development for assessing an area that will generally be a representative sample of 
surrounding land use. 

d. The Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating.  The Surrounding Protected 
Resource Land rating is essentially an extension of the Surrounding Agricultural Land 
rating, and it is scored in a similar manner. Protected resource lands are those lands 
with long-term use restrictions that are compatible with or supportive of agricultural 
uses of land.  Included among them are the following: 

• Williamson Act contracted lands; 
• Publicly owned lands maintained as a park, forest, or watershed resources; 
• Lands with agricultural, wildlife habitat, open space, or other natural resource 

easements that restrict the conversion of such land to urban and industrial uses. 
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3.4.3 Final LESA Scoring 

A single LESA score is generated for a given project after all the individual LE and SA 
factors have been scored and weighted.  The California Agricultural LESA Model is weighted 
so that 50 percent of the total LESA score of a given project is derived from the LE factors 
and 50 percent from the SA factors.  Individual factor weights are listed in Table 13, with the 
sum of the factor weights required to equal 100 percent (see Exhibit “H-2”). 

Table 13  Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Factors 

Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Factors 
Land Evaluation Factors 

Land Capability Classification (LCC) 25% 
Storie Index Rating 25% 

Land Evaluation Subtotal 50% 
Site Assessment Factors 

Project Size Rating 15% 
Water Resource Availability Rating 15% 
Surrounding Agricultural Lands Rating 15% 
Surrounding Protected Resource Lands Rating 5% 

Site Assessment Subtotal 50% 
TOTAL LESA FACTOR WEIGHTING 100% 

 

For the subject property, the final LESA score was determined in Table 14 to be as follows: 

Table 14  Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Final Score 

Land Evaluation and Site Assessment 

Factor Name Factor Rating 
(0-100 Points) 

Factor Weighting 
(Total=1.0) Weighted Factor Rating 

Land Evaluation 
Land Capability Classification 81 0.25 20 
Storie Index Rating 58 0.25 14 

Total LE Score 34 
Site Assessment 
Project Size 100 0.15 15 
Water Resource Availability 12 0.15 2 
Surrounding Agricultural Lands 40 0.15 6 
Protected Resource Lands 0 0.05 0 

Total SA Score 23 
Total LESA Score 57 
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3.4.4 Threshold of Significance 

The California Agricultural LESA Model is designed to make determinations of the potential 
significance of a project’s conversion of agricultural lands during the Initial Study phase of 
the CEQA process.  Scoring thresholds are based upon both the total LESA score and the 
component LE and SA separate sub scores.  In this manner the scoring thresholds are 
dependent upon the attainment of a minimum score for the LE and SA sub scores so that a 
single threshold is not the result of heavily skewed sub scores (i.e., a site with a very high LE 
score but a very low SA score, or vice-versa).  The California Agricultural LESA Model 
scoring thresholds are illustrated in Table 15: 

Table 15  LESA Model Scoring Thresholds 

LESA Model Scoring Thresholds 

Total LESA Score Scoring Decision 

0 to 39 points Not considered significant 

40 to 59 points Considered significant only if LE and SA sub scores are each greater 
than or equal to 20 points 

60 to 79 points Considered significant unless either LE or SA sub score is less than 
20 points 

80 to 100 points Considered Significant 
 

According to the California Agricultural LESA Model Threshold of Significance, the total 
score of 57 points for the subject property would be considered a significant environmental 
impact since both the LE and SA sub scores are each greater than 20 points. In addition, the 
Merced 2000 GP states that conversion of prime agricultural lands will result in a reduction of 
the regional agricultural economy and is considered a significant adverse impact.  However, 
with implementation of mitigation measures found in Section 4.0 Mitigation, the impact 
resulting from the conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses is considered insignificant. 
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4.0  Mitigation 
The applicant shall be required to mitigate the loss of agricultural lands, on a one-to-one 
basis, by selecting one of the items described below.  Prior to the issuance of building or 
grading permits for development or support facilities, the applicant shall submit written 
verification of the applicant’s compliance with this mitigation measure to the Planning 
Director’s satisfaction.  Compliance with this condition may be phased as the project is 
developed.  The amount of agricultural land to be mitigated shall be equal to the amount 
of land being developed as each phase is developed. 

a. Funding and/or purchase of agricultural conservation easements.  Such 
easements shall be accepted or purchased and monitored and enforced by a 
land trust or another appropriate entity.  Funds may be used for easement 
purchases, ongoing monitoring and enforcement, transaction costs, and 
reasonable administrative costs. 

b. The developer shall record irrevocable conservation easements on qualifying 
agricultural land with in the San Joaquin Valley. 

c. Contribution of agricultural land or equivalent funding to an organization that 
provides for the preservation of farmland in California.  Funds may be used for 
purchases, ongoing monitoring and enforcement, transaction costs, and 
reasonable administrative costs. 

d. Purchase of credits from an established agricultural farmland mitigation bank 
approved by applicable government authority. 

e. During the life of the project, if the County of Merced or other responsible 
agency adopts an agricultural land mitigation program that provides equal or 
more effective mitigation than measures listed above, the applicant may choose 
to participate in that alternate program to mitigate the loss of agricultural land 
impacts.  Prior to participation in the alternate program, the applicant shall 
obtain written approval from the County of Merced agreeing to the 
participation, and the applicant shall submit written verification of compliance 
with the alternate program at the same time described above in the first 
paragraph. 

Completion of the selected mitigation measure, or with the Planning Director’s 
approval, a combination of the selected mitigation measures, can be on qualifying 
agricultural land within the San Joaquin Valley (San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Merced, 
Fresno, Madera, Kings, Tulare, Kern), or outside the San Joaquin Valley with written 
evidence that the same or equivalent crops can be produced on the mitigation land. 
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5.0   Conclusions 

It is assumed that further development of the Merced Planning Area will occur, and most 
likely on “prime” agricultural soils that exist on the valley floor.  The Merced 2000 GP 
concludes that conversion of prime agricultural lands will result in a reduction of the regional 
agricultural economy and is considered a significant adverse impact.  However, with 
implementation of mitigation measures found in Section 4.0 Mitigation, the impact resulting 
from the conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses is considered insignificant. 

While conflicts between development and farming uses may exist, diminishing the edge 
relationships and exposures between the two, as well as adopting policies and regulations to 
mitigate their mutual impacts can minimize them.  State and Federal Law restricts pesticide 
use in certain areas, and “right-to-farm” ordinances alone would not diminish the impact of 
the restrictions on pesticide use on farming operations.  The project site will be adjacent to 
agricultural uses along its boundaries.  The proposed project would be separated from 
adjacent properties by existing roadways, which would contribute to minimize land use 
conflicts.  In addition, solar facilities have not been determined to be sensitive to adjacent 
agricultural practices. No additional buffers would be required. 

Implementation of the proposed project will result in the conversion of approximately 1009 
acres of prime farmland zoned for agricultural to commercial uses.  The lost crop value for 
2009 is theoretically estimated at $16,028.74 for 186 acres of oats, -$42,781.92 for 280 acres 
of wheat hay, and -$49,813.40 for 356 acres of Jose tall wheat grass. The total lost crop value 
for the 922 acres of cultivated acreage is actually a negative $76,566.58. In addition, 
approximately 87 acres of the site was not cultivated in 2009. 

According to the California Agricultural LESA Model Threshold of Significance, the total 
score of 57 points for the subject property would be considered a significant environmental 
impact resulting from the conversion of agricultural properties to non-agricultural uses (LE 
and SA are both more than 20 points).  This is due to the project size, water resource 
availability, soil quality, and surrounding agricultural lands. 

Implementation of the proposed project will result in a conversion of approximately 1,009 
acres of land zoned for agricultural to commercial uses and would be considered a significant 
impact. However, with implementation of mitigation measures found in Section 4.0 
Mitigation, the impact resulting from the conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses is 
considered insignificant. 

Detailed findings according to the Merced 2000 GP and Merced 2030 GP requirements 
(Chapter V - Conservation/Soils and Agriculture Element, Policy 14) are presented below. 

Soil quality  

Finding: The proposed project site consists of 420.3 acres of Deldota clay, (167), 178.7 acres 
of Paver clay loam, and 370.0 acres of Woo clay; soils that, as classified by the USDA Soil 
Conservation Service, as prime farmland.   
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Implementation of the proposed project will result in a loss of approximately 969 acres of soil 
considered prime farmland by the USDA Soil Survey, Western Part and the Merced 2000 GP 
and 2030 GP.   

The Merced 2000 GP and 2030 GP state that conversion of prime agricultural will result in a 
reduction of the regional agricultural economy and is considered a significant adverse impact.  

The project site is located entirely within the San Luis Unit of the San Luis Water District 
(SLWD) (See Exhibit “B-4”). According to the SLWD, the subject property is drainage 
impaired due to the historic use as a drainage basin within its District boundaries.  The 
drainage impaired lands of the San Luis Unit are underlain by shallow impervious soils which 
prevent deep percolation of applied irrigation water.  As a consequence, perched water 
incrementally accumulates, while concentrating minerals and salts in the perched water.  
Absent drainage of this shallow groundwater; selenium, boron, and total dissolved solids 
continue to increase in the soils, while water levels rise into the root zone, creating conditions 
toxic to crops.   

Implementation of the proposed project would result in a significant impact from the 
conversion of approximately 969 acres of soil considered prime farmland.  

Implementation of mitigation measures found in Section 4.0 Mitigation, will reduce this 
impact to less than significant. 

 

Availability of irrigation water 

Finding: The property has no water wells located on the site.  The San Luis Water District has 
previously provided irrigation water.   

Water demands change somewhat when croplands are converted to urban uses.  Urban water 
consumption is higher in most industrial uses, however commercial and residential consume 
less water.  Water agencies can charge a residential development more money for less water 
consumption. Solar facilities require very little water, which is typically applied 2-3 times per 
year to clean the solar panels, and is usually trucked in via water trucks. 

Irrigation in a drought year with potential periods of power outages and the announcements of 
reduced water supply can severely reduce vegetable yields.  Farmers have seen increases in 
water supply costs for their crops which are attributed to the higher costs on energy (electrical 
and diesel) to run the pump. 

The project is also subject to a non-irrigation covenant recorded with Merced County in 
conjunction with solutions for drainwater problems in the San Luis Unit. Implementation of 
the proposed project will not result in a significant impact to availability of irrigation water. 

 

No Impact 
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Proximity to non-agricultural uses 

Finding:  There is no planned future development or planned roadway system expansion near 
the proposed project site.  A Conditional Use Permit for a photovoltaic solar facility does not 
demonstrate conflicts with existing agricultural or non-agricultural uses. 

 
No Impact 

Proximity to intensive parcelization 

Finding:  The encroachment of urban uses on existing agricultural areas can result in negative 
interactions between farmers and urban neighbors.  Farming operations can affect urban 
neighbors by creating inconveniences or discomforts such as equipment noise, odors from 
manure and other chemicals, and dust or smoke.  Urban uses can create adverse impacts to 
farmers such as the introduction of pests, disease and weeds, increased complaints about 
noise, dust, smoke, odors, and spray drift from pesticide and fertilizer use, restrictions to the 
application of pesticides and chemicals, increased flooding and siltation, and increased traffic, 
vandalism, and trespassing.   

Some agricultural lands nearby are currently producing agricultural crops.  Siting a solar 
facility adjacent to agricultural land under production has not demonstrated any conflicts. 
Therefore, the subject property will not have any impact in this area due to the planned 
development and its insignificant impacts to the crop production. 

 
No Impact 

Effects on properties subject to Williamson Act land use contracts 

Finding: According to the Merced County Planning Department, there are no Williamson Act 
land use contracts affecting the proposed project site.  

 
No Impact 

Ability to be provided with urban services 

Finding:  No urban services are required as part of the proposed project.  
 
No Impact 

Ability to affect the application of agricultural chemicals on nearby agricultural 
properties 

Finding:  Urban encroachment impacts adjacent lands remaining in agricultural production.  
However, a solar photovoltaic facility does not affect the application of agricultural chemicals 
on nearby agricultural properties. 
 
No Impact 
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Ability to create a precedent-setting situation that leads to the premature conversion of 
prime agricultural lands 

Finding:  The conversion of this property from agricultural use to solar photovoltaic solar 
generation use is not expected to create a precedent-setting situation that leads to the 
premature conversion of prime agricultural lands.  
 
No Impact 

Demonstrated project need 

Finding: The Project applicant is seeking CUP approval to allow construction and operation 
of a 150 MW-AC Solar PV power-generating facility on 1,009 acres. Over the past ten years, 
electricity generation in California has undergone a transition. Historically, California has 
relied heavily on oil and gas fired plants to generate electricity. Spurred by regulatory 
measures and tax incentives, however, California’s electrical system has become more reliant 
on renewable energy sources, including cogeneration, wind energy, solar energy, geothermal 
energy, biomass conversion, transformation plants, and small hydroelectric plants. Unlike 
petroleum production, generation of electricity is usually not tied to the location of the fuel 
source and can be delivered great distances via the electrical grid. 
 
Merced County plays an important role in the electrical system, due to its location on the 
boundaries of the State’s electrical transmission and grid, and the existing electrical 
generating plants in Merced County (primarily cogeneration, wind energy, peaker power 
plants, and hydroelectric). There is also potential for expansion of these kinds of electrical 
generating plants and the emergence of new kinds of energy development. 
 
No Impact 

Necessity of buffers such as lower densities, setbacks, etc. 

Finding:  If developments do not include buffer zones in their design, growers must 
sometimes allocate a portion of their land to the creation of a buffer zone adjacent to 
agricultural fields.  As an example, growers might be required to refrain from spraying or 
harvesting the outside rows of their crops.  In those cases, buffer zones represent a loss to the 
farmer of both crop production and income. 

The Project is being built on tilled agricultural and undeveloped land, and is surrounded by 
either vacant land or land under agricultural production. The proposed Project is not expected 
to conflict with surrounding agricultural uses, and the continuance of surrounding agricultural 
uses will not adversely affect the Project. A buffer zone with a minimum width of 35 feet will 
be maintained between the PV panels and all surrounding land. 

No Impact 
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6.0   Resources 

• Air Quality Resources Board  
(Air Quality San Joaquin Valley -2009) 

• California Conservation 
(Big Chunk Of Kern County Farmland Out Of Cultivation 1996-98) 

• California Department of Conservation – Office of Land Conservation 
(California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model – 
Instruction Manual – 1997) 

• California Department of Food and Agriculture  
(California Agricultural Resource Directory –2010-2011 Crop Year Production 
Information)  

• California Department of Water Resources 
(California Department of Water Resources Bulletin #160-98)  

• California Farm Bureau Federation 
(Facts and Stats about California Agriculture - 2006) 

• California Farm Water Coalition 
(The Water Fact Book – California Agriculture and Its Use of Water) 

• Charleston Drainage District 
 Personal communication with Dennis Falaschi 

• Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program - Department Of Conservation 
(Farmland Conversion Report 2009) 
 (Merced County – Important Farmland Area Land Use Conversion) 

• Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(Flood Insurance Rate Map -Merced County, California, ) 

• Merced County Planning and Community Development Department 
(Merced County Zoning Ordinance – January 2011 Supplement)  
(Williamson Act Land Use Contracts - GIS) 
(Hazardous Wastes and Substances Site List – 2010) 

• Merced County General Plan 2000 

• Merced County Draft 2030 General Plan, July 12, 2011   

• Merced County Department Of Agriculture and Measurement Standards 
(Pesticide Use Report Data –2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010) 
(Merced County Agricultural Crop Reports – Summary, Top Twelve Crops, 
Field Crops, and Vegetable Crops - 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 
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• State of California 
(California Environmental Quality Act, Sacramento - January 1991) 
(California Health and Safety Code § 11501 thru 11503) 
(California Health and Safety Code § 26569.24 thru 26569.28) 
(A.B. 645, Ch. 1135: Organic Food Act - February 21, 1991) 
(Division of Oil, Gas & Geothermal Resources –1998) 

• United States Department of Agriculture - Soil Conservation Service 
(USDA Soil Survey of Merced County, California, Western Part) 

• University of California Cooperative Extension 
(Sample Cost to Establish and Produce) 
(California Production in California) 

• University of California Davis 
(Agriculture in Urbanizing Communities – July 21, 2000) 

• United States Geological Survey  
(Topographic Quadrangle Map Charleston School, CA) 

• San Luis Water District 
Personal communication – Martin McIntyre 
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TABLE 1A TABLE 1B

SITE ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET 1

Merced County 

Western Part

Soil Map Unit Project 

Acres

Proportion of 

Project Area

LCC LCC 

Rating

LCC 

Score

Storie 

Index

Storie 

Index 

Score

LCC Class 

I - II

LCC Class 

III

LCC Class 

IV - VIII

167 Deldota Clay, Partially Drained 420.30 41.70 2w 80 33.36 48 20.0 420.3  

169 Dosamigos Clay, Partially Drained 40.00 3.90 3w 60 2.34 33 1.3 40.00

230 Pver Clay Loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes 178.70 17.70 2e 90 15.93 81 14.3 178.7

280 Woo Clay, 0 to 2 percent slopes 370.00 36.67 2s 80 29.34 60 22.0 370

 

 

1009.00 1.00 80.97

Storie 

Index 

Total

57.6 100 60

(must sum to 1.0)

100

TABLE 2 TABLE 3

NUMERIC CONVERSION OF LAND CAPABILITY 

CLASSIFICATION UNITS

PROJECT SIZE SCORING

Land Capability Classification LCC Point 

Rating

I 100.00 Score

IIe 90.00 80 or above 100

IIs,w 80.00 60-79 90

IIIe 70.00 40-59 80

IIIs,w 60.00 20-39 50

IVe 50.00 10-19 30

IVs,w 40.00 fewer than 10 0

V 30.00

VI 20.00

VII 10.00 Score

VIII 0.00 100

120-159 90

80-119 80

60-79 70

40-59 60

20-39 30

10-19 10

fewer than 10 0

Score

320 or above 100

240-319 80

160-239 60

100-159 40

40-99 20

fewer than 40 0

Acres

LCC TotalTotals

Highest Project Size Score

160 or above

LCC Class III

LCC Class I - II Soils

LCC Class IV - VIII

Acres

Acres

LAND EVALUATION WORKSHEET

Land Capability Classification (LCC) and Storie Index Scores



TABLE 4

SITE ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET 2

Water Resources Availability

Project Portion Acres Water Source

Proportion of Project 

Area Water Availability Score

Weighted Availability 

Score 

421 Not irrigated 0.42 0 0.0

588

Previously Irrigated 

(water no longer 

available) 0.58 20 11.7

Totals 1.00
Total Water Resource 

Score 11.7

TABLE 5

WATER RESOURCE AVAILABILITY SCORING

Irrigated Production 

Feasible?
Physical Restrictions? Economic Restrictions?

Irrigated Production 

Feasible?
Physical Restrictions? Economic Restrictions?

1 yes no no yes no no 100

2 yes no no yes no yes 95

3 yes no yes yes no yes 90

4 yes no no yes yes no 85

5 yes no no yes yes yes 80

6 yes yes no yes yes no 75

7 yes yes yes yes yes yes 65

8 yes no no no - - 50

9 yes no yes no - - 45

10 yes yes no no - - 35

11 yes yes yes no - - 30

12 25

13 20

14 0

Irrigated production not feasible, but rainfall adequate for dryland production in non-drought years (but not in drought years)

Neither irrigated nor dryland production feasible

Water 

Resource 

Score

Non-Drought Years 

Restrictions
Option

Drought Years

Irrigated production not feasible, but rainfall adequate for dryland production in both drought and non-drought years



TABLE 6

SURROUNDING AGRICULTURAL LAND RATING

Percent of Project's Zone of 

Influence in Agricultural Use

Surrounding Agricultural 

Land Score

90-100% 100

80-89 90

75-79 80

70-74 70

65-69 60

60-64 50

55-59 40

50-54 30

45-49 20

40-44 10

less than 40% 0

Surrounding Agricultural 

Land Score
40

TOTAL AREA ZOI 4708.68

Land farmed 2005-2010 Land committed to other uses 

2708.58 115

Percent of ZOI in Ag. Use 57.52%



TABLE 7

SURROUNDING PROTECTED RESOURCE LAND RATING

Percent of Project's 

Zone of Influence 

Defined as Protected

Surrounding 

Protected Resource 

Land Score

90 - 100% 100 Points 100

80 - 89 90

75 - 79 80

70 - 74 70

65 - 69 60

60 - 64 50

55 - 59 40

50 - 54 30

45 - 49 20

40 - 44 10

40 < 0

Protected resource lands are those lands with long term use restrictions that are compatible with or supportive of agricultural uses of land. Included among them are the following:

*  Williamson Act contracted lands

*  Publicly owned lands maintained as park, forest, or watershed resources

*  Lands with agricultural, wildlife habitat, open space, or other natural resource easements that restrict the conversion of such land to urban or industrial uses.

Surrounding 

Protected Resource 

Land Score

0

TOTAL AREA ZOI 4708.68

TOTAL W.A. 533.8 0 %

Percent of WA 

contracted lands in ZOI 11.34%



TABLE 8 TABLE 9

FINAL LESA SCORESHEET California LESA Model Scoring Thresholds

Factor Name
Factor Rating 

(0-100 Points)

Factor 

Weighting 

(Total=1.0)

Weighted 

Factor Rating
Total LESA Score Scoring Decision

Land Capability Classification 81 0.25 20

Storie Index Rating 58 0.25 14

34

Project Size 100 0.15 15

Water Resource Availability 12 0.15 2

Surrounding Agricultural Lands 40 0.15 6

Protected Resource Lands 0 0.05 0

23

57

considered significant

considered significant UNLESS either LE or SA 

subscore is less than 20 points

considered significant ONLY if LE AND SA subscore 

are each greater than or equal to 20 points

not considered significant0 to 39 points

40 to 59 points

60 to 79 points

Total LESA Score

LAND EVALUATION

SITE ASSESSMENT

LE Subtotal

SA Subtotal

80 to 100 points
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) is a term used to define an approach 

for rating the relative quality of land resources based upon specific measurable features. 

The formulation of a California Agricultural LESA Model is the result of Senate Bill 850 

(Chapter 812 /1993), which charges the Resources Agency, in consultation with the 

Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, with developing an amendment to Appendix 

G of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines concerning agricultural 

lands.  Such an amendment is intended “to provide lead agencies with an optional 

methodology to ensure that significant effects on the environment of agricultural land 

conversions are quantitatively and consistently considered in the environmental review 

process” (Public Resources Code Section 21095). 

 

 The California Agricultural LESA Model is composed of six different factors.  Two 

Land Evaluation factors are based upon measures of soil resource quality.  Four Site 

Assessment factors provide measures of a given project’s size, water resource availability, 

surrounding agricultural lands, and surrounding protected resource lands.  For a given 

project, each of these factors is separately rated on a 100 point scale.  The factors are then 

weighted relative to one another and combined, resulting in a single numeric score for a 

given project, with a maximum attainable score of 100 points.  It is this project score that 

becomes the basis for making a determination of a project’s potential significance, based 

upon a range of established scoring thresholds. This Manual provides detailed instructions 

on how to utilize the California LESA Model, and includes worksheets for applying the 

Model to specific projects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Defining the LESA System 
 
 The Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) system is a point-based 

approach that is generally used for rating the relative value of agricultural land resources.  In 

basic terms, a given LESA model is created by defining and measuring two separate sets 

of factors. The first set, Land Evaluation, includes factors that measure the inherent soil-

based qualities of land as they relate to agricultural suitability.  The second set, Site 

Assessment, includes factors that are intended to measure social, economic, and 

geographic attributes that also contribute to the overall value of agricultural land.  While this 

dual rating approach is common to all LESA models, the individual land evaluation and site 

assessment factors that are ultimately utilized and measured can vary considerably, and 

can be selected to meet the local or regional needs and conditions for which a LESA 

model is being designed to address.  In short, the LESA methodology lends itself well to 

adaptation and customization in individual states and localities.   Considerable additional 

information on LESA may be found in A Decade with LESA - the Evolution of Land 

Evaluation and Site  

Assessment (8). 

 

Background on LESA Nationwide 

 

 In 1981, the federal Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), known then 

as the Soil Conservation Service, released a new system that was designed to provide 

objective ratings of the agricultural suitability of land compared to demands for 

nonagricultural uses of lands.  The system became known as Land Evaluation and Site 

Assessment, or LESA.  Soon after it was designed, LESA was adopted as a procedural 

tool at the federal level for identifying and addressing the potential adverse effects of 

federal programs (e.g., funding of highway construction) on farmland protection.  The 

Farmland Protection Policy Act of 1981 (5) spells out requirements to ensure that federal 

programs, to the extent practical, are compatible with state, local, and private programs 

and policies to protect farmland, and calls for the use of LESA to aid in this analysis.  

Typically, staff of the NRCS is involved in performing LESA scoring analyses of individual 

projects that involve other agencies of the federal government.  

 

 Since its inception, the LESA approach has received substantial attention from 

state and local governments as well.  Nationwide, over two hundred jurisdictions have 

developed local LESA methodologies (7).  One of the attractive features of the LESA 

approach is that it is well suited to being modified to reflect regional and local conditions.  

Typical local applications of LESA include assisting in decision making concerning the 

sitting of projects, changes in zoning, and spheres of influence determinations.  LESA is 
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also increasingly being utilized for farmland protection programs, such as the identification 

of priority areas to concentrate conservation easement acquisition efforts. 

 

 Because of the inherent flexibility in LESA model design, there is a broad array of 

factors that a given LESA model can utilize.  Some LESA models require the 

measurement of as many as twenty different factors.  Over the past 15 years, the body of 

knowledge concerning LESA model development and application has begun to indicate 

that LESA models utilizing only several basic factors can capture much of the variability 

associated with the determination of the relative value of agricultural lands.  In fact, LESA 

models with many factors are increasingly viewed as having redundancies, with different 

factors essentially measuring the same features, or being highly correlated with one 

another.   Additional information on the evolution and development of the LESA approach 

is provided in, A Decade with LESA -The Evolution of Land Evaluation and Site 

Assessment (8). 

 
 

 

Development of the California Agricultural LESA Model 

 

 In 1990 the Department of Conservation commissioned a study to investigate land 

use decisions that affect the conversion of agricultural lands in California.  The study, 

conducted by Jones and Stokes Associates, Inc., was prepared in response to concerns 

about agricultural land conversion identified in the California Soil Conservation Plan (1) 

(developed by the ad hoc Soil Conservation Advisory Committee serving the Department 

of Conservation in 1987).  Among these concerns was the belief that there was inadequate 

information available concerning the socioeconomic and environmental implications of 

farmland conversions, and that the adequacy of current farmland conversion impact 

analysis under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was not fully known.   The 

findings of this study are included in the publication, The Impacts of Farmland Conversion 

in California (2). 

 

 Currently, neither CEQA nor the State CEQA Guidelines contains procedures or 

specific guidance concerning how agencies should address farmland conversion impacts 

of projects.  The only specific mention of agricultural issues is contained in Appendix G of 

the State CEQA Guidelines, which states that a project will normally have a significant 

effect on the environment if it will “convert prime agricultural land to non-agricultural use or 

impair the agricultural productivity of prime agricultural land”. 

 

 Among the conclusions contained in The Impacts of Farmland Conversion in 

California study was that the lack of guidance in how lead agencies should address the 

significance of farmland conversion impacts resulted in many instances of no impact 

analysis at all.  A survey of environmental documents sent to the Governor's Office of 

Planning and Research (OPR) between 1986 and 1988 was performed.  The survey 
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showed that among projects that affected at least 100 acres of land and for which 

agriculture was a project issue, nearly 30 percent received Negative Declarations, and 

therefore did not did not receive the environmental impact analysis that would be provided 

by an Environmental Impact Report (EIR). 

 

 Of those projects involving the conversion of agricultural lands and being the subject 

of an EIR, the study found a broad range of approaches and levels of detail in describing 

the environmental setting, performing an impact analysis, and providing alternative 

mitigation measures.  The only agricultural impacts found to be significant in the EIRs were 

those involving the direct removal of prime agricultural lands from production by the project 

itself.  The focus on prime farmland conversion in the projects surveyed was deemed to be 

related to the narrow direction provided in Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines. 

 

 The formulation of a California LESA Model is the result of Senate Bill 850 (Chapter 

812 /1993), which charges the Resources Agency, in consultation with the Governor’s 

Office of Planning and Research, to develop an amendment to Appendix G of the 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines.  Such an amendment is intended 

“to provide lead agencies with an optional methodology to ensure that significant effects on 

the environment of agricultural land conversions are quantitatively and consistently 

considered in the environmental review process” (Public Resources Code Section 21095). 

 This legislation authorizes the Department of Conservation to develop a California LESA 

Model, which can in turn be adopted as the required amendment to Appendix G of the 

CEQA Guidelines. 

    

 

Presentation of the California LESA Model 

 

The California LESA Model is presented in this Manual in the following sections: 

 

Section I.  provides a listing of the information and tools that will typically be needed to 

develop LESA scores for individual projects. 

 

Section II. provides step-by-step instructions for scoring each of the six Land Evaluation 

and Site Assessment factors that are utilized in the Model, with an explanation of the 

rationale for the use of each factor. 

 

Section III. defines the assignment of weights to each of the factors relative to one another, 

and the creation of a final LESA score for a given project. 
 
Section IV. assigns scoring thresholds to final LESA scores for the purpose of  determining 

the significance of a given project under CEQA where the conversion of agricultural lands 

is a project issue. 
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Additionally: 

 

Appendix A. provides an abridged set of step-by-step LESA scoring instructions that can 

be used and reproduced for scoring individual projects. 

 

Appendix B. demonstrates the application of the California LESA Model to the scoring of a 

hypothetical project. 
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The California Agricultural LESA Model 
 

Section I.  Required Resources and Information 
 
The California Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) Model requires the use and 

interpretation of basic land resource information concerning a given project.  A series of 

measurements and calculations is also necessary to obtain a LESA score.  Listed below 

are the materials and tools that will generally be needed to make these determinations. 

 

 

Land Evaluation and Site Assessment calculations will require: 

 

1. A calculator or other means of tabulating numbers 

 

2. An accurately scaled map of the project area, such as a parcel map 

 

3. A means for making acreage determinations of irregularly shaped map units.  Options 

include, from least to most technical: 

 

• A transparent grid-square or dot-planimeter method of aerial measurement 

 

• A hand operated electronic planimeter 

 

• The automatic planimetry capabilities of a Geographic Information System (GIS)  

 

4. A modern soil survey, generally produced by the USDA Natural Resources 

Conservation Service, which delineates the soil-mapping units for a given project.  

[Note:  If modern soil survey information is not available for a given area of study, it may 

be necessary to draw upon the services of a professional soil scientist to perform a 

specific project survey]. 

  

5. Maps that depict land uses for parcels including and surrounding the project site, such 

as the Department of Conservation’s Important Farmland Map series, the Department 

of Water Resources Land Use map series, or other appropriate information. 

 

6. Maps or information that indicate the location of parcels including and surrounding the 

project site that are within agricultural preserves, are under public ownership, have 

conservation easements, or have other forms of long term commitments that are 

considered compatible with the agricultural use of a given project site.  
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Section II.  Defining and Scoring the California Land    

    Evaluation and Site Assessment Model Factors 

 
This section provides detailed step-by-step instructions for the measurement and scoring 

of each of the Land Evaluation and Site Assessment factors that are utilized in the 

California Agricultural LESA Model, and is intended to serve as an introduction to the 

process of utilizing the Model.  Once users are familiar with the Model, a more streamlined 

set of instructions and scoring sheets is available in Appendix A.  In addition, the scoring of 

a hypothetical project is presented using these scoring sheets in Appendix B.  

 

Scoring of Land Evaluation Factors 

 

The California LESA Model includes two Land Evaluation factors that are separately rated: 

 

1. The Land Capability Classification Rating 

2. The Storie Index Rating 

 

The information needed to make these ratings is typically available from soil surveys that 

have been conducted by the federal Natural Resources Conservation Service (formerly 

known as the Soil Conservation Service).  Consultation should be made with NRCS staff 

(field offices exist in most counties) to assure that valid and current soil resource 

information is available for the project site.  Copies of soil surveys are available at local 

field offices of the NRCS, and may also be available through libraries, city and county 

planning departments, the Cooperative Extension, and other sources.  In addition, a 

Certified Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS) may also be consulted to obtain appropriate 

soil resource information for the project site.  A directory of CPSS registered soil 

consultants is available through the Professional Soil Scientists Association of California, 

P.O. Box 3213, Yuba City, CA  95992-3213; phone:  (916) 671-4276. 

 

 1) The USDA Land Capability Classification (LCC) - The LCC indicates the 

suitability of soils for most kinds of crops.  Groupings are made according to 

the limitations of the soils when used to grow crops, and the risk of damage 

to soils when they are used in agriculture.  Soils are rated from Class I to 

Class VIII, with soils having the fewest limitations receive the highest rating 

(Class I).  Specific subclasses are also utilized to further characterize soils.  

An expanded explanation of the LCC is included in most soil surveys. 

 

 2) The Storie Index - The Storie Index provides a numeric rating (based upon a 

100 point scale) of the relative degree of suitability or value of a given soil for 

intensive agriculture.  The rating is based upon soil characteristics only.  Four 

factors that represent the inherent characteristics and qualities of the soil are 
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considered in the index rating.  The factors are:  profile characteristics, 

texture of the surface layer, slope, and other factors (e.g., drainage, salinity). 

  

 

 In some situations, only the USDA Land Capability Classification information may 

be currently available from a given published soil survey.  However, Storie Index ratings can 

readily be calculated from information contained in soil surveys by qualified soil scientists.  

Users are encouraged to seek assistance from NRCS staff or Certified Professional Soil 

Scientists to derive Storie Index information for the soils as well.  If, however, limitations of 

time or resources restrict the derivation of Storie Index ratings for the soils within a region, 

it may be possible to adapt the Land Evaluation by relying solely upon the LCC rating.  

Under this scenario the LCC rating would account for 50 percent of the overall LESA factor 

weighting.   

 

 

Identifying a Project’s Soils 

 

In order to rate the Land Capability Classification and Storie Index factors, the evaluator 

must identify the soils that exist on a given project site and determine their relative 

proportions.  A Land Evaluation Worksheet  (Table 1A.) is used to tabulate these 

figures, based upon the following: 

 

Step 1.  

Locate the project on the appropriate map sheet in the Soil Survey. 

 

Step 2.   

Photocopy the map sheet and clearly delineate the project boundaries on the map, 

paying close attention to the map scale. 

 

Step 3.   

Identify all of the soil mapping units existing in the project site (each mapping unit 

will have a different map unit symbol) and enter the each mapping unit symbol in 

Column A of the Land Evaluation Worksheet (Table 1A). 

 

 

Step 4. 

Calculate the acreage of each soil mapping unit present within the project site using 

any of the means identified in Section  1, Required Resources and Information, 

and enter this information in Column B. 

 

Step 5.  
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Divide the acres of each soil mapping unit by the total project acreage to determine 

the proportion of each unit that comprises the project, and enter this information in 

Column C. 
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1.  Land Evaluation - The Land Capability Classification Rating 

 
Step 1. 

In the Guide to Mapping Units typically found within soil surveys, identify the Land 

Capability Classification (LCC) designation (e.g., IV -e) for each mapping unit that 

has been identified in the project and enter these designations in Column D of the 

Land Evaluation Worksheet (Table 1A.). 

 

Step 2. 

From Table 2., The Numeric Conversion of Land Capability Classification 

Units, obtain a numeric score for each mapping unit, and enter these scores in  

Column E. 

 

Step 3. 

Multiply the proportion of each soil mapping unit (Column C) by the LCC points for 

each mapping unit (Column E) and enter the resulting scores in Column F. 

 

 Step 4. 

Sum the LCC scores in Column F to obtain a single LCC Score for the project.  

Enter this LCC Score in Line 1 of the Final LESA Worksheet (Table 8)  

 
Table 2.  Numeric Conversion of Land 

Capability Classification Units 

     

           Land  LCC  

 Capability Point   

 Classification Rating  

     

 I  100  

 IIe  90  

 IIs,w  80  

 IIIe  70  

 IIIs,w  60  

 IVe  50  

 IVs,w  40  

 V  30  

 VI  20  

 VII  10  

 VIII  0  
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Table 1A.       Table 1B.    

Land Evaluation Worksheet     Site Assessment Worksheet 1. 

            

  Land Capability Classification (LCC)   Project Size Score 

  and Storie Index Scores        

            

A B C D E F G H   I J K 

Soil Map Project Proportion of LCC LCC LCC Storie  Storie Index   LCC Class LCC Class LCC Class 

Unit Acres Project Area  Rating Score Index Score   I - II III IV - VIII 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

  (Must Sum  LCC  Storie Index  Total Acres    

Totals  to 1.0)  Total  Total      

        Project Size    

        Scores    

            

        Highest Project  

        Size Score   
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2.  Land Evaluation - The Storie Index Rating Score 

 
Step 1. 

From the appropriate soil survey or other sources of information identified in 

Appendix C, determine the Storie Index Rating (the Storie Index Rating is already 

based upon a 100 point scale) for each mapping unit and enter these values in 

Column G of the Land Evaluation Worksheet (Table 1A.). 

 

Step 2. 

Multiply the proportion of each soil mapping unit found within the project (Column 

C) by the Storie Index Rating (Column G), and enter these scores in Column H. 

 

Step 3. 

Sum the Storie Index Rating scores in Column H to obtain a single Storie Index 

Rating score for the project. Enter this Storie Index Rating Score in Line 2 of the 

Final LESA Worksheet (Table 8)   
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Scoring of Site Assessment Factors 

 

The California LESA Model includes four Site Assessment factors that are separately 

rated: 

 1.   The Project Size Rating 

 2.   The Water Resources Availability Rating 

 3.   The Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating  

 4.   The Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating 
  
 

1.    Site Assessment - The Project Size Rating 

 
The Project Size Rating relies upon acreage figures that were tabulated under the Land 

Capability Classification Rating in Table 1A.  The Project Size rating is based upon 

identifying acreage figures for three separate groupings of soil classes within the project 

site, and then determining which grouping generates the highest Project Size Score. 
 

Step 1. 

Using information tabulated in Columns B and D of the Land Evaluation 

Worksheet (Table 1A), enter acreage figures in Site Assessment Worksheet 1. - 

Project Size (Table 1B) using either Column I, J, or K for each of the soil mapping 

units in a given project. 

 

Step 2. 

Sum the entries in Column I to determine the total acreage of Class I and II soils on 

the project site. 

 

Sum the entries in Column J to determine the total acreage of Class III soils on the 

project site. 

 

Sum the entries in Column K to determine the total acreage of Class IV and lower 

rated soils on the project site. 

 

Step 3. 

For each of the three columns, apply the appropriate scoring plan provided in Table 

3,  Project Size Scoring, and enter the Project Size Score for each grouping in 

the Site Assessment Worksheet 1. - Project Size (Table 1B).  Determine which 

column generates the highest score.  The highest score becomes the overall 

Project Size Score.  Enter this number in Line 3 of the Final LESA Scoresheet 

(Table 8 ). 
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Table 3.  Project Size Scoring 

 

LCC Class I or II soils  LCC Class III soils  LCC Class IV or lower 

Acres Score  Acres Score  Acres Score 

80 or above 100  160 or above 100  320 or above 100 

60-79 90  120-159 90  240-319 80 

40-59 80  80-119 80  160-239 60 

20-39 50  60-79 70  100-159 40 

10-19 30  40-59 60  40-99 20 

fewer than 10 0  20-39 30  fewer than 40 0 

   10-19 10    

   fewer than 10 0    

 

 

Explanation of the Project Size Factor 

 

 The Project Size factor in the California Agricultural LESA Model was developed in 

cooperation with Nichols-Berman, a consulting firm under contract with the Department of 

Conservation.  A thorough discussion of the development of this rating is presented by 

Nichols-Berman in a report to the Department entitled, Statewide LESA Methodologies 

Report - Project Size and Water Resource Availability Factors (3). 

   

 The inclusion of the measure of a project’s size in the California Agricultural LESA 

Models is a recognition of the role that farm size plays in the viability of commercial 

agricultural operations. In general, larger farming operations can provide greater flexibility 

in farm management and marketing decisions.  Certain economies of scale for equipment 

and infrastructure can also be more favorable for larger operations.  In addition, larger 

operations tend to have greater impacts upon the local economy through direct 

employment, as well as impacts upon support industries (e.g., fertilizers, farm equipment, 

and shipping) and food processing industries. 

 

  While the size of a given farming operation may in many cases serve as a direct 

indicator of the overall economic viability of the operation, The California Agricultural LESA 

Model does not specifically consider the issue of economic viability.  The variables of 

economic viability for a specific farm include such factors as the financial management and 

farming skills of the operator, as well as the debt load and interest rates being paid by an 

individual operator, which are issues that cannot readily be included in a statewide LESA 

model. 
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 In terms of agricultural productivity, the size of a farming operation can be 

considered not just from its total acreage, but the acreage of different quality lands that 

comprise the operation.  Lands with higher quality soils lend themselves to greater 

management and cropping flexibility and have the potential to provide a greater economic 

return per unit acre.  For a given project, instead of relying upon a single acreage figure in 

the Project Size rating, the project is divided into three acreage groupings based upon the 

Land Capability Classification ratings that were previously determined in the Land 

Evaluation analysis.  Under the Project Size rating, relatively fewer acres of high quality 

soils are required to achieve a maximum Project Size score.  Alternatively, a maximum 

score on lesser quality soils could also be derived, provided there is a sufficiently large 

acreage present.   Acreage figures utilized in scoring are the synthesis of interviews that 

were conducted statewide for growers of a broad range of crops.  In the interviews growers 

were queried as to what acreage they felt would be necessary in order for a given parcel to 

be considered attractive for them to farm.   

 

 The USDA LCC continues to be the most widely available source of information on 

land quality.  Project  Size under this definition is readily measurable, and utilizes much of 

the same information needed to score a given project under the Land Evaluation 

component of the methodology.  This approach also complements the LE determination, 

which, while addressing soil quality, does not account for the total acreage of soils of given 

qualities within a project.   

 

 This approach allows for an accounting of the significance of high quality agricultural 

land as well as lesser quality agricultural lands, which by virtue of their large area can be 

considered significant agricultural resources.  In this way, no single acreage figure for a 

specific class of soils (e.g., soils defined as “prime”) is necessary. 
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2.   Site Assessment - The Water Resources Availability Rating 

 

 
The Water Resources Availability Rating is based upon identifying the various water 

sources that may supply a given property, and then determining whether different 

restrictions in supply are likely to take place in years that are characterized as being 

periods of drought and non-drought.   Site Assessment Worksheet 2. - Water 

Resources Availability Worksheet (Table 4) is used to tabulate the score. 
 

Step 1. 

Identify the different water resource types that are used to supply the proposed 

project site (for example, irrigation district water, ground water, and riparian water 

are considered to be three different types of  water resources).  Where there is only 

one water source identified for the proposed project, skip to Step 4. 

 

Step 2. 

Divide the proposed project site into portions, with the boundaries of each portion 

being defined by the irrigation water source(s) supplying it.  A site that is fully served 

by a single source of water will have a single portion, encompassing the entire site.  

A site that is fully served by two or more sources that are consistently merged 

together to serve a crop’s needs would also have a single portion. (e.g., a portion of 

the proposed project may receive both irrigation district and groundwater).  If the 

project site includes land that has no irrigation supply, consider this acreage as a 

separate portion as well.  Enter the water resource portions of the project in 

Column B of  Table 4, Site Assessment Worksheet 2. - Water Resources 

Availability.   

 

[As an example, a hypothetical project site is determined to have four separate 

water supply portions:  

 

Portion 1 is served by irrigation district water only;  

Portion 2 is served by ground water only; 

Portion 3 is served by both irrigation district water and ground water;  

Portion 4 is not irrigated at all.] 

 

 

Step 3. 

Calculate the proportion of the total project area that is represented by each water 

resource portion, and enter these figures in Column C of Site Assessment 

Worksheet 2. - Water Resources Availability, verifying that the sum of the 

proportions equals 1.0.
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Table 4. Site Assessment Worksheet 2. - Water Resources Availability  

    

A B C D E 

   Water Weighted 

Project  Water  Proportion of  Availability Availability 

Portion Source Project Area Score Score 

   (C  x  D) 

    

1     

     

2     

     

3     

     

4     

     

5     

     

6     

  (Must Sum Total Water  

  to 1.0) Resource Score  
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Step 4. 

For each water resource supply portion of the project site, determine whether 

irrigated and dryland agriculture is feasible, and if any physical or economic 

restrictions exist, during both drought and non-drought years.  These italicized 

terms are defined below: 

• A physical restriction is an occasional or regular interruption or reduction in a 
water supply, or a shortened irrigation season, that forces a change in agricultural 
practices -- such as planting a crop that uses less water, or leaving land fallow.  
(This could be from cutbacks in supply by irrigation and water districts, or by ground 
or surface water becoming depleted or unusable.  Poor water quality can also result 
in a physical restriction -- for example by requiring the planting of salt-tolerant plants, 
or by effectively reducing the amount of available water.) 

• An economic restriction is a rise in the cost of water to a level that forces a 
reduction in consumption.  (This could be from surcharge increases from water 
suppliers as they pass along the cost of finding new water supplies, the extra cost of 
pumping more ground water to make up for losses in surface water supplies, or the 
extra energy costs of pumping the same amount of ground water from deeper within 
an aquifer.) 

• Irrigated agricultural production is feasible when: 

1)  There is an existing irrigation system on the project site that can serve the 
portion of the project identified in Step 2; 

2)  Physical and/or economic restrictions are not severe enough to halt 
production; and 

3)  It is possible to achieve a viable economic return on crops though irrigated 
production. 

 (A major question that should be considered is, if there is an irrigated crop that can be 
grown within the region, can it actually be grown on the project site?  Depending upon the 
jurisdiction, some typical crops that have a large water demand may not be feasible to 
grow on the project site, while others that require less water are feasible.  Information to 
aid in making this determination can be obtained from county agricultural commissioners, 
the UC Cooperative Extension, irrigation districts, and other sources.) 

• Dryland production is feasible when rainfall is adequate to allow an economically 
viable return on a nonirrigated crop. 

• A drought year is a year that lies within a defined drought period, as defined by the 
Department of Water Resources or by a local water agency.  Many regions of the 
state are by their arid nature dependent upon imports of water to support irrigated 
agriculture.  These regions shall not be considered under periods of drought 
unless a condition of drought is declared for the regions that typically would be 
providing water exports. 
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Step 5. 

Each of the project’s water resource supply portions identified in Step 2 is scored 

separately.  Water Resources Availability scoring is performed by identifying the 

appropriate condition that applies to each portion of the project, as identified in 

Table 5., Water Resource Availability Scoring.  Using Table 5, identify the option 

that best describes the water resource availability for that portion and its 

corresponding water resource score.  Option 1 defines the condition of no 

restrictions on water resource availability and is followed progressively with 

increasing restrictions to Option 14, the most severe condition, where neither 

irrigated nor dryland production is considered feasible.  Enter each score into 

Column D of Table 4. 

 

 

Step 6. 

For each portion of the project site, determine the section's weighted score by 

multiplying the portion's score (Column D), by its proportion of the project area 

(Column C), and enter these scores in Column E, the weighted Water Availability 

Score.  Sum the Column E scores to obtain the total Water Resource Availability 

Score, and enter this figure in Line 4 of the Final LESA Score Sheet (Table 8).
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Table 5.  Water Resource Availability Scoring      

     

Non-Drought Years Drought Years  

     

    WATER 

  RESTRICTIONS RESTRICTIONS  

Option     RESOURCE 

Irrigated Physical  Economic Irrigated Physical  Economic  

Production  Restrictions Restrictions Production  Restrictions Restrictions SCORE 

Feasible? ? ? Feasible? ? ?  

1 YES NO NO YES NO NO 100 

2 YES NO NO YES NO YES 95 

3 YES NO YES YES NO YES 90 

4 YES NO NO YES YES NO 85 

5 YES NO NO YES YES YES 80 

6 YES YES NO YES YES NO 75 

7 YES YES YES YES YES YES 65 

8 YES NO NO NO   --  --    --  --  50 

9 YES NO YES NO   --  --    --  --  45 

10 YES YES NO NO   --  --    --  --  35 

11 YES YES YES NO   --  --    --  --  30 

12 Irrigated production not feasible, but rainfall adequate for dryland 25 

 production in both drought and non-drought years   

13 Irrigated production not feasible, but rainfall adequate for dryland  20 

 production in non-drought years (but not in drought years)  

14 Neither irrigated nor dryland production feasible  0 
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Explanation of the Water Resource Availability Rating 

 

 The Water Resource Availability factor in the California Agricultural LESA Model was 

developed in cooperation with Nichols-Berman, a consulting firm under contract with the 

Department of Conservation.  A thorough discussion of the development of this rating is 

presented by Nichols-Berman in a report to the Department entitled, Statewide LESA 

Methodologies Report - Project Size and Water Resource Availability Factors (3).  During the 

development of this factor it became apparent that certain conditions unique to California would 

need to be represented in this system. 

 

 First, it was decided to classify water reliability based upon the effects on agricultural 

production (such as being forced to change to lower-value crops, putting in groundwater pumps, 

or cutting back on the acreage farmed) rather than the actual type of limitation (such as a limitation 

on the quantity, frequency, or duration of water delivery).  LESA systems have traditionally focused 

on the latter.  However, it was found that the many types of limitations are too varied in California 

to adequately represent in the LESA system.  In the Statewide LESA system, these effects are 

referred to as restrictions. 

 

 Second, the factor had to include an interrelation with cost.  The historical shortages and 

unreliability of California water use has led to the establishment of various interconnected and dual 

systems.  Probably more than any other state, reliability is related with cost -- a more reliable 

water supply can sometimes be obtained, but at a greater cost.  Therefore, restrictions were 

classified into two major categories -- physical and economic.  These are separated because, 

generally, a physical restriction is more severe than an economic restriction and this should be 

reflected in the LESA system. 

 

 Third, the factor had to include the effects of the drought cycle in California.  During the 

drought of 1987 to 1992, many agricultural areas of the state experienced water shortages.  The 

impact of these shortages resulted in a number of different actions.  Some areas were able to 

avoid the worst effects of the drought simply by implementing water conservation measures.  

Other areas were able to obtain additional water supplies, such as by securing water transfers or 

simply pumping more groundwater, but at an increase in the overall price of water.  Other options 

included shifting crops, replanting to higher value crops to offset the increase in water prices, or 

leaving land fallow.  A project site that experiences restrictions during a drought year should not be 

scored as high as a similar project site that does not. 

 

 The easiest way to make determinations of irrigation feasibility and the potential 

restrictions of water sources is to investigate the cropping history of the project site.  For instance, 

was the water supply to the project site reduced by the local irrigation district during the last 

drought? If the site has a ground water supply, do area ground water levels sometimes drop to 

levels that force markedly higher energy costs to pump the water? 
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 If the history of the project site is unavailable (including when the site has recently installed 

an irrigation system), look at the history of the general area.  However, remember that the project 

site may have different conditions than the rest of the region.  For instance, the project site could 

have an older water right than others in the region.  Although certain areas of the state had severe 

restrictions on water deliveries during the last drought, some parcels within these areas had very 

secure deliveries due to more senior water rights.  If this was the case in the region of the project 

site, check the date of water right and compare it with parcels that received their total allotment 

during the last drought.  The local irrigation district should have information on water deliveries. 

 

 The scoring of water resource availability for a project site should not just reflect the 

adequacies of water supply in the past -- it should be a prediction of how the water system will 

perform in the future.  For instance, a local jurisdiction might find that the allocation of flows to 

stream and river systems has been recently increased for environmental reasons, which will 

decrease the future available surface water supply.  In this case, the past history of the site is not 

an adequate representation of future water supply and water system performance. 
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3.   Site Assessment - The Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating 
 

Determination of the surrounding agricultural land use rating is based upon the identification of a 

project's "Zone of Influence" (ZOI), which is defined as that land near a given project, both directly 

adjoining and within a defined distance away, that is likely to influence, and be influenced by, the 

agricultural land use of the subject project site.  The determination of the ZOI is described below, 

and is illustrated with an example in Figure 1. 

  

Defining a Project’s "Zone of Influence" 

 

 Step 1.   

 Locate the proposed project on an appropriate map and outline the area and dimensions 

of the proposed project site. 

 

 Step 2. 

Determine the smallest rectangle that will completely contain the project site  

(Rectangle A).   

 

 Step 3. 

Create a second rectangle (Rectangle B) that extends 0.25 mile (1320 feet) 

beyond Rectangle A on all sides. 

 

 Step 4. 

Identify all parcels that are within or are intersected by Rectangle B. 

 

 Step 5. 

Define the project site's "zone of influence" as the entire area of all parcels identified 

in Step 4, less the area of the proposed project from Step 1. 

 

 [In the illustration provided in Figure 1, Parcels W, X, and Y extend beyond  

 Rectangle B and are therefore included in their entirety in defining the project site's  Zone 

of Influence.] 



Figure 1:  Defining a Project’s Zone of Influence  
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Measuring Surrounding Agricultural Land 

 
Step 1. 

Calculate the percentage of the project's Zone of Influence that is currently producing 

agricultural crops.  [This figure can be determined using information from the Department 

of Conservation’s Important Farmland Map Series, the Department of Water Resources’ 

Land Use Map Series, locally derived maps, or direct site inspection.  For agricultural land 

that is currently fallowed, a determination must be made concerning whether the land has 

been fallowed as part of a rotational sequence during normal agricultural operations, or 

because the land has become formally “committed” to a nonagricultural use.  Land that has 

become formally committed, whether fallow or not, should not generally be included in 

determining the proportion of the Zone of Influence that is agricultural land. For further 

information on the definition of Committed Land, refer to the following Explanation of the 

Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating.] 
 

Step 2. 

Based on the percentage of agricultural land in the ZOI determined in Step 1, assign a 

Surrounding Agricultural Land score to the project according to Table 6, and enter this 

score in Line 5 of the Final LESA Scoresheet (Table 8) . 

 

         Table 6.  Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating 

   

Percent of Project’s Surrounding  

Zone of Influence Agricultural Land  

in Agricultural Use Score 

  

90 - 100%  100 Points 

80 - 89 90 

75 - 79 80 

70 - 74 70 

65 - 69 60 

60 - 64 50 

55 - 59 40 

50 - 54 30 

45 - 49 20 

40 - 44 10 

40 < 0 
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Explanation of the Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating 

 

 The Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating is designed to provide a measurement of the 

level of agricultural land use for lands in close proximity to a subject project.  The California 

Agricultural LESA Model rates the potential significance of the conversion of an agricultural parcel 

that has a large proportion of surrounding land in agricultural production more highly than one that 

has a relatively small percentage of surrounding land in agricultural production.  The definition of a 

“Zone of Influence” that accounts for surrounding lands up to a minimum of one quarter mile from 

the project boundary is the result of several iterations during model development for assessing an 

area that will generally be a representative sample of surrounding land use.   In a simple example, 

a single one quarter mile square project (160 acres) would have a Zone of Influence that is a 

minimum of eight times greater (1280 acres) that the parcel itself.  

 

 Land within a Zone of Influence that is observed to be fallow will require a case by case 

determination of whether this land should be considered agricultural land.   The Department of 

Conservation’s Important Farmland Maps may be of assistance in making this determination.  In 

addition, land currently in agricultural production may be designated as being "committed" to 

future nonagricultural development.  The Department of Conservation's Farmland Mapping and 

Monitoring Program has a land use designation of Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use, and is 

defined as "land that is permanently committed by local elected officials to nonagricultural 

development by virtue of decisions which cannot be reversed simply by a majority vote of a city 

council or county board of supervisors.  The "committed" land must be so designated in an 

adopted local general plan, and must also meet the requirements of either (a) or (b) below: 

 

 (a).  It must have received one of the following final discretionary approvals: 

  1. Tentative subdivision map (approved per the Subdivision Map Act);   

  2. Tentative or final parcel map (approved per the Subdivision Map Act); 

  3. Recorded development agreement (per Government Code §65864); 

  4. Other decisions by a local government which are analogous to items #1-3 

above and which exhibit an element of permanence.  Zoning by itself does 

not qualify as a permanent commitment. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Or 
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 (b) It must be the subject of one of the final fiscal commitments to finance the capital 

 improvements specifically required for future development of the land in question as 

 shown below: 

 

  1.  Recorded Resolution of Intent to form a district and levy an assessment; 

  2.  Payment of assessment; 

  3.  Sale of bonds; 

  4.  Binding contract, secured by bonds, guaranteeing installation of    

 infrastructure; 

  5.  Other fiscal commitments which are analogous to items #1-4 above and   

 exhibit an element of permanence." 

 

Lead agencies are encouraged to identify Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use within a 

project's ZOI and make the determination whether this land, while still in agricultural production, be 

considered nonagricultural land for the purposes of the calculation performed here.  
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4.   Site Assessment - The Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating 
 
The Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating is essentially an extension of the Surrounding 

Agricultural Land Rating, and is scored in a similar manner.  Protected resource lands are those 

lands with long term use restrictions that are compatible with or supportive of agricultural uses of 

land.  Included among them are the following: 

 

• Williamson Act contracted lands 

• Publicly owned lands maintained as park, forest, or watershed resources 

• Lands with agricultural, wildlife habitat, open space, or other natural resource easements that 

restrict the conversion of such land to urban or industrial uses.  

 

Instructions for the Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating 

 

Step 1. 

Utilizing the same "Zone of Influence" (ZOI) area calculated for a project  under the 

Surrounding Agricultural Land Rating, calculate the percentage of the ZOI that is Protected 

Resource Land, as defined above.  

 

Step 2.  

Assign a Surrounding Protected Resource Land score to the project according to  

Table 7, and enter this score on Line 6 of the Final LESA Scoresheet (Table 8 ). 

 

Table 7.  Surrounding Protected Resource Land Rating 

 

Percent of Project's Surrounding  

Zone of Influence Protected Resource   

Defined as Protected Land Score 

  

90 - 100%  100 Points 

80 - 89 90 

75 - 79 80 

70 - 74 70 

65 - 69 60 

60 - 64 50 

55 - 59 40 

50 - 54 30 

45 - 49 20 

40 - 44 10 

40 < 0 
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Section III.  Weighting of Factors and Final LESA Scoring 

 

 
The California LESA Model is weighted so that 50 percent of the total LESA score of a given 

project is derived from the Land Evaluation factors, and 50 percent from the Site Assessment 

factors.  Individual factor weights are listed below, with the sum of the factor weights required to 

equal 100 percent. 

 

 

Land Evaluation Factors 

 

 Land Capability Classification   25%   

 Storie Index Rating     25%   

 

 Land Evaluation Subtotal   50% 

 

Site Assessment Factors 

 

 Project Size      15% 

 Water Resource Availability   15% 

 Surrounding Agricultural Lands   15% 

 Surrounding Protected Resource Lands              5% 

 

 Site Assessment Subtotal   50% 

 

Total LESA Factor Weighting    100%  

 

 
Each factor is measured separately (each on 100 point scale) and entered in the appropriate line 

in Column B of the Final LESA Scoresheet (Table 8).  Each factor’s score is  then multiplied by 

its respective factor weight, resulting in a weighted factor score in Column D as indicated in 

Table 8. The weighted factor scores are summed, yielding a Total LESA Score (100 points 

maximum ) for a given project, which is entered in Line 7 of Column D. 
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Table 8.  Final LESA Scoresheet    

    

A B  C  D 

 Factor   Factor  Weighted 

Factor Name Rating X Weighting   = Factor 

 (0-100 points)  (Total = 1.00) Rating 

     

Land Evaluation     

     

     1.  Land Capability Classification <Line 1>_______ X 0.25  = _______      

     2.  Storie Index Rating <Line 2>_______ X 0.25  = _______      

      

Site Assessment      

      

     1.  Project Size <Line 3>_______ X 0.15  = _______      

     2.  Water Resource Availability <Line 4>_______ X 0.15  = _______      

     3.  Surrounding Agricultural Lands <Line 5>_______ X 0.15  = _______      

     4.  Protected Resource Lands <Line 6>_______ X 0.05  =       _______      

      

 Total LESA Score  <Line 7>_______      

                   (sum of weighted factor ratings)  
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Section  IV.  California Agricultural LESA Scoring Thresholds -   

  Making Determinations of Significance Under CEQA 

 

 
 A single LESA score is generated for a given project after all of the individual Land 

Evaluation and Site Assessment  factors have been scored and weighted as detailed in Sections 

2 and 3.  Just as with the scoring of individual factors that comprise the California Agricultural 

LESA Model, final project scoring is based on a scale of 100 points, with a given project being 

capable of deriving a maximum of 50 points from the Land Evaluation factors and 50 points from 

the Site Assessment factors.   

 

 The California Agricultural LESA Model is designed to make determinations of  the 

potential significance of a project’s conversion of agricultural lands during the Initial Study phase 

of the CEQA review process.  Scoring thresholds are based upon both the total LESA score as 

well as the component LE and SA subscores.  In this manner the scoring thresholds are 

dependent upon the attainment of a minimum score for the LE and SA subscores so that a single 

threshold is not the result of heavily skewed subscores (i.e., a site with a very high LE score, but a 

very low SA score, or vice versa).  Table 9 presents the California Agricultural LESA scoring 

thresholds. 
 

 
Table 9.  California LESA Model Scoring Thresholds 

 

 Total LESA Score  Scoring Decision 

   

   

   

0 to 39 Points  Not Considered Significant 

   

   

40 to 59 Points  Considered Significant only if LE and SA 

  subscores are each greater than or equal to 20 points 

   

60 to 79 Points  Considered Significant unless either LE or SA  

  subscore is less than 20 points 

   

80 to 100 Points  Considered Significant 
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Powerplant Emission Calculations
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Project Information
Number of acres 165

Power production (MW) 20

Solar Energy Calculations

PVWatts ID Fixed Tilt 1 axis tracking Average
175351 1854969 2352203 2103586
175352 1890539 2497828 2194184
175353 1924723 2540873 2232798

Project's PVWatts ID: 175351
Project's AC energy (kWh/year/1000 kW) 2103586

Project's AC energy (MWh/year) 42072

NOx CO2 CO2 Solar Generation
CO2e 

Reductions NOx

pounds/MWh pounds/MWh tons/mwh MWh/year tons/year tons/year
Combined Cycle Turbine 0.12 1,100 0.55 42,072 23,139 2.52
Simple Gas Turbine Peaker 0.15 1,100 0.55 42,072 3.16
Represents emission savings compared to use of combined cycle gas turbine or a simple gas turbine peaker plant to generate an equivalent amount of electricity.
Sources:  1) California Air Resources Board.  Guidance for the Permtting of Electrical Generation Technologies as approved by the Air Resources Board on 
                     November 15, 2001.  2) California Energy Commission.  Implementation of SB 1368 Emission Performance Standard.  November 2006 CEC-700-2006-011

Western US Average Emission Rates Pounds/MWh CO2e tons/MWh MWh/year

CO2e 
Reductions 
Tons/Year

tons CO2e 
Reductions in 

25 years

AC energy
 (kWh/year/1000 kW)

Sources
- Source of AC Energy (Solar Energy Calculations):  National Renewable Energy Laboratory.  PVWatts Viewer, Grid Data Calculator (Version 2). 
http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts/ and http://mapserve3.nrel.gov/PVWatts_Viewer/index.html; the estimates are based on the location of the project
- Source of Average Emission Rates:  California Climate Action Registry.  2009.  General Reporting Protocol.  Reporting Entity-Wide Greenhouse Gas Emissions.  Version 
3.1, January 2009.  Website: www.climateregistry.org/resources/docs/protocols/grp/GRP_3.1_January2009.pdf.  Table C-2 (for CAMX, WECC California)
Note:  Emissions converted from tons per year to metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) per year by using the formula:  (tons of gas) x (global warming 
potential) x (0.9072 metric tons).  Global warming potential for methane = 21; nitrous oxide = 310



Emission Rate CO2 724.12 0.3621 42,072 15,232 380,812
Emission Rate Methane 0.0302 0.0003 42,072 13 334
Emission Rate N2O 0.0081 0.0013 42,072 53 1,321

0.3636 15,299 382,466

Assumptions: Sources:
CO2 reductions from 1 mwh (tons) 0.55 Guidance for the Permitting of Electrical Generation Technologies, ARB, November 15, 2001
CO2 emissions from 1 mwh from CC Turbine 1100 CEC Emission Performance Standards (EPS)
lb/MW-hr = (emission rate [lb/MMBtu]) x (3.413 [MMBtu/MWh]) / (efficiency)

Project's 
Electricity 
Generation

Compared to CC 
Nat Gas

Compared to Western 
US Average Western US

MWh/year CO2 (tons/year) CO2e (tons/year) CO2e (Mtons/year)
Year 1 42,072 23,139 15,299 13,879
Year 2 41,861 23,024 15,224 13,811
Year 3 41,652 22,909 15,148 13,742
Year 4 41,444 22,794 15,072 13,673
Year 5 41,237 22,680 14,997 13,605
Year 6 41,030 22,567 14,922 13,537
Year 7 40,825 22,454 14,847 13,469
Year 8 40,621 22,342 14,773 13,402
Year 9 40,418 22,230 14,699 13,335
Year 10 40,216 22,119 14,625 13,268
Year 11 40,015 22,008 14,552 13,202
Year 12 39,815 21,898 14,480 13,136
Year 13 39,616 21,789 14,407 13,070
Year 14 39,418 21,680 14,335 13,005
Year 15 39,221 21,571 14,263 12,940
Year 16 39,024 21,463 14,192 12,875
Year 17 38,829 21,356 14,121 12,811
Year 18 38,635 21,249 14,051 12,747
Year 19 38,442 21,143 13,980 12,683
Year 20 38,250 21,037 13,910 12,620
Year 21 38,059 20,932 13,841 12,556
Year 22 37,868 20,828 13,772 12,494
Year 23 37,679 20,723 13,703 12,431
Year 24 37,490 20,620 13,634 12,369
Year 25 37,303 20,517 13,566 12,307
Total 991,039 545,072 360,413 326,966
Power generation assuming an output decline of .5% per year Avg Savings/year 13,079



Construction Emissions Summary
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Unmitigated (tons/year)
ROG NOx CO SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4 CO2e

Fugitive Dust
   Onsite (with regulation VIII) 0.05 0.01
   Onsite (truck) 0.13 0.01
   Onsite (employee) 0.40 0.04
   Offsite (truck) 0.49 0.14
   Offsite (employee) 0.25 0.07
Subtotal 1.32 0.27

Exhaust
   Onsite Construction Equipment 2.32 9.09 1.52 0.00 0.39 0.36 276 250
   Offsite Truck Deliveries 0.02 0.54 0.14 0.00 0.03 0.02 115 0.01 104
   Offsite Employee Trips 0.03 0.13 1.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 179 0.01 162
   Onsite Truck Deliveries 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0
   Onsite Employee Trips 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 1
Subtotal 2.37 9.77 2.69 0.01 0.44 0.39 570 0.02 518

Painting Emissions 0.50

Total 2.87 9.77 2.69 0.01 1.76 0.66 570 0.02 518



Construction Onsite Fugitive Dust
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Project acres: 165.0
Acres disturbed on one day: 2.0

PM10 tons/acre-month(22 days): 0.11
PM2.5 as percentage of PM10: 0.208

Days of grading: 10
Regulation VIII reductions: 50%

Emissions (tons) PM10 PM2.5
Without regulation 0.10 0.02

With regulation 0.05 0.01

Notes:
  The fugitive dust PM10 emission factors are from URBEMIS2007, Appendix A, Table A-4
         Note that the site is relatively level and there would be minimal grading; therefore, dust would be minimal
   Acreage disturbed in one day is calculated by assuming 0.5 acres per grader, tractor, dozer and 1 acre per scraper
         Source: CalEEMod Users Manual, Appendix A: Calculation Details, page 9
  The PM2.5 emissions as a percentage of PM10 is from the South Coast Air Quality Management District, 
         Final Methodology to Calculate PM2.5 and PM2.5 Significance Thresholds, Appendix A, Updated
         CEIDARS Table with PM2.5 Fractions.  October 2006.  (for construction and demolition dust)
         Website:  http://www.aqmd.gov/ceqa/handbook/PM2_5/finalAppA.doc
  The reductions from San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District Regulation VIII are from review
         of Rule 8021, which indicates that disturbed areas greater than 5 acres need a Dust Control Plan
         Regulation VIII, Criteria for Developing and Evaluating Fugitive PM10 Management Plans
         (San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District, 2001
         http://www.valleyair.org/busind/comply/PM10/forms/REG%20VIII%20FPMP%20Complete%20Packet.pdf)
         indicates that dust management plans would reduce emissions by 50%
         Other parts of the regulation would reduce emissions even further

Calculation of Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)
Emissions during Architectural Coating (Painting) during Construction

Interior Exterior Total
Assumptions
VOC content (grams/liter) 250 250
Coverage (square feet/gallon of paint) 180 180
VOC (pounds/square feet) 0.0116 0.0116
Square feet of building 32000 32000
Square feet to be coated per unit 24000 8000 32000

Emissions based on coats per day
VOC emissions (pounds per coat) 277.9 92.6 370.5
Number of coats 2.7 2.7
VOC emissions (tons per year) 0.38 0.13 0.50

Note:  Assumptions are from URBEMIS2007
Building includes 30,000 sf substation (assumed), 1,000 sf storage room (assumed), 1,000 sf O&M



Construction - Onsite Equipment Emissions
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced Emissions Estimates using Sac Metro AQMD Emission Factors Emissions using URBEMIS emission factors and load factors

Year for emission factors: 2014
ROG= 0.66 NOx= 5.33 PM10= 0.21

Site Preparation bhp
No. of 
Equip

Hours/ 
Day Days Hours

ROG 
(g/bhp hr)

ROG 
(tons)

NOx 
(g/bhp hr)

NOx 
(tons)

PM10 
(g/bhp hr)

PM10 
(tons)

PM2.5 
(g/bhp hr)

PM2.5 
(tons)

Load 
Factor

CO (g/bhp 
hr) CO (tons)

SOx (g/bhp-
hr)

SOx 
(tons)

CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons)

Rubber Tired Dozer 357 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.03 5.33 0.21 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.59 1.928 0.04 0.003 0.00 336 8
Scraper 313 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.02 5.33 0.18 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.72 1.656 0.04 0.004 0.00 410 10
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 108 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.06 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.55 2.151 0.01 0.004 0.00 313 2
Water Truck 189 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.11 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.50 0.768 0.01 0.004 0.00 324 3
Excavator 168 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.10 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.57 1.929 0.02 0.004 0.00 324 3
Grader 174 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.10 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.61 2.057 0.02 0.003 0.00 347 4
Roller 95 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.06 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.56 2.194 0.01 0.004 0.00 318 2
Loader, rubber tired 164 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.10 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.59 1.813 0.02 0.003 0.00 307 3
Gator cart (15kw, 20hp) 15 20 10 10 2000 6.20 0.20 1.6 0.05 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.55 2.151 0.04 0.004 0.00 313 6
Well drilling rig/pump 500 1 12 4 48 0.66 0.02 5.33 0.14 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.75 0.787 0.02 0.038 0.00 427 8
Forklift 145 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.09 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.50 0.768 0.01 0.004 0.00 324 3
Subtotal 2948 0.35 1.20 0.05 0.05 0.25 0.00 53

Solar Panels and 
Trackers bhp

No. of 
Equip

Hours/ 
Day Days Hours

ROG 
(g/bhp hr)

ROG 
(tons)

NOx 
(g/bhp hr)

NOx 
(tons)

PM10 
(g/bhp hr)

PM10 
(tons)

PM2.5 
(g/bhp hr)

PM2.5 
(tons)

Load 
Factor

CO (g/bhp 
hr) CO (tons)

SOx (g/bhp-
hr)

SOx 
(tons)

CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons)

Forklift 145 4 10 50 2000 0.66 0.21 5.33 1.70 0.21 0.07 0.19 0.06 0.40 1.005 0.13 0.002 0.00 171 22
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 108 7 10 50 3500 0.66 0.27 5.33 2.22 0.21 0.09 0.19 0.08 0.55 2.151 0.49 0.004 0.00 313 72
Loader, rubber tired 164 1 10 50 500 0.66 0.06 5.33 0.48 0.21 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.59 1.813 0.10 0.003 0.00 307 16
Crane 399 1 6 50 300 0.66 0.09 5.33 0.70 0.21 0.03 0.19 0.03 0.43 0.773 0.04 0.002 0.00 245 14
Vibratory post driver (wacke 4 6 6 50 1800 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.43 4.151 0.01 0.004 0.00 336 1
Trencher 120 1 10 50 500 0.66 0.04 5.33 0.35 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.43 3.079 0.09 0.005 0.00 426 12
Gator cart (15kw, 20hp) 15 20 10 50 10000 6.20 1.02 1.6 0.26 0.21 0.03 0.19 0.03 0.55 2.151 0.20 0.004 0.00 313 28
Water Truck 189 2 10 50 1000 0.66 0.14 5.33 1.11 0.21 0.04 0.19 0.04 0.50 0.768 0.08 0.004 0.00 324 34
Subtotal 19600 1.84 6.88 0.30 0.27 1.14 0.00 199

Installation of Gen-Tie 
Poles bhp

No. of 
Equip

Hours/ 
Day Days Hours

ROG 
(g/bhp hr)

ROG 
(tons)

NOx 
(g/bhp hr)

NOx 
(tons)

PM10 
(g/bhp hr)

PM10 
(tons)

PM2.5 
(g/bhp hr)

PM2.5 
(tons)

Load 
Factor

CO (g/bhp 
hr) CO (tons)

SOx (g/bhp-
hr)

SOx 
(tons)

CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons)

Forklift 145 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.09 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.40 1.005 0.01 0.002 0.00 171 1
Loader, rubber tired 164 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.10 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.59 1.813 0.02 0.003 0.00 307 3
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 108 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.06 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.55 2.151 0.01 0.004 0.00 313 2
Crane 399 1 6 10 60 0.66 0.02 5.33 0.14 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.43 0.773 0.01 0.002 0.00 245 3
Subtotal 360 0.05 0.39 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.00 9

Electrical Installation and 
Commissioning bhp

No. of 
Equip

Hours/ 
Day Days Hours

ROG 
(g/bhp hr)

ROG 
(tons)

NOx 
(g/bhp hr)

NOx 
(tons)

PM10 
(g/bhp hr)

PM10 
(tons)

PM2.5 
(g/bhp hr)

PM2.5 
(tons)

Load 
Factor

CO (g/bhp 
hr) CO (tons)

SOx (g/bhp-
hr)

SOx 
(tons)

CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons)

Forklift 145 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.09 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.40 1.005 0.01 0.002 0.00 171 1
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 108 1 10 10 100 0.66 0.01 5.33 0.06 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.55 2.151 0.01 0.004 0.00 313 2
Subtotal 200 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 3

Substation and O&M 
Building bhp

No. of 
Equip

Hours/ 
Day Days Hours

ROG 
(g/bhp hr)

ROG 
(tons)

NOx 
(g/bhp hr)

NOx 
(tons)

PM10 
(g/bhp hr)

PM10 
(tons)

PM2.5 
(g/bhp hr)

PM2.5 
(tons)

Load 
Factor

CO (g/bhp 
hr) CO (tons)

SOx (g/bhp-
hr)

SOx 
(tons)

CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons)

Crane 399 1 8 2 16 0.66 0.00 5.33 0.04 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.43 0.773 0.00 0.002 0.00 245 1
Forklift 145 1 10 25 250 0.66 0.03 5.33 0.21 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.40 1.005 0.02 0.002 0.00 171 3
Excavator 168 1 8 2 16 0.66 0.00 5.33 0.02 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.57 1.929 0.00 0.004 0.00 324 1
Rubber Tired Dozer 357 1 8 2 16 0.66 0.00 5.33 0.03 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.59 1.928 0.01 0.003 0.00 336 1
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 108 1 10 25 250 0.66 0.02 5.33 0.16 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.55 2.151 0.04 0.004 0.00 313 5
Grader 174 1 8 2 16 0.66 0.00 5.33 0.02 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.61 2.057 0.00 0.003 0.00 347 1
Roller 95 1 8 2 16 0.66 0.00 5.33 0.01 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.56 2.194 0.00 0.004 0.00 318 0
Subtotal 580 0.06 0.48 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.00 11

TOTALS 23108 2.32 9.09 0.39 0.36 1.52 0.00 276

g/bhp-hr = grams per horsepower hour
Reflects limited surface disturbance for projects on flat previously farmed land.
Emission factors for CO, SOx, and CO2 are from URBEMIS Users Manual Appendix I which used Offroad 2007 to obtain a statewide average
Emission factors for ROG, Nox, PM10, andPM2.5 are from the SMAQMD Construction Mitigation Calculator Statewide Averages (http://www.airquality.org/ceqa/ConstructionEmissionsMitigationCalculator_v605-2010May04.xls)
Phases may overlap, but are estimated separately to account for equipment use by activity
The equipment total horsepower-hours are based on site acreage, the MW, building square footage, and experience with similar projects
The equipment hours and days adjusted according to total horsepower-hours, not based on planned construction phase durations 
The number of equipment is based on the site acreage, the MW, and experience with similar projects



SMAQMD Construction Mitigation Calculator Outputs
Version 6.0.5 �updated by TIAX LLC for SMAQMD, 4 May 2010

Vega Solar - Year 2014

Comparison of your project fleet's emissions
with the statewide average for construction equipment  Fleet average emissions reductions for this project relative to California state average (g/bhp-hr)**

Compare your fleet-wide g/bhp-hr average with the statewide g/bhp-hr average for construction equipment
Your fleet's emission factors based on what you have entered so far  >> Fleet NOx: 2.92 Fleet ROG: 0.28 Fleet PM10: 0.142 Fleet PM2.5 0.136
Statewide average emission factors as determined by this calculator  >> ARB Average NOx: 4.65 ARB Average ROG: 0.58 ARB Average PM10: 0.18 ARB Average PM2.5: 0.17

NOx Reduced: 1.74 ROG Reduced: 0.30 PM10 Reduced: 0.04 PM2.5 Reduced: 0.03

Reduction NOx: 37% Reduction ROG: 52% Reduction PM10: 23% Reduction PM2.5: 20%
NOx Passes, >20%

#N/A or #Value! indicates that you must return to the Compare your fleet-wide average daily emissions with statewide average fleet of same size (lbs/day)
input page and correct engine data. Fleet NOx: 3.34 Fleet ROG: 0.32 Fleet PM10: 0.16 Fleet PM2.5: 0.16

Be sure to press the Record Data button after each entry. ARB Average NOx: 5.33 ARB Average ROG: 0.66 ARB Average PM10: 0.21 ARB Average PM2.5: 0.20

Your overall project emissions (lbs):
Total NOx: 33 Total ROG: 3 Total Lbs PM10: 2 Total PM2.5: 2

 ULSD use is assumed in state average.

3/29/2013 9:28

ROG Passes, >20% PM10 Fails, <45%

**Only emissions rates from construction equipment considered in statewide average.  All state average calculations use emission factors provided in 
ARB MO99-32.5 (diesel engines >25hp) and MO98-23 (gasoline engines >25hp). 

PM2.5 Fails, <45%



Construction Employee and Truck Delivery Emissions
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Employees
Trips/Day/ 
Employee

Days per 
Phase

trips per 
phase

Trip 
Length VMT

Average 
Daily Trips

Site Preparation 50 2 60 6000 21.2 127200
Solar Panels and Trackers 62 2 70 8680 21.2 184016
Installation of Gen-Tie Poles 24 2 20 960 21.2 20352
Electrical Installation and Commissioning 22 2 70 3080 21.2 65296
Substation and O&M Building 27 2 40 2160 21.2 45792
Total for Project 20880 21.2 442656 57.2

Offsite Employee Trip Length Employee Vehicle Type
Percent Miles Weighted Avg Type Percent

Gustine 40 24 9.6 LDA 40%
Los Banos 40 9 3.6 LDT1 22%
Gilroy 20 40 8.0 LDT2 23%
Weighted Trip Length 100 21.2 MDV 15%

Delivery Pieces One-Way Trips
Trip Length 

(miles)
One-Way 

VMT

Average
Trip 

Length

Average
Daily 
Trips Total Trips

Total 
Truck 

VMT
Transmission Line (Deliveries) 11 11 100 1,100 22 2,200
Transmission Line (Tractors/Concrete Truck 10 10 10 100 20 200
Switchyard and Substation (Deliveries) 34 34 100 3,400 68 6,800
Switchyard and Substation (Tractors/Concre 39 39 10 390 78 780
Equipment Enclosure (Deliveries) 35 35 100 3,500 70 7,000
Equipment Enclosure (Tractors/Concrete Tr 38 38 10 380 76 760
Site Development (Deliveries) 44 44 100 4,400 88 8,800
Site Development (Tractors/Concrete Trucks 260 260 10 2,600 520 5,200
Solar Field (Deliveries) 127 127 100 12,700 254 25,400
Solar Field (Tractors/Concrete Trucks) 435 435 10 4,350 870 8,700
Totals 1033 32,920 32 5.66 2066 65,840

EMFAC2011 Onsite Running Emission factors (15 miles per hour)
(grams/mile) ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.111 0.173 2.282 0.006 0.050 0.023 546.578 0.031
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.291 0.449 5.579 0.006 0.056 0.028 631.512 0.053
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.162 0.350 3.349 0.008 0.051 0.023 748.141 0.041
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.208 0.519 4.219 0.010 0.051 0.023 944.969 0.057
Delivery trucks (T7 CAIRP) 1.723 15.095 4.287 0.013 0.342 0.314 2728.416 0.228

EMFAC2011 Offsite Running Emission factors (55 miles per hour)
(grams/mile) ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.042 0.139 1.354 0.003 0.047 0.020 299.124 0.013
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.109 0.367 3.333 0.004 0.049 0.022 345.207 0.028
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.059 0.270 1.964 0.004 0.047 0.020 408.798 0.019
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.067 0.392 2.436 0.005 0.047 0.020 516.381 0.029
Delivery trucks (T7 CAIRP) 0.304 7.512 1.987 0.006 0.346 0.319 1583.452 0.100

Paved Road Dust Emission Factor

Variable
Value 

(employees) Value (trucks) Meaning
Eext PM10 0.0011 0.0148 emission factor (lb/VMT)
Eext PM2.5 0.0003 0.0041 emission factor (lb/VMT)

k (PM10) 0.0022 0.0022 particle size multiplier for particle size range and units of interest (lb/VMT)
k (PM2.5) 0.00054 0.00054

sL 0.1 0.1 road surface silt loading (grams per square meter)
W 2.4 30 average weight (tons) of the vehicles traveling the road
P 30 30 # wet days with at least 0.254 mm (0.01 in) of precipitation during period
N 365 365 # days in the averaging period (e.g., 365 for annual, 30 for monthly, etc.)

Employee Trips

Offsite Delivery Truck Vehicle Miles Traveled



Construction Employee and Truck Delivery Emissions (page 2)
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Unpaved Road Dust Emission Factor (Onsite)

Constant
PM2.5 PM10 PM2.5 PM10

k (lb/VMT) 0.15 1.5 0.18 1.8
a = constant 0.9 0.9 1 1
b = constant 0.45 0.45
c = constant 0.2 0.2
d = constant 0.5 0.5

s = surface silt content (%) 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9
M = surface material moisture (%) 12 12

S = mean vehicle speed 15 15
C emission factor for 1980s vehicle fleet exhaust (not used in this analysis)

W = mean vehicle weight (tons) 30 30 2.4 2.4
E = Emission Factor (lb/VMT) 0.2569 2.5692 0.03876 0.38760

Emission factor (lb/VMT) with reduction from Reg VIII 0.1285 1.2846 0.03876 0.38760

Offsite Emissions (tons/year)
ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.01 0.03 0.26 0.00 0.01 0.00 58 0.00
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.01 0.04 0.36 0.00 0.01 0.00 37 0.00
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.01 0.03 0.22 0.00 0.01 0.00 46 0.00
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.00 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 38 0.00
Delivery trucks (HHDT) 0.02 0.54 0.14 0.00 0.03 0.02 115 0.01
Paved Road dust - employees 0.25 0.07
Paved Road dust - delivery trucks 0.49 0.14
Total 0.05 0.67 1.16 0.00 0.78 0.24 293 0.02

Onsite Emissions (tons/year)
Onsite miles/employee/day: 0.2

Onsite miles/truck/day: 0.2

ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4
Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.0000 0.0001 0.0012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2748 0.0000
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.0001 0.0002 0.0017 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1744 0.0000
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.0000 0.0001 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2160 0.0000
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.0000 0.0001 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1779 0.0000
Delivery trucks (HHDT) 0.0001 0.0017 0.0005 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.3599 0.0000
Unpaved Road dust - employees 0.4047 0.0405
Unpaved Road dust - delivery trucks 0.1327 0.0133
Total 0.0002 0.0023 0.0053 0.0000 0.5375 0.0539 1.2030 0.0001

Equation 1a Equation 1b
Trucks Employees

Notes:
- Employees:  The project description indicates that the project is expected to create a maximum of new jobs at peak crew size during the 
construction phase, which indicated in the panel installation phase.  The number of employees for the grading, trenching, and foundations 
phases are estimated as one employee per piece of equipment plus 20 employees (for management and other). 
- VMT = vehicle miles traveled
- Emission factors from:  EMFAC 2011 for San Joaquin Valley region, annual average, year 2013; T7 CAIRP refers to Heavy-Heavy Duty Diese
CA International Registration Plan Truck (values are from the web based console of EMFAC2011 and include 100% diesel, with the exception 
of CH4 and SO2, which are from the category T7IS); temperature 63 degrees F and relative humidity 63% (default temperature and humidity 
values from the SJVAPCD solar spreadsheet); uses "ALL" values; PM10 and PM2.5 include tire wear and brake wear
- Soure paved road dust:  Equation: United States Environmental Protection Agency.  January 2011.  AP-32 emission factors.  Section 13.2.1, 
Paved Roads.  Website: www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/c13s0201.pdf.  Accessed May 25, 2011; Source of sL:  CalEEMod default; 
Source of W for employees:  CalEEMod default; Soure of P:  CalEEMod
- Employee Trip Length:  Based on estimated workforce spatial distribution.
- Employee Trips Days per Phase - Based on construction phasing. These durations are different than those used for on-site construction 
equipment activity, as those estimates are based on equipment horsepower-hours, not phase length.
- Offsite Vehicle Trips:  Delivery Trips of components assumed to be from Oakland, CA.  Tractor/Dump Truck/Concrete Truck Trips for other 
materials assumed to be local (10 miles). 

Source:  
EPA AP-42 = Environmental Protection Agency AP-42 
Emission Factors, 
www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/c13s0202.pdf.  



Operation Emissions Summary
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 MTCO2e
Fugitive Dust
  Offsite Employee Commute Trips 0.01 0.00
  Offsite Truck Deliveries 0.00 0.00
  Onsite Employee 0.10 0.01
  Onsite Trucks 0.01 0.00
  Onsite Panel Cleaning 0.17 0.02
Subtotal 0.30 0.03

Exhaust
  Offsite Employee Commute Trips 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.58 4
  Offsite Truck Deliveries 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.74 2
  Onsite Employee 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0
  Onsite Trucks 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0
  Onsite Panel Cleaning 0.03 0.27 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 8.4 8
Subtotal 0.03 0.28 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.01 14.8 13

Totals 0.03 0.28 0.04 0.00 0.31 0.04 14.80 13

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 MTCO2e
Baseline Emissions 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0
Project Operational Emissions 0.03 0.28 0.31 0.04 15 13
Difference 0.03 0.28 0.31 0.04 15 13

Operations Emission Summary (Tons/Year)

Net Emission Summary (Tons/Year)



Operation Trips
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Trips
Trips/Year Trip Length VMT

Employee Trips 527 21.2 11172
Truck Trips 10 100.0 1000

Employee trip length is same as construction employee trip length

Employee Vehicle Type
Type Percent
LDA 30%

LDT1 30%
LDT2 25%
MDV 15%

Onsite Running Emission factors (15 miles per hour)
(grams/mile) ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.111 0.173 2.282 0.006 0.050 0.023 547 0.031
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.291 0.449 5.579 0.006 0.056 0.028 632 0.053
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.162 0.350 3.349 0.008 0.051 0.023 748 0.041
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.208 0.519 4.219 0.010 0.051 0.023 945 0.057
Delivery trucks (T7 CAIRP) 1.723 15.095 4.287 0.013 0.342 0.314 2728 0.228

Offsite Running Emission factors (55 miles per hour)
(grams/mile) ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.042 0.139 1.354 0.003 0.047 0.020 299 0.013
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.109 0.367 3.333 0.004 0.049 0.022 345 0.028
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.059 0.270 1.964 0.004 0.047 0.020 409 0.019
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.067 0.392 2.436 0.005 0.047 0.020 516 0.029
Delivery trucks (T7 CAIRP) 0.304 7.512 1.987 0.006 0.346 0.319 1583 0.100

Paved Road Dust Emission Factor

Variable
Value 

(employees) Value (trucks) Meaning
Eext PM10 0.0011 0.0058 emission factor (lb/VMT)
Eext PM2.5 0.0003 0.0016 emission factor (lb/VMT)

k (PM10) 0.0022 0.0022 particle size multiplier for particle size range and units of interest (lb/VMT)
k (PM2.5) 0.00054 0.00054

sL 0.1 0.1 road surface silt loading (grams per square meter)
W 2.4 12 average weight (tons) of the vehicles traveling the road
P 30 30 # wet days with at least 0.254 mm (0.01 in) of precipitation during period
N 365 365 # days in the averaging period (e.g., 365 for annual, 30 for monthly, etc.)

Unpaved Road Dust Emission Factor (Onsite)

Constant
PM2.5 PM10 PM2.5 PM10

k (lb/VMT) 0.15 1.5 0.18 1.8
a = constant 0.9 0.9 1 1
b = constant 0.45 0.45
c = constant 0.2 0.2
d = constant 0.5 0.5

s = surface silt content (%) 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9
M = surface material moisture (%) 12 12

S = mean vehicle speed 15 15
C emission factor for 1980s vehicle fleet exhaust (not used in this analysis)

W = mean vehicle weight (tons) 30 30 2.4 2.4
E = Emission Factor (lb/VMT) 0.2569 2.5692 0.03876 0.38760

Equation 1a Equation 1b
Trucks Employees

Source:  
EPA AP-42 = Environmental Protection Agency AP-42 
Emission Factors, 
www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/c13s0202.pdf.  



Operation Trips (page 2)
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Offsite Emissions (tons/year)
ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.10 0.00
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.27 0.00
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.26 0.00
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.00
Delivery trucks (HHDT) 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.74 0.00
Paved Road dust - employees 0.01 0.00
Paved Road dust - delivery trucks 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 6 0.00

Onsite Emissions (tons/year)
Onsite miles/employee/trip: 1.0

Onsite miles/truck/trip: 1.0

ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4
Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.000
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.000
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.000
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.000
Delivery trucks (HHDT) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.000
Unpaved Road dust - employees 0.102 0.005
Unpaved Road dust - delivery trucks 0.013 0.001
Total 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.115 0.006 0.117 0.000

Notes:
- VMT = vehicle miles traveled
- Emission factors from:  EMFAC 2011 for San Joaquin Valley region, annual average, year 2013; T7 CAIRP refers to Heavy-Heavy 
Duty Diesel CA International Registration Plan Truck (values are from the web based console of EMFAC2011 and include 100% 
diesel, with the exception of CH4 and SO2, which are from the category T7IS); temperature 63 degrees F and relative humidity 63% 
(default temperature and humidity values from the SJVAPCD solar spreadsheet); uses "ALL" values; PM10 and PM2.5 include tire 
wear and brake wear
- Soure paved road dust:  Equation: United States Environmental Protection Agency.  January 2011.  AP-32 emission factors.  
Section 13.2.1, Paved Roads.  Website: www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/c13s0201.pdf.  Accessed May 25, 2011; Source of 
sL:  CalEEMod default; Source of W for employees:  CalEEMod default; Soure of P:  CalEEMod



Panel Cleaning Emissions Option Comparison
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Option 1 for Cleaning bhp
Load 

Factor
Hours/ 

Cleaning
Cleanings 

per Year Hours
NOx 

(g/bhp hr)
NOx 

(tons)
ROG 

(g/bhp hr)
ROG 

(tons/yr)
PM10 

(g/bhp hr)
PM10 

(tons/yr)
CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons/yr)

Tractor 108 0.55 39 4 154 5.33 0.10 0.66 0.01 0.21 0.00 312.85 3.16
Water Truck 189 0.5 39 4 154 5.33 0.17 0.66 0.02 0.21 0.01 324.22 5.20

Option 2 for Cleaning
Miles/ 

Cleaning
Cleanings 

per Year Miles NOx (g/mi)
NOx 

(tons)
ROG 
(g/mi)

ROG 
(tons) PM (g/mi) PM (tons) CO (g/mi)

CO 
(tons/yr)

ATV (gasoline) 39 4 154 0.34 0.0001 2.2000 0.000 0.0220 0.00000 48.30 0.01

Miles/ 
Cleaning

Cleanings 
per Year Miles

PM10 
(lbs/VMT)

PM10 
(lbs/yr)

PM10 
(tons/yr)

PM2.5 
(tons/yr)

Unpaved Road Dust 39 4 154 2.27 350 0.17 0.02
Tractor Exhaust 0.01 0.01
Total PM10 0.19 0.03

Source:  Air Resources Board Emission Inventory Documentation Chapter 7.11 Unpaved Road Dust Farm Roads updated August 1997
CO2 Water truck emission factors from URBEMIS 2007 and Nox, ROG, and PM10 state average from SMAQMD calculator
CO2 Tractor emission factor from Carl Moyer Program Guideline and NOx, ROG, and PM10 state average from SMAQMD calculator
Note:  Options provided as a comparison of emissions using different equipment to haul water around the site during cleaning

Hours required to clean one 1.16 MW Panel Block
Block Length (ft) 590
Rows per Block 20
Feet traveled/Block 11800
Miles/Block 2.23
Speed (MPH) 1
Hours/Block 2.23
Blocks/Project 17
Hours Per Cleaning 39
Cleaning/Year 4
Hours/year 154

Miles Per Cleaning 39
Returns to Fill Water 19
Total Miles 58



Decommission Emissions Summary
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Unmitigated (tons/year)
ROG NOx CO SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4 CO2e

Fugitive Dust
   Onsite (with regulation VIII) 0.05 0.01
   Onsite (truck) 0.04 0.00
   Onsite (employee) 0.09 0.01
   Offsite (truck) 0.44 0.12
   Offsite (employee) 0.06 0.02
Subtotal 0.68 0.16

Exhaust
   Onsite Construction Equipment 0.66 2.10 0.46 0.00 0.09 0.09 80 73
   Offsite Truck Deliveries 0.01 0.11 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.01 103 0.01 93
   Offsite Employee Trips 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.00 40 0.00 36
   Onsite Truck Deliveries 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0
   Onsite Employee Trips 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0
Subtotal 0.67 2.22 0.58 0.00 0.11 0.09 223 0.01 203

Total 0.67 2.22 0.58 0.00 0.78 0.26 223 0.01 203



Decommission Onsite Fugitive Dust
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Project acres: 165.0
Acres disturbed on one day: 2.0

PM10 tons/acre-month(22 days): 0.11
PM2.5 as percentage of PM10: 0.208

Days of grading: 10
Regulation VIII reductions: 50%

Emissions (tons) PM10 PM2.5
Without regulation 0.10 0.02

With regulation 0.05 0.01

Notes:
  The fugitive dust PM10 emission factors are from URBEMIS2007, Appendix A, Table A-4
         Note that the site is relatively level and there would be minimal grading; therefore, dust would be minimal
   Acreage disturbed in one day is calculated by assuming 0.5 acres per grader, tractor, dozer and 1 acre per scraper
         Source: CalEEMod Users Manual, Appendix A: Calculation Details, page 9
  The PM2.5 emissions as a percentage of PM10 is from the South Coast Air Quality Management District, 
         Final Methodology to Calculate PM2.5 and PM2.5 Significance Thresholds, Appendix A, Updated
         CEIDARS Table with PM2.5 Fractions.  October 2006.  (for construction and demolition dust)
         Website:  http://www.aqmd.gov/ceqa/handbook/PM2_5/finalAppA.doc
  The reductions from San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District Regulation VIII are from review
         of Rule 8021, which indicates that disturbed areas greater than 5 acres need a Dust Control Plan
         Regulation VIII, Criteria for Developing and Evaluating Fugitive PM10 Management Plans
         (San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District, 2001
         http://www.valleyair.org/busind/comply/PM10/forms/REG%20VIII%20FPMP%20Complete%20Packet.pdf)
         indicates that dust management plans would reduce emissions by 50%
         Other parts of the regulation would reduce emissions even further



Decommission - Onsite Equipment Emissions
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced Emissions Estimates using Sac Metro AQMD Emission Factors Emissions using URBEMIS emission factors and load factors

Year for emission factors: 2015
ROG= 0.50 NOx= 4.23 PM10= 0.17

Grading/Excavation bhp
No. of 
Equip

Hours/ 
Day Days Hours

ROG 
(g/bhp hr)

ROG 
(tons)

NOx 
(g/bhp hr)

NOx 
(tons)

PM10 
(g/bhp hr)

PM10 
(tons)

PM2.5 
(g/bhp hr)

PM2.5 
(tons)

Load 
Factor

CO (g/bhp 
hr) CO (tons)

SOx (g/bhp-
hr)

SOx 
(tons)

CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons)

Rubber Tired Dozer 357 1 6 10 60 0.50 0.01 4.23 0.10 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.59 1.928 0.03 0.003 0.00 336 5
Scraper 313 1 6 10 60 0.50 0.01 4.23 0.09 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.72 1.656 0.02 0.004 0.00 410 6
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 108 1 6 10 60 0.50 0.00 4.23 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.55 2.151 0.01 0.004 0.00 313 1
Water Truck 189 1 6 10 60 0.50 0.01 4.23 0.05 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.50 0.768 0.00 0.004 0.00 324 2
Excavator 168 1 6 10 60 0.50 0.01 4.23 0.05 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.57 1.929 0.01 0.004 0.00 324 2
Grader 174 1 6 10 60 0.50 0.01 4.23 0.05 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.61 2.057 0.01 0.003 0.00 347 2
Gator cart (15kw, 20hp) 15 14 6 10 840 6.20 0.09 1.6 0.02 0.21 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.55 2.151 0.02 0.004 0.00 313 2
Forklift 145 1 6 10 60 0.50 0.00 4.23 0.04 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.50 0.768 0.00 0.004 0.00 324 2
Subtotal 1260 0.13 0.43 0.02 0.02 0.11 0.00 22

Deconstruction bhp
No. of 
Equip

Hours/ 
Day Days Hours

ROG 
(g/bhp hr)

ROG 
(tons)

NOx 
(g/bhp hr)

NOx 
(tons)

PM10 
(g/bhp hr)

PM10 
(tons)

PM2.5 
(g/bhp hr)

PM2.5 
(tons)

Load 
Factor

CO (g/bhp 
hr) CO (tons)

SOx (g/bhp-
hr)

SOx 
(tons)

CO2 
(g/hr)

CO2 
(tons)

Forklift 145 4 6 40 960 0.50 0.08 4.23 0.65 0.17 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.40 1.005 0.06 0.002 0.00 171 10
Tractor/Loader/Backhoe 108 7 6 30 1260 0.50 0.07 4.23 0.63 0.17 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.55 2.151 0.18 0.004 0.00 313 26
Trencher 120 1 5 30 150 0.50 0.01 4.23 0.08 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.43 3.079 0.03 0.005 0.00 426 4
Gator cart (15kw, 20hp) 15 14 8 30 3360 6.20 0.34 1.6 0.09 0.21 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.55 2.151 0.07 0.004 0.00 313 10
Water Truck 189 2 4 30 240 0.50 0.02 4.23 0.21 0.17 0.01 0.16 0.01 0.50 0.768 0.02 0.004 0.00 324 8
Subtotal 5970 0.53 1.67 0.08 0.07 0.35 0.00 58

TOTALS 7230 0.66 2.10 0.09 0.09 0.46 0.00 80.02

g/bhp-hr = grams per horsepower hour
Reflects limited surface disturbance for projects on flat previously farmed land.
Emission factors for CO, SOx, and CO2 are from URBEMIS Users Manual Appendix I which used Offroad 2007 to obtain a statewide average
Emission factors for ROG, Nox, PM10, andPM2.5 are from the SMAQMD Construction Mitigation Calculator Statewide Averages (http://www.airquality.org/ceqa/ConstructionEmissionsMitigationCalculator_v605-2010May04.xls)
Phases may overlap, but are estimated separately to account for equipment use by activity
Construction is assumed to be complete in 12 months.
The equipment hours and daysare based on site acreage, the MW, building square footage, and experience with similar projects
The number of equipment is based on the site acreage, the MW, and experience with similar projects



SMAQMD Construction Mitigation Calculator Outputs
Version 6.0.5 �updated by TIAX LLC for SMAQMD, 4 May 2010

Vega Solar - Year 2015

Comparison of your project fleet's emissions
with the statewide average for construction equipment  Fleet average emissions reductions for this project relative to California state average (g/bhp-hr)**

Compare your fleet-wide g/bhp-hr average with the statewide g/bhp-hr average for construction equipment
Your fleet's emission factors based on what you have entered so far  >> Fleet NOx: 2.92 Fleet ROG: 0.28 Fleet PM10: 0.142 Fleet PM2.5 0.136
Statewide average emission factors as determined by this calculator  >> ARB Average NOx: 4.23 ARB Average ROG: 0.50 ARB Average PM10: 0.17 ARB Average PM2.5: 0.15

NOx Reduced: 1.31 ROG Reduced: 0.22 PM10 Reduced: 0.03 PM2.5 Reduced: 0.02

Reduction NOx: 31% Reduction ROG: 45% Reduction PM10: 15% Reduction PM2.5: 12%
NOx Passes, >20%

#N/A or #Value! indicates that you must return to the Compare your fleet-wide average daily emissions with statewide average fleet of same size (lbs/day)
input page and correct engine data. Fleet NOx: 3.34 Fleet ROG: 0.32 Fleet PM10: 0.16 Fleet PM2.5: 0.16

Be sure to press the Record Data button after each entry. ARB Average NOx: 4.85 ARB Average ROG: 0.57 ARB Average PM10: 0.19 ARB Average PM2.5: 0.18

Your overall project emissions (lbs):
Total NOx: 33 Total ROG: 3 Total Lbs PM10: 2 Total PM2.5: 2

 ULSD use is assumed in state average.

3/29/2013 9:39

ROG Passes, >20% PM10 Fails, <45%

**Only emissions rates from construction equipment considered in statewide average.  All state average calculations use emission factors provided in 
ARB MO99-32.5 (diesel engines >25hp) and MO98-23 (gasoline engines >25hp). 

PM2.5 Fails, <45%



Decommission Employee and Truck Delivery Emissions
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Employees
Trips/Day/ 
Employee

Days per 
Phase

trips per 
phase

Trip 
Length VMT

Average 
Daily Trips

Grading/Excavation 41 2 10 820 21.2 17384
Deconstruction 48 2 40 3840 21.2 81408
Total for Project 4660 21.2 98792 12.8

Offsite Employee Trip Length Employee Vehicle Type
Percent Miles Weighted Avg Type Percent

Gustine 40 24 9.6 LDA 40%
Los Banos 40 9 3.6 LDT1 22%
Gilroy 20 40 8.0 LDT2 23%
Weighted Trip Length 100 21.2 MDV 15%

Delivery Pieces Trips
Trip Length 

(miles) VMT

Average
Trip 

Length

Average
Daily 
Trips

Round 
Trips

Total 
Truck 

VMT
Truck Trips 300 100 30,000 200 60,000
Totals 300 30,000 100 1.64 600 60,000

EMFAC2011 Onsite Running Emission factors (15 miles per hour)
(grams/mile) ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.021 0.068 0.793 0.006 0.050 0.022 548.328 0.017
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.026 0.079 0.932 0.006 0.050 0.022 638.298 0.019
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.026 0.085 0.932 0.008 0.050 0.022 746.652 0.021
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.038 0.115 1.247 0.010 0.050 0.022 956.699 0.025
Delivery trucks (T7 CAIRP) 0.761 3.856 1.859 0.013 0.065 0.060 2683.520 0.157

EMFAC2011 Offsite Running Emission factors (55 miles per hour)
(grams/mile) ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.007 0.048 0.427 0.003 0.047 0.019 300.110 0.006
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.008 0.056 0.501 0.004 0.047 0.019 348.958 0.007
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.008 0.059 0.502 0.004 0.047 0.019 407.990 0.007
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.011 0.081 0.671 0.005 0.047 0.019 522.794 0.009
Delivery trucks (T7 CAIRP) 0.137 1.740 0.969 0.006 0.088 0.081 1557.396 0.086

Paved Road Dust Emission Factor

Variable
Value 

(employees) Value (trucks) Meaning
Eext PM10 0.0011 0.0148 emission factor (lb/VMT)
Eext PM2.5 0.0003 0.0041 emission factor (lb/VMT)

k (PM10) 0.0022 0.0022 particle size multiplier for particle size range and units of interest (lb/VMT)
k (PM2.5) 0.00054 0.00054

sL 0.1 0.1 road surface silt loading (grams per square meter)
W 2.4 30 average weight (tons) of the vehicles traveling the road
P 30 30 # wet days with at least 0.254 mm (0.01 in) of precipitation during period
N 365 365 # days in the averaging period (e.g., 365 for annual, 30 for monthly, etc.)

Employee Trips

Offsite Delivery Truck Vehicle Miles Traveled



Construction Employee and Truck Delivery Emissions (page 2)
Vega Solar Project - County of Merced

Unpaved Road Dust Emission Factor (Onsite)

Constant
PM2.5 PM10 PM2.5 PM10

k (lb/VMT) 0.15 1.5 0.18 1.8
a = constant 0.9 0.9 1 1
b = constant 0.45 0.45
c = constant 0.2 0.2
d = constant 0.5 0.5

s = surface silt content (%) 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9
M = surface material moisture (%) 12 12

S = mean vehicle speed 15 15
C emission factor for 1980s vehicle fleet exhaust (not used in this analysis)

W = mean vehicle weight (tons) 30 30 2.4 2.4
E = Emission Factor (lb/VMT) 0.2569 2.5692 0.03876 0.38760

Emission factor (lb/VMT) with reduction from Reg VIII 0.1285 1.2846 0.03876 0.38760

Offsite Emissions (tons/year)
ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4

Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 13 0.00
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 8 0.00
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 10 0.00
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 9 0.00
Delivery trucks (HHDT) 0.01 0.11 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.01 103 0.01
Paved Road dust - employees 0.06 0.02
Paved Road dust - delivery trucks 0.44 0.12
Total 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.51 0.15 143 0.01

Onsite Emissions (tons/year)
Onsite miles/employee/day: 0.2

Onsite miles/truck/day: 0.2

ROG NOx CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CH4
Employee vehicles (LDA) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0615 0.0000
Employee vehicles (LDT1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0394 0.0000
Employee vehicles (LDT2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0481 0.0000
Employee vehicles (MDV) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0402 0.0000
Delivery trucks (HHDT) 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1028 0.0000
Unpaved Road dust - employees 0.0903 0.0090
Unpaved Road dust - delivery trucks 0.0385 0.0039
Total 0.0000 0.0001 0.0003 0.0000 0.1289 0.0129 0.2920 0.0000

Equation 1a Equation 1b
Trucks Employees

Notes:
- Employees:  The project description indicates that the project is expected to create a maximum of new jobs at peak crew size during the 
construction phase, which indicated in the panel installation phase.  The number of employees for the grading, trenching, and foundations 
phases are estimated as one employee per piece of equipment plus 20 employees (for management and other). 
- VMT = vehicle miles traveled
- Emission factors from:  EMFAC 2011 for San Joaquin Valley region, annual average, year 2035; T7 CAIRP refers to Heavy-Heavy Duty Diese
CA International Registration Plan Truck (values are from the web based console of EMFAC2011 and include 100% diesel, with the exception 
of CH4 and SO2, which are from the category T7IS); temperature 63 degrees F and relative humidity 63% (default temperature and humidity 
values from the SJVAPCD solar spreadsheet); uses "ALL" values; PM10 and PM2.5 include tire wear and brake wear
- Soure paved road dust:  Equation: United States Environmental Protection Agency.  January 2011.  AP-32 emission factors.  Section 13.2.1, 
Paved Roads.  Website: www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/c13s0201.pdf.  Accessed May 25, 2011; Source of sL:  CalEEMod default; 
Source of W for employees:  CalEEMod default; Soure of P:  CalEEMod
- Assumptions:  1.16 megawatt peak (MWp) per block; one transformer per block; two inverters per transformer; 4300 PV modules per MW; 
120 structures for mounting modules per MW
- Employee Trip Length:  Based on estimated workforce spatial distribution.
- Delivery Trips:  Solar Panels components assumed to be delivered from Oakland, CA.  Other materials assumed to be delievered locally (10 
miles).  Total number of trips assumed to be 350.

Source:  
EPA AP-42 = Environmental Protection Agency AP-42 
Emission Factors, 
www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/c13s0202.pdf.  



* * * * * & * * * * *

Cell ID: 0175351

State: California  

Latitude: 36.9 ° N

Longitude:    120.8 ° W

DC Rating: 4.00 kW

DC to AC Derate Factor: 0.770
AC Rating: 3.08 kW

Array Type: Fixed Tilt  

Array Tilt: 36.9 °

Array Azimuth: 180.0 °

Cost of Electricity:    15.6 ¢/kWh

Month
 

Solar
Radiation

(kWh/m2/day)

AC
Energy
(kWh)

Energy
Value

($)

1 3.86     350 54.74 

2 4.87     399 62.40 

3 5.42     487 76.16 

4 6.33     537 83.98 

5 6.48     564 88.20 

6 6.66     546 85.39 

7 6.63     554 86.64 

8 6.52     548 85.70 

9 6.52     534 83.51 

10 5.48     475 74.29 

11 4.46     385 60.21 

12 3.65     333 52.08 

Year 5.58     5713 893.46

Output Hourly Performance Data

(Gridded data is monthly, hourly output not available.)

Output Results as Text

Saving Text from a Browser

Run PVWATTS v.2 for another location Run PVWATTS v.1

Please send questions and comments to Webmaster
Disclaimer and copyright notice.

 RReDC home page (http://rredc.nrel.gov )

PVWatts v.2: AC Energy and Cost Savings http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/calculators/PVWATTS/version2/pvwattsv2.cgi

1 of 1 3/18/2013 9:28 AM



Source

Truck Travel E/W

Truck Travel N/S

Truck ldling
Truck ldling

Total

Threshold

Exceed Threshold?

Vega Solar Project - Health Risk Screening Summary

Risk

5.38063 E-09

4.87 ssSE-09

3.2Ar47 E-10

6.86393 E-10

1.13E-08

1.00E-05

No



Truck Travel

Date : 611112A13

Facility Na.me' , .
Facility Location. Merced County

Facility lD #:

Receptor Quad
NNW

SW

EW

Calculate Risk

Unit #

Segment Direction
EW = East-West
NS = North-South

NWSE - Northwest-Southeast
NESW = Northeast-southwest

# (50m)
Segments

PMl O

g/mi
Events/ Receptor

year Distance Quad
(m)

Load
o/o

Emissions
Lb/Yr

Location
U=Urban
R=Rural

Segment
Risk

EW 10 0.342 2A 61 4 100 4.69E-03 R 5.39E-09
NS 10 0.342 2A 61 4 100 4 69E-03 R 4.ggE-09

100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0,00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0,00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+OO
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+OO
100 0.00E+00



Truck ldling & TRU's

Receptor Quad
NWN

Date : 611112013

Facility Name:
Facility Location.

Facility lD #:

Vega Solar Facility
Merced County

Calculate Risk

Unit #

Unit Type
T-TRU

HH - High Horizontal
HV - High Vertical

LL = Low Level

Operational
Time /
Event
(Hour)

PMl O

g/hr

F..^ ^L^ t Receptor
trvents I-y;;' Distance Quad

(m)

Load
%

Emissions
Lb/Yr

Location

U=Urban
UB=Urban Near Building

R=Rural
RB=Rural Near Building

Unit
Risk

LL 0.25 4.674051 10 241 1 100 3.72E-03 R 3.20E-l0
LL 4.25 0.674051 10 241 4 100 3.72E-03 R 6.86E-10

100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
100 0.00E+00
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D.1 - CNDDB List



Species Element Code Federal Status State Status Global Rank State Rank

Rare Plant 
Rank/CDFW 
SSC or FP

Agelaius tricolor

tricolored blackbird

ABPBXB0020 None None G2G3 S2 SSC

Alkali Seep

Alkali Seep

CTT45320CA None None G3 S2.1

Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

AAAAA01180 Threatened Threatened G2G3 S2S3 SSC

Ammospermophilus nelsoni

Nelson's antelope squirrel

AMAFB04040 None Threatened G2 S2

Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

ABNKC22010 None None G5 S3 FP

Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

ABNSB10010 None None G4 S2 SSC

Atriplex cordulata var. cordulata

heartscale

PDCHE040B0 None None G3T2 S2.2? 1B.2

Atriplex coronata var. vallicola

Lost Hills crownscale

PDCHE04250 None None G4T2 S2 1B.2

Atriplex minuscula

lesser saltscale

PDCHE042M0 None None G2 S2 1B.1

Branchinecta longiantenna

longhorn fairy shrimp

ICBRA03020 Endangered None G1 S1

Branta hutchinsii leucopareia

cackling (=Aleutian Canada) goose

ABNJB05035 Delisted None G5T4 S2

Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk

ABNKC19120 None None G4 S3S4 WL

Buteo swainsoni

Swainson's hawk

ABNKC19070 None Threatened G5 S2

California macrophylla

round-leaved filaree

PDGER01070 None None G2 S2 1B.1

Caulanthus lemmonii

Lemmon's jewel-flower

PDBRA0M0E0 None None G2 S2.2 1B.2

Charadrius montanus

mountain plover

ABNNB03100 Proposed 
Threatened

None G2 S2? SSC

Chloropyron molle ssp. hispidum

hispid bird's-beak

PDSCR0J0D1 None None G2T2 S2.1 1B.1

Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

ABNKC11010 None None G5 S3 SSC

Cismontane Alkali Marsh

Cismontane Alkali Marsh

CTT52310CA None None G1 S1.1

Coturnicops noveboracensis

yellow rail

ABNME01010 None None G4 S1S2 SSC

Delphinium recurvatum

recurved larkspur

PDRAN0B1J0 None None G3 S3 1B.2

Report Printed on Tuesday, January 29, 2013
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Species Element Code Federal Status State Status Global Rank State Rank

Rare Plant 
Rank/CDFW 
SSC or FP

Dipodomys ingens

giant kangaroo rat

AMAFD03080 Endangered Endangered G2 S2

Emys marmorata

western pond turtle

ARAAD02030 None None G3G4 S3 SSC

Eremophila alpestris actia

California horned lark

ABPAT02011 None None G5T3Q S3 WL

Eriastrum hooveri

Hoover's eriastrum

PDPLM03070 Delisted None G3 S3.2 4.2

Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon

ABNKD06090 None None G5 S3 WL

Gambelia sila

blunt-nosed leopard lizard

ARACF07010 Endangered Endangered G1 S1 FP

Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

AMACC05030 None None G5 S4?

Layia munzii

Munz's tidy-tips

PDAST5N0B0 None None G1 S1 1B.2

Lepidium jaredii ssp. album

Panoche pepper-grass

PDBRA1M0G2 None None G2T2 S2 1B.2

Lepidurus packardi

vernal pool tadpole shrimp

ICBRA10010 Endangered None G3 S2S3

Masticophis flagellum ruddocki

San Joaquin whipsnake

ARADB21021 None None G5T2T3 S2? SSC

Myotis yumanensis

Yuma myotis

AMACC01020 None None G5 S4?

Navarretia prostrata

prostrate vernal pool navarretia

PDPLM0C0Q0 None None G2 S2 1B.1

Perognathus inornatus inornatus

San Joaquin pocket mouse

AMAFD01061 None None G4T2T3 S2S3

Rana boylii

foothill yellow-legged frog

AAABH01050 None None G3 S2S3 SSC

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

AAABH01022 Threatened None G4T2T3 S2S3 SSC

Sagittaria sanfordii

Sanford's arrowhead

PMALI040Q0 None None G3 S3 1B.2

Senecio aphanactis

chaparral ragwort

PDAST8H060 None None G3? S1.2 2.2

Spea hammondii

western spadefoot

AAABF02020 None None G3 S3 SSC

Streptanthus insignis ssp. lyonii

Arburua Ranch jewel-flower

PDBRA2G0Q1 None None G3G4T1 S1.2 1B.2

Sycamore Alluvial Woodland

Sycamore Alluvial Woodland

CTT62100CA None None G1 S1.1
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Species Element Code Federal Status State Status Global Rank State Rank

Rare Plant 
Rank/CDFW 
SSC or FP

Taxidea taxus

American badger

AMAJF04010 None None G5 S4 SSC

Thamnophis gigas

giant garter snake

ARADB36150 Threatened Threatened G2G3 S2S3

Trichocoronis wrightii var. wrightii

Wright's trichocoronis

PDAST9F031 None None G4T3 S1.1 2.1

Valley Sink Scrub

Valley Sink Scrub

CTT36210CA None None G1 S1.1

Vulpes macrotis mutica

San Joaquin kit fox

AMAJA03041 Endangered Threatened G4T2T3 S2S3

Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus

yellow-headed blackbird

ABPBXB3010 None None G5 S3S4 SSC

Record Count: 48
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U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Sacramento Fish & W ildlife Office
Federal Endangered and Threatened Species that Occur in

or may be Affected by Projects in the Counties and/ or
U.S.G.S. 7 1/ 2 Minute Quads you requested

Document Number: 130129035801
Database Last Updated: September 18, 2011

Quad Lists

Listed Species

Invertebrates
Branchinecta longiantenna

longhorn fairy shrimp (E) 

Branchinecta lynchi
vernal pool fairy shrimp (T) 

Desmocerus californicus dimorphus
valley elderberry longhorn beetle (T) 

Lepidurus packardi
vernal pool tadpole shrimp (E) 

Fish
Hypomesus transpacificus

delta smelt (T) 

Oncorhynchus mykiss
Central Valley steelhead (T)  (NMFS) 

Amphibians
Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander, central population (T) 
Critical habitat, CA tiger salamander, central population (X) 

Rana draytonii
California red-legged frog (T) 

Reptiles
Gambelia (=Crotaphytus) sila

blunt-nosed leopard lizard (E) 

Thamnophis gigas
giant garter snake (T) 

Mammals
Dipodomys ingens

giant kangaroo rat (E) 

Dipodomys nitratoides exilis
Fresno kangaroo rat (E) 

Vulpes macrotis mutica
San Joaquin kit fox (E) 

Quads Containing Listed, Proposed or Candidate Species:
DOS PALOS (382B) 

HAMMONDS RANCH (382C) 

CHARLESTON SCHOOL (383A) 

ORTIGALITA PEAK NW (383B) 

ORTIGALITA PEAK (383C) 
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ORTIGALITA PEAK (383C) 

LAGUNA SECA RANCH (383D) 

DELTA RANCH (402C) 

VOLTA (403C) 

LOS BANOS (403D) 

County Lists
No county species lists requested.

Key:
(E) Endangered - Listed as being in danger of extinction.
(T) Threatened - Listed as likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future.
(P) Proposed - Officially proposed in the Federal Register for listing as endangered or threatened.
(NMFS) Species under the Jurisdiction of the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration Fisheries Service.
Consult with them directly about these species.
Critical Habitat - Area essential to the conservation of a species.
(PX) Proposed Critical Habitat - The species is already listed. Critical habitat is being proposed for it.
(C) Candidate - Candidate to become a proposed species.
(V) Vacated by a court order. Not currently in effect. Being reviewed by the Service.
(X) Critical Habitat designated for this species

Important Information About Your Species List

How We Make Species Lists
We store information about endangered and threatened species lists by U.S. Geological
Survey 7½ minute quads. The United States is divided into these quads, which are about the
size of San Francisco.

The animals on your species list are ones that occur within, or may be affected by projects
within, the quads covered by the list.

Fish and other aquatic species appear on your list if they are in the same watershed as your quad
or if water use in your quad might affect them.

Amphibians will be on the list for a quad or county if pesticides applied in that area may be carried
to their habitat by air currents.

Birds are shown regardless of whether they are resident or migratory. Relevant birds on the
county list should be considered regardless of whether they appear on a quad list.

Plants
Any plants on your list are ones that have actually been observed in the area covered by the
list. Plants may exist in an area without ever having been detected there. You can find out
what's in the surrounding quads through the California Native Plant Society's online Inventory
of Rare and Endangered Plants.

Surveying
Some of the species on your list may not be affected by your project. A trained biologist
and/or botanist, familiar with the habitat requirements of the species on your list, should
determine whether they or habitats suitable for them may be affected by your project. We
recommend that your surveys include any proposed and candidate species on your list.
See our Protocol and Recovery Permits pages.

For plant surveys, we recommend using the Guidelines for Conducting and Reporting
Botanical Inventories. The results of your surveys should be published in any environmental

documents prepared for your project.

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/prot_res/prot_res.html
http://cnps.web.aplus.net/cgi-bin/inv/inventory.cgi
http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/es/Survey-Protocols-Guidelines/es_survey.htm
http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/es/Permits/es_permits.htm
http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/es/Survey-Protocols-Guidelines/es_survey.htm
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documents prepared for your project.

Your Responsibilities Under the Endangered Species Act
All animals identified as listed above are fully protected under the Endangered Species Act of
1973, as amended. Section 9 of the Act and its implementing regulations prohibit the take of
a federally listed wildlife species. Take is defined by the Act as "to harass, harm, pursue, hunt,
shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect" any such animal.

Take may include significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or
injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding,
feeding, or shelter (50 CFR §17.3).

Take incidental to an otherwise lawful activity may be authorized by one of two
procedures:

If a Federal agency is involved with the permitting, funding, or carrying out of a project that may
result in take, then that agency must engage in a formal consultation with the Service.

During formal consultation, the Federal agency, the applicant and the Service work together to
avoid or minimize the impact on listed species and their habitat. Such consultation would result in
a biological opinion by the Service addressing the anticipated effect of the project on listed and
proposed species. The opinion may authorize a limited level of incidental take.

If no Federal agency is involved with the project, and federally listed species may be taken as
part of the project, then you, the applicant, should apply for an incidental take permit. The
Service may issue such a permit if you submit a satisfactory conservation plan for the species
that would be affected by your project.

Should your survey determine that federally listed or proposed species occur in the area and are
likely to be affected by the project, we recommend that you work with this office and the
California Department of Fish and Game to develop a plan that minimizes the project's direct and
indirect impacts to listed species and compensates for project-related loss of habitat. You should
include the plan in any environmental documents you file.

Critical Habitat
When a species is listed as endangered or threatened, areas of habitat considered essential
to its conservation may be designated as critical habitat. These areas may require special
management considerations or protection. They provide needed space for growth and
normal behavior; food, water, air, light, other nutritional or physiological requirements; cover
or shelter; and sites for breeding, reproduction, rearing of offspring, germination or seed
dispersal.

Although critical habitat may be designated on private or State lands, activities on these lands
are not restricted unless there is Federal involvement in the activities or direct harm to listed
wildlife.

If any species has proposed or designated critical habitat within a quad, there will be a
separate line for this on the species list. Boundary descriptions of the critical habitat may be
found in the Federal Register. The information is also reprinted in the Code of Federal
Regulations (50 CFR 17.95). See our Map Room page.

Candidate Species
We recommend that you address impacts to candidate species. We put plants and animals
on our candidate list when we have enough scientific information to eventually propose them
for listing as threatened or endangered. By considering these species early in your planning
process you may be able to avoid the problems that could develop if one of these candidates
was listed before the end of your project.

http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/es/Consultation/Home/es_consultation.htm
http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/Footer-Navigation/Maps/nav_maps.htm
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Species of Concern
The Sacramento Fish & Wildlife Office no longer maintains a list of species of concern.
However, various other agencies and organizations maintain lists of at-risk species. These
lists provide essential information for land management planning and conservation efforts.
More info

Wetlands
If your project will impact wetlands, riparian habitat, or other jurisdictional waters as defined
by section 404 of the Clean Water Act and/or section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, you
will need to obtain a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Impacts to wetland
habitats require site specific mitigation and monitoring. For questions regarding wetlands,
please contact Mark Littlefield of this office at (916) 414-6520.

Updates
Our database is constantly updated as species are proposed, listed and delisted. If you
address proposed and candidate species in your planning, this should not be a problem.
However, we recommend that you get an updated list every 90 days. That would be April
29, 2013.

http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/es_species/Accounts/Species-Concerns/es_species-concerns.htm
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Plant List

21 matches found.   Click on scientific name for details

Search Criteria

Found in 9 Quads around 36120H7

Scientific Name Common Name Family Lifeform
Rare Plant
Rank

State
Rank

Global
Rank

Acanthomintha lanceolata Santa Clara thorn-mint Lamiaceae annual herb 4.2 S3.2 G3

Androsace elongata ssp.
acuta

California androsace Primulaceae annual herb 4.2 S3.2?
G5?
T3T4

Atriplex cordulata var.
cordulata

heartscale Chenopodiaceae annual herb 1B.2 S2.2? G3T2

Atriplex coronata var.
coronata

crownscale Chenopodiaceae annual herb 4.2 S3.2 G4T3

Atriplex coronata var.
vallicola

Lost Hills crownscale Chenopodiaceae annual herb 1B.2 S2 G4T2

Atriplex depressa brittlescale Chenopodiaceae annual herb 1B.2 S2.2 G2Q

Atriplex minuscula lesser saltscale Chenopodiaceae annual herb 1B.1 S2 G2

California macrophylla round-leaved filaree Geraniaceae annual herb 1B.1 S2 G2

Caulanthus lemmonii Lemmon's jewelflower Brassicaceae annual herb 1B.2 S2.2 G2

Centromadia parryi ssp.
rudis

Parry's rough tarplant Asteraceae annual herb 4.2 S3.2 G4T3

Chloropyron molle ssp.
hispidum

hispid bird's-beak Orobanchaceae
annual herb
(hemiparasitic) 1B.1 S2.1 G2T2

Delphinium recurvatum recurved larkspur Ranunculaceae perennial herb 1B.2 S3 G3

Eriastrum hooveri Hoover's eriastrum Polemoniaceae annual herb 4.2 S3.2 G3

Eriogonum vestitum Idria buckwheat Polygonaceae annual herb 4.3 S3.3 G3Q

Layia munzii Munz's tidy-tips Asteraceae annual herb 1B.2 S1 G1

Lepidium jaredii ssp.
album

Panoche pepper-grass Brassicaceae annual herb 1B.2 S2 G2T2

Navarretia prostrata
prostrate vernal pool
navarretia

Polemoniaceae annual herb 1B.1 S2 G2

Sagittaria sanfordii Sanford's arrowhead Alismataceae
perennial
rhizomatous herb

1B.2 S3 G3

Senecio aphanactis chaparral ragwort Asteraceae annual herb 2.2 S1.2 G3?

Streptanthus insignis ssp.
lyonii

Arburua Ranch jewel-
flower

Brassicaceae annual herb 1B.2 S1.2 G3G4T1

Trichocoronis wrightii var.

wrightii

Wright's trichocoronis Asteraceae annual herb 2.1 S1.1 G4T3

http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/71.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1799.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/348.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1130.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/210.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1132.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1133.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1340.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1864.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/3254.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/176.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/222.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/2086.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/772.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/964.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1711.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1983.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/710.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1773.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1504.html
http://www.rareplants.cnps.org/detail/1520.html
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From: Elena Nuño, Project Manager 

 First Carbon Solutions-Michael Brandman Associates 

 

Re: Applicability of previously prepared Biological Resources Constraints Report 

 

 

The September 2011 Biological Resources Constraints Report for the Leo Solar Project in Merced 

County, California prepared for RBF Consulting by ECORP Consulting, Inc. encompassed the proposed 

Vega Solar project and its associated 165 acres.  Accordingly, the information in the previously 

prepared technical study would be applicable to the Vega Solar Project. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

At the request of RBF Consulting, ECORP Consulting, Inc. (ECORP) conducted a biological 

resources constraints analysis for the 1,000±-acre Leo Solar Property and four Gen Tie route 

alternatives, located directly east of Interstate 5 and approximately eight miles south of the City 

of Los Banos, California (Figure 1.  Project Site and Vicinity).  The site corresponds to portions 

of Section 31, Township 11 South, and Range 11 East; Section 1 of Township 12 South, Range 

10 East; and Sections 6 and 7 of Township 12 South, Range 11 East (MDBM) of the “Charleston 

School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle (U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey 

1971).  The approximate center of the site is located at 36° 55’ 00” North and 120° 48’ 30” 

West within the Middle San Joaquin – Lower Chowchilla Watershed (#18040001, U.S. 

Department of the Interior, Geological Survey 1978). 

 

The purpose of this biological resources constraints analysis is to assess the potential for 

occurrence of special-status plant and wildlife species, or their habitat, within the project site. 

 

Please note that this evaluation is preliminary in nature.  The conclusions and recommendations 

presented in this report are based upon review of existing baseline data and a site 

reconnaissance visit.  Determinate surveys were not conducted as part of this analysis. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Special-Status Species Assessment 

 

For the purposes of this assessment, “special-status species” refers to those plant and animal 

species which: 

 

 Are listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for future listing as threatened or 

endangered under the federal Endangered Species Act; 

 Are listed or candidates for future listing as threatened or endangered under the 

California Endangered Species Act; 
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 Meet the definitions of endangered or rare under Section 15380 of the CEQA Guidelines; 

 Are identified as a species of special concern by the California Department of Fish and 

Game (CDFG); 

 Plants considered by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) to be "rare, threatened, 

or endangered in California" (Lists 1B and 2); 

 Plants listed as rare under the California Native Plant Protection Act (Fish and Game 

Code of California, Section 1900 et seq.); or 

 Fully protected in California in accordance with the Fish and Game Code of California, 

Sections 3511 (birds), 4700 (mammals), 5050 (amphibians and reptiles), and 5515 

(fishes). 

 

Background information was collected on the potential existence of the special-status species 

within or near the project site from a variety of sources including:  

 

 California Department of Fish and Game's Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) record 

search for the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle and the eight 

surrounding quadrangles (CDFG 2003); 

 Species List for the "Charleston School, California" 7.5-minute quadrangle created by the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) (USFWS 2011) (Attachment A); 

 California Native Plant Society’s Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants record search 

for the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle and the eight surrounding 

quadrangles (CNPS 2011); 

 Status of Rare, Threatened, and Endangered Animal and Plants of California 2000-2004 

(CDFG 2005); 

 Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California (CNPS 2001); 

 California Bird Species of Special Concern (Shuford and Gardali 2008); 

 Amphibian and Reptile Species of Special Concern in California (Jennings and Hayes 

1994); 

 California’s Wildlife, Volumes I-III (Zeiner, et al. 1988, 1990a, 1990b); and 

 A Guide to Wildlife Habitats of California (Mayer and Laudenslayer, eds. 1988); 

 Lobue Site – Merced County, California – Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional 

Waters (RBF Consulting, 2010); and 
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 No-Take Letter Regarding Fotowatio Leo Solar Project, Merced County, California 

(USFWS 2010) (Attachment B). 

 

The special-status species assessment included a review of resource agency species lists, taxa-

specific literature review, CNDDB query, and a reconnaissance-level site visit conducted in June 

2011.  During the site visit, ECORP senior biologist Tom Scofield drove and walked through the 

project site searching for special-status species, evidence of their presence or use of the area, 

and/or the occurrence of potential habitat for these species.  In addition, Mr. Scofield conducted 

three focused-level Swainson’s hawk surveys in July of 2011.  The special-status species 

considered for this site are those that have a reasonable probability of occurring on-site under 

current site conditions.  This assessment does not constitute determinate field surveys 

conducted according to agency-approved protocols. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Existing Site Conditions 

 

The Leo Solar site is comprised primarily of actively managed agricultural fields.  At the time of 

the field survey, many of the fields were planted in tall wheatgrass (Elytrigia pontica ssp. 

pontica), for hay production, and the remainder were planted in cotton (Gossypium hirsutum).  

A series of ditches throughout the site convey water from the California Aqueduct to the 

agricultural fields, and then down to a tailwater pond adjacent to the Delta Mendota Canal.  

Some of these ditches are earthen, and others are concrete-lined.  Sparse ruderal vegetation 

occurs along the edges of the fields, on roadsides, and adjacent to ditches.  Two small trees are 

present on-site; a Photinia (Photinia species), and a large Gooding’s willow (Salix gooddingii) in 

an irrigation ditch.  Several proposed Gen Tie routes extend to the west, through an annual 

grassland field, which has been designated a California Department of Fish and Game State 

Wildlife Area, and along and across the California Aqueduct.  One of the routes runs through 

the annual grassland strip between Interstate Highway 5 and the California Aqueduct.  Ground 

squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi) burrows are present throughout the site.  Elevations on the 

site range from approximately 326 feet above mean sea level along the southwestern edge of 
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the site to about 173 feet above mean sea level in the northern portion.  Wildlife species 

observed on-site during the field survey are listed in Table 1, below. 

 

Table 1 – Wildlife Species Observed On-site 
SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
Birds  

Ardea herodias Great blue heron 
Ardea alba Great egret 
Egretta thula Snowy egret 
Cathartes aura Turkey vulture 
Circus cyaneus Northern harrier 
Buteo jamaicensis Red-tailed hawk 
Buteo swainsoni Swainson’s hawk 
Falco sparverius American kestrel 
Charadrius vociferus Killdeer 
Zenaida macroura Mourning dove 
Geococcyx californianus Greater roadrunner 
Tyrannus verticalis Western kingbird 
Lanius ludovicianus Loggerhead shrike 
Corvus brachyrhynchos American crow 
Corvus corax Common raven 
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota Cliff swallow 
Hirundo rustica Barn swallow 
Mimus polyglottos Northern mockingbird 
Agelaius phoeniceus Red-winged blackbird 
Euphagus cyanocephalus Brewer’s blackbird 
Carpodacus mexicanus House finch 
Carduelis tristis American goldfinch 

Mammals  
Sylvilagus audubonii Cottontail rabbit 
Lepus californicus Black-tailed jackrabbit 
Otospermophilus beecheyi California ground squirrel 
  

 

The vegetation community classifications are based on the classification systems presented in a 

Preliminary Descriptions of the Terrestrial Natural Communities of California (Holland 1986) and 

A Guide to Wildlife Habitats of California (Mayer and Laudenslayer Jr. 1988), but have been 

modified to reflect the specific conditions observed within the site.  
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Plant species within the ruderal vegetation community observed on-site included foxtail barley 

(Hordeum murinum), mustard (Hirschfeldia incana), slender wild oats (Avena barbata), prickly 

wild lettuce (Lactuca serriola), toothed dock (Rumex dentatus), narrowleaf dock (R. 

stenophyllus), panicled willow herb (Epilobium brachycarpum), annual sunflower (Helianthus 

annuus), sow thistle (Sonchus oleraceus), Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), horseweed (Conyza 

canadensis), puncture vine (Tribulis terrestris), bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis), spurge 

(Chamaesyce species), velvetleaf (Abutilon theophrasti), groundcherry (Physalis species), 

gumweed (Grindelia species), tumbleweed amaranth (Amaranthus albus), and prostrate 

amaranth (A. blitoides). 

 

The ditches on-site are primarily unvegetated, due to regular maintenance, the depth of the 

water, and the effect of scouring water.  However, the following species were observed 

occasionally along the edges of the ditches, or in areas where sediment accumulation provided 

a suitable substrate; broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia), bulrush (Scirpus species), curly dock 

(Rumex crispus), annual rabbitsfoot grass (Polypogon monspeliensis), sprangletop (Leptochloa 

fascicularis), tamarisk (Tamarisk species), and horseweed.  It appears that these ditches are 

only periodically filled and used to convey water when irrigation is necessary. 

 

The proposed Gen-Tie routes along the northern edge of an annual grassland field that is 

dominated by a variety of non-native naturalized grass species, including slender wild oats, 

foxtail barley, ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), soft brome (Bromus hordeaceus), and rat tail 

vulpia (Vulpia myuros). 

 

According to the Soil Survey of Merced County, California, Western Part (U.S. Department of 

Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service 1990), seven soil units, or types, have been mapped 

within the site (Figure 2.  Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Soils).  These are:  

(167) Deldota clay, partially drained; (169) Dosamigos clay, partially drained; (230) Paver clay 

loam, 2-5% slopes; (238) Pits; (239) Pleito gravelly clay loam, 8-15% slopes; (278) Woo clay 

loam, 2-5% slopes; and (280) Woo clay, 0-2% slopes.  Soil unit (169) consists of listed hydric 

components, and soil units (167), (169), and (280) may contain listed hydric inclusions (U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service 2010).   
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The site is bordered on the north and east by the Delta Mendota Canal, and on the south by the 

California Aqueduct.  Properties surrounding the site are all active agricultural fields, with the 

exception of  the annual grassland community found on the California Department of Fish and 

Game State Wildlife Area located west of the site and south of the Gen Tie Routes.  Crops 

observed on adjacent properties during the site visit included tomatoes and alfalfa.  Properties 

to the north of the Delta Mendota Canal are in active agricultural production.  South of the 

California Aqueduct is a strip of annual grassland, beyond which is Interstate Highway 5, and 

then an extensive expanse of undeveloped annual grassland. 

 

Evaluation of Potentially Occurring Special-Status Species 

 

According to the CNDDB, there are no previously documented occurrences of special-status 

species within the site (CDFG 2003).  However, several special-status species occurrences have 

been documented with an approximate 10-mile radius of the site (Figure 3.  CNDDB 

Occurrences of Special-Status Species).  Three special-status bird species, northern harrier 

(CDFG Species of Concern), Swainson’s hawk (California threatened and USFWS Bird of 

Conservation Concern), and loggerhead shrike (CDFG Species of Concern and USFWS Bird of 

Conservation Concern) were observed on-site.   

 

Based upon vegetation communities and conditions present on-site, species’ known distributive 

data for the region, and the references cited above, a list of potentially occurring special-status 

species was developed for the site (Table 2).  Table 2 also includes recommended survey dates 

and potential mitigation information that is discussed in further detail in the following Section 

(Survey and Mitigation Recommendations).   

 

Excluded Species 

 

Several special-status plant and animal species that have been documented within the vicinity 

of the site, or that are included on the USFWS list or the CNPS inventory list were not included 

on the list of potentially occurring species.  These species were excluded due to a lack of 

suitable habitat on-site.  The following is a summary of the reasons for excluding these species. 
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Plants 

 

The following plant species were excluded due to lack of habitat: hispid bird’s beak 

(Chloropyron molle ssp. hispidum, CNPS List 1B), Panoche pepper grass (Lepidium jaredii ssp. 

album, CNPS List 1B), prostrate vernal pool navarretia (Navarretia prostrata, CNPS List 1B), 

chaparral ragwort (Senecio aphanactis, CNPS List 2), and Arburua Ranch jewelflower 

(Streptanthus insignis ssp. lyonii, CNPS List 1B).  Hispid bird’s beak and prostrate vernal pool 

navarretia require moist grasslands or seasonal wet depressions, which are absent from the 

site.  Panoche pepper grass requires steep, annual grassland slopes, chaparral ragwort grows in 

chaparral and woodlands, and Arburua Ranch jewelflower requires coastal scrub.  As none of 

these habitats are present on-site, these species are unlikely to occur. 

 

Invertebrates 

 

Longhorn fairy shrimp (Branchinecta longiantenna, federally endangered) and vernal pool 

tadpole shrimp (Lepidurus packardi, federally endangered) both occupy vernal pools and other 

seasonal depressions, which are lacking from the site.  Valley elderberry longhorn beetle 

(Desmocerus californicus dimorphus, federally threatened) requires elderberry (Sambucus 

species) shrubs to complete their life cycle.  As elderberry shrubs are not present, this species is 

not expected to occur. 

 

Fish 

 

Delta smelt (Hypomesus transpacificus, federally threatened, California threatened) are included 

on the USFWS list for the “Charleston School, California” quadrangle.  However, as no 

permanent waterways, and no connection to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta is present, this 

species is not likely to occur. 

 

Amphibians and Reptiles 

 

The following amphibians and reptiles were excluded:  California tiger salamander (Ambystoma 

californiense, federally threatened, California threatened, and CDFG Species of Concern), 
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western pond turtle (Emys marmorata, CDFG Species of Concern), Blunt-nosed leopard lizard 

(Gambelia sila, federally endangered and California endangered), San Joaquin whipsnake 

(Masticophis flagellum ruddocki, CDFG Species of Concern), foothill yellow-legged frog (Rana 

boylii, California Species of Concern), California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii, federally 

threatened and CDFG Species of Concern), western spadefoot (Spea hammondii, CDFG Species 

of Concern), and giant garter snake (Thamnophis gigas, federally threatened and California 

threatened).  California tiger salamander and western spadefoot require seasonally wet 

depressions, and western pond turtle, foothill yellow-legged frog, California red-legged frog, 

and giant garter snake require perennial water bodies, neither of which are present on-site.  

Blunt-nosed leopard lizard requires alkali or desert scrub habitat, which is lacking from the site.  

San Joaquin whipsnake requires annual grassland habitat.  Although the Gen Tie routes runs 

through a small patch of annual grassland, this grassland area is small and has been 

geographically isolated from other grasslands for an extended period of time.  Due to this 

geographic isolation, it is extremely unlikely that this species is present. 

 

Birds 

 

Yellow rail (Coturnicops noveboracensis, California Species of Concern) was excluded because it 

requires extensive marshes, which are lacking from the site. 

 

Mammals 

 

The following mammal species were excluded:  Nelson’s antelope squirrel (Ammospermophilus 

nelsoni, California threatened), giant kangaroo rat (Dipodomys ingens, federally endangered 

and California endangered), Fresno kangaroo rat (Dipodomys nitratoides exilis, federally 

endangered and California endangered), western mastiff bat (Eumops perotis californicus, 

California Species of Concern), American badger (Taxidea taxus, California Species of Concern), 

and San Joaquin kit fox (Vulpes macrotis mutica, federally endangered, California threatened).  

All of these species, with the exception of the bat, require annual grassland habitat.  Although a 

small patch of annual grassland habitat is present within the proposed Gen-Tie routes, this 

patch of habitat is geographically isolated from the surrounding grasslands, and is highly 

unlikely to support any of these special-status mammal species.  Furthermore, the USFWS has 
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issued a no-take statement for this project site, including the Gen Tie routes, for the San 

Joaquin kit fox (Attachment B).  One CNDDB occurrence of San Joaquin kit fox (Occurrence 

#872) has been reported adjacent to the project site; however this record is described as “2 

road kills sometime from 1972 through July 1975” (CDFG 2003).  The surrounding area to the 

west is known to support San Joaquin kit fox, but the presence of two dead kit fox along 

Interstate 5 during the early 70’s does not indicate the presence of suitable habitat on-site 

today.   

 

The western mastiff bat requires mines, rocks, or structures for roosting habitat.  As none of 

these are present, this species is not expected to roost on-site. 

 

Plants 

 

The uncultivated roadsides on-site and the annual grassland along the Gen Tie routes represent 

marginal habitat for eight special-status plant species: heartscale (Atriplex cordulata, CNPS List 

1B), Lost Hills crownscale (Atriplex coronata var. vallicola, CNPS List 1B), brittlescale (Atriplex 

depressa, CNPS List 1B), lesser saltscale (Atriplex minuscula, CNPS List 1B), round-leaved 

filaree (California macrophylla, CNPS List 1B), Lemmon’s jewel flower (Caulanthus lemmonii, 

CNPS List 1B), recurved larkspur (Delphinium recurvatum, CNPS List 1B), and Munz’s layia 

(Layia munzii, CNPS List 1B).  The ditches throughout the project site represent potential 

habitat for two special-status plant species:  Sanford’s arrowhead (Sagittaria sanfordii, CNPS 

List 1B) and Wright’s trichocoronis (Trichocoronis wrightii var. wrightii, CNPS List 2).  No rare 

plants were observed during this reconnaissance level field assessment, and the likelihood of 

special-status plant occurrence on-site is low.  However, this field assessment cannot rule out 

the possibility for these species to occur on-site. 

 

Heartscale  

 

Heartscale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered Species Acts; 

however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is found within alkaline or 

saline Central Valley and foothill grasslands, meadows, seeps, and chenopod scrub 

communities.  Heartscale is an herbaceous annual that flowers between the months of April and 
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October.  Heartscale is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes 

Alameda, Butte, Contra Costa, Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Kern, Madera, Merced, San Luis Obispo, 

Solano, and Tulare counties (CNPS 2011).  It is considered extirpated from San Joaquin, 

Stanislaus, and Yolo counties (CNPS 2011).   

 

The undisturbed roadsides within the project site and annual grassland within the Gen Tie 

routes provide marginally suitable habitat for this species.  There are no CNDDB occurrences of 

this species within 10 miles of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Lost Hills Crownscale 

 

Lost Hills crownscale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  Central Valley and foothill 

grasslands and alkaline vernal pools are potential habitat for this special-status species.  Lost 

Hills crownscale differs from Heartscale primarily in the shape and size of the fruiting bracts.  

Lost Hills crownscale is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes 

Fresno, Kings, Kern, Merced, and San Luis Obispo counties (CNPS 2011).   

 

The undisturbed roadsides within the project site and annual grassland within the Gen Tie 

routes provide marginally suitable habitat for this species.  Two CNDDB occurrences of this 

species have been documented within 10 miles of the site (CDFG 2003).  The nearest of these 

occurrences (Occurrence #46) is located approximately 6 miles south of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Brittlescale 

 

Brittlescale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered Species Acts; 

however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is found within alkaline clay 

soils in Central Valley and foothill grasslands, chenopod scrub, meadows, seeps, playas, and 

vernal pools.  Brittlescale is an herbaceous annual that flowers between the months of April and 

October.  It is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes Alameda, 

Contra Costa, Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Kern, Merced, Solano, Stanislaus, Tulare, and Yolo 

counties (CNPS 2011).   
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The undisturbed roadsides within the project site and annual grassland within the Gen Tie 

routes provide marginally suitable habitat for this species.  There are no CNDDB occurrences of 

this species within 10 miles of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Lesser Saltscale 

 

Lesser saltscale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered Species 

Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous annual 

that occurs in chenopod scrub, playas, and alkaline sandy soils in valley and foothill grassland 

(CNPS 2001).  Lesser saltscale blooms from May through October, and it is known to occur from 

50 to 650 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2001).  Lesser saltscale is endemic to California, 

and the current range of this species includes Butte, Fresno, Kern, Madera, Merced, and Tulare 

counties (CNPS 2011).  It is considered extirpated from Stanislaus county (CNPS 2011). 

 

The undisturbed roadsides within the project site and annual grassland within the Gen Tie 

routes provide marginally suitable habitat for this species.  There are no CNDDB occurrences of 

this species within 10 miles of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Round-Leaved Filaree 

 

Round-leaved filaree is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an 

herbaceous annual that occurs on clay soils in cismontane woodland, and Valley and foothill 

grassland communities (CNPS 2001).  Round-leaved filaree blooms from March through May, 

and it is known to occur at elevations ranging from 50 to 3,960 feet above mean sea level 

(CNPS 2001).  The current range of this species in California includes Alameda, Contra Costa, 

Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Kings, Kern, Lake, Lassen, Los Angeles, Merced, Monterey, Napa, 

Riverside, Santa Barbara, San Benito, Santa Clara, San Diego, San Joaquin, San Luis Obispo, 

San Mateo, Solano, Sonoma, Stanislaus, Tehama, Ventura, and Yolo counties (CNPS 2011).  It 

is considered extirpated from Butte County and Santa Cruz Island (2011). 
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The annual grassland within the Gen Tie routes provides marginally suitable habitat for this 

species.  Three CNDDB occurrences of round-leaved filaree have been documented within 10 

miles of the site (CDFG 2003).  The nearest of these occurrences (Occurrence #76) is located 

approximately 5 miles west of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Lemmon’s jewel flower 

 

Lemmon’s jewel flower is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous 

annual that occurs in Pinyon and juniper woodlands and Valley and foothill grasslands at 

elevations from 260 to 4,000 feet above MSL (CNPS 2011).  Lemmon’s jewel flower blooms 

from March through May (CNPS 2011).  This species is endemic to California, and the current 

range includes Fresno, Kings, Kern, Merced, Monterey, Santa Barbara, San Benito, San Joaquin, 

San Luis Obispo, Stanislaus, and Ventura counties (CNPS 2011).  It is considered extirpated 

from Alameda County (CNPS 2011). 

 

The annual grassland within the Gen Tie routes provides marginally suitable habitat for this 

species.  The nearest CNDDB occurrence of Lemmon’s jewel flower to the site (Occurrence 

#48) is located approximately 10 miles west of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Recurved Larkspur 

 

Recurved larkspur is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered Species 

Acts; however, it is designated a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous perennial 

that occurs on alkaline soils in chenopod scrub, cismontane woodland, and Valley and foothill 

grasslands (CNPS 2007).  Recurved larkspur blooms from March through June, and it is known 

to occur at elevations ranging from 10 to 2,500 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2007).  

Recurved larkspur is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes 

Alameda, Contra Costa, Fresno, Glenn, Kings, Kern, Madera, Merced, Monterey, San Joaquin, 

San Luis Obispo, Solano, and Tulare counties (CNPS 2011).  It is considered extirpated from 

Butte and Colusa counties (CNPS 2011). 
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The annual grassland within the Gen Tie routes provides marginally suitable habitat for this 

species.  There are six CNDDB occurrences of recurved larkspur within 10 miles of the site.  The 

closest of these (Occurrence #101) is located approximately six miles south of the site (CDFG 

2003). 

 

Munz’s layia 

 

Munz’s layia is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered Species Acts; 

however, it is designated a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous annual that 

occurs on alkaline clay soils in chenopod scrub and Valley and foothill grasslands (CNPS 2011).  

Munz’s layia blooms from March through April, and it is known to occur at elevations ranging 

from 500 to 2,300 feet above MSL (CNPS 2011).  Munz’s layia is endemic to California, and the 

current range of this species includes Fresno, Kern, and San Luis Obispo counties (CNPS 2011).   

 

The annual grassland within the Gen Tie routes provides marginally suitable habitat for this 

species.  The nearest CNDDB occurrence of Munz’s layia to the site (Occurrence #5) is located 

approximately nine miles south of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Sanford's Arrowhead 

 

Sanford’s arrowhead is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is a 

rhizomatous, herbaceous perennial that occurs in shallow marshes and freshwater swamps 

(CNPS 2001).  Sanford’s arrowhead blooms from May through October, and it is known to occur 

at elevations ranging from sea level to 2,000 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2001).  Sanford’s 

arrowhead is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes Butte, Del 

Norte, Fresno, Merced, Mariposa, Placer, Sacramento, San Joaquin, Shasta, and Tehama 

counties (CNPS 2011).  This species is believed to be extirpated from Orange and Ventura 

counties (CNPS 2007).   
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The emergent vegetation within the irrigation ditches provides marginally suitable habitat for 

this species.  The nearest CNDDB occurrence of Sanford’s arrowhead to the site (Occurrence 

#8) is located approximately 11 miles northeast of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Wright’s Trichocoronis 

 

Wright’s trichocoronis is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 2 species.  This species is an herbaceous 

annual that occurs on alkaline soils in meadows and seeps, marshes and swamps, riparian 

scrub, and vernal pools (CNPS 2001).  Wright’s trichocoronis blooms from May through 

September, and it is known to occur at elevations ranging from 15 to 1,425 feet above mean 

sea level (CNPS 2001).  The current range for this species in California includes Merced and 

Riverside counties (CNPS 2011).  This species is believed to be extirpated from Colusa, San 

Joaquin and Sutter counties (CNPS 2011). 

 

The emergent vegetation within the irrigation ditches provides marginally suitable habitat for 

Wright’s trichocoronis.  There are no CNDDB occurrences of this species within 10 miles of the 

site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Birds 

 

White-tailed Kite 

 

White-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus) is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal 

Endangered Species Acts; however, the species is fully protected pursuant to Section 3511 of 

the California Fish and Game Code.  This species is a common resident in the Central Valley and 

the entire length of the California coast (Dunk 1995).  In northern California, white-tailed kites 

typically nest from March through June.  Nesting occurs in trees within riparian, oak woodland, 

savannah, and agricultural communities that are found in or near foraging areas such as open 

grasslands, meadows, farmlands, savannahs, and emergent wetlands. 
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The agricultural fields throughout the site and the annual grasslands within the Gen Tie routes 

represent suitable foraging habitat for white-tailed kite.  There are no CNDDB nesting records 

for this species within the vicinity of the site (CDFG 2003) and the two small trees that occur on 

site are not likely used for nesting by this species due to the small stature of the trees and the 

level of on-site disturbances associated with intensive agricultural practices.   

 

Northern Harrier 

 

The northern harrier (Circus cyaneus) is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal 

Endangered Species Acts; however, it is considered to be a species of special concern by the 

CDFG.  This species is known to nest within the Central Valley, along the Pacific Coast, and in 

northeastern California.  The northern harrier is a ground nesting species, and typically nests in 

emergent wetland/marsh, open grasslands, or savannah communities usually in areas with 

dense vegetation (Macwhirter and Bildstein 1996).  Foraging occurs within a variety of open 

environments such as marshes, agricultural fields, and grasslands. 

 

Northern harriers were observed throughout the site, and may be nesting in the undisturbed 

ruderal areas along roadsides, ditches, and in adjacent annual grasslands.  The agricultural 

fields throughout the site and the annual grasslands within the Gen Tie routes represent 

suitable nesting habitat for northern harrier.  There are no CNDDB nesting records within the 

site (CDFG 2003), but several adult and juvenile northern harriers were observed during the 

field survey, and it is probable that there is at least one nesting pair in the vicinity of the site.  

The nearest nesting record in the CNDDB is located approximately eight miles south of the site 

(CDFG 2003). 

 

Swainson's Hawk 

 

The Swainson’s hawk is listed as a threatened species and are protected pursuant to the 

California Endangered Species Act.  This species nests in North America (Canada, western 

United States, and Mexico) and typically winters from South America north to Mexico.  

However, a small population has been observed wintering in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River 
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Delta (England et al. 1997).  In California, the nesting season for Swainson’s hawk ranges from 

mid-March to late August. 

 

Swainson’s hawks nest within tall trees in a variety of wooded communities including riparian, 

oak woodland, roadside landscape corridors, urban areas, and agricultural areas, among others.  

Foraging habitat includes open grassland, savannah, low-cover row crop fields, and livestock 

pastures.  In the Central Valley, Swainson’s hawks typically feed on a combination of California 

vole (Microtus californicus), California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi), ring-necked 

pheasant (Phasianus colchicus), many passerine birds, and grasshoppers (Melanoplus species).  

Swainson’s hawks are opportunistic foragers and will readily forage in association with 

agricultural mowing, harvesting, disking, and irrigating (Estep 1989).  The removal of vegetative 

cover by such farming activities results in more readily available prey items for this species. 

 

Numerous Swainson’s hawks were observed on-site during the initial field survey in June, 2011 

and during subsequent focused surveys for this species conducted in July 2011.  Although 

suitable nesting habitat for Swainson’s hawk is absent from the site, the agricultural fields 

throughout the site and the annual grassland along the Gen Tie routes provide suitable foraging 

habitat, and  several Swainson’s hawks were observed foraging on-site.  During each of three 

site visits in July 2011, two Swainson’s hawk adults were observed feeding and displaying 

protection behavior for two fledglings located in an area adjacent to the Delta Mendota Canal -  

approximately 1/3 to 1/2 mile northwest of the project.  This family unit of Swainson’s hawk 

family unit was observed in the same location on four separate site visits.  This high affinity to 

the same area is an indication that the nest location was nearby.    The nest location is likely in 

one of two groups of trees associated with rural residences to the north and east of the project.  

A nest could not be confirmed at these locations due to lack of access to the private residences 

and due to the fact that the fledglings were already off of the nest.  Stick nests were observed 

in some of the trees within these properties using a high-powered spotting scope, and may 

have been used by the Swainson’s hawk pair observed. 
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Golden Eagle 

 

The golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal 

Endangered Species Acts.  However, it is fully protected according to Section 3511 of the Fish 

and Game Code of California.  Golden eagles generally nest on cliff ledges and/or large lone 

trees in rolling to mountainous terrain.  Golden eagles nest throughout California except the 

Central Valley, the immediate coast, and portions of southeastern California (Kochert, et al 

2002).  Occurrences within the Central Valley are usually dispersing post-breeding birds, non-

breeding sub-adults, or migrants.  Foraging habitat includes open grassland and savannah.   

 

The agricultural fields throughout the site and the annual grassland within the Gen Tie routes 

represent potential foraging habitat for golden eagles.  There are two CNDDB records of this 

species within 10 miles of the site, the nearest of which is located approximately four miles 

northwest of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Mountain Plover 

 

The mountain plover (Charadrius montanus) is not listed pursuant to either the California or 

federal Endangered Species Acts; however, it is designated as a bird of conservation concern by 

the USFWS and a species of special concern by the CDFG.  This species breeding range includes 

Montana, eastern Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma; and the wintering 

range extends from north-central California to Mexico (Knopf 2006).  Within their wintering 

range, which consists primarily of the Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Imperial valleys, mountain 

plovers can be found in plowed fields, heavily grazed annual grassland, and burned fields 

(Knopf and Rupert 1995).  Mountain plovers do not nest in the region but may occasionally 

forage within grassland communities (or plowed agricultural fields) on-site during winter. 

 

The agricultural fields throughout the site represent potential foraging habitat for mountain 

plover.  There are three CNDDB records of this species within 10 miles of the site, the nearest 

of which is located approximately eight miles northeast of the site (CDFG 2003). 
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Burrowing Owl 

 

The burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal 

Endangered Species Acts; however, it is designated as a bird of conservation concern by the 

USFWS and a species of special concern by the CDFG.  Burrowing owls inhabit dry open rolling 

hills, grasslands, desert floors, and open bare ground with gullies and arroyos.  They can also 

inhabit developed areas such as golf courses, cemeteries, roadsides within cities, airports, 

vacant lots in residential areas, school campuses, and fairgrounds (Haug, et al.1993).  This 

species typically uses burrows created by fossorial mammals, most notably the California 

ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi), but may also use man-made structures such as 

cement culverts; cement, asphalt, or wood debris piles; or openings beneath cement or asphalt 

pavement (CDFG 1995).  The breeding season extends from February 1 through August 31 

(CBOC 1993, CDFG 1995). 

 

Ground squirrel burrows on site represent potential nesting habitat for burrowing owls.  No 

burrowing owls, however, were observed during the site visits and the majority of the site is not 

suitable habitat.  No CNDDB occurrences have been documented on-site; however, two 

occurrences have been documented adjacent to the southern border of the site, along the 

California Aqueduct (CDFG 2003).  Burrowing owl sign was observed at both of these locations, 

but no owls were documented (CDFG 2003).  The nearest documented owl observation (CNDDB 

Occurrence #739) is located approximately one mile southeast of the site, along the California 

Aqueduct (CDFG 2003). 

 

Loggerhead Shrike 

 

The loggerhead shrike is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered 

Species Acts; but is considered a bird of conservation concern by the USFWS and a species of 

special concern by the CDFG.  Loggerhead shrikes nest throughout California except the 

northwestern corner, montane forests, and high deserts (Small 1994).  Loggerhead shrikes nest 

in small trees and shrubs in open country with short vegetation such as pastures, old orchards, 

mowed roadsides, cemeteries, golf courses, agricultural fields, riparian areas, and open 

woodlands (Yosef 1996).  The nesting season extends from March through June. 
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Loggerhead shrikes were observed foraging on site and may nest within or near the site.  The 

agricultural fields throughout the site, and the annual grassland within the Gen Tie routes 

provide suitable foraging habitat for loggerhead shrike.  Ruderal vegetation along the roadsides 

provides suitable nesting habitat for loggerhead shrike.  No CNDDB occurrences of this species 

have been reported in the vicinity of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Tricolored Blackbird 

 

The tricolored blackbird (Agelaius tricolor) is not listed pursuant to either the California or 

federal Endangered Species Acts; however, it is designated as a species of special concern by 

the CDFG.  This colonial nesting species is distributed widely throughout the Central Valley, 

Coast Range, and into Oregon, Washington, Nevada, and Baja California (Beedy and Hamilton 

1999).  Tricolored blackbirds nest in colonies that can range from several pairs to several 

thousand pairs, depending on prey availability, the presence of predators, or level of human 

disturbance.  This nomadic species typically nests in emergent marsh, riparian thickets, and 

blackberry brambles, usually with some nearby standing water or ground saturation.  Open 

grassland and agricultural fields are typical foraging areas with nesting generally occurring from 

April through June. 

 

The emergent vegetation within the irrigation ditches on-site represent potential nesting habitat 

for tri-colored blackbird, albeit marginal.  No tri-colored blackbirds were observed during site 

visits and this species is not expected to nest on-site due to the small amount of suitable 

nesting habitat and regular maintenance practices associated with on-going farming.  Three 

CNDDB Occurrences have been documented within 10 miles of the site, the nearest of which 

(Occurrence #410) is located approximately seven miles south of the site (CDFG 2003). 

 

Critical Habitat 

 

This site is not situated within or adjacent to any areas designated or proposed as Critical 

Habitat by the USFWS for any listed species.   
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SURVEY AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Special-Status Plant Species 

 

Construction and related activities may result in direct impacts to special status plant species if 

they occur within the project area.  This could include adverse effects to 10 plant species 

including heartscale, Lost Hills crownscale, brittlescale, lesser saltscale, round-leaved filaree, 

Lemmon’s jewel flower, recurved larkspur, Munz’s layia, Sanford’s arrowhead, and Wright’s 

trichocoronis.  All of these species are CNPS List 1B or 2 species.  The CDFG considers those 

plants appearing on CNPS List 1B or 2 to meet CEQA’s Section 15380 criteria that species may 

still be considered endangered, rare, or threatened without formal recognition as State or 

federally listed species if the species “is likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future.” 

Additionally, by CNPS’s standards, the plants on CNPS Lists 1A, 1B, and 2 meet the definitions 

of Sections 2062 and 2067 (CESA) of the California Fish and Game Code, and are eligible for 

state listing (CNPS, 2001). 

 

Rare plant surveys conducted according to CNPS protocol by a qualified botanist for the above-

listed plant species are recommended to determine presence or absence of rare plant species 

within the project area.  If rare plant populations are documented on-site during these surveys, 

mitigation options may include the following:   

 

Avoidance 

 

The most effective mechanism for reducing impacts to sensitive plant species is to avoid 

individuals of these species.  If avoidance is practicable, the plants should be avoided with an 

additional buffer to minimize indirect effects.  This buffer can range from 25 feet to 250 feet, 

depending on the plant species and location.  Once this buffer has been established, the area 

should be flagged, mapped, and fenced to protect the plants.  In addition, the CEQA lead 

agency may require that a worker environmental training program be implemented, and that an 

agency-approved Environmental Monitor be assigned to verify that these measures are being 

appropriately implemented.  Furthermore, establishment of a Deed Restriction or Conservation 
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Easement and an associated Habitat Management Plan may be required on lands containing the 

avoided rare plant populations. 

 

Compensatory Mitigation 

 

If it is not practicable to avoid all of the special-status plants on-site, the lead agency may 

approve of the purchase of compensatory mitigation.  Compensatory mitigation for impacts to 

special-status plant species could occur through the acquisition and protection of rare plant 

occurrences on private land at a minimum 1:1 ratio for permanent impacts and a 0.5:1 ratio for 

temporary impacts.  No mitigation banks currently exist for these species, so this would entail 

selection of a property, conducting special-status plant surveys, purchase of the property, 

subsequently establishing a Conservation Easement over the area, and developing and funding 

a Habitat Management Plan. 

 

White-tailed Kite 

 

The two small trees that occur on site are not likely used for nesting by this species due to the 

small stature of the trees and the level of on-site disturbances associated with intensive 

agricultural practices surrounding these trees.  If white-tailed kites are observed nesting on-site, 

however, a no-disturbance buffer (while the nest is occupied) should be developed in 

consultation with CDFG (typically 250 - 500 feet).  Mitigation is generally not required for 

impacts to white-tailed kite foraging habitat. 

 

Northern Harrier 

 

Suitable habitat for the northern harrier is present throughout the site.  Harriers are ground-

nesting raptors that are sensitive to human disturbance.  This species could abandon nesting 

attempts if disturbed during the breeding season.  Additional impacts could occur from surface 

disturbance, which would result in crushed vegetation and a potential loss of individual nests, 

eggs, or young.  Indirect impacts to nesting activities and fledglings from noise and general 

construction activities could also occur within the range of ¼- to ½-mile.  If construction 

activities are scheduled to occur during the breeding season (February 1 through August 31), 
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pre-construction surveys for active nests within 500 feet of proposed construction shall be 

conducted.  These surveys shall be conducted no more than 30 days prior to commencement of 

construction. 

 

If active nests are found, a 500-foot, no-disturbance buffer shall be established around the 

active nest(s).  The size of individual buffers can be adjusted, following a site evaluation by a 

qualified raptor biologist, which shall depend upon the presence of topographical features that 

obstruct the line of site from the construction activities to the nest and the observed sensitivity 

of the birds.  Site evaluations and buffer adjustments shall be made in consultation with the 

local CDFG representative.  The portion of the project that is within the designated buffer shall 

be identified in the field by staking and flagging.   

 

Swainson’s Hawk 

 

Foraging Habitat 

 

In general, impacts to foraging habitat are not considered significant; however, in areas with 

active Swainson’s hawk nesting, impacts to Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat may require 

mitigation, if the impacts are determined to be significant by the Lead Agency.  Should the lead 

agency adopt CDFG guidelines and require mitigation for loss of foraging habitat pursuant to 

the Staff Report Regarding Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks (Buteo swainsoni) in the 

Central Valley of California (CDFG 1994), the mitigation ratio for impacts to Swainson’s hawk 

foraging habitat within one mile of the nest would be 1:1, 0.75:1 if the project is within five 

miles of an active nest tree but greater than one mile from the nest, and 0.5:1 if the project is 

within ten miles of an active nest tree but greater than five miles from the nest.  

 

Preliminary results of the Swainson’s hawk nesting survey conducted by ECORP concluded that 

one Swainson’s hawk nest is likely present within one mile of the site.    
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Nesting 

 

Mitigation will include establishment of a ½ mile buffer in nesting areas.  Within this buffer, no 

project activities which may cause nest abandonment or forced fledging will be allowed 

between the periods of March 1 – September 15 or until August 15 if a Management 

Authorization or Biological Opinion is obtained for the project.  

 

Burrowing Owls 

 

Suitable nesting habitat for burrowing owls is present in the project area where ground squirrel 

burrows occur.  Burrowing owls could occupy suitable ground squirrel burrows in the vicinity of 

the project site throughout the year.  To minimize impacts to burrowing owls, protocol-level 

surveys are recommended.  These surveys consist of a habitat assessment to identify suitable 

burrows on site followed by three surveys of the identified burrows to determine presence or 

absence of owls.  If burrowing owls are detected during these surveys, and the burrows are in 

an unavoidable impact area, the following mitigation measures are stipulated by the Burrowing 

Owl Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines (CBOC 1993): 

 

On-Site Mitigation 

 

On-site passive relocation should be implemented if the burrows cannot be fully avoided.  

Passive relocation is defined as encouraging owls to move from occupied burrows to alternate 

natural or artificial burrows that are greater than 50 meters from the impact zone and that are 

within or contiguous to a minimum of 6.5 acres of foraging habitat for each pair of relocated 

owls.  Relocation of owls should only be implemented during the non-breeding season.  On-site 

habitat should be preserved in a conservation easement and managed to promote burrowing 

owl use of the site. 

 

Owls should be excluded from burrows in the immediate impact zone and within a 50 m 

(approx. 160 ft.) buffer zone by installing one-way doors in burrow entrances: One-way doors 

should be left in place for 48 hours to insure owls have left the burrow before excavation.  One 

alternate natural or artificial burrow should be provided for each burrow that will be excavated 
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in the project impact zone. The project area should be monitored daily for one week to confirm 

owl use of alternate burrows before excavating burrows in the immediate impact zone.  

Whenever possible, burrows should be excavated using hand tools and refilled to prevent 

reoccupation. Sections of flexible plastic pipe or burlap bags should be inserted into the tunnels 

during excavation to maintain an escape route for any animals inside the burrow. 

 

If it is determined that construction would physically impact occupied burrows or disrupt 

reproductive behavior during the nesting season (February 1 through August 31) then 

avoidance is the only mitigation available (California Burrowing Owl Consortium, 1993; CDFG, 

1995).  Construction would be delayed within 250 feet (or as  of occupied burrows until it is 

determined that the subject owls are not nesting or until a qualified biologist determines that 

juvenile owls are self sufficient or are no longer using the natal burrow as their primary source 

of shelter. Habitat disturbance from construction activities would be minor, linear, and 

temporary.  No permanent burrowing owl habitat loss would occur.  Therefore, no habitat 

compensation is included as part of this mitigation measure. 

 

Off-Site Mitigation 

 

If the project will reduce suitable habitat on-site below the threshold level of 6.5 acres per 

relocated pair or single bird, the habitat should be replaced off-site.  Off-site habitat must be 

suitable burrowing owl habitat, as defined in the Burrowing Owl Survey Protocol, and the site 

approved by CDFG.  Land should be purchased and/or placed in a conservation easement in 

perpetuity and managed to maintain suitable habitat. Off-site mitigation should use one of the 

following ratios: 

1. Replacement of occupied habitat with occupied habitat: 1.5 times 6.5 (9.75) acres per pair 

or single bird. 

2. Replacement of occupied habitat with habitat contiguous to currently occupied habitat: 2 

times 6.5 (13.0) acres per pair or single bird. 

3. Replacement of occupied habitat with suitable unoccupied habitat: 3 times 6.5 (19.5) acres 

per pair or single bird. 
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CDFG typically accepts purchase of credits at mitigation banks as compensation for impacts to 

burrowing owls; however, no known mitigation credits are currently available for western 

burrowing owl for this area. 

 

Nesting Migratory Birds 

 

Suitable nesting habitat for several common and special-status migratory birds (e.g., 

loggerhead shrike, tricolored blackbird, western meadowlark, etc) occur on site.  The following 

mitigation measure is recommended to avoid disturbance to active nests within or near the 

project.  No pre-construction surveys shall be required if construction activities are to occur only 

during the non-breeding season for raptors and migratory birds (September 1 through January 

31).  If, however, construction activities are scheduled to occur during the breeding season 

(February 1 through August 31), pre-construction surveys for active nests within 500 feet of the 

construction corridor shall be conducted.  If surveys indicate that nests are inactive or 

unoccupied during the construction period, no further mitigation shall be required. 

 

If active raptor nests are found, a 500-foot, no-disturbance buffer shall be established around 

the active nest(s).  The size of individual buffers can be adjusted, following a site evaluation by 

a qualified raptor biologist, which shall depend upon the presence of topographical features that 

obstruct the line of site from the construction activities to the nest and the observed sensitivity 

of the birds.  Site evaluations and buffer adjustments shall be made in consultation with the 

local CDFG representative.  The portion of the project that is within the designated buffer shall 

be identified in the field by staking and flagging.   

 

Wetlands and Other Waters of the U.S. 

 

A wetland delineation was conducted for the solar site in 2010 and 2011 and will be submitted 

to the Corps for verification.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

Based upon the vegetation communities, habitats, and current site conditions, there are several 

potentially occurring special-status species that could occupy or periodically visit this site.   

 

Uncultivated areas along roadsides and annual grasslands within the Gen Tie routes represent 

marginal habitat for heartscale, Lost Hills crownscale, brittlescale, and lesser saltscale.  The 

annual grassland represents marginal habitat for round-leaved filaree, Lemmon’s jewel flower, 

recurved larkspur, and Munz’s layia.  The irrigation ditches on-site represent marginal habitat 

for Sanford’s arrowhead and Wright’s trichocoronis.  A protocol-level rare plant survey is 

recommended to determine if any of these species are present on-site. 

 

The agricultural fields represent foraging habitat for a number of special status birds, including 

white-tailed kite, northern harrier, Swainson’s hawk, golden eagle, and mountain plover.  In 

general, impacts to foraging habitat are not considered significant; however, in areas with 

active Swainson’s hawk nesting, impacts to Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat typically require 

mitigation.   

 

Potential nesting habitat is present on-site for northern harrier, burrowing owl, loggerhead 

shrike, and tricolored blackbird.  Protocol-level burrowing owl surveys to document presence or 

absence of this species are recommended.  If burrowing owls are found on-site, mitigation 

should be developed in consultation with CDFG.  Mitigation may include relocation of owls and 

purchase of compensatory habitat.   

 

Preconstruction nesting bird surveys for loggerhead shrike and other migratory birds may be 

required during the CEQA process.  If special-status bird nests are detected during these pre-

construction surveys, avoidance buffers may be required while the nests are occupied.
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Amphibians/Reptiles

Blunt-nosed Leopard Lizard, Gambelia sila

California Red-legged Frog, Rana draytonii

California Tiger Salamander, Ambystoma californiense

Foothill Yellow-legged Frog, Rana boylii

Giant Garter Snake, Thamnophis gigas

San Joaquin Whipsnake, Masticophis flagellum ruddocki

Western Pond Turtle, Emys marmorata

Western Spadefoot, Spea hammondii

Birds

Burrowing Owl, Athene cunicularia

Cackling Canada Goose, Branta hutchinsii leucopareia

California Horned Lark, Eremophila alpestris actia

Ferruginous Hawk, Buteo regalis

Golden Eagle, Aquila chrysaetos

Mountain Plover, Charadrius montanus

Northern Harrier, Circus cyaneus

Prairie Falcon, Falco mexicanus

Swainson's Hawk, Buteo swainsoni

Tricolored Blackbird, Agelaius tricolor

Yellow Rail, Coturnicops noveboracensis

Yellow-headed Blackbird, Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus

Invertebrates

Longhorn Fairy Shrimp, Branchinecta longiantenna

Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle, Desmocerus ca. dimorphus

Mammals

American Badger, Taxidea taxus

Giant Kangaroo Rat, Dipodomys ingens

Hoary Bat, Lasiurus cinereus

Nelson's Antelope Squirrel, Ammospermophilus nelsoni

San Joaquin Kit Fox, Vulpes macrotis mutica

San Joaquin Pocket Mouse, Perognathus inornatus inornatus

Western Mastiff Bat, Eumops perotis californicus

Yuma Myotis, Myotis yumanensis

Plants

Arburua Ranch Jewel-flower, Streptanthus insignis ssp. lyonii

Chaparral Ragwort, Senecio aphanactis

Hispid Bird's-beak, Chloropyron molle ssp. hispidum

Hoover's Eriastrum, Eriastrum hooveri

Lemmon's Jewel-flower, Caulanthus lemmonii

Lost Hills Crownscale, Atriplex coronata var. vallicola

Munz's Tidy-tips, Layia munzii

Panoche Pepper-grass, Lepidium jaredii ssp. album

Recurved Larkspur, Delphinium recurvatum

Round-leaved Filaree, California macrophylla

Sanford's Arrowhead, Sagittaria sanfordii
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ATTACHMENT A 

 

United States Fish and Wildlife Service List 



U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 

Sacramento Fish & Wildlife Office 
Federal Endangered and Threatened Species that Occur in 

or may be Affected by Projects in the Counties and/or 
U.S.G.S. 7 1/2 Minute Quads you requested 

Document Number: 110715040149 
Database Last Updated: April 29, 2010 

Quad Lists 

Listed Species 

Invertebrates 
Desmocerus californicus dimorphus 

valley elderberry longhorn beetle (T) 

Lepidurus packardi 
vernal pool tadpole shrimp (E) 

Fish 
Hypomesus transpacificus 

delta smelt (T) 

Amphibians 
Ambystoma californiense 

California tiger salamander, central population (T) 

Rana draytonii 
California red-legged frog (T) 

Reptiles 
Gambelia (=Crotaphytus) sila 

blunt-nosed leopard lizard (E) 

Thamnophis gigas 
giant garter snake (T) 

Mammals 
Dipodomys ingens 

giant kangaroo rat (E) 

Dipodomys nitratoides exilis 
Fresno kangaroo rat (E) 

Vulpes macrotis mutica 
San Joaquin kit fox (E) 

Quads Containing Listed, Proposed or Candidate Species: 
CHARLESTON SCHOOL (383A)  

County Lists 
No county species lists requested. 

Key: 
(E) Endangered - Listed as being in danger of extinction.  
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(T) Threatened - Listed as likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future.  

(P) Proposed - Officially proposed in the Federal Register for listing as endangered or threatened.  

(NMFS) Species under the Jurisdiction of the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration Fisheries Service. 
Consult with them directly about these species.  

Critical Habitat - Area essential to the conservation of a species.  

(PX) Proposed Critical Habitat - The species is already listed. Critical habitat is being proposed for it.  

(C) Candidate - Candidate to become a proposed species.  

(V) Vacated by a court order. Not currently in effect. Being reviewed by the Service.  

(X) Critical Habitat designated for this species  

Important Information About Your Species List 

How We Make Species Lists 
We store information about endangered and threatened species lists by U.S. Geological 
Survey 7½ minute quads. The United States is divided into these quads, which are about the 
size of San Francisco. 

The animals on your species list are ones that occur within, or may be affected by projects 
within, the quads covered by the list. 

 Fish and other aquatic species appear on your list if they are in the same watershed as your 
quad or if water use in your quad might affect them.  

 Amphibians will be on the list for a quad or county if pesticides applied in that area may be 
carried to their habitat by air currents.  

 Birds are shown regardless of whether they are resident or migratory. Relevant birds on the 
county list should be considered regardless of whether they appear on a quad list.  

Plants 
Any plants on your list are ones that have actually been observed in the area covered by the 
list. Plants may exist in an area without ever having been detected there. You can find out 
what's in the surrounding quads through the California Native Plant Society's online 
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants. 

Surveying 
Some of the species on your list may not be affected by your project. A trained biologist 
and/or botanist, familiar with the habitat requirements of the species on your list, should 
determine whether they or habitats suitable for them may be affected by your project. We 
recommend that your surveys include any proposed and candidate species on your list. 
See our Protocol and Recovery Permits pages.  

For plant surveys, we recommend using the Guidelines for Conducting and Reporting 
Botanical Inventories. The results of your surveys should be published in any environmental 
documents prepared for your project. 

Your Responsibilities Under the Endangered Species Act 
All animals identified as listed above are fully protected under the Endangered Species Act of 
1973, as amended. Section 9 of the Act and its implementing regulations prohibit the take of 
a federally listed wildlife species. Take is defined by the Act as "to harass, harm, pursue, 
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect" any such animal.  

Take may include significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or 
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injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, 
feeding, or shelter (50 CFR §17.3).  

Take incidental to an otherwise lawful activity may be authorized by one of two 
procedures: 

 If a Federal agency is involved with the permitting, funding, or carrying out of a project that may 
result in take, then that agency must engage in a formal consultation with the Service.  

During formal consultation, the Federal agency, the applicant and the Service work together to 
avoid or minimize the impact on listed species and their habitat. Such consultation would result 
in a biological opinion by the Service addressing the anticipated effect of the project on listed and 
proposed species. The opinion may authorize a limited level of incidental take.  

 If no Federal agency is involved with the project, and federally listed species may be taken as 
part of the project, then you, the applicant, should apply for an incidental take permit. The 
Service may issue such a permit if you submit a satisfactory conservation plan for the species 
that would be affected by your project.  

Should your survey determine that federally listed or proposed species occur in the area and are 
likely to be affected by the project, we recommend that you work with this office and the 
California Department of Fish and Game to develop a plan that minimizes the project's direct and 
indirect impacts to listed species and compensates for project-related loss of habitat. You should 
include the plan in any environmental documents you file.  

Critical Habitat 
When a species is listed as endangered or threatened, areas of habitat considered essential 
to its conservation may be designated as critical habitat. These areas may require special 
management considerations or protection. They provide needed space for growth and 
normal behavior; food, water, air, light, other nutritional or physiological requirements; 
cover or shelter; and sites for breeding, reproduction, rearing of offspring, germination or 
seed dispersal. 

Although critical habitat may be designated on private or State lands, activities on these 
lands are not restricted unless there is Federal involvement in the activities or direct harm to 
listed wildlife. 

If any species has proposed or designated critical habitat within a quad, there will be a 
separate line for this on the species list. Boundary descriptions of the critical habitat may be 
found in the Federal Register. The information is also reprinted in the Code of Federal 
Regulations (50 CFR 17.95). See our Map Room page. 

Candidate Species 
We recommend that you address impacts to candidate species. We put plants and animals 
on our candidate list when we have enough scientific information to eventually propose them 
for listing as threatened or endangered. By considering these species early in your planning 
process you may be able to avoid the problems that could develop if one of these candidates 
was listed before the end of your project. 

Species of Concern 
The Sacramento Fish & Wildlife Office no longer maintains a list of species of concern. 
However, various other agencies and organizations maintain lists of at-risk species. These 
lists provide essential information for land management planning and conservation efforts. 
More info 

Wetlands 

Page 3 of 4Sacramento Fish & Wildlife Office Species List

7/15/2011http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/es/spp_lists/auto_list.cfm



If your project will impact wetlands, riparian habitat, or other jurisdictional waters as defined 
by section 404 of the Clean Water Act and/or section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, you 
will need to obtain a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Impacts to wetland 
habitats require site specific mitigation and monitoring. For questions regarding wetlands, 
please contact Mark Littlefield of this office at (916) 414-6520. 

Updates 
Our database is constantly updated as species are proposed, listed and delisted. If you 
address proposed and candidate species in your planning, this should not be a problem. 
However, we recommend that you get an updated list every 90 days. That would be October 
13, 2011.  

Page 4 of 4Sacramento Fish & Wildlife Office Species List
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Memorandum 
 

 

March 28, 2013 

 

 

To: David Gilbert, Senior Planner 

 Merced County Planning Department 

 

From: Elena Nuño, Project Manager 

 First Carbon Solutions-Michael Brandman Associates 

 

Re: Applicability of previously prepared Focused Biological Resources Survey Report 

 

 

The August 2012 Focused Biological Resources Survey Report for the Leo Solar Project in Merced 

County, California prepared for RBF Consulting by ECORP Consulting, Inc. encompassed the proposed 

Vega Solar project and its associated 165 acres.  Accordingly, the information in the previously 

prepared technical study would be applicable to the Vega Solar Project. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

At the request of RBF Consulting, ECORP Consulting, Inc. (ECORP) conducted focused biological 

resources surveys, including those for Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni), burrowing owl 

(Athene cunicularia), and special-status plants for the 1,000±-acre Leo Solar Property and two 

adjacent Loop Line Routes (Project), located east of Interstate 5 and approximately eight miles 

south of the City of Los Banos, California (Figure 1.  Project Site and Vicinity).  The site 

corresponds to portions of Section 31, Township 11 South, and Range 11 East; Section 1 of 

Township 12 South, Range 10 East; and Sections 6 and 7 of Township 12 South, Range 11 East 

(MDBM) of the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle (U.S. Department of the 

Interior, Geological Survey 1971).  The approximate center of the site is located at 36° 55’ 00” 

North and 120° 48’ 30” West within the Middle San Joaquin – Lower Chowchilla Watershed 

(#18040001, U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey 1978). 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Swainson’s Hawk Nesting Survey 

 

Focused Swainson’s hawk (SWHA) nesting surveys were conducted throughout the Project and 

within a ½ mile radius of the Project site.  Surveys included visual assessments of all 

accessible/viewable nesting habitat within a half-mile radius per Recommended Timing and 

Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk Nesting Surveys in California’s Central Valley (Swainson’s 

Hawk Technical Advisory Committee, May 31, 2000) (SWHATAC) (Attachment A).   

 

Per the SWHATAC survey recommendations, the timing of the focused surveys included 

conducting three protocol surveys each in Periods II (March 20 – April 5), III (April 5 – April 

20), and V (June 10 – July 30).  All field surveys were conducted by ECORP senior biologist Tom 

Scofield. During each survey, all accessible areas within 1/2 mile of the project area (including 

the project area and public roads or right-of-ways) were visually assessed for active SWHA 

nests using binoculars (10X42) and a spotting scope (20X60). 
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Figure 1. Project Site and Vicinity
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Period II field surveys were conducted on 23 and 30 March and 04 April, 2012, Period III 

surveys were conducted on 06, 13, and 20 April, 2012, and Period V surveys were conducted on 

06 June and 13 and 27 July 2011.  It should be noted that Period V surveys were conducted 

during the 2011 calendar year.  All nesting and foraging observations were conducted during 

daylight hours between 0600 and 1800 hours. During the three surveys periods, all accessbile 

areas were driven and/or walked to search for active Swainson’s hawk nests, potential nest 

locations, nest building activities, breeding activities, old nest sites, staging Swainson’s hawks, 

territorial and courtship displays and other raptors (e.g., great horned owls and red-tail hawk).   

 

All Swainson’s hawks observations, including behavioral activities, were recorded during the 

field surveys in field notebooks and nest locations were recorded on field maps and/or aerial 

photographs.  The behavioral activities of the adults included aerial courtship displays, 

copulation, nest building, soaring, perching near nest locations, nest occupation, foraging, and 

prey delivery by adult hawks to young.     

 

Burrowing Owl Nesting Survey 

 

Focused surveys for burrowing owls were conducted within all areas supporting potential 

burrowing owl habitat (e.g. burrows) within the Project and in accordance with the 

recommendations in the CDFG Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation (CDFG 2012, 

Attachment B).  The pedestrian surveys included visual assessments to document the presence 

of burrowing owls and occupied burrows. All field surveys were conducted by ECORP senior 

biologist, Tom Scofield.  As recommended by CDFG, a total of four site visits were conducted, 

and included one early season survey conducted on 23 March 2012), and three surveys during 

the peak of the breeding season on 20 April 2012, 18 May 2012, and 17 July 2012.  The final 

survey was conducted two days past the breeding peak period date due to postponements 

resulting from high wind advisories the prior week.  

 

Special Status Plant Survey 

 

Special-status plant field surveys were conducted in accordance with guidelines promulgated by 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000), California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG 
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1983), and California Native Plant Society (CNPS 2001).  The determinate-level field surveys 

were conducted on 1 June 2012 which coincided with the optimum blooming period for each of 

the potentially occurring special-status plants.  ECORP botanist Daria Snider walked meandering 

transects throughout the site to ensure complete coverage of all suitable habitat, including all 

aquatic features on-site.  

 

Reference populations for the target species were visited throughout the floristic season to 

assess bloom phenology and to observe species morphology.  When reference populations were 

not available, mounted herbarium specimens were observed at the U.C. Davis Herbarium.  

Attachment B identifies the reference source for each of the target species including the 

location of the population, dates of visits, and phenological stage of the species at the time of 

the field visits.  

 

Plant species identification, nomenclature, and taxonomy followed The Jepson Manual: vascular 

plants of California, second edition (Baldwin 2012).  Vegetation community classification was 

based on the classification systems presented in A Manual of California Vegetation (Sawyer and 

Keeler-Wolf 1995), Preliminary Descriptions of the Terrestrial Natural Communities of California 

(Holland 1986), and A Guide to Wildlife Habitats of California (Mayer and Laudenslayer Jr.  

1988).   A detailed rare plant survey report is included as Attachment C. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Swainson's Hawk Nesting Survey  

 

The Swainson’s hawk is listed as a threatened species and is protected pursuant to the 

California Endangered Species Act.  This species nests in North America (Canada, western 

United States, and Mexico) and typically winters from South America north to Mexico.  

However, a small population has been observed wintering in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River 

Delta (England et al. 1997).  In California, the nesting season for Swainson’s hawk ranges from 

mid-March to late August. 
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Swainson’s hawks nest within tall trees in a variety of wooded communities including riparian, 

oak woodland, roadside landscape corridors, urban areas, and agricultural areas, among others.  

Foraging habitat includes open grassland, savannah, low-cover row crop fields, and livestock 

pastures.  In the Central Valley, Swainson’s hawks typically feed on a combination of California 

vole (Microtus californicus), California ground squirrel (Otospermophilus beecheyi), ring-necked 

pheasant (Phasianus colchicus), many passerine birds, and grasshoppers (Melanoplus species).  

Swainson’s hawks are opportunistic foragers and will readily forage in association with 

agricultural mowing, harvesting, disking, and irrigating (Estep 1989).  The removal of vegetative 

cover by such farming activities results in more readily available prey items for this species. 

 

No suitable nesting habitat for Swainson’s hawk occurs on site.  The agricultural fields 

throughout the site and the annual grassland along the southernmost Loop Line route, 

however, provide suitable foraging habitat for this species, and  several Swainson’s hawks were 

observed foraging within the agricultural lands on-site and in adjacent properties.  Foraging 

observations on-site were largely limited to the wheat grass fields located in the northern half of 

the Project, but were also observed in other farmland areas on site used for cotton and onion 

crops during plowing/discing cycles (Figure 2).   

 

Although not observed on-site, Swainson’s hawk nesting habitat was documented in four 

locations within ½ mile of the Project.  Each of the four areas support several large suitable 

nesting trees.  Of these four locations, Swainson’s hawk nesting activity was documented at two 

during the focused surveys.  The following is a general description of the observations made 

during each of the three survey periods.            

 

Period V Survey 

 

During each of three Period V site visits conducted in July 2011, two Swainson’s hawk adults 

were observed foraging, feeding, and displaying protection behavior for two fledglings.  

Observations were made in the same general location, located near a residence on El Campo 

Road, adjacent to the Delta Mendota Canal - approximately 0.57-mile northwest of the project 

(Figure 3).  The two adults and two fledgling Swainson’s hawks were observed at this location 

during each of the three site visits conducted during the Period V surveys. 
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Although no Swainson’s hawk nest was observed at this location during the Period V survey, it 

is likely that the observed  family unit nested nearby since Swainson’s hawk fledglings generally 

stay in their nesting territory for two to four weeks (SWHATAC 2012).  This would be supported 

by several observations made during this period including 1) the family unit was observed in the 

same general location during three separate visits, 2) the fledglings were still learning to fly and 

exhibited limited flight capabilities, and 3) adults were still feeding the fledglings.   It is 

probable, that the nest location in 2011 was located in a large Eucalyptus tree associated with 

the residence on El Campo (Figure 3).   and that the now abandoned nest was hidden from 

view.  This rationale is supported by Swainson’s hawk nesting observations in the same 

Eucalyptus tree later recorded during the Period II and III surveys (below) – indicating a 

returning nesting pair to this same location.   

 

Period II and III Surveys 

 

During the Period II and III surveys conducted in March and April 2012, two nesting Swainson’s 

hawk pairs were identified adjacent to the Project, including a nesting a pair at the same 

location observed during the Period V surveys (El Campo Swainson’s hawk nesting pair)(Figure 

2), and a second pair located in Juniper trees associated with the Woo Ranch (Woo Ranch 

Swainson’s hawk nesting pair)(Figure 3).      

 

During the Period II surveys, both the El Campo Road and Woo Ranch nesting pairs were 

observed foraging and periodically flying into trees that would later be recorded as nest 

locations during the Period III surveys.  Period II behavior included foraging near and within 

the project site, courtship, and aggressive territorial displays with other observed Swainson’s 

hawks and other raptors (e.g., red-tailed hawk, northern harrier, and great-horned owl).   

 

During the Period III surveys, both the El Campo Road and Woo Ranch nesting pairs were 

observed periodically foraging and actively building nests at the locations described during 

Period II (Figure 3).    While Period II behavior for each pair was primarily pre-nesting 

courtship, territorial displays, and active foraging, Period III behavior observations were 

primarily active nest building and foraging.   
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During an additional site visit conducted on July 17, 2012, it was determined that the El Campo  

Road Swainson’s hawk pair had abandoned nest building and were no longer in the vicinity of 

the formerly observed nest location.  At this time, no nest was observed at the previously 

described nest location.  This nest destruction may have resulted from high winds  that 

occurred in the interim between site visits.  Two Swainson’s hawk fledglings, however, were 

observed near the Woo Ranch nest location recorded during the Period II survey.  The 

fledglings were observed independently foraging on the ground in adjacent cultivated fields 

northeast of the nest location and the Project.  These fledlings were also observed periodically 

visiting the nest tree location (previously described for the Woo Ranch pair).  No adults were 

observed during this site visit, and it appeared that the two fledglings were independent of their 

parents.     

 

Burrowing Owl 

 

The burrowing owl is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered Species 

Acts; however, it is designated as a bird of conservation concern by the USFWS and a species 

of special concern by the CDFG.  Burrowing owls inhabit dry open rolling hills, grasslands, 

desert floors, and open bare ground with gullies and arroyos.  They can also inhabit developed 

areas such as golf courses, cemeteries, roadsides within cities, airports, vacant lots in 

residential areas, school campuses, and fairgrounds (Haug, et al.1993).  This species typically 

uses burrows created by fossorial mammals, most notably the California ground squirrel , but 

may also use man-made structures such as cement culverts; cement, asphalt, or wood debris 

piles; or openings beneath cement or asphalt pavement (CDFG 1995).  The breeding season 

extends from February 1 through August 31 (CBOC 1993, CDFG 1995). 

 

Ground squirrel burrows on site and in adjacent areas represent potential habitat for burrowing 

owls, yet little ground squirrel activity occurs in the project vicinity.  No burrowing owls were 

observed during the site visits and the majority of the actively farmed site is not suitable 

habitat.  There are no CNDDB occurrences for the project site; however, two occurrences have 

been documented adjacent to the southern border of the site, along the California Aqueduct 

(CDFG 2003).  The nearest CNDDB occurrence (Occurrence #739) is located approximately one 

mile southeast of the site, along the California Aqueduct (CDFG 2003). 
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Special-Status Plants 

 

The majority of the site is intensively farmed agricultural land, which does not support suitable 

habitat for special-status plants (Figure 2).  The uncultivated roadsides and the annual 

grassland along the southernmost Loop Line route represent marginal habitat for eight special-

status plant species. These are: heartscale (Atriplex cordulata, CNPS List 1B), Lost Hills 

crownscale (Atriplex coronata var. vallicola, CNPS List 1B), brittlescale (Atriplex depressa, CNPS 

List 1B), lesser saltscale (Atriplex minuscula, CNPS List 1B), round-leaved filaree (California 

macrophylla, CNPS List 1B), Lemmon’s jewel flower (Caulanthus lemmonii, CNPS List 1B), 

recurved larkspur (Delphinium recurvatum, CNPS List 1B), and Munz’s layia (Layia munzii, CNPS 

List 1B).  The ditches throughout the project site represent potential habitat for two special-

status plant species:  Sanford’s arrowhead (Sagittaria sanfordii, CNPS List 1B) and Wright’s 

trichocoronis (Trichocoronis wrightii var. wrightii, CNPS List 2). 

 

No rare plants were observed during determinate surveys conducted in 2012(ECORP 2012).   

 

SURVEY AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Swainson’s Hawk 

 

Foraging Habitat 

 

According to CDFG guidelines, impacts to suitable habitat within 10 miles of an active nest may 

be significant. Consequently, mitigation may be required by the Lead Agency. The Lead Agency 

may determine through the CEQA process that mitigation is required as a condition of approval 

and may could adopt mitigation measures according to Staff Report Regarding Mitigation for 

Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks (Buteo swainsoni) in the Central Valley of California (CDFG 1994) 

or develop their own. The CDFG SWHA staff report prescribe a mitigation ratio of 1:1 acre 

replacement ratio for foraging habitat within 1 mile of an active nest; 0.75:1 replacement ratio 

for habitat acreage between 1-5 miles of an active nest; and 0.50:1 for impact acreage 

between 5-10 miles from an active nest.   
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According to surveys conducted in 2012, there are two active Swainson’s hawk nest locations 

located within one mile of the project (Figure 2).  As such, if the Lead Agency considers impacts 

to Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat within the project to be significant mitigation at a 1:1 

(replacement: impact) ratio would likely be a condition of approval, unless otherwise negotiated 

with the Lead Agency and CDFG.    

 

Nesting 

 

There is no suitable SWHA nesting habitat within the project site. However, there are active 

nest locations adjacent to the project site.  If construction begins during March-August, a pre-

construction nesting survey will be conducted in a ½ mile radius of the site and within 14 days 

of the start of construction.  If active nests are found within the survey area, a ½ mile buffer 

around the active nest will be established while the nest is occupied.  The ½ mile buffer must 

be maintained during all construction activities while the nest is occupied.  The ½ mile buffer 

must be maintained until a qualified biologist determines that the fledglings are independent of 

the nest and the nest is no longer occupied, at which point no additional measures are required. 

If construction begins during September-February and SWHA attempt to nest within ½ mile 

while construction is ongoing, no avoidance measures are necessary. 

 

Burrowing Owl  

 

Pre-construction nesting surveys shall be conducted by a qualified biologist in all on-site suitable 

habitats  within 14 days of the beginning of construction.  If burrowing owls or occupied 

burrows are found during the nesting season, a suitable buffer area would be established in 

consultation with CDFG to prevent impacts due to construction activities.   According to CDFG 

2012 guidelines, the avoidance buffer distance, which can range from 50 meters to 500 meters, 

is determined based on time of year and level of disturbance.  No work would be conducted 

within this buffer area until young have fledged and are independent. If BUOW or occupied 

burrows are found during the non-nesting season (September 1 and January 31), BUOW may 

be passively relocated, with the approval of CDFG. 
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Special Status Plants  

 

No special-status plants were found on site.  As such, no mitigation is required.   
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
 
Maintaining California’s rich biological diversity is dependent on the conservation of species 
and their habitats.  The California Department of Fish and Game (Department) has 
designated certain species as “species of special concern” when their population viability and 
survival is adversely affected by risk factors such as precipitous declines or other vulnerability 
factors (Shuford and Gardali 2008).  Preliminary analyses of regional patterns for breeding 
populations of burrowing owls (Athene cunicularia) have detected declines both locally in 
their central and southern coastal breeding areas, and statewide where the species has 
experienced modest breeding range retraction (Gervais et al. 2008).  In California, threat 
factors affecting burrowing owl populations include habitat loss, degradation and modification, 
and eradication of ground squirrels resulting in a loss of suitable burrows required by 
burrowing owls for nesting, protection from predators, and shelter (See Appendix A). 
 
The Department recognized the need for a comprehensive conservation and mitigation 
strategy for burrowing owls, and in 1995 directed staff to prepare a report describing 
mitigation and survey recommendations.  This report, “1995 Staff Report on Burrowing Owl 
Mitigation,” (Staff Report) (CDFG 1995), contained Department-recommended burrowing owl 
and burrow survey techniques and mitigation measures intended to offset the loss of habitat 
and slow or reverse further decline of this species.  Notwithstanding these measures, over 
the past 15+ years, burrowing owls have continued to decline in portions of their range 
(DeSante et al. 2007, Wilkerson and Siegel, 2010).  The Department has determined that 
reversing declining population and range trends for burrowing owls will require 
implementation of more effective conservation actions, and evaluating the efficacy of the 
Department’s existing recommended avoidance, minimization and mitigation approaches for 
burrowing owls. 
 
The Department has identified three main actions that together will facilitate a more viable, 
coordinated, and concerted approach to conservation and mitigation for burrowing owls in 
California.  These include: 
 
1. Incorporating burrowing owl comprehensive conservation strategies into landscape-based 

planning efforts such as Natural Community Conservation Plans (NCCPs) and 
multi-species Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs) that specifically address burrowing 
owls. 

2. Developing and implementing a statewide conservation strategy (Burkett and 
Johnson, 2007) and local or regional conservation strategies for burrowing owls, including 
the development and implementation of a statewide burrowing owl survey and monitoring 
plan. 

3. Developing more rigorous burrowing owl survey methods, working to improve the 
adequacy of impacts assessments; developing clear and effective avoidance and 
minimization measures; and developing mitigation measures to ensure impacts to the 
species are effectively addressed at the project, local, and/or regional level (the focus of 
this document). 

 
This Report sets forth the Department’s recommendations for implementing the third 
approach identified above by revising the 1995 Staff Report, drawing from the most relevant 
and current knowledge and expertise, and incorporating the best scientific information 

1 



available pertaining to the species.  It is designed to provide a compilation of the best 
available science for Department staff, biologists, planners, land managers, California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) lead agencies, and the public to consider when assessing 
impacts of projects or other activities on burrowing owls.   
 
This revised Staff Report takes into account the California Burrowing Owl Consortium’s 
Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines (CBOC 1993, 1997) and supersedes the survey, 
avoidance, minimization and mitigation recommendations in the 1995 Staff Report.  Based on 
experiences gained from implementing the 1995 Staff Report, the Department believes 
revising that report is warranted.  This document also includes general conservation goals 
and principles for developing mitigation measures for burrowing owls. 
 

DEPARTMENT ROLE AND LEGAL AUTHORITIES 
 
The mission of the Department is to manage California's diverse fish, wildlife and plant 
resources, and the habitats upon which they depend, for their ecological values and for their 
use and enjoyment by the public.  The Department has jurisdiction over the conservation, 
protection, and management of fish, wildlife, native plants, and habitats necessary to 
maintain biologically sustainable populations of those species (Fish and Game Code (FGC) 
§1802).  The Department, as trustee agency pursuant to CEQA (See CEQA Guidelines, 
§15386), has jurisdiction by law over natural resources, including fish and wildlife, affected by 
a project, as that term is defined in Section 21065 of the Public Resources Code.  The 
Department exercises this authority by reviewing and commenting on environmental 
documents and making recommendations to avoid, minimize, and mitigate potential negative 
impacts to those resources held in trust for the people of California.  
 
Field surveys designed to detect the presence of a particular species, habitat element, or 
natural community are one of the tools that can assist biologists in determining whether a 
species or habitat may be significantly impacted by land use changes or disturbance.  The 
Department reviews field survey data as well as site-specific and regional information to 
evaluate whether a project’s impacts may be significant.  This document compiles the best 
available science for conducting habitat assessments and surveys, and includes 
considerations for developing measures to avoid impacts or mitigate unavoidable impacts. 
 
CEQA 
 
CEQA requires public agencies in California to analyze and disclose potential environmental 
impacts associated with a project that the agency will carry out, fund, or approve.  Any 
potentially significant impact must be mitigated to the extent feasible.  Project-specific CEQA 
mitigation is important for burrowing owls because most populations exist on privately owned 
parcels that, when proposed for development or other types of modification, may be subject 
to the environmental review requirements of CEQA.  
 
Take 
 
Take of individual burrowing owls and their nests is defined by FGC section 86, and 
prohibited by sections 3503, 3503.5 and 3513.  Take is defined in FGC Section 86 as “hunt, 
pursue, catch, capture or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture or kill.” 
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Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
 
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) implements various treaties and conventions between 
the United States and Canada, Japan, Mexico, and Russia for the protection of migratory 
birds, including the burrowing owl (50 C.F.R. § 10).  The MBTA protects migratory bird nests 
from possession, sale, purchase, barter, transport, import and export, and collection.  The 
other prohibitions of the MBTA - capture, pursue, hunt, and kill - are inapplicable to nests. 
The regulatory definition of take, as defined in Title 50 C.F.R. part 10.12, means to pursue, 
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or attempt to hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, 
capture, or collect. Only the verb “collect” applies to nests.  It is illegal to collect, possess, and 
by any means transfer possession of any migratory bird nest.  The MBTA prohibits the 
destruction of a nest when it contains birds or eggs, and no possession shall occur during the 
destruction (see Fish and Wildlife Service, Migratory Bird Permit Memorandum, April 15, 
2003).  Certain exceptions to this prohibition are included in 50 C.F.R. section 21.  Pursuant 
to Fish & Game Code section 3513, the Department enforces the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
consistent with rules and regulations adopted by the Secretary of the Interior under provisions 
of the Migratory Treaty Act. 
 
Regional Conservation Plans 
 
Regional multiple species conservation plans offer long-term assurances for conservation of 
covered species at a landscape scale, in exchange for biologically appropriate levels of 
incidental take and/or habitat loss as defined in the approved plan.  California’s NCCP Act 
(FGC §2800 et seq.) governs such plans at the state level, and was designed to conserve 
species, natural communities, ecosystems, and ecological processes across a jurisdiction or 
a collection of jurisdictions.  Complementary federal HCPs are governed by the Endangered 
Species Act (7 U.S.C. § 136, 16 U.S.C.§ 1531 et seq.) (ESA).  Regional conservation plans 
(and certain other landscape-level conservation and management plans), may provide 
conservation for unlisted as well as listed species.  Because the geographic scope of NCCPs 
and HCPs may span many hundreds of thousands of acres, these planning tools have the 
potential to play a significant role in conservation of burrowing owls, and grasslands and 
other habitats. 
 
Fish and Game Commission Policies 
 
There are a number of Fish and Game Commission policies (see FGC §2008) that can be 
applied to burrowing owl conservation.  These include policies on: Raptors, Cooperation, 
Endangered and Threatened Species, Land Use Planning, Management and Utilization of 
Fish and Wildlife on Federal Lands, Management and Utilization of Fish and Wildlife on 
Private Lands, and Research. 
 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR CONSERVATION 
 
Unless otherwise provided in a statewide, local, or regional conservation strategy, surveying 
and evaluating impacts to burrowing owls, as well as developing and implementing 
avoidance, minimization, and mitigation and conservation measures incorporate the following 
principles.  These principles are a summary of Department staff expert opinion and were 
used to guide the preparation of this document. 
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1. Use the Precautionary Principle (Noss et al.1997), by which the alternative of increased 

conservation is deliberately chosen in order to buffer against incomplete knowledge of 
burrowing owl ecology and uncertainty about the consequences to burrowing owls of 
potential impacts, including those that are cumulative. 

2. Employ basic conservation biology tenets and population-level approaches when 
determining what constitutes appropriate avoidance, minimization, and mitigation for 
impacts.  Include mitigation effectiveness monitoring and reporting, and use an adaptive 
management loop to modify measures based on results. 

3. Protect and conserve owls in wild, semi-natural, and agricultural habitats (conserve is 
defined at FGC §1802). 

4. Protect and conserve natural nest burrows (or burrow surrogates) previously used by 
burrowing owls and sufficient foraging habitat and protect auxiliary “satellite” burrows that 
contribute to burrowing owl survivorship and natural behavior of owls. 

 
CONSERVATION GOALS FOR THE BURROWING OWL IN CALIFORNIA 

 
It is Department staff expert opinion that the following goals guide and contribute to the short 
and long-term conservation of burrowing owls in California: 
 
1. Maintain size and distribution of extant burrowing owl populations (allowing for natural 

population fluctuations). 
2. Increase geographic distribution of burrowing owls into formerly occupied historical range 

where burrowing owl habitat still exists, or where it can be created or enhanced, and 
where the reason for its local disappearance is no longer of concern. 

3. Increase size of existing populations where possible and appropriate (for example, 
considering basic ecological principles such as carrying capacity, predator-prey 
relationships, and inter-specific relationships with other species at risk). 

4. Protect and restore self-sustaining ecosystems or natural communities which can support 
burrowing owls at a landscape scale, and which will require minimal long-term 
management. 

5. Minimize or prevent unnatural causes of burrowing owl population declines (e.g., nest 
burrow destruction, chemical control of rodent hosts and prey). 

6. Augment/restore natural dynamics of burrowing owl populations including movement and 
genetic exchange among populations, such that the species does not require future listing 
and protection under the California Endangered Species Act (CESA) and/or the federal 
Endangered Species Act (ESA). 

7. Engage stakeholders, including ranchers; farmers; military; tribes; local, state, and federal 
agencies; non-governmental organizations; and scientific research and education 
communities involved in burrowing owl protection and habitat management. 

 
ACTIVITIES WITH THE POTENTIAL TO TAKE OR IMPACT BURROWING OWLS 

 
The following activities are examples of activities that have the potential to take burrowing 
owls, their nests or eggs, or destroy or degrade burrowing owl habitat: grading, disking, 
cultivation, earthmoving, burrow blockage, heavy equipment compacting and crushing burrow 
tunnels, levee maintenance, flooding, burning and mowing (if burrows are impacted), and 
operating wind turbine collisions (collectively hereafter referred to as “projects” or “activities” 
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whether carried out pursuant to CEQA or not).  In addition, the following activities may have 
impacts to burrowing owl populations: eradication of host burrowers; changes in vegetation 
management (i.e. grazing); use of pesticides and rodenticides; destruction, conversion or 
degradation of nesting, foraging, over-wintering or other habitats; destruction of natural 
burrows and burrow surrogates; and disturbance which may result in harassment of owls at 
occupied burrows. 
 

PROJECT IMPACT EVALUATIONS 
 

The following three progressive steps are effective in evaluating whether projects will result in 
impacts to burrowing owls.  The information gained from these steps will inform any 
subsequent avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures.  The steps for project impact 
evaluations are: 1) habitat assessment, 2) surveys, and 3) impact assessment.  Habitat 
assessments are conducted to evaluate the likelihood that a site supports burrowing owl.  
Burrowing owl surveys provide information needed to determine the potential effects of 
proposed projects and activities on burrowing owls, and to avoid take in accordance with 
FGC sections 86, 3503, and 3503.5.  Impact assessments evaluate the extent to which 
burrowing owls and their habitat may be impacted, directly or indirectly, on and within a 
reasonable distance of a proposed CEQA project activity or non-CEQA project.  These three 
site evaluation steps are discussed in detail below. 
 
Biologist Qualifications 
 
The current scientific literature indicates that only individuals meeting the following minimum 
qualifications should perform burrowing owl habitat assessments, surveys, and impact 
assessments: 
 
1. Familiarity with the species and its local ecology; 
2. Experience conducting habitat assessments and non-breeding and breeding season 

surveys, or experience with these surveys conducted under the direction of an 
experienced surveyor; 

3. Familiarity with the appropriate state and federal statutes related to burrowing owls, 
scientific research, and conservation; 

4. Experience with analyzing impacts of development on burrowing owls and their habitat. 
 
Habitat Assessment Data Collection and Reporting 
 
A habitat assessment is the first step in the evaluation process and will assist investigators in 
determining whether or not occupancy surveys are needed.  Refer to Appendix B for a 
definition of burrowing owl habitat.  Compile the detailed information described in Appendix C 
when conducting project scoping, conducting a habitat assessment site visit and preparing a 
habitat assessment report. 
 
Surveys 
 
Burrowing owl surveys are the second step of the evaluation process and the best available 
scientific literature recommends that they be conducted whenever burrowing owl habitat or 
sign (see Appendix B) is encountered on or adjacent to (within 150 meters) a project site 
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(Thomsen 1971, Martin 1973).  Occupancy of burrowing owl habitat is confirmed at a site 
when at least one burrowing owl, or its sign at or near a burrow entrance, is observed within 
the last three years (Rich 1984).  Burrowing owls are more detectable during the breeding 
season with detection probabilities being highest during the nestling stage (Conway et al. 
2008).  In California, the burrowing owl breeding season extends from 1 February to 31 
August (Haug et al. 1993, Thompsen 1971) with some variances by geographic location and 
climatic conditions.  Several researchers suggest three or more survey visits during daylight 
hours (Haug and Diduik 1993, CBOC 1997, Conway and Simon 2003) and recommend each 
visit occur at least three weeks apart during the peak of the breeding season, commonly 
accepted in California as between 15 April and 15 July (CBOC 1997).  Conway and Simon 
(2003) and Conway et al. (2008) recommended conducting surveys during the day when 
most burrowing owls in a local area are in the laying and incubation period (so as not to miss 
early breeding attempts), during the nesting period, and in the late nestling period when most 
owls are spending time above ground. 
 
Non-breeding season (1 September to 31 January) surveys may provide information on 
burrowing owl occupancy, but do not substitute for breeding season surveys because results 
are typically inconclusive.  Burrowing owls are more difficult to detect during the non-breeding 
season and their seasonal residency status is difficult to ascertain.  Burrowing owls detected 
during non-breeding season surveys may be year-round residents, young from the previous 
breeding season, pre-breeding territorial adults, winter residents, dispersing juveniles, 
migrants, transients or new colonizers.  In addition, the numbers of owls and their pattern of 
distribution may differ during winter and breeding seasons.  However, on rare occasions, 
non-breeding season surveys may be warranted (i.e., if the site is believed to be a wintering 
site only based on negative breeding season results).  Refer to Appendix D for information on 
breeding season and non-breeding season survey methodologies. 
 
Survey Reports 
 
Adequate information about burrowing owls present in and adjacent to an area that will be 
disturbed by a project or activity will enable the Department, reviewing agencies and the 
public to effectively assess potential impacts and will guide the development of avoidance, 
minimization, and mitigation measures. The survey report includes but is not limited to a 
description of the proposed project or proposed activity, including the proposed project start 
and end dates, as well as a description of disturbances or other activities occurring on-site or 
nearby.  Refer to Appendix D for details included in a survey report. 
 
Impact Assessment 
 
The third step in the evaluation process is the impact assessment.  When surveys confirm 
occupied burrowing owl habitat in or adjoining the project area, there are a number of ways to 
assess a project’s potential significant impacts to burrowing owls and their habitat.  
Richardson and Miller (1997) recommended monitoring raptor behavior prior to developing 
management recommendations and buffers to determine the extent to which individuals have 
been sensitized to human disturbance.  Monitoring results will also provide detail necessary 
for developing site-specific measures.  Postovit and Postovit (1987) recommended an 
analytical approach to mitigation planning: define the problem (impact), set goals (to guide 
mitigation development), evaluate and select mitigation methods, and monitor the results.  
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Define the problem.  The impact assessment evaluates all factors that could affect burrowing 
owls.  Postovit and Postovit (1987) recommend evaluating the following in assessing impacts 
to raptors and planning mitigation: type and extent of disturbance,  duration and timing of 
disturbance, visibility of disturbance, sensitivity and ability to habituate, and influence of 
environmental factors.  They suggest identifying and addressing all potential direct and 
indirect impacts to burrowing owls, regardless of whether or not the impacts will occur during 
the breeding season.  Several examples are given for each impact category below; however, 
examples are not intended to be used exclusively. 
 
Type and extent of the disturbance.  The impact assessment describes the nature (source) 
and extent (scale) of potential project impacts on occupied, satellite and unoccupied burrows 
including acreage to be lost (temporary or permanent), fragmentation/edge being created, 
increased distance to other nesting and foraging habitat, and habitat degradation.  Discuss 
any project activities that impact either breeding and/or non-breeding habitat which could 
affect owl home range size and spatial configuration, negatively affect onsite and offsite 
burrowing owl presence, increase energetic costs, lower reproductive success, increase 
vulnerability to predation, and/or decrease the chance of procuring a mate. 
 
Duration and timing of the impact.  The impact assessment describes the amount of time the 
burrowing owl habitat will be unavailable to burrowing owls (temporary or permanent) on the 
site and the effect of that loss on essential behaviors or life history requirements of burrowing 
owls, the overlap of project activities with breeding and/or non-breeding seasons (timing of 
nesting and/or non-breeding activities may vary with latitude and climatic conditions, which 
should be considered with the timeline of the project or activity), and any variance of the 
project activities in intensity, scale and proximity relative to burrowing owl occurrences. 
 
Visibility and sensitivity.  Some individual burrowing owls or pairs are more sensitive than 
others to specific stimuli and may habituate to ongoing visual or audible disturbance.  Site-
specific monitoring may provide clues to the burrowing owl’s sensitivities.  This type of 
assessment addresses the sensitivity of burrowing owls within their nesting area to humans 
on foot, and vehicular traffic.  Other variables are whether the site is primarily in a rural 
versus urban setting, and whether any prior disturbance (e.g., human development or 
recreation) is known at the site. 
 
Environmental factors.  The impact assessment discusses any environmental factors that 
could be influenced or changed by the proposed activities including nest site availability, 
predators, prey availability, burrowing mammal presence and abundance, and threats from 
other extrinsic factors such as human disturbance, urban interface, feral animals, invasive 
species, disease or pesticides. 
 
Significance of impacts.  The impact assessment evaluates the potential loss of nesting 
burrows, satellite burrows, foraging habitat, dispersal and migration habitat, wintering habitat, 
and habitat linkages, including habitat supporting prey and host burrowers and other 
essential habitat attributes.  This assessment determines if impacts to the species will result 
in significant impacts to the species locally, regionally and range-wide per CEQA Guidelines 
§15382 and Appendix G.  The significance of the impact to habitat depends on the extent of 
habitat disturbed and length of time the habitat is unavailable (for example: minor – several 
days, medium – several weeks to months, high - breeding season affecting juvenile survival, 
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or over winter affecting adult survival). 
 
Cumulative effects.  The cumulative effects assessment evaluates two consequences: 1) the 
project’s proportional share of reasonably foreseeable impacts on burrowing owls and habitat 
caused by the project or in combination with other projects and local influences having 
impacts on burrowing owls and habitat, and 2) the effects on the regional owl population 
resulting from the project’s impacts to burrowing owls and habitat. 
 
Mitigation goals.  Establishing goals will assist in planning mitigation and selecting measures 
that function at a desired level.  Goals also provide a standard by which to measure 
mitigation success.  Unless specifically provided for through other FGC Sections or through 
specific regulations, take, possession or destruction of individual burrowing owls, their nests 
and eggs is prohibited under FGC sections 3503, 3503.5 and 3513.  Therefore, a required 
goal for all project activities is to avoid take of burrowing owls.  Under CEQA, goals would 
consist of measures that would avoid, minimize and mitigate impacts to a less than significant 
level.  For individual projects, mitigation must be roughly proportional to the level of impacts, 
including cumulative impacts, in accordance with the provisions of CEQA (CEQA Guidelines, 
§§ 15126.4(a)(4)(B), 15064, 15065, and 16355).  In order for mitigation measures to be 
effective, they must be specific, enforceable, and feasible actions that will improve 
environmental conditions.  As set forth in more detail in Appendix A, the current scientific 
literature supports the conclusion that mitigation for permanent habitat loss necessitates 
replacement with an equivalent or greater habitat area for breeding, foraging, wintering, 
dispersal, presence of burrows, burrow surrogates, presence of fossorial mammal dens, well 
drained soils, and abundant and available prey within close proximity to the burrow. 
 

MITIGATION METHODS 
 

The current scientific literature indicates that any site-specific avoidance or mitigation 
measures developed should incorporate the best practices presented below or other 
practices confirmed by experts and the Department.  The Department is available to assist in 
the development of site-specific avoidance and mitigation measures. 
 
Avoiding.  A primary goal is to design and implement projects to seasonally and spatially 
avoid negative impacts and disturbances that could result in take of burrowing owls, nests, or 
eggs.  Other avoidance measures may include but not be limited to: 
 
 Avoid disturbing occupied burrows during the nesting period, from 1 February through  

31 August. 
 Avoid impacting burrows occupied during the non-breeding season by migratory or 

non-migratory resident burrowing owls. 
 Avoid direct destruction of burrows through chaining (dragging a heavy chain over an area 

to remove shrubs), disking, cultivation, and urban, industrial, or agricultural development. 
 Develop and implement a worker awareness program to increase the on-site worker’s 

recognition of and commitment to burrowing owl protection. 
 Place visible markers near burrows to ensure that farm equipment and other machinery 

does not collapse burrows. 
 Do not fumigate, use treated bait or other means of poisoning nuisance animals in areas 

where burrowing owls are known or suspected to occur (e.g., sites observed with nesting 
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 Restrict the use of treated grain to poison mammals to the months of January and 
February. 

 
Take avoidance (pre-construction) surveys.  Take avoidance surveys are intended to detect 
the presence of burrowing owls on a project site at a fixed period in time and inform 
necessary take avoidance actions.  Take avoidance surveys may detect changes in owl 
presence such as colonizing owls that have recently moved onto the site, migrating owls, 
resident burrowing owls changing burrow use, or young of the year that are still present and 
have not dispersed.  Refer to Appendix D for take avoidance survey methodology. 
 
Site surveillance.  Burrowing owls may attempt to colonize or re-colonize an area that will be 
impacted; thus, the current scientific literature indicates a need for ongoing surveillance at the 
project site during project activities is recommended.  The surveillance frequency/effort 
should be sufficient to detect burrowing owls if they return.  Subsequent to their new 
occupancy or return to the site, take avoidance measures should assure with a high degree 
of certainty that take of owls will not occur. 
 
Minimizing.  If burrowing owls and their habitat can be protected in place on or  adjacent to a 
project site, the use of buffer zones, visual screens or other measures while project activities 
are occurring can minimize disturbance impacts.  Conduct site-specific monitoring to inform 
development of buffers (see Visibility and sensitivity above).  The following general guidelines 
for implementing buffers should be adjusted to address site-specific conditions using the 
impact assessment approach described above.  The CEQA lead agency and/or project 
proponent is encouraged to consult with the Department and other burrowing owl experts for 
assistance in developing site-specific buffer zones and visual screens. 
 
Buffers.  Holroyd et al. (2001) identified a need to standardize management and disturbance 
mitigation guidelines.  For instance, guidelines for mitigating impacts by petroleum industries 
on burrowing owls and other prairie species (Scobie and Faminow, 2000) may be used as a 
template for future mitigation guidelines (Holroyd et al. 2001).  Scobie and Faminow (2000) 
developed guidelines for activities around occupied burrowing owl nests recommending 
buffers around low, medium, and high disturbance activities, respectively (see below). 
 
Recommended restricted activity dates and setback distances by level of disturbance for 
burrowing owls (Scobie and Faminow 2000). 
 

Level of Disturbance Location Time of Year Low Med High 
Nesting sites April 1-Aug 15  200 m* 500 m 500 m 
Nesting sites Aug 16-Oct 15  200 m 200 m 500 m 
Nesting sites Oct 16-Mar 31  50 m 100 m 500 m 

  
* meters (m) 
 
Based on existing vegetation, human development, and land uses in an area, resource 
managers may decide to allow human development or resource extraction closer to these 
area/sites than recommended above.  However, if it is decided to allow activities closer than 
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the setback distances recommended, a broad-scale, long-term, scientifically-rigorous 
monitoring program ensures that burrowing owls are not detrimentally affected by alternative 
approaches. 

 
Other minimization measures include eliminating actions that reduce burrowing owl forage 
and burrowing surrogates (e.g. ground squirrel), or introduce/facilitate burrowing owl 
predators.  Actions that could influence these factors include reducing livestock grazing rates 
and/or changing the timing or duration of grazing or vegetation management that could result 
in less suitable habitat. 
 
Burrow exclusion and closure.  Burrow exclusion is a technique of installing one-way doors in 
burrow openings during the non-breeding season to temporarily exclude burrowing owls, or 
permanently exclude burrowing owls and close burrows after verifying burrows are empty by 
site monitoring and scoping.  Exclusion in and of itself is not a take avoidance, minimization 
or mitigation method.  Eviction of burrowing owls is a potentially significant impact under 
CEQA. 
  
The long-term demographic consequences of these techniques have not been thoroughly 
evaluated, and the fate of evicted or excluded burrowing owls has not been systematically 
studied.  Because burrowing owls are dependent on burrows at all times of the year for 
survival and/or reproduction, evicting them from nesting, roosting, and satellite burrows may 
lead to indirect impacts or take.  Temporary or permanent closure of burrows may result in 
significant loss of burrows and habitat for reproduction and other life history requirements.  
Depending on the proximity and availability of alternate habitat, loss of access to burrows will 
likely result in varying levels of increased stress on burrowing owls and could depress 
reproduction, increase predation, increase energetic costs, and introduce risks posed by 
having to find and compete for available burrows.  Therefore, exclusion and burrow closure 
are not recommended where they can be avoided.  The current scientific literature indicates 
consideration of all possible avoidance and minimization measures before temporary or 
permanent exclusion and closure of burrows is implemented, in order to avoid take. 
  
The results of a study by Trulio (1995) in California showed that burrowing owls passively 
displaced from their burrows were quickly attracted to adjacent artificial burrows at five of six 
passive relocation sites.  The successful sites were all within 75 meters (m) of the destroyed 
burrow, a distance generally within a pair's territory.  This researcher discouraged using 
passive relocation to artificial burrows as a mitigation measure for lost burrows without 
protection of adjacent foraging habitat.  The study results indicated artificial burrows were 
used by evicted burrowing owls when they were approximately 50-100 m from the natural 
burrow (Thomsen 1971, Haug and Oliphant 1990).  Locating artificial or natural burrows more 
than 100 m from the eviction burrow may greatly reduce the chances that new burrows will be 
used.  Ideally, exclusion and burrow closure is employed only where there are adjacent 
natural burrows and non-impacted, sufficient habitat for burrowing owls to occupy with 
permanent protection mechanisms in place.  Any new burrowing owl colonizing the project 
site after the CEQA document has been adopted may constitute changed circumstances that 
should be addressed in a re-circulated CEQA document. 
  
The current scientific literature indicates that burrow exclusion should only be conducted by 
qualified biologists (meeting the Biologist’s Qualifications above) during the non-breeding 
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season, before breeding behavior is exhibited and after the burrow is confirmed empty by site 
surveillance and/or scoping.  The literature also indicates that when temporary or permanent 
burrow exclusion and/or burrow closure is implemented, burrowing owls should not be 
excluded from burrows unless or until: 
 
 A Burrowing Owl Exclusion Plan (see Appendix E) is developed and approved by the 

applicable local DFG office; 
 Permanent loss of occupied burrow(s) and habitat is mitigated in accordance with the 

Mitigating Impacts sections below.  Temporary exclusion is mitigated in accordance with 
the item #1 under Mitigating Impacts below. 

 Site monitoring is conducted prior to, during, and after exclusion of burrowing owls from 
their burrows sufficient to ensure take is avoided.  Conduct daily monitoring for one week 
to confirm young of the year have fledged if the exclusion will occur immediately after the 
end of the breeding season. 

 Excluded burrowing owls are documented using artificial or natural burrows on an 
adjoining mitigation site (if able to confirm by band re-sight). 

 
Translocation (Active relocation offsite >100 meters).  At this time, there is little published 
information regarding the efficacy of translocating burrowing owls, and additional research is 
needed to determine subsequent survival and breeding success (Klute et al. 2003, Holroyd et 
al. 2001).  Study results for translocation in Florida implied that hatching success may be 
decreased for populations of burrowing owls that undergo translocation (Nixon 2006).  At this 
time, the Department is unable to authorize the capture and relocation of burrowing owls 
except within the context of scientific research (FGC §1002) or a NCCP conservation 
strategy. 

 
Mitigating impacts.  Habitat loss and degradation from rapid urbanization of farmland in the 
core areas of the Central and Imperial valleys is the greatest of many threats to burrowing 
owls in California (Shuford and Gardali, 2008).  At a minimum, if burrowing owls have been 
documented to occupy burrows (see Definitions, Appendix B) at the project site in recent 
years, the current scientific literature supports the conclusion that the site should be  
considered occupied and mitigation should be required by the CEQA lead agency to address 
project-specific significant and cumulative impacts.  Other site-specific and regionally 
significant and cumulative impacts may warrant mitigation.  The current scientific literature 
indicates the following to be best practices.  If these best practices cannot be implemented, 
the lead agency or lead investigator may consult with the Department to develop effective 
mitigation alternatives. The Department is also available to assist in the identification of 
suitable mitigation lands.   
 
1. Where habitat will be temporarily disturbed, restore the disturbed area to pre-project 

condition including decompacting soil and revegetating.  Permanent habitat protection 
may be warranted if there is the potential that the temporary impacts may render a 
nesting site (nesting burrow and satellite burrows) unsustainable or unavailable 
depending on the time frame, resulting in reduced survival or abandonment.  For the 
latter potential impact, see the permanent impact measures below. 

2. Mitigate for permanent impacts to nesting, occupied and satellite burrows and/or 
burrowing owl habitat such that the habitat acreage, number of burrows and burrowing 
owls impacted are replaced based on the information provided in Appendix A.  Note: A 
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3. Mitigate for permanent impacts to nesting, occupied and satellite burrows and burrowing 
owl habitat with (a) permanent conservation of similar vegetation communities 
(grassland, scrublands, desert, urban, and agriculture) to provide for burrowing owl 
nesting, foraging, wintering, and dispersal (i.e., during breeding and non-breeding 
seasons) comparable to or better than that of the impact area, and (b) sufficiently large 
acreage, and presence of fossorial mammals.  The mitigation lands may require habitat 
enhancements including enhancement or expansion of burrows for breeding, shelter 
and dispersal opportunity, and removal or control of population stressors.  If the 
mitigation lands are located adjacent to the impacted burrow site, ensure the nearest 
neighbor artificial or natural burrow clusters are at least within 210 meters (Fisher et al. 
2007). 

4. Permanently protect mitigation land through a conservation easement deeded to a non-
profit conservation organization or public agency with a conservation mission, for the 
purpose of conserving burrowing owl habitat and prohibiting activities incompatible with 
burrowing owl use.  If the project is located within the service area of a Department-
approved burrowing owl conservation bank, the project proponent may purchase 
available burrowing owl conservation bank credits. 

5. Develop and implement a mitigation land management plan to address long-term 
ecological sustainability and maintenance of the site for burrowing owls (see 
Management Plan and Artificial Burrow sections below, if applicable). 

6. Fund the maintenance and management of mitigation land through the establishment of 
a long-term funding mechanism such as an endowment. 

7. Habitat should not be altered or destroyed, and burrowing owls should not be excluded 
from burrows, until mitigation lands have been legally secured, are managed for the 
benefit of burrowing owls according to Department-approved management, monitoring 
and reporting plans, and the endowment or other long-term funding mechanism is in 
place or security is provided until these measures are completed. 

8. Mitigation lands should be on, adjacent or proximate to the impact site where possible 
and where habitat is sufficient to support burrowing owls present.  

9. Where there is insufficient habitat on, adjacent to, or near project sites where burrowing 
owls will be excluded, acquire mitigation lands with burrowing owl habitat away from the 
project site.  The selection of mitigation lands should then focus on consolidating and 
enlarging conservation areas located outside of urban and planned growth areas, within 
foraging distance of other conserved lands.  If mitigation lands are not available adjacent 
to other conserved lands, increase the mitigation land acreage requirement to ensure a 
selected site is of sufficient size.  Offsite mitigation may not adequately offset the 
biological and habitat values impacted on a one to one basis.  Consult with the 
Department when determining offsite mitigation acreages. 

10. Evaluate and select suitable mitigation lands based on a comparison of the habitat 
attributes of the impacted and conserved lands, including but not limited to: type and 
structure of habitat being impacted or conserved; density of burrowing owls in impacted 
and conserved habitat; and significance of impacted or conserved habitat to the species 
range-wide.  Mitigate for the highest quality burrowing owl habitat impacted first and 
foremost when identifying mitigation lands, even if a mitigation site is located outside of 
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11. Select mitigation lands taking into account the potential human and wildlife conflicts or 
incompatibility, including but not limited to, human foot and vehicle traffic, and predation 
by cats, loose dogs and urban-adapted wildlife, and incompatible species management 
(i.e., snowy plover). 

12. Where a burrowing owl population appears to be highly adapted to heavily altered 
habitats such as golf courses, airports, athletic fields, and business complexes, 
permanently protecting the land, augmenting the site with artificial burrows, and 
enhancing and maintaining those areas may enhance sustainability of the burrowing owl 
population onsite.  Maintenance includes keeping lands grazed or mowed with weed-
eaters or push mowers, free from trees and shrubs, and preventing excessive human 
and human-related disturbance (e.g., walking, jogging, off-road activity, dog-walking) 
and loose and feral pets (chasing and, presumably, preying upon owls) that make the 
environment uninhabitable for burrowing owls (Wesemann and Rowe 1985, Millsap and 
Bear 2000, Lincer and Bloom 2007).  Items 4, 5 and 6 also still apply to this mitigation 
approach. 

13. If there are no other feasible mitigation options available and a lead agency is willing to 
establish and oversee a Burrowing Owl Mitigation and Conservation Fund that funds on 
a competitive basis acquisition and permanent habitat conservation, the project 
proponent may participate in the lead agency’s program. 

 
Artificial burrows.  Artificial burrows have been used to replace natural burrows either 
temporarily or long-term and their long-term success is unclear.  Artificial burrows may be an 
effective addition to in-perpetuity habitat mitigation if they are augmenting natural burrows, 
the burrows are regularly maintained (i.e., no less than annual, with biennial maintenance 
recommended), and surrounding habitat patches are carefully maintained.  There may be 
some circumstances, for example at airports, where squirrels will not be allowed to persist 
and create a dynamic burrow system, where artificial burrows may provide some support to 
an owl population. 
  
Many variables may contribute to the successful use of artificial burrows by burrowing owls, 
including pre-existence of burrowing owls in the area, availability of food, predators, 
surrounding vegetation and proximity, number of natural burrows in proximity, type of 
materials used to build the burrow, size of the burrow and entrance, direction in which the 
burrow entrance is facing, slope of the entrance, number of burrow entrances per burrow, 
depth of the burrow, type and height of perches, and annual maintenance needs (Belthoff 
and King 2002, Smith et al. 2005, Barclay et al. 2011).  Refer to Barclay (2008) and (2011) 
and to Johnson et al. 2010 (unpublished report) for guidance on installing artificial burrows 
including recommendations for placement, installation and maintenance. 
  
Any long-term reliance on artificial burrows as natural burrow replacements must include 
semi-annual to annual cleaning and maintenance and/or replacement (Barclay et al. 2011, 
Smith and Conway 2005, Alexander et al. 2005) as an ongoing management practice.  
Alexander et al. (2005), in a study of the use of artificial burrows found that all of 20 artificial 
burrows needed some annual cleaning and maintenance.  Burrows were either excavated by 
predators, blocked by soil or vegetation, or experienced substrate erosion forming a space 
beneath the tubing that prevented nestlings from re-entering the burrow. 
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Mitigation lands management plan.  Develop a Mitigation Lands Management Plan for 
projects that require off-site or on-site mitigation habitat protection to ensure compliance with 
and effectiveness of identified management actions for the mitigation lands.  A suggested 
outline and related vegetation management goals and monitoring success criteria can be 
found in Appendix E. 
 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 
 
Verify the compliance with required mitigation measures, the accuracy of predictions, and 
ensure the effectiveness of all mitigation measures for burrowing owls by conducting follow-
up monitoring, and implementing midcourse corrections, if necessary, to protect burrowing 
owls.  Refer to CEQA Guidelines Section 15097 and the CEQA Guidelines for additional 
guidance on mitigation, monitoring and reporting.  Monitoring is qualitatively different from 
site surveillance; monitoring normally has a specific purpose and its outputs and outcomes 
will usually allow a comparison with some baseline condition of the site before the mitigation 
(including avoidance and minimization) was undertaken.  Ideally, monitoring should be based 
on the Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) principle (McDonald et al. 2000) that requires 
knowledge of the pre-mitigation state to provide a reference point for the state and change in 
state after the project and mitigation have been implemented. 
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Appendix A.  Burrowing Owl Natural History and Threats 
 
Diet 
 
Burrowing owl diet includes arthropods, small rodents, birds, amphibians, reptiles, and 
carrion (Haug et al. 1993).  
 
Breeding 
 
In California, the breeding season for the burrowing owl typically occurs between 1 February 
and 31 August although breeding in December has been documented (Thompson 1971, 
Gervais et al. 2008); breeding behavior includes nest site selection by the male, pair 
formation, copulation, egg laying, hatching, fledging, and post-fledging care of young by the 
parents.  The peak of the breeding season occurs between 15 April and 15 July and is the 
period when most burrowing owls have active nests (eggs or young).  The incubation period 
lasts 29 days (Coulombe 1971) and young fledge after 44 days (Haug et al. 1993).  Note that 
the timing of nesting activities may vary with latitude and climatic conditions.  Burrowing owls 
may change burrows several times during the breeding season, starting when nestlings are 
about three weeks old (Haug et al. 1993). 
 
Dispersal 
 
The following discussion is an excerpt from Gervais et al (2008): 
 

“The burrowing owl is often considered a sedentary species (e.g., Thomsen 1971).  
A large proportion of adults show strong fidelity to their nest site from year to year, 
especially where resident, as in Florida (74% for females, 83% for males; Millsap 
and Bear 1997).  In California, nest-site fidelity rates were 32%–50% in a large 
grassland and 57% in an agricultural environment (Ronan 2002, Catlin 2004, Catlin 
et al. 2005).  Differences in these rates among sites may reflect differences in nest 
predation rates (Catlin 2004, Catlin et al. 2005).  Despite the high nest fidelity 
rates, dispersal distances may be considerable for both juveniles (natal dispersal) 
and adults (postbreeding dispersal), but this also varied with location (Catlin 2004, 
Rosier et al. 2006).  Distances of 53 km to roughly 150 km have been observed in 
California for adult and natal dispersal, respectively (D. K. Rosenberg and J. A. 
Gervais, unpublished data), despite the difficulty in detecting movements beyond 
the immediate study area (Koenig et al. 1996).” 

 
Habitat 
 
The burrowing owl is a small, long-legged, ground-dwelling bird species, well-adapted to 
open, relatively flat expanses.  In California, preferred habitat is generally typified by short, 
sparse vegetation with few shrubs, level to gentle topography and well-drained soils (Haug et 
al. 1993).  Grassland, shrub steppe, and desert are naturally occurring habitat types used by 
the species.  In addition, burrowing owls may occur in some agricultural areas, ruderal grassy 
fields, vacant lots and pastures if the vegetation structure is suitable and there are useable 
burrows and foraging habitat in proximity (Gervais et al 2008).  Unique amongst North 
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American raptors, the burrowing owl requires underground burrows or other cavities for 
nesting during the breeding season and for roosting and cover, year round.  Burrows used by 
the owls are usually dug by other species termed host burrowers. In California, California 
ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi) and round-tailed ground squirrel (Citellus 
tereticaudus) burrows are frequently used by burrowing owls but they may use dens or holes 
dug by other fossorial species including badger (Taxidea taxus), coyote (Canis latrans), and 
fox (e.g., San Joaquin kit fox, Vulpes macrotis mutica; Ronan 2002).  In some instances, owls 
have been known to excavate their own burrows (Thompson 1971, Barclay 2007).  Natural 
rock cavities, debris piles, culverts, and pipes also are used for nesting and roosting 
(Rosenberg et al. 1998).  Burrowing owls have been documented using artificial burrows for 
nesting and cover (Smith and Belthoff, 2003). 
 
Foraging habitat.  Foraging habitat is essential to burrowing owls.  The following discussion is 
an excerpt from Gervais et al. (2008): 
 

“Useful as a rough guide to evaluating project impacts and appropriate mitigation 
for burrowing owls, adult male burrowing owls home ranges have been 
documented (calculated by minimum convex polygon) to comprise anywhere from 
280 acres in intensively irrigated agroecosystems in Imperial Valley (Rosenberg 
and Haley 2004) to 450 acres in mixed agricultural lands at Lemoore Naval Air 
Station, CA (Gervais et al. 2003), to 600 acres in pasture in Saskatchewan, 
Canada (Haug and Oliphant 1990).  But owl home ranges may be much larger, 
perhaps by an order of magnitude, in non-irrigated grasslands such as at Carrizo 
Plain, California (Gervais et al. 2008), based on telemetry studies and distribution 
of nests.  Foraging occurs primarily within 600 m of their nests (within 
approximately 300 acres, based on a circle with a 600 m radius) during the 
breeding season.” 
 

Importance of burrows and adjacent habitat.  Burrows and the associated surrounding habitat 
are essential ecological requisites for burrowing owls throughout the year and especially 
during the breeding season.  During the non-breeding season, burrowing owls remain closely 
associated with burrows, as they continue to use them as refuge from predators, shelter from 
weather and roost sites.  Resident populations will remain near the previous season’s nest 
burrow at least some of the time (Coulombe 1971, Thomsen 1971, Botelho 1996, LaFever et 
al. 2008). 
 
In a study by Lutz and Plumpton (1999) adult males and females nested in formerly used 
sites at similar rates (75% and 63%, respectively) (Lutz and Plumpton 1999).  Burrow fidelity 
has been reported in some areas; however, more frequently, burrowing owls reuse traditional 
nesting areas without necessarily using the same burrow (Haug et al. 1993, Dechant et al. 
1999).  Burrow and nest sites are re-used at a higher rate if the burrowing owl has 
reproduced successfully during the previous year (Haug et al. 1993) and if the number of 
burrows isn’t limiting nesting opportunity. 
 
Burrowing owls may use “satellite” or non-nesting burrows, moving young at 10-14 days, 
presumably to reduce risk of predation (Desmond and Savidge 1998) and possibly to avoid 
nest parasites (Dechant et al. 1999).  Successful nests in Nebraska had more active satellite 
burrows within 75 m of the nest burrow than unsuccessful nests (Desmond and Savidge 
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1999).  Several studies have documented the number of satellite burrows used by young and 
adult burrowing owls during the breeding season as between one and 11 burrows with an 
average use of approximately five burrows (Thompsen 1984, Haug 1985, Haug and Oliphant 
1990).  Supporting the notion of selecting for nest sites near potential satellite burrows, 
Ronan (2002) found burrowing owl families would move away from a nest site if their satellite 
burrows were experimentally removed through blocking their entrance. 
 
Habitat adjacent to burrows has been documented to be important to burrowing owls.  
Gervais et al. (2003) found that home range sizes of male burrowing owls during the nesting 
season were highly variable within but not between years.  Their results also suggested that 
owls concentrate foraging efforts within 600 meters of the nest burrow, as was observed in 
Canada (Haug and Oliphant 1990) and southern California (Rosenberg and Haley 2004).  
James et al. (1997), reported habitat modification factors causing local burrowing owl 
declines included habitat fragmentation and loss of connectivity.   
 
In conclusion, the best available science indicates that essential habitat for the burrowing owl 
in California must include suitable year-round habitat, primarily for breeding, foraging, 
wintering and dispersal habitat consisting of short or sparse vegetation (at least at some time 
of year), presence of burrows, burrow surrogates or presence of fossorial mammal dens, 
well-drained soils, and abundant and available prey within close proximity to the burrow. 
 
Threats to Burrowing Owls in California 
 
Habitat loss.  Habitat loss, degradation, and fragmentation are the greatest threats to 
burrowing owls in California.  According to DeSante et al. (2007), “the vast majority of 
burrowing owls [now] occur in the wide, flat lowland valleys and basins of the Imperial Valley 
and Great Central Valley [where] for the most part,...the highest rates of residential and 
commercial development in California are occurring.”  Habitat loss from the State’s long 
history of urbanization in coastal counties has already resulted in either extirpation or drastic 
reduction of burrowing owl populations there (Gervais et al. 2008).  Further, loss of 
agricultural and other open lands (such as grazed landscapes) also negatively affect owl 
populations.  Because of their need for open habitat with low vegetation, burrowing owls are 
unlikely to persist in agricultural lands dominated by vineyards and orchards (Gervais et al. 
2008). 
 
Control of burrowing rodents.  According to Klute et al. (2003), the elimination of burrowing 
rodents through control programs is a primary factor in the recent and historical decline of 
burrowing owl populations nationwide.  In California, ground squirrel burrows are most often 
used by burrowing owls for nesting and cover; thus, ground squirrel control programs may 
affect owl numbers in local areas by eliminating a necessary resource. 
 
Direct mortality.  Burrowing owls suffer direct losses from a number of sources.  Vehicle 
collisions are a significant source of mortality especially in the urban interface and where owls 
nest alongside roads (Haug et al. 1993, Gervais et al. 2008).  Road and ditch maintenance, 
modification of water conveyance structures (Imperial Valley) and discing to control weeds in 
fallow fields may destroy burrows (Rosenberg and Haley 2004, Catlin and Rosenberg 2006) 
which may trap or crush owls.  Wind turbines at Altamont Pass Wind Resource Area are 
known to cause direct burrowing owl mortality (Thelander et al. 2003).  Exposure to 
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pesticides may pose a threat to the species but is poorly understood (Klute et al. 2003, 
Gervais et al. 2008). 
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Appendix B.  Definitions 
 
Some key terms that appear in this document are defined below. 
 
Adjacent habitat means burrowing owl habitat that abuts the area where habitat and 
burrows will be impacted and rendered non-suitable for occupancy. 
 
Breeding (nesting) season begins as early as 1 February and continues through 31 August 
(Thomsen 1971, Zarn 1974).  The timing of breeding activities may vary with latitude and 
climatic conditions.  The breeding season includes pairing, egg-laying and incubation, and 
nestling and fledging stages. 
 
Burrow exclusion is a technique of installing one-way doors in burrow openings during the 
non-breeding season to temporarily exclude burrowing owls or permanently exclude 
burrowing owls and excavate and close burrows after confirming burrows are empty. 

 
Burrowing owl habitat generally includes, but is not limited to, short or sparse vegetation (at 
least at some time of year), presence of burrows, burrow surrogates or presence of fossorial 
mammal dens, well-drained soils, and abundant and available prey. 
 
Burrow surrogates include culverts, piles of concrete rubble, piles of soil, burrows created 
along soft banks of ditches and canals, pipes, and similar structures. 
 
Civil twilight - Morning civil twilight begins when the geometric center of the sun is 6 degrees 
below the horizon (civil dawn) and ends at sunrise. Evening civil twilight begins at sunset and 
ends when the geometric center of the sun reaches 6 degrees below the horizon (civil dusk). 
During this period there is enough light from the sun that artificial sources of light may not be 
needed to carry on outdoor activities. This concept is sometimes enshrined in laws, for 
example, when drivers of automobiles must turn on their headlights (called lighting-up time in 
the UK); when pilots may exercise the rights to fly aircraft. Civil twilight can also be described 
as the limit at which twilight illumination is sufficient, under clear weather conditions, for 
terrestrial objects to be clearly distinguished; at the beginning of morning civil twilight, or end 
of evening civil twilight, the horizon is clearly defined and the brightest stars are visible under 
clear atmospheric conditions. 
 
Conservation for burrowing owls may include but may not be limited to protecting remaining 
breeding pairs or providing for population expansion, protecting and enhancing breeding and 
essential habitat, and amending or augmenting land use plans to stabilize populations and 
other specific actions to avoid the need to list the species pursuant to California or federal 
Endangered Species Acts. 
 
Contiguous means connected together so as to form an uninterrupted expanse in space. 
 
Essential habitat includes nesting, foraging, wintering, and dispersal habitat. 
 
Foraging habitat is habitat within the estimated home range of an occupied burrow, supports 
suitable prey base, and allows for effective hunting. 
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Host burrowers include ground squirrels, badgers, foxes, coyotes, gophers etc. 
 

Locally significant species is a species that is not rare from a statewide perspective but is 
rare or uncommon in a local context such as within a county or region (CEQA §15125 (c)) or 
is so designated in local or regional plans, policies, or ordinances (CEQA Guidelines, 
Appendix G). Examples include a species at the outer limits of its known range or occurring in 
a unique habitat type. 
 
Non-breeding season is the period of time when nesting activity is not occurring, generally 
September 1 through January 31, but may vary with latitude and climatic conditions. 
 
Occupied site or occupancy means a site that is assumed occupied if at least one 
burrowing owl has been observed occupying a burrow within the last three years (Rich 1984).  
Occupancy of suitable burrowing owl habitat may also be indicated by owl sign including its 
molted feathers, cast pellets, prey remains, eggshell fragments, or excrement at or near a 
burrow entrance or perch site. 
 
Other impacting activities may include but may not be limited to agricultural practices, 
vegetation management and fire control, pest management, conversion of habitat from 
rangeland or natural lands to more intensive agricultural uses that could result in “take”.  
These impacting activities may not meet the definition of a project under CEQA. 
 
Passive relocation is a technique of installing one-way doors in burrow openings to 
temporarily or permanently evict burrowing owls and prevent burrow re-occupation. 
 
Peak of the breeding season is between 15 April and 15 July. 
 
Sign includes its tracks, molted feathers, cast pellets (defined as 1-2” long brown to black 
regurgitated pellets consisting of non-digestible portions of the owls’ diet, such as fur, bones, 
claws, beetle elytra, or feathers), prey remains, egg shell fragments, owl white wash, nest 
burrow decoration materials (e.g., paper, foil, plastic items, livestock or other animal manure, 
etc.), possible owl perches, or other items. 
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Appendix C. Habitat Assessment and Reporting Details 
 
Habitat Assessment Data Collection and Reporting 
 
Current scientific literature indicates that it would be most effective to gather the data in the 
manner described below when conducting project scoping, conducting a habitat assessment 
site visit and preparing a habitat assessment report: 
 
1. Conduct at least one visit covering the entire potential project/activity area including areas 

that will be directly or indirectly impacted by the project.  Survey adjoining areas within 
150 m (Thomsen 1971, Martin 1973), or more where direct or indirect effects could 
potentially extend offsite.  If lawful access cannot be achieved to adjacent areas, surveys 
can be performed with a spotting scope or other methods. 

2. Prior to the site visit, compile relevant biological information for the site and surrounding 
area to provide a local and regional context.   

3. Check all available sources for burrowing owl occurrence information regionally prior to a 
field inspection.  The CNDDB and BIOS (see References cited) may be consulted for 
known occurrences of burrowing owls.  Other sources of information include, but are not 
limited to, the Proceedings of the California Burrowing Owl Symposium (Barclay et al. 
2007), county bird atlas projects, Breeding Bird Survey records, eBIRD (http://ebird.org), 
Gervais et al. (2008), local reports or experts, museum records, and other site-specific 
relevant information. 

4. Identify vegetation and habitat types potentially supporting burrowing owls in the project 
area and vicinity. 

5. Record and report on the following information: 
a. A full description of the proposed project, including but not limited to, expected work 

periods, daily work schedules, equipment used, activities performed (such as drilling, 
construction, excavation, etc.) and whether the expected activities will vary in location 
or intensity over the project’s timeline; 

b. A regional setting map, showing the general project location relative to major roads 
and other recognizable features; 

c. A detailed map (preferably a USGS topo 7.5’ quad base map) of the site and proposed 
project, including the footprint of proposed land and/or vegetation-altering activities, 
base map source, identifying topography, landscape features, a north arrow, bar scale, 
and legend; 

d. A written description of the biological setting, including location (Section, Township, 
Range, baseline and meridian), acreage, topography, soils, geographic and hydrologic 
characteristics, land use and management history on and adjoining the site (i.e., 
whether it is urban, semi-urban or rural; whether there is any evidence of past or 
current livestock grazing, mowing, disking, or other vegetation management activities); 

e. An analysis of any relevant, historical information concerning burrowing owl use or 
occupancy (breeding, foraging, over-wintering) on site or in the assessment area; 

f. Vegetation type and structure (using Sawyer et al. 2009), vegetation height, habitat 
types and features in the surrounding area plus a reasonably sized (as supported with 
logical justification) assessment area; (Note: use caution in discounting habitat based 
on grass height as it can be a temporary condition variable by season and conditions 
(such as current grazing regime) or may be distributed as a mosaic). 
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g. The presence of burrowing owl individuals or pairs or sign (see Appendix B); 
h. The presence of suitable burrows and/or burrow surrogates (>11 cm in diameter 

(height and width) and >150 cm in depth) (Johnson et al. 2010), regardless of a lack of 
any burrowing owl sign and/or burrow surrogates; and burrowing owls and/or their sign 
that have recently or historically (within the last 3 years) been identified on or adjacent 
to the site. 
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Appendix D. Breeding and Non-breeding Season Surveys and 
Reports 
 
Current scientific literature indicates that it is most effective to conduct breeding and non-
breeding season surveys and report in the manner that follows: 
 
Breeding Season Surveys 
 
Number of visits and timing.  Conduct 4 survey visits: 1) at least one site visit between 15 
February and 15 April, and 2) a minimum of three survey visits, at least three weeks apart, 
between 15 April and 15 July, with at least one visit after 15 June.  Note: many burrowing owl 
migrants are still present in southwestern California during mid-March, therefore, exercise 
caution in assuming breeding occupancy early in the breeding season. 
 
Survey method.  Rosenberg et al. (2007) confirmed walking line transects were most 
effective in smaller habitat patches.  Conduct surveys in all portions of the project site that 
were identified in the Habitat Assessment and fit the description of habitat in Appendix A.  
Conduct surveys by walking straight-line transects spaced 7 m to 20 m apart, adjusting for 
vegetation height and density (Rosenberg et al. 2007).  At the start of each transect and, at 
least, every 100 m, scan the entire visible project area for burrowing owls using binoculars.  
During walking surveys, record all potential burrows used by burrowing owls as determined 
by the presence of one or more burrowing owls, pellets, prey remains, whitewash, or 
decoration.  Some burrowing owls may be detected by their calls, so observers should also 
listen for burrowing owls while conducting the survey.  
 
Care should be taken to minimize disturbance near occupied burrows during all seasons and 
not to “flush” burrowing owls especially if predators are present to reduce any potential for 
needless energy expenditure or burrowing owl mortality.  Burrowing owls may flush if 
approached by pedestrians within 50 m (Conway et al. 2003).  If raptors or other predators 
are present that may suppress burrowing owl activity, return at another time or later date for a 
follow-up survey.  
 
Check all burrowing owls detected for bands and/or color bands and report band 
combinations to the Bird Banding Laboratory (BBL).  Some site-specific variations to survey 
methods discussed below may be developed in coordination with species experts and 
Department staff. 
 
Weather conditions.  Poor weather may affect the surveyor’s ability to detect burrowing owls, 
therefore, avoid conducting surveys when wind speed is >20 km/hr, and there is precipitation 
or dense fog.  Surveys have greater detection probability if conducted when ambient 
temperatures are >20º C, <12 km/hr winds, and cloud cover is <75% (Conway et al. 2008).  
 
Time of day.  Daily timing of surveys varies according to the literature, latitude, and survey 
method.  However, surveys between morning civil twilight and 10:00 AM and two hours 
before sunset until evening civil twilight provide the highest detection probabilities (Barclay 
pers. comm. 2012, Conway et al. 2008).  
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Alternate methods.  If the project site is large enough to warrant an alternate method, consult 
current literature for generally accepted survey methods and consult with the Department on 
the proposed survey approach. 
 
Additional breeding season site visits.  Additional breeding season site visits may be 
necessary, especially if non-breeding season exclusion methods are contemplated.  Detailed 
information, such as approximate home ranges of each individual or of family units, as well as 
foraging areas as related to the proposed project, will be important to document for 
evaluating impacts, planning avoidance measure implementation and for mitigation measure 
performance monitoring. 
 
Adverse conditions may prevent investigators from determining presence or occupancy.  
Disease, predation, drought, high rainfall or site disturbance may preclude presence of 
burrowing owls in any given year.  Any such conditions should be identified and discussed in 
the survey report.  Visits to the site in more than one year may increase the likelihood of 
detection.  Also, visits to adjacent known occupied habitat may help determine appropriate 
survey timing. 
 
Given the high site fidelity shown by burrowing owls (see Appendix A, Importance of 
burrows), conducting surveys over several years may be necessary when project activities 
are ongoing, occur annually, or start and stop seasonally.  (See Negative surveys). 
 
Non-breeding Season Surveys 
 
If conducting non-breeding season surveys, follow the methods described above for breeding 
season surveys, but conduct at least four (4) visits, spread evenly, throughout the non-
breeding season.  Burrowing owl experts and local Department staff are available to assist 
with interpreting results. 
 
Negative Surveys 
 
Adverse conditions may prevent investigators from documenting presence or occupancy.  
Disease, predation, drought, high rainfall or site disturbance may preclude presence of 
burrowing owl in any given year.  Discuss such conditions in the Survey Report.  Visits to the 
site in more than one year increase the likelihood of detection and failure to locate burrowing 
owls during one field season does not constitute evidence that the site is no longer occupied, 
particularly if adverse conditions influenced the survey results.  Visits to other nearby known 
occupied sites can affirm whether the survey timing is appropriate. 
 
Take Avoidance Surveys 
 
Field experience from 1995 to present supports the conclusion that it would be effective to 
complete an initial take avoidance survey no less than 14 days prior to initiating ground 
disturbance activities using the recommended methods described in the Detection Surveys 
section above.  Implementation of avoidance and minimization measures would be triggered 
by positive owl presence on the site where project activities will occur.  The development of 
avoidance and minimization approaches would be informed by monitoring the burrowing 
owls. 
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Burrowing owls may re-colonize a site after only a few days.  Time lapses between project 
activities trigger subsequent take avoidance surveys including but not limited to a final survey 
conducted within 24 hours prior to ground disturbance.   
 
Survey Reports 
 
Report on the survey methods used and results including the information described in the 
Summary Report and include the reports within the CEQA documentation: 
 
1. Date, start and end time of surveys including weather conditions (ambient temperature, 

wind speed, percent cloud cover, precipitation and visibility); 
2. Name(s) of surveyor(s) and qualifications; 
3. A discussion of how the timing of the survey affected the comprehensiveness and 

detection probability; 
4. A description of survey methods used including transect spacing, point count dispersal 

and duration, and any calls used; 
5. A description and justification of the area surveyed relative to the project area; 
6. A description that includes: number of owls or nesting pairs at each location (by nestlings, 

juveniles, adults, and those of an unknown age), number of burrows being used by owls, 
and burrowing owl sign at burrows.  Include a description of individual markers, such as 
bands (numbers and colors), transmitters, or unique natural identifying features.  If any 
owls are banded, request documentation from the BBL and bander to report on the details 
regarding the known history of the banded burrowing owl(s) (age, sex, origins, whether it 
was previously relocated) and provide with the report if available; 

7. A description of the behavior of burrowing owls during the surveys, including feeding, 
resting, courtship, alarm, territorial defense, and those indicative of parents or juveniles; 

8. A list of possible burrowing owl predators present and documentation of any evidence of 
predation of owls; 

9. A detailed map (1:24,000 or closer to show details) showing locations of all burrowing 
owls, potential burrows, occupied burrows, areas of concentrated burrows, and burrowing 
owl sign.  Locations documented by use of global positioning system (GPS) coordinates 
must include the datum in which they were collected.  The map should include a title, 
north arrow, bar scale and legend; 

10. Signed field forms, photos, etc., as appendices to the field survey report; 
11. Recent color photographs of the proposed project or activity site; and 
12. Original CNDDB Field Survey Forms should be sent directly to the Department’s CNDDB 

office, and copies should be included in the environmental document as an appendix. 
(http://www.dfg.ca.gov/bdb/html/cnddb.html ). 
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Appendix E.  Example Components for Burrowing Owl Artificial 
Burrow and Exclusion Plans 
 
Whereas the Department does not recommend exclusion and burrow closure, current 
scientific literature and experience from 1995 to present, indicate that the following example 
components for burrowing owl artificial burrow and exclusion plans, combined with 
consultation with the Department to further develop these plans, would be effective. 
 
Artificial Burrow Location 
 
If a burrow is confirmed occupied on-site, artificial burrow locations should be appropriately 
located and their use should be documented taking into consideration: 
 
1. A brief description of the project and project site pre-construction; 
2. The mitigation measures that will be implemented; 
3. Potential conflicting site uses or encumbrances; 
4. A comparison of the occupied burrow site(s) and the artificial burrow site(s) (e.g., 

vegetation, habitat types, fossorial species use in the area, and other features); 
5. Artificial burrow(s) proximity to the project activities, roads and drainages; 
6. Artificial burrow(s) proximity to other burrows and entrance exposure; 
7. Photographs of the site of the occupied burrow(s) and the artificial burrows; 
8. Map of the project area that identifies the burrow(s) to be excluded as well as the 

proposed sites for the artificial burrows; 
9. A brief description of the artificial burrow design; 
10. Description of the monitoring that will take place during and after project implementation 

including information that will be provided in a monitoring report. 
11. A description of the frequency and type of burrow maintenance. 

 
Exclusion Plan 
 
An Exclusion Plan addresses the following including but not limited to: 
 
1. Confirm by site surveillance that the burrow(s) is empty of burrowing owls and other 

species  preceding burrow scoping; 
2. Type of scope and appropriate timing of scoping to avoid impacts; 
3. Occupancy factors to look for and what will guide determination of vacancy and 

excavation timing (one-way doors should be left in place 48 hours to ensure burrowing 
owls have left the burrow before excavation, visited twice daily and monitored for 
evidence that owls are inside and can’t escape i.e., look for sign immediately inside the 
door). 

4. How the burrow(s) will be excavated.  Excavation using hand tools with refilling to prevent 
reoccupation is preferable whenever possible (may include using piping to stabilize the 
burrow to prevent collapsing until the entire burrow has been excavated and it can be 
determined that no owls reside inside the burrow); 

5. Removal of other potential owl burrow surrogates or refugia on site; 
6. Photographing the excavation and closure of the burrow to demonstrate success and 

sufficiency; 
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7. Monitoring of the site to evaluate success and, if needed, to implement remedial 
measures to prevent subsequent owl use to avoid take; 

8. How the impacted site will continually be made inhospitable to burrowing owls and 
fossorial mammals (e.g., by allowing vegetation to grow tall, heavy disking, or immediate 
and continuous grading) until development is complete. 
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Appendix F. Mitigation Management Plan and Vegetation 
Management Goals 
 
Mitigation Management Plan 
 
A mitigation site management plan will help ensure the appropriate implementation and 
maintenance for the mitigation site and persistence of the burrowing owls on the site.  For an 
example to review, refer to Rosenberg et al. (2009).  The current scientific literature and field 
experience from 1995 to present indicate that an effective management plan includes the 
following: 
 
1. Mitigation objectives; 
2. Site selection factors (including a comparison of the attributes of the impacted and 

conserved lands) and baseline assessment; 
3. Enhancement of the conserved lands (enhancement of reproductive capacity, 

enhancement of breeding areas and dispersal opportunities, and removal or control of 
population stressors); 

4. Site protection method and prohibited uses; 
5. Site manager roles and responsibilities; 
6. Habitat management goals and objectives: 

a. Vegetation management goals, 
i. Vegetation management tools: 

1. Grazing 
2. Mowing 
3. Burning 
4. Other 

b. Management of ground squirrels and other fossorial mammals, 
c. Semi-annual and annual artificial burrow cleaning and maintenance, 
d. Non-natives control – weeds and wildlife, 
e. Trash removal; 

7. Financial assurances: 
a. Property analysis record or other financial analysis to determine long-term 

management funding, 
b. Funding schedule; 

8. Performance standards and success criteria; 
9. Monitoring, surveys and adaptive management; 
10. Maps; 
11. Annual reports. 
 
Vegetation Management Goals 
 
 Manage vegetation height and density (especially in immediate proximity to burrows).  

Suitable vegetation structure varies across sites and vegetation types, but should 
generally be at the average effective vegetation height of 4.7 cm (Green and Anthony 
1989) and <13 cm average effective vegetation height (MacCracken et al. 1985a). 

 Employ experimental prescribed fires (controlled, at a small scale) to manage vegetation 
structure; 
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 Vegetation reduction or ground disturbance timing, extent, and configuration should avoid 
take.  While local ordinances may require fire prevention through vegetation management, 
activities like disking, mowing, and grading during the breeding season can result in take 
of burrowing owls and collapse of burrows, causing nest destruction.  Consult the take 
avoidance surveys section above for pre-management avoidance survey 
recommendations; 

 Promote natural prey distribution and abundance, especially in proximity to occupied 
burrows; and  

 Promote self-sustaining populations of host burrowers by limiting or prohibiting lethal 
rodent control measures and by ensuring food availability for host burrowers through 
vegetation management. 

 
Refer to Rosenberg et al. (2009) for a good discussion of managing grasslands for burrowing 
owls. 
 
Mitigation Site Success Criteria 
 
In order to evaluate the success of mitigation and management strategies for burrowing owls, 
monitoring is required that is specific to the burrowing owl management plan.  Given limited 
resources, Barclay et al. (2011) suggests managers focus on accurately estimating annual 
adult owl populations rather than devoting time to estimating reproduction, which shows high 
annual variation and is difficult to accurately estimate. Therefore, the key objective will be to 
determine accurately the number of adult burrowing owls and pairs, and if the numbers are 
maintained.  A frequency of 5-10 years for surveys to estimate population size may suffice if 
there are no changes in the management of the nesting and foraging habitat of the owls. 
 
Effective monitoring and evaluation of off-site and on-site mitigation management success for 
burrowing owls includes (Barclay, pers. comm.): 
 
 Site tenacity; 
 Number of adult owls present and reproducing; 
 Colonization by burrowing owls from elsewhere (by band re-sight); 
 Evidence and causes of mortality; 
 Changes in distribution; and 
 Trends in stressors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

At the request of RBF consulting, ECORP Consulting, Inc. (ECORP) conducted a special-status 

plant survey for the approximately 1,000±-acre Leo Solar Project (Project) in Merced County, 

California.  The purpose of this survey was to identify and map the locations of special-status 

plant species observed within the Project site. 

 

For the purposes of this report, “special-status species” refers to those plant species which: 

 

 Are listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for future listing as threatened or 

endangered under the federal Endangered Species Act; 

 Are listed or candidates for future listing as threatened or endangered under the 

California Endangered Species Act; 

 Meet the definitions of endangered or rare under Section 15380 of the CEQA Guidelines;  

 Are considered by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) to be "rare, threatened, or 

endangered in California" (Lists 1B and 2); or 

 Are listed as rare under the California Native Plant Protection Act (Fish and Game Code 

of California, Section 1900 et seq.). 

 

CNPS List 3 and 4 (Review List and Watch List, respectively) species for Merced County were 

not considered to be target species for this survey.  If any of these species were encountered 

during the course of the survey, the locations were mapped and included within the discussion 

section of this report.  

 

Site Location 

 

The Project is located northeast of Interstate 5, south of State Route (SR) 152, and west of 

Lexington Avenue, Merced County, California (Figure 1.  Project Site and Vicinity).  The Project 

corresponds to portions of Sections 6 and 7 of Township 12 South, Range 11 East; Section 31 

of Township 11 South, Range 11 East; and Section 36 of Township 11 South, Range 10 East 

(MDBM) of the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle (U.S. Department of the 

Interior, Geological Survey 1971).  The approximate center of the site is located at 36° 55’ 00”  
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North and 120° 48’ 30” West within the Middle San Joaquin – Lower Chowchilla Watershed 

(#18040001, U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey 1978). 

 

 Existing Site Conditions 

 

The Leo Solar site is situated at an elevational range of approximately 160 feet to 300 feet 

above mean sea level and is composed primarily of actively managed agricultural fields and 

non-agricultural margins dominated by ruderal plants.  A microwave tower is located in the 

extreme southern tip of the Project site.  The majority of the southern half of the Project site is 

dominated by row crop cotton (Gossypium hirsutum).  The northern half and the southern tip of 

the cultivated area is comprised of irrigated tall wheatgrass (Elymus ponticus) for hay 

production.  

 

Non-agricultural areas of the Project site are comprised primarily of ruderal grassland 

vegetation. Plant species observed in this community include gumplant (Grindelia camporum), 

prickly lettuce (Lactuca serriola), prickly sowthistle (Sonchus asper), common sowthistle 

(Sonchus oleraceus),  black mustard (Brassica nigra), bearded sprangletop (Leptochloa fusca 

ssp. fascicularis), common sunflower (Helianthus annuus), curly dock (Rumex crispus), velvet 

leaf (Abutilon theophrasti), puncture vine (Tribulus terrestris), ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), 

and wild oat (Avena fatua). 

 

A wetland delineation was conducted at the Project site in accordance with the Corps of 

Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987).  No state or federal 

jurisdictional waters were found within the project site (RBF Consulting 2010).  A series of non-

jurisdictional ditches throughout the site convey water from the California Aqueduct to the 

agricultural fields.  Some of these ditches are earthen, and others are concrete-lined.  The 

ditches on-site are primarily unvegetated, due to regular maintenance, the depth of the water, 

and the effect of scouring water. Sparse ruderal vegetation occurs along the edges of the fields, 

on roadsides, and adjacent to ditches. 

 

According to the Soil Survey of Merced County, California (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil 

Conservation Service 2011), 4 soil units, or types, have been mapped within the Project site 
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(Figure 2.  Natural Resources Conservation Service Soil Types).  These soil types are: Deldota 

Clay, partially drained; Dosamigos Clay, partially drained; Paver Clay Loam, 2-5% slopes; and 

Woo Clay, 0-2% slopes. Neither of these soils units consists of listed hydric components, or 

contains hydric inclusions (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service 1992). 

 

METHODS 

 

The special-status plant survey included a review of resource agency species lists, literature 

review, on-line database query, voucher specimen and reference population review, and field 

surveys.  Background information was collected on the potential existence of the special-status 

plants within or near the Project site from a variety of sources including: 

 

 California Department of Fish and Game's Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) record 

search for the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle and the eight 

surrounding quadrangles (CDFG 2003); 

 California Native Plant Society’s Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants record search 

for the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle and the eight surrounding 

quadrangles (CNPS 2012); 

 Species List for the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle and the eight 

surrounding quadrangles created by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) (USFWS 

2012); 

 Status of Rare, Threatened, and Endangered Animal and Plants of California 2000-2004 

(CDFG 2005); 

 Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California (CNPS 2001); 

 Soil Survey of Merced County, California (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil 

Conservation Service 2011); 

 Wetland Delineation for Lobue (RBF Consulting 2010) 

 

Field surveys were conducted in accordance with guidelines promulgated by U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000), California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG 1983), and 

California Native Plant Society (CNPS 2001).  The determinate-level field surveys were 

conducted on 1 June 2012 which coincided with the optimum blooming period for each of the  
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potentially occurring special-status plants.  ECORP botanist Daria Snider walked meandering 

transects throughout the Project site to ensure complete coverage of all suitable habitat, 

including the non-jurisdictional ditches on-site. A list of field personnel qualifications is included 

as Attachment A. 

 

Reference populations for the target species were visited throughout the floristic season to 

assess bloom phenology and to observe species morphology.  When reference populations were 

not available, mounted herbarium specimens were observed at the U.C. Davis Herbarium.  

Attachment B identifies the reference source for each of the target species including the 

location of the population, dates of visits, and phenological stage of the species at the time of 

the field visits.  

 

Plant species identification, nomenclature, and taxonomy followed The Jepson Manual: vascular 

plants of California, second edition (Baldwin et al. 2012).  Vegetation community classification 

was based on the classification systems presented in A Manual of California Vegetation (Sawyer 

and Keeler-Wolf 1995), Preliminary Descriptions of the Terrestrial Natural Communities of 

California (Holland 1986), and A Guide to Wildlife Habitats of California (Mayer and 

Laudenslayer Jr.  1988).    

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Previously Documented Special-Status Plant Occurrences 

 

There are no previously documented occurrences of special-status plants within the Project site 

in the CNDDB (CDFG 2003).  However, several special-status plant species occurrences have 

been documented within an approximate 10-mile radius of the site (Figure 3.  CNDDB 

Occurrences of Special-Status Plant Species).  These are:  

 

 Lost Hills crownscale (Atriplex coronata var. vallicola, CNPS List 1B) 

 Round-leaved filaree (California macrophylla, CNPS List 1B) 

 Lemmon’s jewel-flower (Caulanthus lemmonii, CNPS List 1B) 

 Hispid bird’s-beak (Chloropyron molle ssp. hispidum, CNPS List 1B) 
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Arburua Ranch Jewel-flower, Streptanthus insignis ssp. lyonii

Chaparral Ragwort, Senecio aphanactis

Hispid Bird's-beak, Chloropyron molle ssp. hispidum

Hoover's Eriastrum, Eriastrum hooveri

Lemmon's Jewel-flower, Caulanthus lemmonii

Lost Hills Crownscale, Atriplex coronata var. vallicola

Munz's Tidy-tips, Layia munzii

Panoche Pepper-grass, Lepidium jaredii ssp. album

Prostrate Vernal Pool Navarretia, Navarretia prostrata

Recurved Larkspur, Delphinium recurvatum

Round-leaved Filaree, California macrophylla

Sanford's Arrowhead, Sagittaria sanfordii
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 Recurved larkspur (Delphinium recurvatum, CNPS List 1B) 

 Munz’s tidy-tips (Layia munzii, CNPS List 1B) 

 Panoche pepper grass (Lepidium jaredii ssp. album, CNPS List 1B) 

 Sanford’s arrowhead (Sagittaria sanfordii, CNPS List 1B)  

 Chaparral ragwort (Senecio aphanactis, CNPS List 2) 

 Arburua Ranch jewel-flower (Streptanthus insignis ssp. lyonii, CNPS List 1B) 

 

The results of the CNDDB query for the “Charleston School, California” 7.5-minute quadrangle 

are included as Attachment C.  Each of the special-status plant species known to occur within 

the vicinity of the Project site was evaluated for its potential to occur on-site.   

 

A total of four additional species located outside of the 10-mile radius around the Project site 

were also evaluated for their potential to occur on-site due to the presence of suitable habitat.  

These species are: 

 

 Brittlescale (Atriplex depressa, CNPS List 1B) 

 Heartscale (Atriplex cordulata, CNPS List 1B) 

 Lesser saltscale (Atriplex minuscula, CNPS List 1B) 

 Wright's trichocoronis (Trichocoronis wrightii var. wrightii, CNPS List 2) 

 

Target Species 

 

Based on the information listed above, vegetation communities and conditions present within 

the site, and data on known species’ distribution, a list of potentially occurring special-status 

plants was developed.  The target special-status plant species for this survey were: 

 

 Heartscale  

 Lost Hills crownscale 

 Brittlescale  

 Lesser saltscale  

 Round-leaved filaree  

 Lemmon’s jewel-flower  
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 Hispid bird’s-beak  

 Recurved larkspur  

 Munz’s tidy-tips  

 Sanford’s arrowhead  

 Wright's trichocoronis 

 

Table 1 (Potentially Occurring Special-status Plants) contains a list of the target species, habitat 

descriptions, approximate blooming period, and listing status.  

 

Excluded Species 

 

A total of three species that are known to occur within the vicinity of the Project site were not 

included as target species.  These species were excluded due to the lack of suitable habitat 

within the Project site. These species are chaparral ragwort, Arburua Ranch jewel-flower, and 

Panoche pepper grass.  Arburua Ranch jewel-flower requires coastal scrub habitat which does 

not occur within the Project site. Panoche pepper grass requires steep slopes which do not 

occur within the Project site. Chaparral ragwort requires chaparral, cismontane woodland, or 

coastal scrub habitat, which does not occur within the Project site. 

 

Species Accounts 

 

Heartscale  

 

Heartscale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered Species Acts; 

however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is found within alkaline or 

saline Central Valley and foothill grasslands, meadows, seeps, and chenopod scrub 

communities.  Heartscale is an herbaceous annual that flowers between the months of April and 

October, and in known to occur at elevations ranging from sea level to 1,850 feet above mean 

sea level (CNPS 2012).   Heartscale is endemic to California, and the current range of this 

species includes Alameda, Butte, Contra Costa, Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Kern, Madera, Merced, 

San Joaquin San, Luis Obispo, Solano, Stanislaus, Tulare, and Yolo counties (CNPS 2012).  

 



Table 1 -  Potentially Occurring Special-Status Plants
Federal California

ESA ESA CNPS Approximate
Common Name Scientific Name Status Status Status Habitat Description Survey Period
Heartscale Atriplex cordulata  -  - 1B saline or alkaline soils in chenopod scrub, meadows 

and seeps, and valley and foothill grassland (3' - 
1,230')

April-October

Lost Hills crownscale Atriplex coronata var. vallicola  -  - 1B saline or alkaline soils in chenopod scrub, valley and 
foothill grassland, and vernal pools (160' - 2,080')

April-August

Brittlescale Atriplex depressa  -  - 1B alkaline or clay soils in chenopod scrub, meadows 
and seeps, playas, valley and foothill grassland, and 
vernal pools (3' - 1,050')

May-October

Lesser saltscale Atriplex minuscula  -  - 1B alkaline, sandy soils in chenopod scrub, playas, and 
valley and foothill grassland (50' - 660')

May-October

Round-leaved filaree California macrophylla  -  - 1B clay soils in cismontane woodland and valley and 
foothill grassland (50' - 3,940')

March-May

Lemmon's jewel flower Caulanthus lemmonii  -  - 1B Pinyon and juniper woodland and valley and foothill 
grassland (260' - 4,000')

March-May

Hispid Birds-beak Chloropyron molle ssp. 
Hispidum

 -  - 1B alkaline, meadows and seeps, playas, valley and 
foothill grassland (3' - 465')

June - September

Recurved larkspur Delphinium recurvatum  -  - 1B alkaline soils in chenopod scrub, cismontane 
woodland, and valley and foothill grassland (10' - 
2,640')

March-June

Munz's tidy tips Layia munzii  -  - 1B alkaline clay soils in chenopod scrub and valley and 
foothill grassland (500' - 2,300')

March - April

Sanford's arrowhead Sagittaria sanfordii  -  - 1B assorted shallow freshwater marshes and swamps 
(0' - 2,130')

May-October

Wright's trichocoronis Trichocoronis wrightii var. 
wrightii

 -  - 2 alkaline meadows and seeps, marshes and swamps, 
riparian forest, and vernal pools (15' - 1,430')

May-September

Status Codes:
1B  - California Native Plant Society/Rare or Endangered in California and elsewhere.
2  - California Native Plant Society/Rare or Endangered in California, more common elsewhere.
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However, it is considered extirpated from San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Yolo counties (CNPS 

2012). 

 

No occurrences of heartscale have been reported within the vicinity of Project site (CDFG 2003).  

The undisturbed roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide marginally 

suitable habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, heartscale was not observed on-

site. 

 

Lost Hills Crownscale 

 

Lost Hills crownscale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  Alkaline soils in the Central 

Valley and foothill grasslands and alkaline vernal pools are potential habitat for this plant 

species.  Lost Hills crownscale differs from heartscale primarily in the shape and size of the 

fruiting bracts. Lost Hills crownscale is herbaceous annual that flowers between April and 

August and is known to occur at elevations ranging from 150 feet to 2,100 feet above mean sea 

level (CNPS 2012). Lost Hills crownscale is endemic to California, and the current range of this 

species includes Fresno, Kings, Kern, Merced, and San Luis Obispo counties (CNPS 2012).   

 

Two occurrence of Lost Hills crownscale have been reported within 10 miles of the Project site 

(CDFG 2003).  The closest documented occurrence (CNDDB Occurrence No. 46) is located 

approximately 6 miles south of the Project site (CDFG 2003). The undisturbed roadsides within 

the Project site and annual grassland provide marginally suitable habitat for this species.  

During the surveys in 2012, Lost Hills crownscale was not observed on-site. 

 

Brittlescale 

 

Brittlescale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered Species Acts; 

however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous annual that 

occurs in chenopod scrub, meadows and seeps, playas, valley and foothill grasslands, and 

vernal pools, and is typically found on alkaline clay soils (CNPS 2012).  Brittlescale blooms from 

April to October, and it is known to occur at elevations ranging from 3 to 1,050 feet above 
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mean sea level (CNPS 2012).  Brittlescale is endemic to California, and the current range of this 

species includes Alameda, Contra Costa, Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Kern, Merced, Solano, 

Stanislaus, Tulare, and Yolo counties (CNPS 2012). 

 

No occurrences of brittlescale have been reported within the vicinity of Project site (CDFG 

2003).  The undisturbed roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide 

marginally suitable habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, brittlescale was not 

observed on-site. 

 

Lesser Saltscale 

 

Lesser saltscale is not listed pursuant to either the California or federal Endangered Species 

Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous annual 

that occurs in chenopod scrub, playas, and alkaline sandy soils in valley and foothill grassland 

(CNPS 2012).  Lesser saltscale blooms from May through October, and it is known to occur from 

50 to 655 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2012).  Lesser saltscale is endemic to California, 

and the current range of this species includes Alameda, Butte, Fresno, Kern, Madera, Merced, 

Stanislaus, and Tulare counties (CNPS 2012).  However, it is likely extirpated from Stanislaus 

County (CNPS 2012).   

 

No occurrences of lesser saltscale have been reported within the vicinity of the Project site 

(CDFG 2003).  The undisturbed roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide 

marginally suitable habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, lesser saltscale was not 

observed on-site. 

 

Round-Leaved Filaree 

 

Round-leaved filaree is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an 

herbaceous annual that occurs on clay soils in cismontane woodland, and Valley and foothill 

grassland communities (CNPS 2012).  Round-leaved filaree blooms from March through May, 

and it is known to occur at elevations ranging from 50 to 3,935 feet above mean sea level 
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(CNPS 2012).  The current range of this species in California includes Alameda, Butte, Contra 

Costa, Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Kings, Kern, Lake, Lassen, Los Angeles, Merced, Monterey, Napa, 

Riverside, Santa Barbara, San Benito, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz Island, San Diego, San Joaquin, 

San Luis Obispo, San Mateo, Solano, Sonoma, Stanislaus, Tehama, Ventura, and Yolo counties 

(CNPS 2012).  However, it is likely extirpated from Butte County and Santa Cruz Island (CNPS 

2012). 

 

Three occurrences of Round-leaved filaree have been reported within 10 miles of the site (CDFG 

2003).  The closest documented occurrence (CNDDB Occurrence No. 76) is located 

approximately 5 miles southwest of the Project site (CDFG 2003).  This population is presumed 

to be extant.  The undisturbed roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide 

marginally suitable habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, round-leaved filaree 

was not observed on-site. 

 

Lemmon’s jewel flower 

 

Lemmon’s jewel flower (Caulanthus lemmoni) is not listed pursuant to either the federal or 

California Endangered Species Acts; however, it is designated a CNPS List 1B species.  This 

species is an herbaceous annual that occurs in Pinyon and juniper woodlands and Valley and 

foothill grasslands at elevations from 260 to 4,000 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2012).  

Lemmon’s jewel flower blooms from March through May (CNPS 2012).  This species is endemic 

to California, and the current range includes Fresno, Kings, Kern, Merced, Monterey, Santa 

Barbara, San Benito, San Joaquin, San Luis Obispo, Stanislaus, and Ventura counties (CNPS 

2012).  It is considered extirpated from Alameda County (CNPS 2012). 

 

One occurrence of Lemmon’s jewel flower has been reported within 10 miles of the Project site 

(CDFG 2003).  This occurrence (CNDDB Occurrence No. 48) is located approximately 10 miles 

northwest of the Project site (CDFG 2003).  This population is presumed to be extant.  The 

undisturbed roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide marginally suitable 

habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, Lemmon’s jewel flower was not observed 

on-site. 
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Hispid Bird’s-beak 

 

Hispid bird’s-beak is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered Species 

Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous, 

hemiparasite annual that occurs on alkaline soils in meadows and seeps, playas, and valley and 

foothill grasslands.  Hispid bird’s-beak blooms from June through September, and it is known to 

occur at elevations ranging from 3 feet to 500 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2012).  Hispid 

bird’s-beak is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes Alameda, 

Fresno, Kern, Merced, Placer, and Solano counties (CNPS 2012).   

 

Nine occurrences of hispid bird’s-beak have been reported within the vicinity of the Project site 

(CDFG 2003).  The closest documented occurrence (CNDDB Occurrence No. 30) is located 

approximately 5 miles northeast of the Project site (CDFG 2003).  This population is presumed 

extant.  The undisturbed roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide 

marginally suitable habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, hispid bird’s-beak was 

not observed on-site. 

 

Recurved Larkspur 

 

Recurved larkspur is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered Species 

Acts; however, it is designated a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is an herbaceous perennial 

that occurs on alkaline soils in chenopod scrub, cismontane woodland, and Valley and foothill 

grasslands (CNPS 2012).  Recurved larkspur blooms from March through June, and it is known 

to occur at elevations ranging from 10 to 2,460 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2012).  

Recurved larkspur is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes 

Alameda, Butte, Contra Costa, Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Kings, Kern, Madera, Merced, Monterey, 

San Joaquin, San Luis Obispo, Solano, Sutter, and Tulare counties (CNPS 2012).  However, it is 

likely extirpated from Butte and Colusa counties (CNPS 2012).   

 

Six occurrences of recurved larkspur have been reported within 10 miles of the site (CDFG 

2003).  The closest documented occurrence (CNDDB Occurrence No. 101) is located 

approximately 6 miles south of the Project site (CDFG 2003).  This population is presumed to be 
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extant.  The undisturbed roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide 

marginally suitable habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, recurved larkspur was 

not observed on-site. 

 

Munz’s tidy tips 

 

Munz’s tidy tips is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered Species 

Acts; however, it is designated a CNPS List 1B.2 species.  This species is an herbaceous annual 

that occurs on alkaline clay soils in chenopod scrub and Valley and foothill grasslands (CNPS 

2012).  Munz’s tidy tips blooms from March through April, and it is known to occur at elevations 

ranging from 500 to 2,300 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2012).  Munz’s tidy tips is endemic 

to California, and the current range of this species includes Fresno, Kern, and San Luis Obispo 

counties (CNPS 2012).   

 

One occurrence of Munz’s tidy tips has been reported within 10 miles of the site (CDFG 2003).  

This occurrence (CNDDB Occurrence No. 5) is located approximately 9 miles south of the 

Project site (CDFG 2003).  This population is presumed to be extant.  The undisturbed 

roadsides within the Project site and annual grassland provide marginally suitable habitat for 

this species.  During the surveys in 2012, Munz’s tidy tips was not observed on-site. 

 

Sanford's Arrowhead 

 

Sanford’s arrowhead is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 1B species.  This species is a 

rhizomatous, herbaceous perennial that occurs in shallow marshes and freshwater swamps 

(CNPS 2012).  Sanford’s arrowhead blooms from May through October, and it is known to occur 

at elevations ranging from sea level to 2,130 feet above mean sea level (CNPS 2012).  Sanford’s 

arrowhead is endemic to California, and the current range of this species includes Butte, Del 

Norte, El Dorado, Fresno, Merced, Mariposa, Orange, Placer, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San 

Joaquin, Shasta, Solano, Tehama, and Ventura counties (CNPS 2012).  However, this species is 

believed to be extirpated from Orange and Ventura counties (CNPS 2012).   
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One occurrence of Sanford’s arrowhead has been documented within the vicinity of the Project 

site (CDFG 2003).  This occurrence (CNDDB Occurrence No. 8) is approximately 11 miles 

northeast of the Project site (CDFG 2003).  This population is presumed extant.  The emergent 

vegetation within the irrigation ditches provides marginally suitable habitat for this species.  

During the surveys in 2012, Sanford’s arrowhead was not observed on-site. 

 

Wright’s Trichocoronis 

 

Wright’s trichocoronis is not listed pursuant to either the federal or California Endangered 

Species Acts; however, it is designated as a CNPS List 2 species.  This species is an herbaceous 

annual that occurs on alkaline soils in meadows and seeps, marshes and swamps, riparian 

forest, and vernal pools (CNPS 2012).  Wright’s trichocoronis blooms from May through 

September, and it is known to occur at elevations ranging from 15 to 1,425 feet above mean 

sea level (CNPS 2012).   The current range for this species in California includes Colusa, 

Merced, Riverside, San Joaquin, and Sutter counties (CNPS 2012).  However, this species is 

believed to be extirpated from Colusa, San Joaquin and Sutter counties (CNPS 2012). 

 

No occurrences of Wright’s trichocoronis have been reported within the vicinity of Project site 

(CDFG 2003).  The emergent vegetation within the irrigation ditches provides marginally 

suitable habitat for this species.  During the surveys in 2012, Wright’s trichocoronis was not 

observed on-site. 

 

Field Survey Results 

 

No special-status plants were observed within the Project site during the determinate-level field 

surveys conducted on 1 June 2012.  A complete list of plant species encountered during this 

survey is included as Attachment D.   

 

CONCLUSION 

 

ECORP conducted a determinate-level special-status plant survey for the Leo Solar site in 

Merced County, California on 1 June 2012.  The target special-status plant species for this 
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survey were heartscale, Lost Hills crownscale, brittlescale, lesser saltscale, round-leaved filaree, 

Lemmon’s jewel-flower, hispid bird’s-beak, recurved larkspur, Munz’s tidy-tips, Sanford’s 

arrowhead, and Wright's Trichocoronis.  No special-status plants were observed on-site during 

the 2012 field survey.   
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Statement of Qualifications 
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Daria Snider B.S.  
Botanist, ECORP Consulting, Inc. 
 

Daria Snider has worked as a botanist/biologist for ECORP Consulting, Inc. for six years, and 
has more than ten years of experience in terrestrial biology, specializing primarily in floristic 
inventories, rare plant surveys, and wetland delineations.  Her botanical experience includes 
general vegetation surveys, aerial and field vegetation mapping, rare plant surveys, arborist 
surveys, floristic monitoring, and invasive species identification and mapping.  Ms. Snider’s 
botanical experience includes a wide variety of habitat types, including vernal pools, annual 
grasslands, oak woodland, riparian communities, coastal sage scrub, chaparral, cismontane and 
montane forests, and desert.  Her geographic expertise covers much of California, from Shasta 
County in the north to the Mojave Desert and San Gabriel Mountains in the south, and from 
Napa County in the west to Placer and El Dorado Counties in the east.  Her focus is primarily on 
the Sacramento Valley and Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
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Attachment B – Target Species Reference Source 
Name Location of Observation Dates of Observation Phenology Remarks 
Brittlescale 
Artiplex depressa 
 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

Heartscale 
Atriplex cordulata 
 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

Hispid bird’s-beak 
Cordylanthus mollis var. hispidus 

UC Davis Herbarium April 21, 2006 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

 
Lemmon’s jewel-flower 
Caulanthus lemmonii 
 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

Lost hills crownscale 
Atriplex coronata var. vallicola 
 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

Lesser saltscale 
Atriplex miniscula 
 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

Munz's tidytips 
Layia munzii 
 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

Recurved larkspur 
Delphinium recurvatum 
 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 

Round leaved filaree 
California macrophylla 
 

   No reference population or herbarium 
specimen available 

Sanford’s arrowhead 
Sagittaria sanfordii 

Sacramento County, near 
the intersection of Roseville 
Road and Outlook Drive 

May 23 and 26, 2006 
June 20, 2006 

Several flowering plants were 
observed during each visit 

Distinctive triangular stems 

Wright's trichocoronis 
Trichocoronis wrightii 

UC Davis Herbarium 2012 Mounted herbarium specimens Reference population not available 
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California Natural Diversity Database Plant Occurrences for the “Charleston School, 

California” 7.5-minute Quadrangle 
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Attachment D. Plant Species Observed On-Site (1 June 2012) 
An asterisk (*) indicates a non-native species. 
 
SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
  
ADOXACEAE MUSKROOT FAMILY 
Sambucus nigra subsp. caerulea Blue elderberry 

ALLIACEAE ONION FAMILY 
Allium sp. Onion 

AMARANTHACEAE AMARANTH FAMILY 
Amaranthus blitoides Prostrate amaranth 

APIACEAE CARROT FAMILY 
Conium maculatum* Poison-hemlock 

APOCYNACEAE DOGBANE FAMILY 
Asclepias fascicularis Narrow-leaf milkweed 

ASTERACEAE SUNFLOWER FAMILY 
Centaurea melitensis Tocalote 
Centaurea sp. Centaurea 
Erigeron canadensis Canada horseweed 
Grindelia camporum Gumplant 
Helianthus annuus Common sunflower 
Lactuca serriola* Prickly lettuce 
Sonchus asper* Prickly sowthistle 
Sonchus oleraceus* Common sowthistle 
Tanacetum vulgare* Tansey 

BORAGINACEAE BORAGE FAMILY 
Amsinckia intermedia Rancher’s fireweed 

BRASSICACEAE MUSTARD FAMILY 
Brassica nigra* Black mustard 
Hirschfeldia incana* Shortpod mustard 

CHENOPODIACEAE GOOSEFOOT FAMILY 
Chenopodium berlandieri Pit seed goosefoot 
Chenopodium californicum California goosefoot 
Salsola tragus* Russian thistle 
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Attachment D. Plant Species Observed On-Site (1 June 2012)(Continued) 
An asterisk (*) indicates a non-native species. 
SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 

CONVOLVULACEAE MORNING-GLORY FAMILY 
Convolvulus arvensis* Morning glory 

EUPHORBIACEAE SPURGE FAMILY 
Croton setigerus Turkey mullein 

GERANIACEAE GERANIUM FAMILY 
Erodium cicutarium* Filaree 

LAMIACEAE MINT FAMILY 
Marrubium vulgare* Common horehound 

MALVACEAE MALLOW FAMILY 
Abutilon theophrasti* velvet leaf 
Gossypium hirsutum Upland cotton 
Malva parviflora* Cheeseweed 

POACEAE GRASS FAMILY 
Avena fatua* Wild oat 
Bromus diandrus* Ripgut brome 
Bromus hordeaceus* Soft brome 
Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens* Red brome 
Echinochloa colona* Jungle grass 
Echinochloa crus-galli* Barnyard grass 
Elytrigia repens* Quackgrass 
Hordeum marinum ssp. Gussoneanum* Mediterranean barley 
Leptochloa fusca subsp. fascicularis Bearded sprangletop 
Sorghum halepense* Johnson grass 
Triticum aestivum* Cultivated wheat 

POLYGONACEAE BUCKWHEAT FAMILY 
Polygonum sp. Polygonum 
Rumex crispus* Curly dock 

SOLANACEAE NIGHTSHADE FAMILY 
Datura wrightii Sacred thornapple 

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE CALTROP FAMILY 
Tribulus terrestris* Puncture vine 
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Memorandum 
 

 

March 28, 2013 

 

 

To: David Gilbert, Senior Planner 

 Merced County Planning Department 

 

From: Elena Nuño, Project Manager 

 First Carbon Solutions-Michael Brandman Associates 

 

Re: Applicability of previously prepared Leo Site Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional 

Waters 

 

 

The August 2011 Delineation of State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters for the Leo Site in Merced 

County, California prepared for Fotowatio Renewable Ventures, Inc. (FRV) by RBF Consulting. 

encompassed the proposed Vega Solar project and its associated 165 acres.  Accordingly, the 

information in the previously prepared technical study would be applicable to the Vega Solar Project. 
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Leo Site ES-1 

Abstract 
 
Introduction:  At the request of Fotowatio Renewable Ventures, Inc. (FRV), RBF Consulting 
(RBF) has prepared this Delineation of Jurisdictional Waters for the Leo Site (herein 
referenced as the “project site”), located near the community of Los Banos in the western 
San Joaquin Valley, Merced County, California. Specifically, the project site is located 
immediately east of the Interstate 5 Freeway, south of Lobue Road and north of Eagle Field 
Road. The project site is currently comprised of agricultural uses.  
 
Methods:  The field work for this delineation was conducted on December 7, 2010.  This 
delineation documents the regulatory authority of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), 
the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board), and the 
California Department of Fish and Game Central Region (CDFG) pursuant to the Federal 
Clean Water Act (CWA), California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, and California 
Fish and Game Code1.   

Results:  No state and/or federal jurisdictional areas were identified within the project site.   

Conclusion:  Pursuant to the literature review, site visit, field meetings and phone 
interviews conducted with the previous landowner, it was determined that no jurisdiction was 
located within the project site. It is RBF’s professional opinion that the on-site ditches and 
canals would not be considered jurisdictional or require approvals (i.e. Corps Section 404 
Permit, Regional Board Section 401 Water Quality Certification, and CDFG Section 1602 
Streambed Alteration Agreement (SAA) from the regulatory agencies prior to 
commencement of construction activities. This report presents RBF’s best effort at 
determining the jurisdictional boundaries using the most up-to-date regulations, written 
policy, and guidance from the regulatory agencies. However, as with any jurisdictional 
delineation, only the regulatory agencies can make a final determination of jurisdiction. 

                                                 
1  The project area was surveyed pursuant to the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland 

Delineation Manual: Arid West Region, Version 2.0 (Corps 2008); the Practices for Documenting Jurisdiction 
under Section 404 of the CWA Regional Guidance Letter (Corps 2007); Minimum Standards for Acceptance 
of Preliminary Wetland Delineations (Corps 2001); and the Field Guide to Lake and Streambed Alteration 
Agreements Section 1600-1607 (CDFG 1994). 
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Leo Site 1 

Section 1 Introduction and Purpose 
This delineation has been prepared for Fotowatio Renewable Ventures, Inc. (FRV) in order 
to delineate the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ (Corps), Central Valley Regional Water 
Quality Control Board’s (Regional Board), and California Department of Fish and Game’s 
(CDFG) jurisdictional authority located within the Leo Site (herein referenced as the “project 
site”).  The field work for this delineation was conducted on December 7, 2010.  
 
The project site is located in located near the community of Los Banos in the western San 
Joaquin Valley, Merced County, California. Specifically, the project site is located 
immediately east of the Interstate 5 Freeway, south of Lobue Road and north of Eagle Field 
Road (refer to Exhibit 1, Regional Vicinity, and Exhibit 2, Site Vicinity). 
 
This delineation has been designed to document the authority of the regulatory agencies, 
explain the methodology undertaken by RBF Consulting (RBF) to document jurisdictional 
authority, and to support the findings made by RBF within the boundaries of the project site.  
This report presents our best effort at determining the jurisdictional boundaries using the 
most up-to-date regulations, written policy, and guidance from the regulatory agencies; 
however, only the regulatory agencies can make a final determination of jurisdictional 
boundaries. 

1.1 PROJECT SITE BACKGROUND 

The project site consists of approximately 1,000 acres with the Los Banos area of Merced 
County, CA (refer to Exhibit 3, Project Site).  On-site topography ranges from approximately 
170 to 325 feet above mean sea level (msl) and slopes to the northeast.  The project site is 
surrounded mainly by agricultural uses. The property is currently used for agriculture and is 
plowed periodically. Extensive irrigation ditches and canals exist throughout the site; the 
most prominent traverse the southerly part of the site. The Delta-Mendota Canal is located 
along the north edge of the property and the California Aqueduct is located just beyond the 
southwest of the site, beyond Poleline Road. 
 

1.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project proposes development of an array of photovoltaic panels, access roads for 
maintenance, several pad-mounted structures, including inverter transformers and PV 
interconnection switch gear. The site is accessed from Poleline Road, which traverses the 
southwest boundary. Several unpaved roads provide access to the interior portions of the 
site, including El Campo Road, which traverses through the northern part of the site. 
Interstate 5 is located immediately to the southwest of the site.  
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Section 2 Summary of Regulations 
There are three (3) key agencies that regulate activities within inland streams, wetlands, and 
riparian areas in California.  The Corps Regulatory Branch regulates activities pursuant to 
Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) and Section 10 of the Rivers and 
Harbors Act.  Of the State agencies, the CDFG regulates activities under the Fish and Game 
Code Section 1600-1616, and the Regional Board regulates activities pursuant to Section 
401 of the CWA and the California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act. 

2.1 U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

Since 1972, the Corps and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have jointly 
regulated the filling of “waters of the U.S.”, including wetlands, pursuant to Section 404 of 
the CWA.  The Corps has regulatory authority over the discharge of dredged or fill material 
into the waters of the United States (WoUS) under Section 404 of the CWA.  The Corps and 
EPA define “fill material” to include any “material placed in waters of the United States where 
the material has the effect of: (i) replacing any portion of a water of the United States with 
dry land; or (ii) changing the bottom elevation of any portion of the waters of the United 
States.”  Examples include, but are not limited to, sand, rock, clay, construction debris, wood 
chips, and “materials used to create any structure or infrastructure in the waters of the 
United States.”  The term WoUS is defined as follows2: 

(1)  all waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be susceptible 
to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to 
the ebb and flow of the tide;  

(2)  all interstate waters including interstate wetlands; 

(3)  all waters such as interstate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams), 
mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, 
or natural ponds, the use, degradation or destruction of which could affect 
interstate or foreign commerce including any such waters: (i) which are or could be 
used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreational or other purposes; or (ii) from 
which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or foreign 
commerce; or (iii) which are used or could be used for industrial purpose by 
industries in interstate commerce;  

(4)  all impoundments of waters otherwise defined as WoUS under the definition;  

(5)  tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (1)-(4) mentioned above;  

                                                 
2  CWA regulations 33 CFR §328.3(a). 
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(6)  the territorial seas; and,  

(7) wetlands adjacent to the waters identified in paragraphs (1)-(6) mentioned above. 

Wetlands, a subset of jurisdictional waters, are jointly defined by the Corps and EPA as 
“those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and 
duration sufficient to support, and under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of 
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.”3  Wetlands generally include 
swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.   

The Corps’ regulatory program continues to evolve due to court rulings associated with 
litigation.  Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, below, briefly discuss court cases that have impacted 
the Corps’ jurisdiction over the past decade. 

2.1.1 Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County v. US Army Corps of 
Engineers (Isolated Conditions) 

On January 9, 2001, the US Supreme Court issued the decision on Solid Waste Agency of 
Northern Cook County v. United States Corps of Engineers (SWANCC).  The CWA 
regulates “navigable waters,” which is defined as “WoUS.” This definition has been 
interpreted broadly by the Corps and EPA, to the extent that it reflected Congress’ intention 
to regulate all waters that the Congress could constitutionally regulate under its commerce 
power (generally referred to as the Commerce Clause).  Specifically, WoUS were regulated 
under Section 404 of the CWA if there was any possible connection to interstate commerce.  
The Corps stated that WoUS includes, among other things, intrastate waters: 

(1)  that are or would be used as habitat by birds protected by migratory bird treaties; or 

(2)  that are or would be used as habitat by other migratory birds that cross state lines; 
or 

(3)  that are or would be used as habitat for endangered species; or 

(4)  that are or would be used to irrigate crops sold in interstate commerce. 

This approach was referred to as the Migratory Bird Rule.  Although the SWANCC site was 
not a wetland, the Corps found that approximately 121 bird species dependent on aquatic 
environments were observed at the site; therefore, the site was jurisdictional.  The Corps 
denied the 404 permit since they found that the preferred project alternative was not the 
least damaging practicable alternative.  The SWANCC sued to challenge the Corps’ 
jurisdiction over the site, claiming that the Corps could not regulate non-navigable, isolated, 
intrastate waters based on the presence of migratory birds, and that Congress lacked 
                                                 
3  CWA regulations 33 CFR §328.3(b). 
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authority under the Commerce Clause to grant the Corps such jurisdiction.  Although the 
Corps prevailed in the lower courts, the US Supreme Court reversed the finding and 
invalidated the Migratory Bird Rule.  It held that the rule is not a fairly supported 
interpretation of the term WoUS, and the Corps’ use of the “migratory bird rule,” adopted by 
the Corps and the EPA to interpret the reach of their Section 404 authority over discharges 
into “isolated waters” (including isolated wetlands), exceeded the authority granted by that 
section.  In summary, the Corps does not regulate isolated water with no interstate or 
foreign commerce connection. 

2.1.2 Rapanos v. United States (Significant Nexus Test)  

On June 19, 2006, the U.S. Supreme Court decision on the Rapanos v. United States 547 
U.S. 715 (2006) (Rapanos) case further limited the definition of wetlands and WoUS under 
the CWA.  The Rapanos decision was a 4-1-4 plurality opinion since the majority of the 
Justices could not agree on a direction to give the lower court.  Four Justices advocated a 
narrower interpretation of the CWA to hold that WoUS excludes intermittent or ephemeral 
streams and wetlands without a continuous surface connection to navigable waters (only 
permanent or continuous flowing bodies into navigable waters would be regulated).  The 
other four Justices held to the prior interpretation that WoUS, including any waters that were 
tributary to and had a hydrologic connection with navigable waters, were regulated.  Justice 
Kennedy, in his opinion, stated that WoUS should be determined on a case-by-case basis 
by the Corps, specifically based on whether a waterbody has a “significant nexus” to a 
navigable river.   

The Corps and EPA released a memorandum on June 5, 2007, with further clarification on 
December 2, 2008, in order to provide guidance in implementing the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
decision.  In accordance with the decision, the Corps will assert jurisdiction over traditional 
navigable waters (TNWs) and all wetlands adjacent to TNWs, as well as non-navigable 
tributaries of TNWs that are relatively permanent waters (RPW) (i.e., the tributaries typically 
flow year-round or have a continuous flow at least seasonally) and wetlands with a 
continuous surface connection that directly abut such tributaries; however, the agencies will 
evaluate jurisdiction over the following features based on a fact-specific analysis to 
determine whether they have a significant nexus with a TNW: 

• Non-navigable tributaries that are not relatively permanent (do not flow typically year-
round or have a continuous flow at least seasonally);  

• Wetlands adjacent to such tributaries; and, 

• Wetlands adjacent to, but that do not directly abut, a relatively permanent non-
navigable tributary. 
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A case-by-case “significant nexus” analysis is conducted to determine whether the waters 
noted above and their adjacent wetlands are jurisdictional.  A “significant nexus” may be 
found where waters, including adjacent wetlands, affect the chemical, physical, or biological 
integrity of downstream TNWs.  The significant nexus analysis also includes consideration of 
hydrologic and ecologic factors relative to TNWs.  RBF’s methodology regarding significant 
nexus determinations is discussed in Section 3.0.  

2.2 REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 

Pursuant to federal law4, applicants for a federal license or permit for activities which may 
discharge to waters of the United States must seek Water Quality Certification from the state 
or Indian tribe with jurisdiction. Such Certification is based on a finding that the discharge 
will meet water quality standards and other applicable requirements. In California, Regional 
Boards issue or deny Certification for discharges within their geographical jurisdiction. The 
State Water Resources Control Board has this responsibility for projects affecting waters 
within multiple Regional Boards. The Regional Board’s jurisdiction extends to all waters of 
the State (includes SWANCC and Rapanos conditions) and to all WoUS, including wetlands. 

Section 401 of the CWA gives the Regional Board the authority to regulate, through a 
Section 401 Certification process, any proposed federally-permitted activity undertaken in 
California that may affect water quality.  Among such activities are discharges of dredged or 
fill material permitted by the Corps pursuant to Section 404 of the CWA. Section 401 
requires the Regional Board to provide “certification that there is reasonable assurance that 
an activity which may result in the discharge to waters of the United States will not violate 
water quality standards.”  Water Quality Certification must be based on a finding that the 
proposed discharge will comply with water quality standards, which are defined as numeric 
and narrative objectives in each Regional Board’s Basin Plan. 

The California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act gives the state very broad authority 
to regulate waters of the State, which are defined as any surface water or groundwater, 
including saline waters.  The Porter-Cologne Act has become an important tool in the post 
SWANCC and Rapanos regulatory environment, with respect to the state’s authority over 
isolated and insignificant waters.  Generally, any person proposing to discharge waste into a 
water body that could affect its water quality must file a Report of Waste Discharge in the 
event that there is no Section 404/401 nexus.  Although “waste” is partially defined as any 
waste substance associated with human habitation, the Regional Board also interprets this 
to include fill discharged into water bodies. 

                                                 
4  Title 33, United States Code, Section 1341; Clean Water Act Section. 
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2.3 CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

California Fish and Game Code Sections 1600-1616 establish a fee-based process to 
ensure that projects conducted in and around lakes, rivers, or streams do not adversely 
impact fish and wildlife resources, or, when adverse impacts cannot be avoided, ensures 
that adequate mitigation and/or compensation is provided.   

Fish and Game Code Section 1602 requires any person, state, or local governmental 
agency or public utility to notify the CDFG before beginning any activity that will do one or 
more of the following:  

(1) substantially obstruct or divert the natural flow of a river, stream, or lake;  

(2) substantially change or use any material from the bed, channel, or bank of a river, 
stream, or lake; or  

(3) deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, 
or ground pavement where it can pass into a river, stream, or lake.  

Fish and Game Code Section 1602 applies to all perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral 
rivers, streams, and lakes in the state.  The Fish and Game’s regulatory authority extends to 
include riparian habitat supported by a river, stream, or lake regardless of the presence or 
absence of hydric soils and saturated soil conditions.  Generally, the CDFG takes jurisdiction 
to the top of bank of the stream or to the outer limit of the adjacent riparian vegetation (outer 
drip line), whichever is greater.  Notification is generally required for any project that will take 
place in or in the vicinity of a river, stream, lake, or their tributaries.  This includes rivers or 
streams that flow at least periodically or permanently through a bed or channel with banks 
that support fish or other aquatic life and watercourses having a surface or subsurface flow 
that support or have supported riparian vegetation.  

Any of the below criteria could be applicable in determining what constitutes a stream 
depending on the potential for the proposed activity to adversely affect fish and other 
stream-dependent wildlife resources. 

(1)  The term stream can include intermittent and ephemeral streams, rivers, creeks, 
dry washes, sloughs, blue-line streams based on United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) maps, and watercourses with subsurface flows.  Canals, aqueducts, 
irrigation ditches, and other means of water conveyance can also be considered 
streams if they support aquatic life, riparian vegetation, or stream-dependent 
terrestrial wildlife.   

(2)  Biological components of a stream may include aquatic and riparian vegetation, 
along with all aquatic animals including fish, amphibians, reptiles, invertebrates, 
and terrestrial species which derive benefits from the stream system. 
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(3)  As a physical system, a stream not only includes water (at least on an intermittent 
or ephemeral basis), but also a bed or channel, a bank and/or levee, in-stream 
features such as logs or snags, and various flood plains depending on the return 
frequency of the flood event being considered (i.e., 10, 50, or 100 years, etc.). 

(4)  The lateral extent of a stream can be measured in several ways depending on a 
particular situation and the type of fish or wildlife resource at risk.  The following 
criteria are presented in order from the most inclusive to the least inclusive: 

(a) The flood plain of a stream can be the broadest measurement of a stream’s 
lateral extent depending on the return frequency of the flood event used.  For 
most flood control purposes, the 100-year flood plain exists for many streams.  
However, the 100-year flood plain may include significant amounts of upland 
or urban habitat and therefore may not be appropriate in many cases.   

(b) The outer edge of riparian vegetation is generally used as the line of 
demarcation between riparian and upland habitats and is therefore a 
reasonable and identifiable boundary for the lateral extent of a stream.  In 
most cases, the use of this criterion should result in protecting the fish and 
wildlife resources at risk. 

(c) Most streams have a natural bank which confines flows to the bed or channel 
except during flooding.  In some instances, particularly on smaller streams or 
dry washes with little or no riparian habitat, the bank should be used to mark 
the lateral extent of a stream. 

(d) A levee or other artificial stream bank would also be used to mark the lateral 
extent of a stream.  However, in many instances, there can be extensive 
areas of valuable riparian habitat located behind a levee. 

 
It should be noted that the State agencies (Regional Board and CDFG) do not have 
regulatory authority on Tribal Lands.  Only the Corps regulates jurisdictional waters located 
on Tribal Lands. 
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Section 3 Methodology 
The analysis presented in this document is supported by field survey and verification of 
current conditions conducted on December 7, 2010.  While in the field, jurisdictional areas 
were recorded onto a base map at a scale of 1" = 200' using the topographic contours and 
visible landmarks as guidelines. Data points were obtained with a Trimble Geo XT Ground 
Positioning System (GPS) with ESRI Arc Pad 6.0/7.0 in order to record picture locations and 
drainage features.  This data was then transferred via USB port as a .shp file and added to 
the project's jurisdictional map.    

3.1 WATERS OF THE U.S. AND STATE WATERS 

The limits of the Corps’ jurisdiction in non-tidal waters extend to the OHWM, which is defined 
as “ . . . that line on the shore established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by 
physical characteristics such as a clear, natural line impressed on the bank, shelving, 
changes in the character of soil, destruction of terrestrial vegetation, the presence of litter 
and debris, or other appropriate means that consider the characteristics of the surrounding 
areas.”5  An OHWM can be determined by the observation of a natural line impressed on the 
bank; shelving; changes in the character of the soil; destruction of terrestrial vegetation; 
presence of litter and debris; wracking; vegetation matted down, bent, or absent; sediment 
sorting; leaf litter disturbed or washed away; scour; deposition; multiple observed flow 
events; bed and banks; water staining; and/or change in plant community.  The Regional 
Board shares Corps jurisdictional methodology, unless SWANCC or Rapanos conditions are 
present.  In the latter case, the Regional Board considers such drainages to be jurisdictional.  
The CDFG’s jurisdiction extends to the top of bank of the stream/channel or to the limit 
(outer dripline) of the adjacent riparian vegetation. 

3.2 WETLANDS 

For this project location, Corps jurisdictional wetlands are delineated using the methods 
outlined in the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: 
Arid West Region, Version 2.0 (Corps, 2008).  This document is one of a series of Regional 
Supplements to the 1987 Corps Wetland Delineation Manual (Corps Manual).  According to 
the Corps Manual, identification of wetlands is based on a three-parameter approach 
involving indicators of hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil, and wetland hydrology.  In order to 
be considered a wetland, an area must exhibit at least minimal characteristics within these 
three (3) parameters.  The Regional Supplement presents wetland indicators, delineation 
guidance, and other information that is specific to the Arid West Region.  In the field, 
vegetation, soils, and evidence of hydrology have been examined using the methodology 
listed below and documented on Corps’ wetland data sheets, when applicable. It should be 

                                                 
5  CWA regulations 33 CFR §328.3(e).  
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noted that both the Regional Board and the CDFG jurisdictional wetlands encompass those 
of the Corps.   

3.2.1 Vegetation 

Nearly 5,000 plant types in the United States may occur in wetlands. These plants, often 
referred to as hydrophytic vegetation, are listed in regional publications by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS). In general, hydrophytic vegetation is present when the plant 
community is dominated by species that can tolerate prolonged inundation or soil saturation 
during growing season.  Hydrophytic vegetation decisions are based on the assemblage 
of plant species growing on a site, rather than the presence or absence of particular 
indicator species.  Vegetation strata are sampled separately when evaluating indicators of 
hydrophytic vegetation.  A stratum for sampling purposes is defined as having 5 percent or 
more total plant cover.  The following vegetation strata are recommended for use across the 
Arid West: 

♦ Tree Stratum: Consists of woody plants 3 inches or more in diameter at breast 
height (DBH); 

♦ Sapling/shrub stratum: Consists of woody plants less than 3 inches in DBH, 
regardless of height; 

♦ Herb stratum: Consists of all herbaceous (non-woody) plants, including herbaceous 
vines, regardless of size; and, 

♦ Woody vines: Consists of all woody vines, regardless of size. 

The following indicators are applied in the sequence presented.  Hydrophytic vegetation is 
present if any of the indicators is satisfied. 

Indicator 1 – Dominance Test  

Cover of vegetation is estimated and is ranked according to their dominance.  Species that 
contribute to a cumulative total of 50% of the total dominant coverage, plus any species that 
comprise at least 20% (also known as the “50/20 rule”) of the total dominant coverage, are 
recorded on a wetland data sheet.  Wetland indicator status in California (Region 0) is 
assigned to each species using The List of Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands (USFWS, 
1988).  If greater than 50% of the dominant species from all strata were Obligate, 
Facultative-wetland, or Facultative species, the criteria for wetland vegetation is considered 
to be met.  Plant indicator status categories are described below: 
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♦ Obligate Wetland (OBL): Plants that occur almost always (estimated >99 percent) 
in wetlands under natural conditions, but which may also occur rarely (estimated <1 
percent) in non-wetlands (i.e., cattail or pickleweed); 

♦ Facultative Wetland (FACW): Plants that occur usually (estimated >67 to 99 
percent) in wetlands, but also occur (estimated 1 to 33 percent) in non-wetlands 
(i.e., mulefat or willow); 

♦ Facultative (FAC): Plants with similar likelihood (estimated 33 to 67 percent) of 
occurring in both wetlands and non-wetlands; 

♦ Facultative Upland (FACU): Plants that occur sometimes (estimated 1 to <33 
percent) in wetlands, but occur more often (estimated >67 to 99 percent) in non-
wetlands; and,  

♦ Obligate Upland (UPL): Plants that occur rarely (estimated 1 percent) in wetlands, 
but occur almost always (estimated >99 percent) in non-wetlands under natural 
conditions. 

Indicator 2 – Prevalence Index  

The prevalence index is used to determine whether hydrophytic vegetation is present on 
sites where indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology are present but the vegetation 
initially fails the dominance test.  The prevalence index takes in consideration all plant 
species in the community, not just a few dominants.  The prevalence index is a weighted-
average wetland indicator status of all plant species in the sampling plot, where each 
indicator status category is given a numeric code (OBL = 1, FACW = 2, FAC = 3, FACU = 4, 
and UPL = 5) and weighing is abundance (percent cover).  Hydrophytic vegetation is 
present if the prevalence index is 3.0 or less. 

Indicator 3 – Plant Morphological Adaptations  

Plant morphological adaptations can be used to distinguish certain wetland plant 
communities in the Arid West, when indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology are 
present.  Some hydrophytes develop easily recognized physical characters, or 
morphological adaptations, when they occur in wetland areas.  Common morphological 
adaptations include, but are not necessarily limited to, adventitious roots and shallow root 
systems developed on or near the soil surface.  To apply this indicator, these morphological 
features must be observed on more than 50 percent of the individuals of a FACU species 
living in an area where indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology are present. 
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3.2.2 Hydrology 

Wetland hydrology indicators are presented in four (4) groups, which include: 

Group A – Observation of Surface Water or Saturated Soils  

Group A is based on the direct observation of surface water or groundwater during the site 
visit.   

Group B – Evidence of Recent Inundation  

Group B consists of evidence that the site is subject to flooding or ponding, although it may 
not be inundated currently.  These indicators include water marks, drift deposits, sediment 
deposits, and similar features. 

Group C – Evidence of Recent Soil Saturation  

Group C consists of indirect evidence that the soil was saturated recently.  Some of these 
indicators, such as oxidized rhizopheres surrounding living roots and the presence of 
reduced iron or sulfur in the soil profile, indicate that the soil has been saturated for an 
extended period. 

Group D – Evidence from Other Site Conditions or Data  

Group D consists of vegetation and soil features that indicate contemporary rather than 
historical wet conditions, and include shallow aquitard and the FAC-neutral test. 

If wetland vegetation criteria is met, the presence of wetland hydrology is evaluated at each 
transect by recording the extent of observed surface flows, depth of inundation, depth to 
saturated soils, and depth to free water in the soil test pits.  The lateral extent of the 
hydrology indicators are used as a guide for locating soil pits for evaluation of hydric soils 
and jurisdictional areas.  In portions of the stream where the flow is divided by multiple 
channels with intermediate sand bars, the entire area between the channels is considered 
within the OHWM and the wetland hydrology indicator is considered met for the entire area.   

3.2.3 Soils 

A hydric soil is a soil that formed under conditions of saturation, flooding, or ponding long 
enough during the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper 16 inches.6  
The concept of hydric soils includes soils developed under sufficiently wet conditions to 
support the growth and regeneration of hydrophytic vegetation.  Soils that are sufficiently 
                                                 
6  According to the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West 

Region, Version 2.0 (Corps 2008), growing season dates are determined through on-site observations of the 
following indicators of biological activity in a given year: (1) above-ground growth and development of 
vascular plants, and/or (2) soil temperature. 
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wet because of artificial measures are included in the concept of hydric soils.  It should also 
be noted that the limits of wetland hydrology indicators are used as a guide for locating soil 
pits.  If any hydric soil features are located, progressive pits are dug moving laterally away 
from the active channel until hydric features are no longer present within the top 16 inches 
of the soil profile. 

Once in the field, soil characteristics are verified by digging soil pits along each transect to a 
depth of at least 16 inches; in areas of high sediment deposition, soil pit depth may be 
increased.  Soil pit locations are usually placed within the drainage invert or within adjoining 
vegetation.  At each soil pit, the soil texture and color are recorded by comparison with 
standard plates within a Munsell Soil Chart (1994).  Munsell Soil Charts aid in designating 
color labels to soils, based by degrees of three simple variables – hue, value, and chroma.  
Any indicators of hydric soils, such as organic accumulation, iron reduction, translocation, 
and accumulation, and sulfate reduction, are also recorded.   

Hydric soil indicators are present in three (3) groups, which include: 

All Soils 

“All soils” refers to soils with any United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil 
texture.  Hydric soil indicators within this group include histosol, histic epipedon, black histic, 
hydrogen sulfide, stratified layers, 1 cm muck, depleted below dark surface, and thick dark 
surface. 

Sandy Soils 

“Sandy soils” refers to soil materials with a USDA soil texture of loamy fine sand and 
coarser.  Hydric soil indicators within this group include sandy mucky mineral, sandy gleyed 
matrix, sandy redox, and stripped matrix.  

Loamy and Clayey Soils 

“Loamy and clayey soils” refers to soil materials with a USDA soil texture of loamy very fine 
sand and finer.  Hydric soil indicators within this group include loamy mucky mineral, loamy 
gleyed matrix, depleted matrix, redox dark surface, depleted dark surface, redox 
depressions, and vernal pools. 

3.3 SWANCC WATERS 

The term “isolated waters” is generally applied to waters/wetlands that are not connected by 
surface water to a river, lake, ocean, or other body of water.  In the presence of isolated 
conditions, the Regional Board and CDFG take jurisdiction through the application of the 
OHWM/streambed and/or the 3-parameter wetland methodology utilized by the Corps.   
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3.4 RAPANOS WATERS 

The Corps will assert jurisdiction over non-navigable, not relatively permanent tributaries 
and their adjacent wetlands where such tributaries and wetlands have a significant nexus to 
a TNW.  The flow characteristics and functions of the tributary itself, in combination with the 
functions performed by any wetlands adjacent to the tributary, determine if these 
waters/wetlands significantly affect the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the 
TNWs.  Factors considered in the significant nexus evaluation include: 

(1) The consideration of hydrologic factors including, but not limited to, the following: 

• volume, duration, and frequency of flow, including consideration of certain 
physical characteristics of the tributary 

• proximity to the TNW 
• size of the watershed average annual rainfall 
• average annual winter snow pack   

(2) The consideration of ecologic factors including, but not limited to, the following: 

• the ability for tributaries to carry pollutants and flood waters to TNWs 
• the ability of a tributary to provide aquatic habitat that supports a TNW 
• the ability of wetlands to trap and filter pollutants or store flood waters 
• maintenance of water quality 

Swales or erosional features (e.g., gullies, small washes characterized by low volume, 
infrequent, or short duration flow) and ditches (including roadside ditches) excavated wholly 
in, and draining only, uplands and that do not carry a relatively permanent flow of water, are 
generally not considered jurisdictional waters.   

In the presence of Rapanos drainage conditions, the Regional Board and CDFG take 
jurisdiction via the OHWM and/or the 3-parameter wetland methodology utilized by the 
Corps.   
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Section 4 Literature Review 
Review of relevant literature and materials often aids in preliminarily identifying areas that 
may fall under an agency’s jurisdiction.  A summary of RBF’s literature review is provided 
below (refer to Section 8.0 for a complete list of references used during the course of this 
delineation). 

4.1 WATERSHED REVIEW 

The project is located within the Middle San Joaquin-Lower Chowchilla Watershed (HUC 
18040001). The San Joaquin River is about 300 miles long. It begins in the Sierra Nevada 
mountain range on California’s eastern border. The river runs down the western slope of the 
Sierra and flows roughly northwest through the Central Valley, to where it meets the 
Sacramento River at the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, a 1,000-square-mile maze of 
channels and islands that drains more than 40 percent of the state’s lands. Because the 
Central Valley receives relatively little rainfall (12 to 17 inches a year, falling mostly October 
through March), snowmelt runoff from the mountains is the main source of fresh water in the 
San Joaquin River. Over its 300-mile length, the San Joaquin River is fed by many other 
streams and rivers, most notably the Stanislaus, Tuolumne and Merced rivers. 

Most of the surface water in the upper San Joaquin River is stored and diverted at Millerton 
Lakes’ Friant Dam, near Fresno. From Friant Dam, water is pumped north through the 
Madera Canal and south through the Friant-Kern canal to irrigation districts and other water 
retailers, which then deliver the water directly to the end users in the southern portion of the 
watershed.  In the central and northern portions of the watershed, many agricultural and 
municipal users receive water from irrigation districts, such as the Modesto, Merced, 
Oakdale, South San Joaquin and Turlock Irrigation Districts. That water is provided through 
diversions from rivers that are tributary to the San Joaquin, such as the Mokelumne, 
Stanislaus, Tuolumne and Merced rivers. 

In an average year, about 1.5 million acre-feet of water is diverted from the San Joaquin 
River at Friant Dam, leaving little flow in the river until the Merced River joins the San 
Joaquin northwest of the City of Merced. Additional water also reaches the river via flows 
returning to the river from municipal wastewater treatment plants, as well as urban and 
agricultural runoff. The rest of the area’s water supply needs are met by importing water 
from northern California (via the Central Valley Project) and by pumping water from the 
groundwater basin.  

The San Joaquin River watershed is a breeding and resting stop along the Pacific Flyway, 
and includes many public wildlife refuges. Its thousands of acres of wetlands habitat is 
critical to the success of many species of fish and wildlife in the ecosystem, including 
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insects, amphibians, reptiles, small birds, wading birds and birds of prey and mammals such 
as squirrels and coyotes.  

4.2 LOCAL CLIMATE 

The local climatic conditions in the project site area are characterized as warm during 
summer when temperatures tend to be in the 70's and cold during winter when temperatures 
tend to be in the 40's. The warmest month of the year is July with an average maximum 
temperature of 97.10 degrees Fahrenheit, while the coldest month of the year is December 
with an average minimum temperature of 35.60 degrees Fahrenheit.  

Temperature variations between night and day tend to be relatively extreme during summer 
with a difference that can reach 36 degrees Fahrenheit, and moderate during winter with an 
average difference of 20 degrees Fahrenheit.  

The annual average precipitation at Merced is 12.24 Inches. Rainfall is fairly evenly 
distributed throughout the year. The wettest month of the year is January with an average 
rainfall of 2.47 Inches.  (refer to Table 1, Climate Summary). 

Table 1. Climate Summary7 
 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual

Average Max. 
Temperature (F) 55.0 61.6 67.2 74.3 82.6 90.8 97.1 95.4 90.0 79.8 66.2 55.6 76.3 

Average Min. 
Temperature (F) 36.0 38.7 41.2 44.8 50.6 56.4 60.9 58.9 54.8 47.2 39.5 35.6 47.1 

Average Total 
Precipitation (in.) 2.47 2.17 1.94 1.10 0.44 0.09 0.01 0.02 0.15 0.59 1.36 1.89 12.24 

Average Total 
Snowfall (in.) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.6 

                                                 
7  Western Regional Climate Center, Merced Municipal Arpt., CA, Period of Record: 6/1/1899 to 7/31/2010. 
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4.3  USGS TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE  

The USGS 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Quadrangle maps show geological formations 
and their characteristics, describing the physical setting of an area through contour lines and 
major surface features including lakes, rivers, streams, buildings, landmarks, and other 
factors that may fall under an agency’s jurisdiction.  Additionally, the maps depict 
topography through color and contour lines, which are helpful in determining elevations and 
latitude and longitude within a project site. 

Most topographic maps are made from aerial photos and, due to errors in photo 
interpretation, some streams which should be shown as “blue-line” or “dashed blue-line” are 
not shown.  Even the most detailed topographic maps (7.5 minute) do not show all streams.  
Drainages and wetlands do not need to be labeled on USGS maps in order to be 
jurisdictional.  

The project site is located within Township 12 south, Range 11 east, Section 6, MDM of the 
USGS, Charleston School, California quadrangle. On-site topography ranges from 
approximately 170 to 325 feet above msl and slopes to the northeast.  Irrigation ditches for 
agriculture purposes can be seen trending in a northwest direction across the project site. 
Irrigation ditches and pumps connecting to the Delta-Mendota, Outside and Main Canals 
can be seen immediately north and east of the project site. The California Aqueduct is 
located immediately south and east of the project site. The project site is surrounded by 
mainly agricultural uses. No additional relevant features were noted on the topographic map. 

4.4 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH   

Prior to the field visit, RBF reviewed an existing aerial photograph, provided by Eagle Aerial 
Imaging for the project site.  Aerial photographs can be useful during the delineation 
process, as the photographs often indicate drainages and vegetation (i.e., riparian 
vegetation) present within the boundaries of the project site (if any).  According to the aerial 
photograph, the project site shows existing agricultural practices and irrigation ditches and 
canals which trend in a northwest direction across the property. Both the Delta-Mendota 
Canal and California Aqueduct can be seen bordering the project site to the north and south 
respectively.  Water is visible within both the Delta-Mendota Canal and the California 
Aqueduct. The project site appears to be surrounded by agricultural uses and open space. 

4.5 SOIL SURVEY   

On-site and adjoining soils were researched prior to the field visits using the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service Soil Survey for Western Merced 
County, California.  The presence of hydric soils is initially investigated by comparing the 
mapped soil series for the site to the County list of hydric soils.  Soil surveys furnish soil 
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maps and interpretations originally needed in providing technical assistance to farmers and 
ranchers; in guiding other decisions about soil selection, use, and management; and in 
planning, research, and disseminating the results of the research.  In addition, soil surveys 
are now heavily utilized in order to obtain soil information with respect to potential wetland 
environments and jurisdictional areas (i.e., soil characteristics, drainage, and color).  
 
According to the Custom Soil Resource Report generated by the NRCS for Riverside 
County, Western Part, California, dated May 19, 2011, the project site is located within four 
map unit designations. The following is a brief description of the soil types located on-site 
(refer also to Appendix A, Documentation): 
 
Deldota Clay, Partially Drained, 0 to 2 percent slopes: The elevation for this map unit is 
between 90 to 300 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 8 to 12 inches. The mean annual air 
temperature is 61 to 63 degrees F with a front-free period of 210 to 280 days. These soils 
are found on terraces with parent material consisting of residuum weathered from 
sedimentary rock. In a typical profile 0 to 17 inches is clay, 17 to 24 inches clay loam, and 
24 to 68 inches clay loam. The depth to the restrictive feature is more than 80 inches with a 
depth to water table of 0 inches. This soil drainage class is somewhat poorly drained with no 
frequency of flooding or ponding as identified in the soil survey.  The available water 
capacity is high (about 9.9 inches). Map unit composition consists of 85 percent Deldota and 
similar soils.  
 
Dosamigos Clay, Partially Drained, 0 to 2 percent slopes:  The elevation for this map 
unit is between 70 to 180 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 9 to 12 inches. The mean 
annual air temperature is 61 to 63 degrees F with a frost-free period of 210 to 280 days. 
These soils are found on alluvial fans with parent material consisting of alluvium derived 
from sedimentary rock. In a typical profile 0 to 15 inches is clay, 15 to 27 inches clay loam, 
and 27 to 60 inches clay loam. The depth to the restrictive feature is more than 80 inches 
with a depth to water table of 0 inches. This soil drainage class is somewhat poorly drained 
with no frequency of flooding or ponding as identified in the soil survey.  The available water 
capacity is moderate (about 8.3 inches). Map unit composition consists of 85 percent 
Dosamigos and similar soils.  
  
Paver Clay Loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes: The elevation for this map unit is between 200 to 
400 feet. Mean annual precipitation is 8 to 12 inches. The mean annual air temperature is 
59 to 64 degrees F with a frost-free period of 210 to 280 days. These soils are found on 
alluvial fans with parent material consisting of alluvium derived from sedimentary rock. In a 
typical profile 0 to 16 inches is clay loam and 16 to 76 inches clay loam. The depth to the 
restrictive feature is more than 80 inches with a depth to water table more than 80 inches. 
This soil drainage class is well drained with no frequency of flooding or ponding as identified 
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in the soil survey.  The available water capacity is high (about 10.8 inches). Map unit 
composition consists of 85 percent Paver and similar soils.  
 
Woo Clay, 0 to 2 percent slopes: The elevation for this map unit is between 70 to 340 feet. 
Mean annual precipitation is 11 inches. The mean annual air temperature is 63 degrees F 
with a frost-free period of 210 to 280 days. These soils are found on alluvial fans with parent 
material consisting of alluvium derived from sedimentary rock. In a typical profile 0 to 17 
inches is clay and 17 to 60 inches clay loam. The depth to the restrictive feature is more 
than 80 inches with a depth to water table more than 80 inches. This soil drainage class is 
well drained with no frequency of flooding or ponding as identified in the soil survey.  The 
available water capacity is high (about 9.8 inches). Map unit composition consists of 85 
percent Woo and similar soils.  
 
According to the Soil Survey, portions of the project site may have the potential to have 
hydric soil characteristics (refer to Appendix A, Documentation). 

4.6 HYDRIC SOILS LIST OF CALIFORNIA 

RBF reviewed the Hydric Soils List of California, provided by the Natural Resources 
Conservation Service, in an effort to verify whether or not on-site soils are considered to be 
hydric.  It should be noted that lists of hydric soils along with soil survey maps are good off-
site ancillary tools to assist in wetland determinations, but they are not a substitute for on-
site investigations.  According to the list, Deldota Clay-Partially Drained, 0 to 2 percent 
slopes, Dosamigos Clay-Partially Drained, 0 to 2 percent slopes and Woo Clay, 0 to 2 
percent slopes are considered hydric soils. 

4.7 NATIONAL WETLANDS INVENTORY 

RBF reviewed the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s National Wetland Inventory maps.  The 
project site is not located within resource areas identified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (refer to Appendix A).   

4.8 FLOOD ZONE  

RBF searched the Federal Emergency Management Agency website for flood data for the 
project site. Based on GIS data provided by FEMA (FIRM Panel Number 06047C1050G, 
effective December 2, 2008) the Site is mapped as Zone X.  Zone X is the flood insurance 
rate zone that corresponds to areas outside the 0.2-percent annual chance floodplain, areas 
within the 0.2-percent annual chance floodplain, and to areas of 1-percent annual chance 
flooding where the contributing drainage area is less than one square mile, and areas 
protected from the 1-percent annual chance flood by levees. No base flood elevations or 
depths are shown within this zone (refer to Appendix A).   
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Section 5 Site Conditions 

RBF regulatory specialists Chris Johnson and Wesley Salter visited the project site from 
approximately 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on December 7, 2010 to verify existing conditions and 
document potential jurisdictional areas. The temperature was approximately 64 degrees 
Fahrenheit.  No rain events had occurred within seven (7) days of the site visits. Access to 
all locations of the project site was available via existing dirt roads (Refer to Exhibits 4, On-
Site Photographs, for representative photographs taken throughout the project site). 

5.1 VEGETATION 

The site is currently being used for agricultural purposes and as such no riparian vegetation 
was present within either the on-site canals or irrigation ditches.   

5.2 HYDROLOGY 

The project site receives water from the California Aqueduct and via natural flows from hills 
to the southwest of the site. Water from the California Aqueduct is brought to the project site 
by pumping operations (under and existing agreement) and gravity flows to the existing 
irrigation ditches and canals. Return flows reaching the northern portion of the site near the 
Delta-Mendota Canal by irrigation ditches, canals and/or a tile drain system are reused on-
site or are pump lifted from a master drain system to the Panoche property to the east for 
pasture use.   

5.3 SOILS 

Due to the existing agricultural uses on the project site and lack of riparian vegetation no soil 
pits were dug during the December 7, 2010 field visit.  
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View looking northwest across the subject site at a typical excavated irrigation canal.

View looking west at existing irrigation practices.

View looking north at existing irrigation practices.    

View of on-site pump used to deliver water to the subject site via the California Aqueduct. 

Exhibit 4
On-Site Photographs

1 2

3 4
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Section 6 Findings 

This delineation has been prepared for FRV in order to delineate the Corps, Regional Board, 
and CDFG jurisdictional authority within the project site.  This report presents RBF’s best 
effort at determining the jurisdictional boundaries using the most up-to-date regulations, 
written policy, and guidance from the regulatory agencies.  However, as with any 
jurisdictional delineation, only the regulatory agencies can make a final determination of 
jurisdictional boundaries within a project site/property. 

6.1 U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS DETERMINATION 

Pursuant to the field visit and on-site interviews with the previous property owner it has been 
determined that no Corps jurisdiction is located within the project site. The on-site irrigation 
ditches and canals have been wholly excavated and constructed in the uplands in order to 
support the planting, cultivating, protecting or havesting of crops.  Moreover, return flows 
from on-site irrigation practices do not discharge into the Delta-Mendota Canal or other 
downstream jurisdcitional waters. Return flows are reused on-site or are lift pumped from a 
master drain system to the Panoche property east of the project site (Refer also to Appendix 
A, Documentation for previous property owner interview).     

6.1.1 Wetland Determination 

As previously noted in Section 2.1, an area must exhibit all three (3) of the wetland 
parameters described in the Corps Regional Supplement to be considered a jurisdictional 
wetland.  Based on the results of the field investigations, it was determined that no portion of 
the project site exhibited any of the three parameters; therefore, no Corps jurisdictional 
wetlands are located on-site.  

6.1.2 Non-Wetland Determination 

The on-site irrigation ditches and canals deliver water to the site via the California Aqueduct. 
Because the on-site ditches and canals are not considered jurisdictional no WoUS were 
identified (refer to Exhibit 5, Jurisdictional Map). 

6.2 REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
DETERMINATION  

No isolated or Rapanos conditions were observed within the boundaries of the project site; 
therefore the Regional Board follows that of Corps jurisdiction. 
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6.3 CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
 DETERMINATION 

The on-site irrigation ditches and canals do not convey water to a stream system nor do 
they support aquatic life, riparian vegetation, or stream-dependent terrestrial wildlife. It is 
determined that no CDFG jurisdictional streambeds are located within the project site.  
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Section 7 Regulatory Approval Process 

The following is a summary of the various permits, agreements, certifications or exclusion 
from permits concerning the project site.   

7.1 U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS  

The Corps regulates discharges of dredged or fill materials into WoUS and wetlands 
pursuant to Section 404 of the CWA.  A permit is not required from the Corps Regulatory 
Branch – Sacramento District Office, for the proposed project since its been determined that 
no Corps jurisdictional is located on-site.      

7.2 REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD  

The Regional Board regulates discharges to surface waters under the Federal CWA and the 
California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act.  The Regional Board’s jurisdiction 
extends to all waters of the State (including SWANCC and Rapanos conditions) and to all 
WoUS (including wetlands). A permit is not required from the Central Valley Regional Water 
Quality Control Board (Regional Board) since no isolated or Rapanos conditions were 
observed within the boundaries of the project site and lack of a nexus with Section 404 of 
the CWA. 

7.3 CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME  

The on-site irrigation ditches and canals would not be considered jurisdictional by the CDFG 
as they do not convey water to a stream system. Additionally, the on-site irrigation ditches 
and canals do not support aquatic life, riparian vegetation, or stream-dependent terrestrial 
wildlife, therefore a SAA is not required.  

7.4 GLOBAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is highly recommended that the delineation be forwarded to each of the regulatory 
agencies for their concurrence.  The concurrence/receipt would be valid up to five (5) years 
and would solidify findings noted within this report. 
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Preface
Soil surveys contain information that affects land use planning in survey areas. They
highlight soil limitations that affect various land uses and provide information about
the properties of the soils in the survey areas. Soil surveys are designed for many
different users, including farmers, ranchers, foresters, agronomists, urban planners,
community officials, engineers, developers, builders, and home buyers. Also,
conservationists, teachers, students, and specialists in recreation, waste disposal,
and pollution control can use the surveys to help them understand, protect, or enhance
the environment.

Various land use regulations of Federal, State, and local governments may impose
special restrictions on land use or land treatment. Soil surveys identify soil properties
that are used in making various land use or land treatment decisions. The information
is intended to help the land users identify and reduce the effects of soil limitations on
various land uses. The landowner or user is responsible for identifying and complying
with existing laws and regulations.

Although soil survey information can be used for general farm, local, and wider area
planning, onsite investigation is needed to supplement this information in some cases.
Examples include soil quality assessments (http://soils.usda.gov/sqi/) and certain
conservation and engineering applications. For more detailed information, contact
your local USDA Service Center (http://offices.sc.egov.usda.gov/locator/app?
agency=nrcs) or your NRCS State Soil Scientist (http://soils.usda.gov/contact/
state_offices/).

Great differences in soil properties can occur within short distances. Some soils are
seasonally wet or subject to flooding. Some are too unstable to be used as a
foundation for buildings or roads. Clayey or wet soils are poorly suited to use as septic
tank absorption fields. A high water table makes a soil poorly suited to basements or
underground installations.

The National Cooperative Soil Survey is a joint effort of the United States Department
of Agriculture and other Federal agencies, State agencies including the Agricultural
Experiment Stations, and local agencies. The Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) has leadership for the Federal part of the National Cooperative Soil
Survey.

Information about soils is updated periodically. Updated information is available
through the NRCS Soil Data Mart Web site or the NRCS Web Soil Survey. The Soil
Data Mart is the data storage site for the official soil survey information.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs
and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where
applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual
orientation, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or a part of an
individual's income is derived from any public assistance program. (Not all prohibited
bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means
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for communication of program information (Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should
contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TDD). To file a
complaint of discrimination, write to USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400
Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410 or call (800) 795-3272
(voice) or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and
employer.
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How Soil Surveys Are Made
Soil surveys are made to provide information about the soils and miscellaneous areas
in a specific area. They include a description of the soils and miscellaneous areas and
their location on the landscape and tables that show soil properties and limitations
affecting various uses. Soil scientists observed the steepness, length, and shape of
the slopes; the general pattern of drainage; the kinds of crops and native plants; and
the kinds of bedrock. They observed and described many soil profiles. A soil profile is
the sequence of natural layers, or horizons, in a soil. The profile extends from the
surface down into the unconsolidated material in which the soil formed or from the
surface down to bedrock. The unconsolidated material is devoid of roots and other
living organisms and has not been changed by other biological activity.

Currently, soils are mapped according to the boundaries of major land resource areas
(MLRAs). MLRAs are geographically associated land resource units that share
common characteristics related to physiography, geology, climate, water resources,
soils, biological resources, and land uses (USDA, 2006). Soil survey areas typically
consist of parts of one or more MLRA.

The soils and miscellaneous areas in a survey area occur in an orderly pattern that is
related to the geology, landforms, relief, climate, and natural vegetation of the area.
Each kind of soil and miscellaneous area is associated with a particular kind of
landform or with a segment of the landform. By observing the soils and miscellaneous
areas in the survey area and relating their position to specific segments of the
landform, a soil scientist develops a concept, or model, of how they were formed. Thus,
during mapping, this model enables the soil scientist to predict with a considerable
degree of accuracy the kind of soil or miscellaneous area at a specific location on the
landscape.

Commonly, individual soils on the landscape merge into one another as their
characteristics gradually change. To construct an accurate soil map, however, soil
scientists must determine the boundaries between the soils. They can observe only
a limited number of soil profiles. Nevertheless, these observations, supplemented by
an understanding of the soil-vegetation-landscape relationship, are sufficient to verify
predictions of the kinds of soil in an area and to determine the boundaries.

Soil scientists recorded the characteristics of the soil profiles that they studied. They
noted soil color, texture, size and shape of soil aggregates, kind and amount of rock
fragments, distribution of plant roots, reaction, and other features that enable them to
identify soils. After describing the soils in the survey area and determining their
properties, the soil scientists assigned the soils to taxonomic classes (units).
Taxonomic classes are concepts. Each taxonomic class has a set of soil
characteristics with precisely defined limits. The classes are used as a basis for
comparison to classify soils systematically. Soil taxonomy, the system of taxonomic
classification used in the United States, is based mainly on the kind and character of
soil properties and the arrangement of horizons within the profile. After the soil
scientists classified and named the soils in the survey area, they compared the
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individual soils with similar soils in the same taxonomic class in other areas so that
they could confirm data and assemble additional data based on experience and
research.

The objective of soil mapping is not to delineate pure map unit components; the
objective is to separate the landscape into landforms or landform segments that have
similar use and management requirements. Each map unit is defined by a unique
combination of soil components and/or miscellaneous areas in predictable
proportions. Some components may be highly contrasting to the other components of
the map unit. The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes
the usefulness or accuracy of the data. The delineation of such landforms and
landform segments on the map provides sufficient information for the development of
resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned, onsite investigation is
needed to define and locate the soils and miscellaneous areas.

Soil scientists make many field observations in the process of producing a soil map.
The frequency of observation is dependent upon several factors, including scale of
mapping, intensity of mapping, design of map units, complexity of the landscape, and
experience of the soil scientist. Observations are made to test and refine the soil-
landscape model and predictions and to verify the classification of the soils at specific
locations. Once the soil-landscape model is refined, a significantly smaller number of
measurements of individual soil properties are made and recorded. These
measurements may include field measurements, such as those for color, depth to
bedrock, and texture, and laboratory measurements, such as those for content of
sand, silt, clay, salt, and other components. Properties of each soil typically vary from
one point to another across the landscape.

Observations for map unit components are aggregated to develop ranges of
characteristics for the components. The aggregated values are presented. Direct
measurements do not exist for every property presented for every map unit
component. Values for some properties are estimated from combinations of other
properties.

While a soil survey is in progress, samples of some of the soils in the area generally
are collected for laboratory analyses and for engineering tests. Soil scientists interpret
the data from these analyses and tests as well as the field-observed characteristics
and the soil properties to determine the expected behavior of the soils under different
uses. Interpretations for all of the soils are field tested through observation of the soils
in different uses and under different levels of management. Some interpretations are
modified to fit local conditions, and some new interpretations are developed to meet
local needs. Data are assembled from other sources, such as research information,
production records, and field experience of specialists. For example, data on crop
yields under defined levels of management are assembled from farm records and from
field or plot experiments on the same kinds of soil.

Predictions about soil behavior are based not only on soil properties but also on such
variables as climate and biological activity. Soil conditions are predictable over long
periods of time, but they are not predictable from year to year. For example, soil
scientists can predict with a fairly high degree of accuracy that a given soil will have
a high water table within certain depths in most years, but they cannot predict that a
high water table will always be at a specific level in the soil on a specific date.

After soil scientists located and identified the significant natural bodies of soil in the
survey area, they drew the boundaries of these bodies on aerial photographs and
identified each as a specific map unit. Aerial photographs show trees, buildings, fields,
roads, and rivers, all of which help in locating boundaries accurately.

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Soil Map
The soil map section includes the soil map for the defined area of interest, a list of soil
map units on the map and extent of each map unit, and cartographic symbols
displayed on the map. Also presented are various metadata about data used to
produce the map, and a description of each soil map unit.
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MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

Soils
Soil Map Units

Special Point Features
Blowout

Borrow Pit

Clay Spot

Closed Depression

Gravel Pit

Gravelly Spot

Landfill

Lava Flow

Marsh or swamp

Mine or Quarry

Miscellaneous Water

Perennial Water

Rock Outcrop

Saline Spot

Sandy Spot

Severely Eroded Spot

Sinkhole

Slide or Slip

Sodic Spot

Spoil Area

Stony Spot

Very Stony Spot

Wet Spot

Other

Special Line Features
Gully

Short Steep Slope

Other

Political Features
Cities

Water Features
Oceans

Streams and Canals

Transportation
Rails

Interstate Highways

US Routes

Major Roads

Local Roads

Map Scale: 1:19,000 if printed on A size (8.5" × 11") sheet.

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at 1:24,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map
measurements.

Source of Map:  Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL:  http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System:  UTM Zone 10N NAD83

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area:  Merced County, California, Western Part
Survey Area Data:  Version 7, Apr 10, 2008

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:  6/12/2005

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor shifting
of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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Map Unit Legend

Merced County, California, Western Part (CA647)

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

167 DELDOTA CLAY, PARTIALLY
DRAINED

414.7 41.1%

169 DOSAMIGOS CLAY, PARTIALLY
DRAINED

33.1 3.3%

230 PAVER CLAY LOAM, 2 TO 5 PERCENT
SLOPES

176.9 17.5%

280 WOO CLAY, 0 TO 2 PERCENT SLOPES 384.1 38.1%

Totals for Area of Interest 1,008.8 100.0%

Map Unit Descriptions
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the soils
or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions, along with the
maps, can be used to determine the composition and properties of a unit.

A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or more
major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and named
according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a taxonomic
class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils. On the landscape,
however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the characteristic variability
of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some observed properties may extend
beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class. Areas of soils of a single taxonomic
class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without including areas of other taxonomic
classes. Consequently, every map unit is made up of the soils or miscellaneous areas
for which it is named and some minor components that belong to taxonomic classes
other than those of the major soils.

Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in the
map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have properties
and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to require different
management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar, components. They generally
are in small areas and could not be mapped separately because of the scale used.
Some small areas of strongly contrasting soils or miscellaneous areas are identified
by a special symbol on the maps. If included in the database for a given area, the
contrasting minor components are identified in the map unit descriptions along with
some characteristics of each. A few areas of minor components may not have been
observed, and consequently they are not mentioned in the descriptions, especially
where the pattern was so complex that it was impractical to make enough observations
to identify all the soils and miscellaneous areas on the landscape.

The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the usefulness
or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate pure taxonomic
classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or landform segments that

Custom Soil Resource Report
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have similar use and management requirements. The delineation of such segments
on the map provides sufficient information for the development of resource plans. If
intensive use of small areas is planned, however, onsite investigation is needed to
define and locate the soils and miscellaneous areas.

An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions. Each
description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil properties
and qualities.

Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. Except for
differences in texture of the surface layer, all the soils of a series have major horizons
that are similar in composition, thickness, and arrangement.

Soils of one series can differ in texture of the surface layer, slope, stoniness, salinity,
degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect their use. On the basis of such
differences, a soil series is divided into soil phases. Most of the areas shown on the
detailed soil maps are phases of soil series. The name of a soil phase commonly
indicates a feature that affects use or management. For example, Alpha silt loam, 0
to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of the Alpha series.

Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas.
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.

A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an intricate
pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on the maps. The
pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat similar in all
areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an example.

An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of present or
anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not considered practical
or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas separately. The pattern and
relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat similar. Alpha-
Beta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.

An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas that
could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and proportion of
the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform. An area can be
made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or it can be made up
of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.

Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil material
and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Merced County, California, Western Part

167—DELDOTA CLAY, PARTIALLY DRAINED

Map Unit Setting
Elevation: 90 to 300 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 61 to 63 degrees F
Frost-free period: 210 to 280 days

Map Unit Composition
Deldota and similar soils: 85 percent
Minor components: 15 percent

Description of Deldota

Setting
Landform: Terraces
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Residuum weathered from sedimentary rock

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Somewhat poorly drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to

moderately high (0.06 to 0.20 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 0 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 40 percent
Gypsum, maximum content: 20 percent
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm)
Available water capacity: High (about 9.9 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): 2w
Land capability (nonirrigated): 4w

Typical profile
0 to 17 inches: Clay
17 to 24 inches: Clay loam
24 to 68 inches: Clay loam

Minor Components

Chateau
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Alluvial fans
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Dosamigos clay loam, partially drained
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Alluvial fans
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear

Woo
Percent of map unit: 3 percent

Dosamigos clay, partially drained
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Basin floors
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Talf
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

Paver
Percent of map unit: 2 percent

Stanislaus
Percent of map unit: 2 percent

169—DOSAMIGOS CLAY, PARTIALLY DRAINED

Map Unit Setting
Elevation: 70 to 180 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 9 to 12 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 61 to 63 degrees F
Frost-free period: 210 to 280 days

Map Unit Composition
Dosamigos and similar soils: 85 percent
Minor components: 15 percent

Description of Dosamigos

Setting
Landform: Alluvial fans
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Alluvium derived from sedimentary rock

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Somewhat poorly drained

Custom Soil Resource Report
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Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately
low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr)

Depth to water table: About 0 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 35 percent
Gypsum, maximum content: 10 percent
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline to moderately saline (2.0 to 16.0 mmhos/cm)
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 8.3 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3w
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6w

Typical profile
0 to 15 inches: Clay
15 to 27 inches: Clay loam
27 to 60 inches: Clay loam

Minor Components

Britto
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Landform: Basin floors
Landform position (two-dimensional): Toeslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Talf
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

Chateau
Percent of map unit: 4 percent
Landform: Alluvial fans
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear

Deldota, clay, partially drained
Percent of map unit: 4 percent

Woo
Percent of map unit: 3 percent

230—PAVER CLAY LOAM, 2 TO 5 PERCENT SLOPES

Map Unit Setting
Elevation: 200 to 400 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 59 to 64 degrees F
Frost-free period: 210 to 280 days
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Map Unit Composition
Paver and similar soils: 85 percent
Minor components: 15 percent

Description of Paver

Setting
Landform: Alluvial fans
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Alluvium derived from sedimentary rock

Properties and qualities
Slope: 2 to 5 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to

0.57 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 10 percent
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline to very slightly saline (2.0 to 4.0 mmhos/cm)
Sodium adsorption ratio, maximum: 8.0
Available water capacity: High (about 10.8 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): 2e
Land capability (nonirrigated): 4e

Typical profile
0 to 16 inches: Clay loam
16 to 76 inches: Clay loam

Minor Components

Woo clay loam, 2 to 5% slopes
Percent of map unit: 10 percent

Pleito
Percent of map unit: 3 percent

Woo clay, 0 to 2% slopes
Percent of map unit: 2 percent

280—WOO CLAY, 0 TO 2 PERCENT SLOPES

Map Unit Setting
Elevation: 70 to 340 feet
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Mean annual precipitation: 11 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 63 degrees F
Frost-free period: 210 to 280 days

Map Unit Composition
Woo and similar soils: 85 percent
Minor components: 15 percent

Description of Woo

Setting
Landform: Alluvial fans
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Alluvium derived from sedimentary rock

Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 2 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Drainage class: Well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately low to

moderately high (0.06 to 0.20 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 10 percent
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm)
Available water capacity: High (about 9.8 inches)

Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): 2s
Land capability (nonirrigated): 4s

Typical profile
0 to 17 inches: Clay
17 to 60 inches: Clay loam

Minor Components

Dosamigos
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Alluvial fans
Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear

Deldota, clay, partially drained
Percent of map unit: 3 percent

Paver
Percent of map unit: 3 percent

Dosamigos
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Alluvial fans
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Landform position (two-dimensional): Footslope
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear

Woo, clay loam, 2 to 5% slopes
Percent of map unit: 2 percent

Woo, clay loam
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
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PREVIOUS PROPERTY OWNER QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Party Administering Questionnaire: Name: Chris Johnson, RBF Consulting 

 Phone/
Fax: (949) 855-3685 

 Email: chrisjohnson@rbf.com 

Date: December 7, 2010 (On-site Interview) 
 December 15, 2010 (Phone Interview)  
 
Time: 2:00 and 3:30 Respectively   

  

 
Project Name:   Lobue Property Jurisdictional Delineation  
 
Project Address:   Unincorporated Merced County, CA. The project site is located immediately east of 
the Interstate 5 Freeway, south of Lobue Road and north of Eagle Field Road.  The site is accessed 
from Poleline Road, which traverses the southwest boundary. 
 
Client: Fotowatio Renewable Ventures, Inc. (FRV)  
 

 
 

Type of property: The site is currently used for agricultural purposes. 
 
Project proposes development of an array of photovoltaic panels, access roads for maintenance, 
several pad-mounted structures, including inverter transformers and PV interconnection switch 
gear.  
 
Name and Contact Information of Person Interviewed: 
 
Mr. Peter Lobue 
Agri-Management, LLC 
Office (209) 826-3941 
 
Any other pertinent knowledge or experience with the property: 
 
This interview was conducted with the previous property owner who has an in-depth understanding of the 
subject site. The property has been in his family’s ownership for 2 generations.  Per the on-site interview and 
subsequent phone conversations it was explained that no return flows reach the Delta-Mendota Canal. The 
irrigation ditches wholly excavated in the uplands and canals bring water to the subject site via gravity. The 
water source for the site is the California Aqueduct. Water that reaches the northern portion of the site via the 
ditches or tile drains are captured in a master drain and lift pumped to Panoche east of the property.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Background 

San Joaquin kit foxes (Vulpes macrotis mutica) once occupied a large range throughout the San 
Joaquin Valley of California, extending from southern Kern County north to Contra Costa, Alameda, 
and San Joaquin Counties on the west side of the Valley and to Stanislaus County on the east side; in 
some of the larger, uncultivated valley-floor land parcels in Kern, Tulare, Kings, Fresno, Madera, and 
Merced Counties; and westward in 5 counties in the interior coastal range (United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service [USFWS] 1998). However, human impacts such as agricultural and industrial 
development, urbanization, water impoundment and diversion, and historical predator and pest control 
led to significant reductions in kit fox habitat, and subsequently populations (USFWS 1998). As a 
result, the kit fox was granted federal protection in 1967 (United States Department of the Interior 
1967). Currently, it is estimated that more than 95% of the potential habitat for kit foxes on the San 
Joaquin Valley floor has been modified (USFWS 1998). The known remaining populations, described 
as three geographically distinct core and several, smaller satellite populations, exist in a heavily 
fragmented landscape (USFWS 1998). Local surveys and research projects indicate the largest extant 
populations of kit fox are concentrated in the southern part of their range and the smaller populations 
and isolated sightings exist in the central and northern parts of their range. 
 
The presence of kit foxes in western Merced County (California Natural Diversity Database 
(CNDDB), USFWS 1998) is well documented, and confirmed again most recently by studies 
conducted in the past 11 years. In 2002, genetic analysis of feces (scats) collected supported presence 
of kit foxes immediately south of the town of Santa Nella (Smith et al. 2006b). Additionally, a 
thorough research investigation from 2005 to 2007 indicated that a persistent but relatively low density 
kit fox population (compared to southern core populations) appeared to be present on lands just south 
of Santa Nella from about the Agua Fria conservation lands south to Little Panoche Road; and may 
receive augmentation from the Panoche Valley kit fox population just to the south (Constable et al. 
2009).  
 
In February 2013, Working Dogs for Conservation Foundation (WDCF) was contracted by American 
West Conservation, L.L.C. to provide a professional scat detection dog team to assist with a survey for 
San Joaquin kit fox at the Vega Solar (VS) project site, in Merced County, California. This survey was 
initiated in order to obtain current information on kit fox presence at this site.   
 
The method of using formally trained dogs to detect scats of specific species has provided “a more 
systematic and efficient approach to scat detection” and is an effective way to confirm species 
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presence in an area (MacKay et al. 2008). To date, dogs have been used to locate scats for numerous 
species such as gray wolves (Canis lupus; Beckmann 2006), fishers (Martes pennanti; Long et al. 
2007), cougars (Puma concolor; Beckmann 2006), grizzly bears (Ursus arctos; Wasser et al. 2004, 
Beckmann 2006), black bears (Ursus americanus; Wasser et al. 2004, Beckmann 2006, Long et al. 
2007), bobcats (Lynx rufus; Harrison 2006, Long et al. 2007), and right whales (Eubalaena glacialis; 

Rolland et al. 2006). In the particular case of the San Joaquin kit fox, visual location of scats by 
humans can prove difficult because scats tend to be small (~1-3 cm) and cryptic. Trained dogs have 
proven to be an effective way to increase both the potential for kit fox scat detection, as well as the 
number of samples recovered (Smith et al. 2003, 2006a, Ralls & Smith 2004). This type of monitoring 
method was demonstrated to be successful in confirming the presence of kit fox in known core and 
satellite population areas with various fox densities and habitat types (Smith et al. 2005). One of the 
main advantages of using detection dogs to locate scats is that dogs can detect both old as well as fresh 
scats, and thus, recent past as well as current presence in an area can be determined. Prior studies 
showed that dogs are capable of locating kit fox scats that are several weeks to several months old (D. 
A. Smith et al., unpubl. data). 
 
A scat detection dog survey was conducted at the VS project site in April 2013. The purpose of the 
survey was to locate and collect any available kit fox scats along a nonrandom transect route 
throughout the site. Subsequent genetic analysis of DNA extracted from scats collected during the 
survey effort was to be conducted by the Smithsonian Institution’s National Zoological Park/National 
Museum of Natural History’s Molecular Genetic Laboratory in order to confirm kit fox presence in the 
study area. This report specifically provides the methods and results of the scat detection dog survey 
conducted in April 2013. 
  
 

METHODS 

 

 
Study area 

The survey was conducted at the VS site in Merced County, California (Figure 1). The study area is 
approximately 165 acres. Current land use on the survey property consists of grazing (sheep), and 
some farming. Occurrence of kit foxes within the study area remained unknown at the time the scat 
detection dog survey was conducted.  
 
Scat survey 
The survey for scats of kit fox was systematically conducted on a transect route at the VS project site 
on 23 April 2013 (Figure 1). The route was both unidirectional and consisted of transect legs spaced at 
approximately 200 meters apart that thoroughly covered the property. Various legs of the transects 
were in vegetation; and along unpaved roads, which is a common travel path of kit foxes and a place 
where they frequently defecate, like other carnivores (MacDonald 1980, Kohn et al. 1999, Koopman et 
al. 2001, Smith et al. 2005, Ruell et al. 2009; D.A. Smith, pers. obs.). Similar to methods of Ruell et 
al. 2009, a nonrandom sampling transect was used to obtain adequately high capture probabilities.  
Approximately 8.83 km of a scat detection route was established at the project site. Transect legs were 
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viewed as linear belts of survey activity, and prior research indicated detection dogs found scats at a 
mean distance of 4.8 + 6.7 m from the transect line (Ralls & Smith 2004). 
 
One detection dog/handler team was used to locate scats along the transect route (refer to Figure 1).  
The dog was trained using methods of scat detection dog programs (Smith et al. 2003) to locate the 
odor of kit fox scat and give an “alert” to its handler at the source of the odor by sitting next to the 
scat. (Note: scat detection dog training methods incorporate a combination of standard narcotic, 
cadaver, and search-and-rescue detection techniques). The field search involved the handler walking 
the transect line while the dog ranged and quartered ahead of the handler, working all the while to 
encounter target odor; the dog would follow any scent of the target scat to its source and provide a sit-
alert next to the scat for the handler to view (MacKay et al. 2008). All scats indicated as kit fox by the 
dog were to be collected, stored in plastic bags containing one teaspoon of silica gel for desiccation 
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA), and shipped to the Smithsonian Institution’s National Zoological 
Park/National Museum of Natural History’s Molecular Genetic Laboratory (Washington D.C.) for 
DNA verification of the species (Bozarth et al. 2010). Additionally, the location of each potential kit 
fox scat collected was to be geo-referenced with a global positioning system (GPS).   

   
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

A total of 8.83 km of transect legs were searched at the VS site (Table 1; Figure 1). No kit fox scats, or 
other kit fox sign, were located during the survey.   
 

Table 1.  Summary of transect route surveyed at the VS site.  Figure 1 indicates transect route for the survey. 
 

Date 
# of scats 

located 

Distance 

surveyed 

23 April 2013 0 8.83 km 
 
 
The results of the scat detection dog survey in April 2013 do not support the presence of kit foxes on 
the VS site. In prior studies in areas with resident populations, kit foxes were found to deposit scats 
singly, in pairs, and at latrines throughout their territories, and also commonly mark conspicuous 
objects (e.g. fence posts, carcasses, skulls, cement objects, trash litter, coyote scats (Ralls and Smith 
2004; Smith et al. unpublished data)). Dogs are capable of locating scats that range from fresh (<8 
days old) to several weeks to several months old (Smith et al. unpublished data), and here, no kit fox 
scats of any age were located across the project site or at numerous, conspicuous objects occurring on 
the site. Because in previous studies using this method, scat collection in satellite and core populations 
with various kit fox densities found on average 18.65 + 18.51 scats/km (range: 0.25–52.25 scats/km; 
Smith et al. 2005), it is highly likely that if scats were available for detection they would have been 
detected through the extensive route established across the site and within the distance of the route. 
The lack of kit fox scats found at the VS site suggests that currently the project site is not supporting a 
resident fox population.   
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Currently, north of Kern County, San Joaquin kit foxes primarily occur in a narrow, north-south band 
of habitat bounded by Interstate 5 on the east and the Coast Ranges on the West (Constable et al. 
2009). Although results of this survey indicate that at this time a resident kit fox population is not 
present at the VS site, it is still possible that foxes occur intermittently in this area as transient 
individuals with potential to use the site opportunistically (Koopman et al. 2001, Schwartz et al. 2005).  
 
Overall, scat detection dog surveys offer an appropriate way to obtain presence information while 
greatly minimizing disturbance to the study animal (Smith et al. 2005). Here, the survey yielded no 
sign of kit fox presence at the VS project site. Our results do not necessarily prove non-occurrence of 
kit foxes in the surrounding area as Constable et al. 2009 specifically describes that based on available 
data the area south of Santa Nella (south of State Route 152 and west of Interstate 5) supports the most 
northerly known self-sustaining kit fox population.  
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FIGURE 1.  SURVEY TRANSECT AT THE VEGA SOLAR PROJECT SITE.  The scat detection transect route at the VS 
site is indicated, and corresponds to Table 1. 
.   
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May 15, 2013 
 
 
 
Mr. Bret Hogge 
River - West Investments 
3001 I Street, Suite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
 
Subject: Summary Letter Report for Habitat Assessment for Burrowing Owl, Vega Solar Project, Los 

Banos, Merced County, California 
 

Dear Mr. Hogge: 

This letter summarizes the findings of the habitat assessment for burrowing owls (BUOW) within Vega Solar 
Project (project).  The project area was surveyed by FirstCarbon Solutions | Michael Brandman Associates 
(FCS-MBA) Biologist Dale Hameister on March 26, 2013.  The project area was surveyed to determine the 
species present, the potential to support sensitive species and to investigate any potential jurisdictional 
waters or wetlands.   

The proposed project is located in the western portion of the San Joaquin Valley in unincorporated Merced 
County, near the City of Los Banos (Exhibit 1).  The project site is located within a portion of Section 6 
Township 12 South, Range 11 East, and a portion of Section 31, Township 11 South, Range 11 East, within the 
Charleston School, California, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle map (Exhibit 
2).  The proposed project is located east of Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Route 165 (SR-165) intersection and the 
Dos Amigos Pumping Plant; south of the Delta-Mendota Canal; and north of the San Luis Canal/California 
Aqueduct and Pole Line Road, approximately 9 miles southeast of the City of Los Banos, near South Woo and 
West El Campo Roads (Exhibit 3).  The project site encompasses approximately 165 acres.  The project site is 
located on three parcels (Assessor’s Parcel Numbers [APN] 088-180-049 and portions of APNs 090-130-036 
and 090-130-037).  The elevation of the project area ranges from 222 to 171 feet about mean sea level and 
slopes slightly to the northeast.   

Methodology 
The project site was surveyed on foot by FCS-MBA biologist Dale Hameister on March 26, 2013, between 1030 
and 1500 hours.  Weather conditions during the survey included an average temperature of 68° F (degrees, 
Fahrenheit) with winds ranging from 2 to 5 miles per hour and partial cloud cover.  The survey consisted of 
walking the entire project site while searching for suitable burrows to support BUOW and BUOW sign.   

Existing Conditions 
The project site consists of relatively flat areas that are highly disturbed and currently in use for agriculture.  
The project site is surrounded by similar agricultural areas.  The Delta-Mendota Canal is north of the project 
area. 
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Plant Communities 
The project area contains agricultural areas, irrigation ditches, and disturbed areas.  A full list of the species 
observed is included in the attached flora compendium. 

Agricultural (Wheat) - (144 acres) 
The majority of the project site (144 acres) is planted with wheat (Triticum aestivum).  The fields are watered 
by flood irrigation and have small irrigation ditches along the margins.   

Agricultural (Fallow) - (17 acres) 
A field in the western portion of the project areas contains a fallow field that was not in production.  The 
fallow field was dominated by alfalfa (Medicago sativa) and non-native plants including field mustard (Brassica 
rapa), shepherd's purse (Capsella bursa-pastoris), field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis), yellow sweet clover 
(Melilotus officinalis), cheeseweed (Malva parviflora), silver leaf nightshade (Solanum elaeagnifolium), rat-tail 
fescue (Vulpia myuros), and compact brome (Bromus madritensis).   

Disturbed - (3 acres) 
The areas surrounding the fields and irrigation ditches consist of disturbed areas (3 acres).  These areas are 
mostly comprised of dirt roads.  There are some non-native species growing within the disturbed areas 
including shepherd’s purse, yellow sweet clover, and silver leaf nightshade.   

Irrigation Ditch - (1 acre) 
In the western portion of the project site, there is an irrigation ditch that is approximately 25 feet wide with 
raised berms on either side.  The ditch contains dried Russian thistle (Salsola tragus) and some scattered 
patches of narrow leaf cattail (Typha angustifolia). 

Wildlife 
The wildlife observed within the project site and in the adjacent area is typical of rural agricultural areas near 
Los Banos.  The bird species observed on the project site include red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), 
American kestrel (Falco sparverius), killdeer (Charadrius vociferus), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), barn 
owl (Tyto alba), American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), song sparrow (Melospiza melodia), white-crowned 
sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys), red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus), western meadowlark (Sturnella 
neglecta), and brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus ater).  No mammals were observed.  There were several 
small burrows observed within the fallow agricultural field.  However, no California ground squirrels or rabbits 
were observed, and no large burrows were observed.  Mosquito fish (Gambusia affinis) and bullfrog (Rana 
catesbeiana) were observed within the irrigation canal north of the project area. 

Western Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)  
The method to determine the presence of suitable BUOW habitat is by direct observations, presence of 
suitable burrows and foraging habitat and the presence of signs, including pellets, white wash, feathers, or 
prey remains.   

Suitable habitat for BUOW consists of low vegetation cover that allows visibility and access to prey and the 
presence of suitable burrows for nesting.  Although open areas with short vegetation are critical for nesting, 
there is some evidence that BUOW prefer a vegetation mosaic with nesting habitat interspersed within taller 
vegetation for hunting.   
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The BUOW is a California species of concern because of their decline in the state over the past 30 years.  The 
BUOW is a small, buff-colored owl that is unique in its habit of nesting in subterranean burrows.  It occurs in 
grasslands and other open habitats throughout the western United States.  In California, the owl is most often 
found using burrows of larger rodents, particularly ground squirrels.  However, it is an opportunist, who will 
use burrows of tortoise, coyotes, and other burrowing animals as well as pipes, or other suitable cavities.  
Suitable habitat must have evidence of burrows within the project site.   

There were no BUOW or BUOW sign observed within the project site or within a 500-foot buffer around the 
site.  The project site does contain suitable for foraging for burrowing owl; however, no suitable burrows were 
observed.   

Conclusion 
Burrowing owls are not likely to be found within the project area because no suitable burrows were observed.  
A focused survey for BUOW is not required because of the lack of suitable nesting habitat.     

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Dale Hameister, Biologist 
FirstCarbon Solutions | Michael Brandman Associates 
621 E. Carnegie Drive, Suite 100 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
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Site Photographs 
 

 

 



 

 
 

Photograph 1:  Looking south along Woo Road from the berm above the irrigation ditch north of 
the project site showing disturbed and agricultural areas. 

 
 

Photograph 2:  Looking north from El Campo Road from the southeast corner of the project site. 

Source: FirstCarbon Solutions | Michael Brandman Associates, 2013 
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Site Photographs 1 and 2
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Photograph 3: Looking east from the western edge of the project area showing fallow agricultural 
areas. 

 
 

Photograph 4: Small burrows observed within the fallow agricultural area.  These burrows are 
too small to be used by burrowing owls. 

Source: FirstCarbon Solutions | Michael Brandman Associates, 2013 
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Site Photographs 3 and 4
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Floral Compendium

Apiaceae Carrot Family
Conium maculatum poison hemlock

Asteraceae Sunflower Family
Cirsium vulgare bull thistle

Senecio vulgaris common groundsel

Sonchus asper sow thistle

Boraginaceae Borage Family
Amsinckia menziesii var. intermedia common fiddleneck

Brassicaceae Mustard Family
Brassica nigra black mustard

Brassica rapa field mustard

Capsella bursa-pastoris shepherd's purse

Chenopodiaceae Goosefoot Family
Chenopodium album lamb's quarters

Salsola tragus Russian thistle

Convolvulaceae Morning-Glory Family
Convolvulus arvensis field bindweed

Fabaceae Legume Family
Medicago sativa alfalfa

Melilotus officinalis yellow sweet clover

Malvaceae Mallow Family
Malva parviflora cheeseweed

Polygonaceae Buckwheat Family
Rumex crispus curly dock

Solanaceae Nightshade Family
Solanum elaeagnifolium silver leaf nightshade

Urticaceae Nettle Family
Urtica urens dwarf nettle

Poaceae Grass Family
Avena fatua wild oat

Bromus madritensis compact brome

Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum leporinum barley

Triticum aestivum wheat

Vulpia myuros rat-tail fescue

Typhaceae Cattail Family
Typha angustifolia narrow leaf cattail



Faunal Compendium

Poeciliidae Livebearer
Gambusia affinis Mosquito fish  

Ranidae True Frogs
Rana catesbeiana bullfrog 

Accipitridae Hawks
Buteo jamaicensis red-tailed hawk 

Falconidae Falcons
Falco sparverius American kestrel 

Charadriidae Plovers
Charadrius vociferus killdeer 

Columbidae Pigeons/Doves
Zenaida macroura mourning dove 

Tytonidae Barn owls
Tyto alba barn owl 

Corvidae Jays/Crows
Corvus brachyrhynchos American crow 

Emberizidae Warblers, sparrow, etc.
Melospiza melodia song sparrow 

Zonotrichia leucophrys white-crowned sparrow 

Icteridae New world blackbirds
Agelaius phoeniceus red-winged blackbird 

Sturnella neglecta western meadowlark 

Molothrus ater brown-headed cowbird 
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Vega Solar Project 
County of Merced, California 

Charleston School, CA USGS 7.5-minute Topographic Quadrangle Map 
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165-Acre Study Area 
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SECTION 1: SUMMARY 

This report contains the findings of focused surveys for the burrowing owl (Athena cunicularia 
hypugaea) (BUOW), conducted by First Carbon Solutions | Michael Brandman Associates (FSC-MBA) 
on an approximate 165-acre property located in the western portion of the San Joaquin Valley in 
unincorporated Merced County, near the City of Los Banos, California.  Although the project site 
contains suitable foraging and nesting habitat for the BUOW, there were no BUOW or sign of BUOW 
on the project site during the focused surveys.  Therefore, BUOW are currently considered absent 
from the project site.   
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SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION 

At the request of River - West Investments, FCS-MBA conducted focused BUOW surveys on a 165-
acre property located in the south of the City of Los Banos, Merced County, California.  This property 
is hereinafter referred to as project site or site.   

2.1 - Project Location 

The proposed project is located in the western portion of the San Joaquin Valley in unincorporated 
Merced County, near the City of Los Banos (Exhibit 1).  The project site is located within a portion of 
Section 6 Township 12 South, Range 11 East, and a portion of Section 31, Township 11 South, Range 
11 East, within the Charleston School, California, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute 
topographic quadrangle map (Exhibit 2).  The proposed project is located east of Interstate 5 (I-5) 
and State Route 165 (SR-165) intersection and the Dos Amigos Pumping Plant; south of the Delta-
Mendota Canal; and north of the San Luis Canal/California Aqueduct and Pole Line Road, 
approximately 9 miles southeast of the City of Los Banos, near South Woo and West El Campo Roads 
(Exhibit 3).  The project site encompasses approximately 165 acres.  The project site is located on 
three parcels (Assessor’s Parcel Numbers [APN] 088-180-049 and portions of APNs 090-130-036 and 
090-130-037).  The elevation of the project area ranges from 222 to 171 feet about mean sea level 
and slopes slightly to the northeast.   

2.2 - Project Description 

The project consists of a solar power facility.  Implementation of the project will include grading, 
associated infrastructure, and the construction of a utility connection substation.   
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SECTION 3: BACKGROUND 

The burrowing owl is a State species of concern because of their population decline in California over 
the past 30 years.  BUOW occurs in short-grass prairies, grasslands, lowland scrub, agricultural lands 
(particularly rangelands), prairies, coastal dunes, and desert floors.  The BUOW may also use golf 
courses; cemeteries; road allowances within cities, airports, vacant lots in residential areas, and 
university campuses; fairgrounds; abandoned buildings; and irrigation ditches.  The presence of 
recently excavated burrows of suitable size is the primary habitat requirement for nesting.  They may 
also use pipes, culverts, and nest boxes where burrows are scarce.  One burrow is typically selected 
for use as the nest; however, satellite burrows are usually found within the immediate vicinity of the 
nest burrow within the defended territory of the owl.  BUOWs are generally considered 
monogamous, although new mates often appear when one of the pair dies.  Although open areas 
with short vegetation are critical for nesting, there is some evidence that BUOWs prefer a vegetation 
mosaic with nesting habitat interspersed within taller vegetation for hunting.  However, the primary 
requirement for suitable BUOW foraging habitat appears to be low vegetation cover that allows 
visibility and access to prey. 
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SECTION 4: METHODOLOGY 

Four pedestrian surveys were conducted on the entire site during BUOW nesting season.  MBA 
Biologist Dale Hameister conducted each of the four surveys.  The first survey consisted of a focused 
burrow survey combined with the burrowing owl survey.  Even though no suitable burrows were 
observed, the subsequent three surveys were conducted at the request of the client.  During all 
surveys, transects were spaced no more than 30 meters (m) apart to ensure 100 percent coverage.  
Rodent burrows were thoroughly examined for presence of sign (i.e., pellets, white wash, feathers, 
or prey remains), and suitable perches were inspected for BUOW pellets.  Surveys followed the 
protocols as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (2012). 

Generally, the weather conditions during each survey were suitable for detection of BUOW, including 
clear skies and low wind.  Table 1 below contains the specific weather data for each focused survey 
conducted on the project site. 

Table 1: Burrowing Owl Focused Surveys Weather Data 

Date Time 
Temperature 
(Fahrenheit) Wind (mph) Skies 

March 26, 2013 1100 to 1450 64 to 67 2 to 5 60% Cloud Cover 

April 17, 2013 0900 to 1200 63 to 87 3 to 8 Clear 

May 22, 2013 1500 to 1900 88 to 79 2 to 6 Clear 

June 18, 2013 0600 to 1030 72 to 75 5 to 10 Clear 
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SECTION 5: SITE CONDITIONS 

5.1 - Environmental Setting 

The project site is currently used for the production of wheat grass, and contains portions of fallow 
alfalfa fields.  Surrounding land uses including agricultural land to the south, retail development to 
the east and west, and residential development to the north.  The site is relatively flat at an elevation 
range of approximately 171 to 222 feet above mean sea level.  The project area also contains several 
disturbed areas and dirt roads.   

5.2 - Plant Communities 

The project area contains agricultural areas, irrigation ditches, and disturbed areas.  A full list of the 
species observed is included in the attached flora compendium. 

5.2.1 - Agricultural (Wheat) - (144 acres) 

The majority of the project site (144 acres) is planted with wheat (Triticum aestivum).  The fields are 
watered by flood irrigation and have small irrigation ditches along the margins.   

5.2.2 - Agricultural (Fallow) - (17 acres) 

A field in the western portion of the project areas contains a fallow field that was not in production.  
The fallow field was dominated by alfalfa (Medicago sativa) and non-native plants including field 
mustard (Brassica rapa), shepherd's purse (Capsella bursa-pastoris), field bindweed (Convolvulus 
arvensis), yellow sweet clover (Melilotus officinalis), cheeseweed (Malva parviflora), silver leaf 
nightshade (Solanum elaeagnifolium), rat-tail fescue (Vulpia myuros), and compact brome (Bromus 
madritensis).   

5.2.3 - Disturbed - (3 acres) 

The areas surrounding the fields and irrigation ditches consist of disturbed areas (3 acres).  These 
areas are mostly comprised of dirt roads.  There are some non-native species growing within the 
disturbed areas including shepherd’s purse, yellow sweet clover, and silver leaf nightshade.   

5.2.4 - Irrigation Ditch - (1 acre) 

In the western portion of the project site, there is an irrigation ditch that is approximately 25 feet 
wide with raised berms on either side.  The ditch contains dried Russian thistle (Salsola tragus) and 
some scattered patches of narrow leaf cattail (Typha angustifolia). 
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SECTION 6: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 - Burrowing Owl 

No suitable burrows from burrowing mammals, particularly California ground squirrel 
(Otospermophilus beecheyi) and desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii), were observed on the 
project site.  Some small burrows were observed within the fallow areas, but they were not large 
enough for use by BUOW.  No BUOW sign (such as whitewash, pellets, feathers, bone fragments) 
were observed within the project site.  No BUOW or BUOW sign were observed onsite or within the 
surrounding area during any of the surveys.  Therefore, we conclude that BUOW are currently absent 
from the project site and buffer area.   

6.2 - Birds Observed 

Birds observed within the project area include red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), Swainson's hawk 
(Buteo swainsoni), American kestrel (Falco sparverius), killdeer (Charadrius vociferus), mourning 
dove (Zenaida macroura), barn owl (Tyto alba), American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), song 
sparrow (Melospiza melodia), white-crowned sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys), red-winged blackbird 
(Agelaius phoeniceus), western meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta), brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus 
ater), western kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis), and great blue heron (Ardea herodias).  There are 
several man made nest boxes attached approximately 30 feet high on the power line poles along the 
northern boundary on the west side of the project site.  These boxed are being used by barn owls 
and are the only birds observed to be nesting onsite.  There is a Swainson’s hawk nest in a large 
cottonwood tree at the farmhouse north of the project site.  A Swainson’s hawk was observed 
gathering nesting material.  There are no shrubs or trees within the project site that provide nesting 
areas for other birds.   
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SECTION 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although the proposed project site has suitable foraging, and dispersing habitat for BUOW, no 
BUOW were observed during the 2013 nesting season focused survey.  No suitable burrows were 
observed onsite, no BUOW or BUOW sign were observed during the focused surveys.  The focused 
survey efforts confirmed that BUOW are absent from the project site.  
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SECTION 8: CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that the statements furnished above and in the attached exhibits present data and 
information required for this biological evaluation, and that the facts, statements, and information 
presented are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
 

Date: July 1, 2013 Signed:  

   

Dale Hameister, Biologist / Regulatory Specialist 
Michael Brandman Associates 
San Bernardino, California 
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Appendix A: 
Floral and Faunal Compendia 

 

 



Flora Compendium

Apiaceae Carrot Family
Conium maculatum poison hemlock

Asteraceae Sunflower Family
Cirsium vulgare bull thistle

Senecio vulgaris common groundsel

Sonchus asper sow thistle

Boraginaceae Borage Family
Amsinckia menziesii var. intermedia common fiddleneck

Brassicaceae Mustard Family
Brassica nigra black mustard

Brassica rapa field mustard

Capsella bursa-pastoris shepherd's purse

Chenopodiaceae Goosefoot Family
Chenopodium album lamb's quarters

Salsola tragus Russian thistle

Convolvulaceae Morning-Glory Family
Convolvulus arvensis field bindweed

Fabaceae Legume Family
Medicago sativa alfalfa

Melilotus officinalis yellow sweet clover

Malvaceae Mallow Family
Malva parviflora cheeseweed

Polygonaceae Buckwheat Family
Rumex crispus curly dock

Solanaceae Nightshade Family
Solanum elaeagnifolium silver leaf nightshade

Urticaceae Nettle Family
Urtica urens dwarf nettle

Poaceae Grass Family
Avena fatua wild oat

Bromus madritensis compact brome

Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum leporinum barley

Triticum aestivum wheat

Vulpia myuros rat-tail fescue

Typhaceae Cattail Family
Typha angustifolia narrow leaf cattail



Fauna Compendium

Poecilidae Livebearers
Gambusia afinis western mosquitofish

Bufonidae True Toads
Anaxyrus boreas western toad 

Ranidae True Frogs
Lithobates catesbeiana bullfrog 

Ardeidae Herons/Bitterns
Ardea herodias great blue heron 

Accipitridae Hawks
Buteo swainsoni Swainson's hawk 

Buteo jamaicensis red-tailed hawk 

Falconidae Falcons
Falco sparverius American kestrel 

Charadriidae Plovers
Charadrius vociferus killdeer 

Columbidae Pigeons/Doves
Zenaida macroura mourning dove 

Tytonidae Barn owls
Tyto alba barn owl 

Corvidae Jays/Crows
Corvus brachyrhynchos American crow 

Emberizidae Warblers, sparrow, etc.
Melospiza melodia song sparrow 

Zonotrichia leucophrys white-crowned sparrow 

Icteridae New world blackbirds
Agelaius phoeniceus red-winged blackbird 

Sturnella neglecta western meadowlark 

Molothrus ater brown-headed cowbird 
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Appendix B: 
Site Photographs 

 

 



 

 
 

Photograph 1:  Looking south along Woo Road from the berm above the irrigation ditch north of 
the project site showing disturbed and agricultural areas. 

 
 

Photograph 2:  Looking north from El Campo Road from the southeast corner of the project site. 

Source: FirstCarbon Solutions | Michael Brandman Associates, 2013 
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Site Photographs 1 and 2

RIVER-WEST INVESTMENTS • VEGA SOLAR PROJECT 
BURROWING OWL FOCUS SURVEY 



 

 
 

Photograph 3: Looking east from the western edge of the project area showing fallow agricultural 
areas. 

 
 

Photograph 4: Small burrows observed within the fallow agricultural area.  These burrows are 
too small to be used by burrowing owls. 

Source: FirstCarbon Solutions | Michael Brandman Associates, 2013 
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Site Photographs 3 and 4

RIVER-WEST INVESTMENTS • VEGA SOLAR PROJECT 
BURROWING OWL FOCUS SURVEY 
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Appendix E: 
Cultural Resources Supporting Data
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

At the request of County of Merced, Michael Brandman Associates (MBA) conducted a Phase I 
Cultural Resource Assessment at the proposed project area located within Merced County, California 
(Exhibit 1).  Totaling approximately 165 acres, the proposed project consists of construction and 
operation of an estimated 20-megawatt alternating current (MWac) photovoltaic (PV) electricity 
generating facility and associated infrastructure.  Power generated by the project would be delivered 
to the high voltage transmission system owned by PG&E for delivery to California electric customers.   

The purpose of this assessment is to identify the presence or absence of potentially significant cultural 
resources within the project area, and, if impacted by the proposed development, propose 
recommendations for mitigation.  Completion of this investigation fulfills the requirements associated 
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  This report follows the California Office of 
Historic Preservation (OHP) procedures for cultural resource surveys and the OHP’s Archaeological 
Resource Management Report (ARMR) format for archaeological reports.   

On January 28, 2013, staff at the Central California Information Center (CCIC) in Turlock, California 
conducted a records search for the project area and a 0.50-mile radius beyond the project boundaries.  
Results from the CCIC indicate that three resources have been recorded within 0.5 mile of the Project 
Area: the Outside Canal located approximately 1,500 feet north of the project area;, the Delta-
Mendota Canal located approximately 200 to 250 feet north of the project area; and the California 
Aqueduct located approximately 2,500 feet southwest of the project area.  The Delta-Mendota Canal 
and the California Aqueduct have been determined eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places (NR) and are listed on the California Register of Historical Resources (CR) (Bureau of 
Reclamation 2009).  One investigation (ME-00699, Weber 1978) has been conducted west of and 
adjacent to the western boundary of the project area.   

On January 25, 2012, MBA sent a letter to the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in an 
effort to determine whether any sacred sites are listed on its Sacred Lands File for the project area.  
The response from the NAHC was received on January 25, 2012, and it noted that the search failed to 
indicate the presence of Native American cultural resources in the immediate project area.  A list of 
six Native American tribal members who may have additional knowledge of the project area was 
included with the results.  These tribal members were sent letters on March 13, 2013 asking for any 
additional information they might have concerning the project area.  As of this date, no responses 
have been received from any of the Native Americans representatives. 

MBA Professional Archaeologist Cher L. Peterson surveyed the project area on March 14 - 15, 2013.  
The project area is undeveloped and has historically been used for agriculture.    No structures exist 
within the project area; the only onsite improvements are segments of unpaved roads traversing the 
proposed project site, including W. El Campo Road, and minor irrigation canals.  Dense vegetation 
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covered the majority of the project area, which obstructed the ground surface visibility.  However, 
ground visibility was good in furrowed areas between irrigation canals in the northern portion of the 
project area, and in areas where vegetation was not as dense in the southwestern portion of the project 
area.  No prehistoric or historic resources were discovered during the course of the pedestrian survey.   
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 - Project Location 

Located in the western portion of the San Joaquin Valley in unincorporated Merced County, 
California, the Vega Solar Facility Project is approximately 9 miles southeast of the City of Los 
Banos, near South Woo and West El Campo Roads.  The proposed project is located east of the 
Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Route 165 (SR-165) intersection and the Dos Amigos Pumping Plant; 
south of the Delta-Mendota Canal; and north of the San Luis Canal/California Aqueduct and Pole 
Line Road (Exhibit 1).  The Laguna Seca Hills are located southwest of the proposed project site.  
The project site encompasses approximately 165 acres and is located on three parcels (APN 088-180-
049 and portions of 090-130-036 and 090-130-037).   

The project area is depicted on the Charleston School, California, United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle map, in an unsectioned portion of Township 12 South, 
Range 11 East of Section 31 and a portion of Township 11 South, Range 11 East, of Section 31 
(Exhibit 2).  The property is loosely bounded by the California Aqueduct to the south, First Lift Road 
and South Woo Road to the west, the Delta-Mendota Canal to the north, and an unnamed dirt road to 
the east.  The proposed project includes the alignments for proposed 230-kilovolt transmission lines 
and gen-tie alternatives to the Dos Amigos pumping plant (and proposed substation) west of the main 
project area (Exhibit 3).   

1.2 - Project Description 

The project area consists of 165 acres of agricultural lands.  The proposed project includes the 
following elements: construction of a solar field of approximately 77,000 PV modules mounted on 
steel structures; construction of a Gen-tie line; construction of a substation, an Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M) building, and a storage building; and construction of up to two onsite 
Meteorological Stations (SMS).  In addition, construction of infrastructure would include drilling of 
up to three domestic wells, construction of a small septic system, and construction of driveways, 
vehicle access roads, parking areas, and perimeter fencing.   

1.3 - Assessment Team 

MBA Professional Archaeologist Cher L. Peterson conducted the pedestrian survey and authored this 
report. Senior Project Archaeologist, Carrie D. Wills assisted with the project.  Professional 
qualifications for Ms. Peterson and Ms. Wills can be found in Appendix C. 
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SECTION 2: CULTURAL SETTING 

Following is a brief overview of the prehistory, ethnography, and historic background, providing a 
context in which to understand the background and relevance of sites found in the general project 
area.  This section is not intended to be a comprehensive review of the current resources available; 
rather, it serves as a general overview. 

Further details can be found in ethnographic studies, mission records, and major published sources, 
including Beardsley (1948), Bennyhoff (1950), Fredrickson (1973 and 1974), Kroeber (1925), 
Chartkoff and Chartkoff (1984), and Moratto (1984).  

2.1 - Prehistoric Background 

Early archaeological investigations in central California were conducted at sites located in the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta region.  The first published account documents investigations in the 
Lodi and Stockton area (Schenck and Dawson 1929).  The initial archaeological reports typically 
contained descriptive narratives, with more systematic approaches sponsored by Sacramento Junior 
College in the 1930s.  At the same time, University of California at Berkeley excavated several sites 
in the lower Sacramento Valley and Delta region, which resulted in recognizing archaeological site 
patterns based on variations of inter-site assemblages.  Research during the 1930s identified temporal 
periods in central California prehistory and provided an initial chronological sequence (Lillard and 
Purves 1936; Lillard, et al. 1939).  In 1939, Lillard noted that each cultural period led directly to the 
next and that influences spread from the Delta region to other regions in central California (Lillard, et 
al. 1939).  In the late 1940s and early 1950s, Beardsley documented similarities in artifacts among 
sites in the San Francisco Bay region and the Delta and refined his findings into a cultural model that 
ultimately became know as the Central California Taxonomic System (CCTS).  This system proposed 
a uniform, linear sequence of cultural succession (Beardsley 1948 and 1954).  The CCTS system was 
challenged by Gerow, whose work looked at radiocarbon dating to show that Early and Middle 
Horizon sites were not subsequent developments but, at least partially, contemporaneous (1954; 1974; 
Gerow with Force 1968). 

To address some of the flaws in the CCTS system, Fredrickson (1973) introduced a revision that 
incorporated a system of spatial and cultural integrative units.  Fredrickson separated cultural, 
temporal, and spatial units from each other and assigned them to six chronological periods: Paleo-
Indian (10000 to 6000 B.C.); Lower, Middle and Upper Archaic (6000 B.C. to A.D. 500), and 
Emergent (Upper and Lower, A.D. 500 to 1800).  The suggested temporal ranges are similar to earlier 
horizons, which are broad cultural units that can be arranged in a temporal sequence (Moratto 1984).  
In addition, Fredrickson defined several patterns—a general way of life shared within a specific 
geographical region.  These patterns include: 
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• Windmiller Pattern or Early Horizon (3000 to 1000 B.C.) 
• Berkeley Pattern or Middle Horizon (1000 B.C. to A.D. 500) 
• Augustine Pattern or Late Horizon (A.D. 500 to historic period) 

 
Brief descriptions of these temporal ranges and their unique characteristics follow. 

2.1.1 - Windmiller Pattern or Early Horizon (3000 to 1000 B.C.) 
Characterized by the Windmiller Pattern, the Early Horizon was centered in the Cosumnes district of 
the Delta and emphasized hunting rather than gathering, as evidenced by the abundance of projectile 
points in relation to plant processing tools.  Additionally, atlatl, dart, and spear technologies typically 
included stemmed projectile points of slate and chert but minimal obsidian.  The large variety of 
projectile point types and faunal remains suggests exploitation of numerous types of terrestrial and 
aquatic species (Bennyhoff 1950; Ragir 1972).  Burials occurred in cemeteries and intra-village 
graves.  These burials typically were ventrally extended, although some dorsal extensions are known 
with a westerly orientation and a high number of grave goods.  Trade networks focused on acquisition 
of ornamental and ceremonial objects in finished form rather than on raw material.  The presence of 
artifacts made of exotic materials such as quartz, obsidian, and shell indicates an extensive trade 
network that may represent the arrival of Utian populations into central California.  Also indicative of 
this period are rectangular Haliotis and Olivella shell beads, and charmstones that usually were 
perforated. 

2.1.2 - Berkeley Pattern or Middle Horizon (1000 B.C. to A.D. 500) 
The Middle Horizon is characterized by the Berkeley Pattern, which displays considerable changes 
from the Early Horizon.  This period exhibited a strong milling technology represented by minimally 
shaped cobble mortars and pestles, although metates and manos were still used.  Dart and atlatl 
technologies during this period were characterized by non-stemmed projectile points made primarily 
of obsidian.  Fredrickson (1973) suggests that the Berkeley Pattern marked the eastward expansion of 
Miwok groups from the San Francisco Bay Area.  Compared with the Early Horizon, there is a higher 
proportion of grinding implements at this time, implying an emphasis on plant resources rather than 
on hunting.  Typical burials occurred within the village with flexed positions, variable cardinal 
orientation, and some cremations.  As noted by Lillard, the practice of spreading ground ochre over 
the burial was common at this time (Lillard, et al. 1939).  Grave goods during this period are 
generally sparse and typically include only utilitarian items and a few ornamental objects.  However, 
objects such as charmstones, quartz crystals, and bone whistles occasionally were present, which 
suggest the religious or ceremonial significance of the individual (Hughes 1994).  During this period, 
larger populations are suggested by the number and depth of sites compared with the Windmiller 
Pattern.  According to Fredrickson (1973), the Berkeley Pattern reflects gradual expansion or 
assimilation of different populations rather than sudden population replacement and a gradual shift in 
economic emphasis. 
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2.1.3 - Augustine Pattern or Late Horizon (A.D. 500 to Historic Period) 
The Late Horizon is characterized by the Augustine Pattern, which represents a shift in the general 
subsistence pattern.  Changes include the introduction of bow and arrow technology; and most 
importantly, acorns became the predominant food resource.  Trade systems expanded to include raw 
resources as well as finished products.  There are more baked clay artifacts and extensive use of 
Haliotis ornaments of many elaborate shapes and forms.  Burial patterns retained the use of flexed 
burials with variable orientation, but there was a reduction in the use of ochre and widespread 
evidence of cremation (Moratto 1984).  Judging from the number and types of grave goods associated 
with the two types of burials, cremation seems to have been reserved for individuals of higher status, 
whereas other individuals were buried in flexed positions.  Johnson (1976) suggests that the 
Augustine Pattern represents expansion of the Wintuan population from the north, which resulted in 
combining new traits with those established during the Berkeley Pattern. 

Central California research has expanded from an emphasis on defining chronological and cultural 
units to a more comprehensive look at settlement and subsistence systems.  This shift is illustrated by 
the early use of burials to identify mortuary assemblages and more recent research using osteological 
data to determine the health of prehistoric populations (Dickel et al. 1984).  Although debate 
continues over a single model or sequence for central California, the general framework consisting of 
three temporal/cultural units is generally accepted, although the identification of regional and local 
variation is a major goal of current archaeological research. 

2.2 - Native American Background 

The project vicinity is within the territory of the Yokuts, a large Native American group of at least 40 
tribes, who once occupied the San Joaquin Valley from the mouth of the San Joaquin River south to 
the Tehachapi foothills near Bakersfield.  Their language, though divided into many dialects, is part 
of the Penutian family of languages.  Two main dialects divided the inhabitants of the valley into 
Northern and Southern groups, though the differences in local dialects along the valley floor are slight 
enough that Yokuts from Stockton could probably have understood Yokuts from Bakersfield.  This 
similarity of language over a large area is unique in California (Kroeber 1925). 

The Northern Valley Yokuts, who lived along the San Joaquin River and its tributaries and within the 
vicinity of the project area, are one of the least known of the California Indian groups.  This is due to 
the almost complete destruction of their tribal life in the early 19th century. 

What can be gleaned from the diaries and reports of Spanish soldiers and priests is that fish, 
waterfowl, and acorns were important food resources for the Northern Valley Yokuts.  The local 
rivers and their tule marshes contained salmon, sturgeon, perch, suckers, and pike, which were caught 
using nets, weighted with stone sinkers and bone harpoons.  Waterfowl, such as geese, ducks, and 
other aquatic birds, were abundant in the marshes and probably played a major role in the Northern 
Valley Yokuts subsistence base (Wallace 1978).  Dogs were domesticated and may have been raised 
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for food, a taboo to some tribes but not the Yokuts (Wallace1978; Kroeber 1925).  Wild plant 
resources, especially acorns, were of prime importance and in a good year, a valley oak could produce 
300 to 500 pounds of acorns, which were then ground into meal and cooked into porridge.  Tule reed 
roots were likewise gathered and ground into meal that was traditionally served as porridge (Wallace 
1978). 

Stone mortars and pestles, milling stones, hammers, choppers, and projectile points were 
manufactured from local rock sources.  Notably, although obsidian was imported into the area, it was 
used infrequently for tools or weapons.  Bone tools, particularly awls, were used in basket 
manufacture (Wallace 1978). 

Most villages were built near rivers on elevated land to avoid flooding during heavy rains or spring 
runoff from the Sierras.  Archaeological excavations in Merced and Fresno counties indicate that 
houses were single-family dwellings, probably made with an oval framework of lightweight poles 
covered by mats of tule reeds.  Hard-packed earthen floors 25 to 40 feet in diameter were constructed 
several feet below ground level.  Communities typically contained a sweathouse and sometimes a 
large ceremonial structure.  The size of the Yokuts communities is uncertain, but estimates indicate 
that the principal settlements contained 200-250 inhabitants (Wallace 1978). 

Contact with Europeans was particularly devastating for the Northern Valley Yokuts.  This group was 
adversely impacted by missionization in the early 1800s, European diseases, and the influx of miners 
and settlers as a result of the 1849 Gold Rush (Wallace 1978).  Kroeber observed that their habitat in 
the open river valley left them especially vulnerable, compared to mountain dwellers, to “the full 
brunt of civilization” (Kroeber 1925). 

Contact with the Spanish commenced early in the 19th century and normally consisted of sporadic 
visits by small exploration parties.  However, between 1805 and the 1820s, Franciscan priests from 
the coastal missions began recruiting converts from further inland, and a large portion of the Yokuts 
population was taken to various missions in San Jose, Santa Clara, Soledad, San Juan Bautista, and 
San Antonio.  Many neophytes deserted and returned to their homes, but were sought and brought 
back by Spanish soldiers. 

A decade after the Mexican government claimed independence from Spain in 1822, the missions were 
converted into parish churches, and many Native Americans were released and returned to their 
former territory, though not necessarily to the specific location from which they came. 

After the American conquest of California in 1846, the remaining Northern Valley Yokuts were 
driven off their land by miners heading south, farmers pursuing the locally rich soil, and the 
construction of various railroads.  By the time scholars were interested in gathering information on 
California native groups, there were few people left to provide descriptions of native life before 
European contact (Wallace 1978).  
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2.3 - Historic Background 

The first recorded Europeans to arrive in the San Joaquin Valley were the Spanish explorers Gabriel 
Moraga and his Spanish cavalry in 1805, and Padre Felipe Arroyo del la Cuesta, a Franciscan monk 
who was stationed at Mission San Juan Bautista from 1808 to 1833.  The City of Los Banos indirectly 
got its name from Padre Felipe Arroyo del la Cuesta who—while on missionary visits to Native 
Americans in the region—discovered pools of water that formed in a creek where he would camp 
during his visits.  Spanish ranchers originally called the pools El Arroyo de Los Banos del Padre 
Arroyo, which translated means the creek where the pools, baths, or camping place of Padre Arroyo 
are located.  Later, the name was shortened to Los Banos Crick, and finally to Los Banos. 

The Spanish explorers were awed by the San Joaquin Valley’s abundant wildlife, and by 1827, Euro-
American fur trappers, who were attracted by the numerous beaver and other game, settled in the 
region.  The fur trappers stayed in the local area until the discovery of gold in 1848, when they, like 
scores of others, traveled into the Sierra Nevada foothills to strike it rich (City of Los Banos Draft 
EIR 2007).  The discovery of gold brought an extraordinary number of people to California, and 
commerce in the San Joaquin Valley grew as miners on their way to the gold fields stopped for food 
and supplies.  The influx of people also brought permanent settlers who were drawn to the area by the 
new business opportunities supplying the miners but who also settled in the area because of the good 
grazing and farmland (City of Los Banos 2007). 

2.3.1 - City of Los Banos 
The closest city to the project area is the City of Los Banos, originally established as the Lone Willow 
Stage Station, which was built in 1858 on the west bank of what is now called Mud Slough.  This 
station was a stop along the stagecoach line between San Francisco and St. Louis until the stage 
stopped running in 1861 (Hoover et al. 1966).  However, it was not until the completion of the 
railroad in 1889 and the arrival of Heinrich Kreiser that the town began to develop.  Heinrich Kreiser, 
a German-born butcher boy, arrived in San Francisco around 1850 and later changed his name to 
Henry Miller.  A butcher and cattleman by trade, Henry Miller bought vast quantities of land in the 
San Joaquin Valley and founded Miller & Lux, which, by 1900, was the largest integrated cattle 
business in the United States.  As early as 1873, the City of Los Banos was the headquarters for 
Miller and Lux operations (Kyle et al. 1990).  In addition to being a cattleman, Miller was 
instrumental in the growth of the town; he rebuilt and expanded an obsolete canal, graveled the 
streets, planted trees, established a park, and built buildings, including his ranch headquarters, which 
he named the Canal Farm Inn.  Established in 1873, the Canal Farm Inn is now a State registered 
historic building and is located approximately 2.5 miles east of the project site on SR-152.  The City 
of Los Banos continued to thrive, with new businesses and farmsteads dotting the landscape; Los 
Banos incorporated in 1907 (City of Los Banos 2006a and 2008). 

The population of Los Banos grew rapidly after World War II.  Highway and irrigation projects made 
the area desirable to returning veterans and to farmers looking for fertile soil and grazing land.  
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However, growth within the Los Banos area slowed between 1970 and 1985 as agricultural demands 
began to slow.  A turning point began in the 1990s when low home prices and the City’s proximity to 
the San Francisco Bay Area spurred an influx of new homeowners to the area.  Today, the City of Los 
Banos has a population of over 35,000 residents and is the second largest city in Merced County (City 
of Los Banos 2006b). 
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SECTION 3: RESULTS 

3.1 - Record Searches 

3.1.1 - Information Center Search 
On January 28, 2013, staff at the Central California Information Center (CCIC) in Turlock, California 
conducted a records search for the project area and a 0.50-mile radius beyond the project boundaries.  
To identify any historic properties or resources, the current inventories of the National Register of 
Historic Places (NR), the California Register of Historic Resources (CR), the California Historical 
Landmarks (CHL) list, the California Points of Historical Interest (CPHI) list, and the California State 
Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) were reviewed to determine the existence of previously 
documented local historical resources. 

Results from the CCIC indicate that three historic resources have been recorded within 0.5 mile of the 
Project Area: P-24-434, the Outside Canal located approximately 1,500 feet north of the project area; 
P-24-1703, the Delta-Mendota Canal located approximately 200 to 250 feet north of the project area; 
and the California Aqueduct located approximately 2,500 feet southwest of the project area.  The 
Delta-Mendota Canal and the California Aqueduct have been determined eligible for the NR and are 
listed on the CR (Bureau of Reclamation 2009).  One investigation (ME-00699, Weber 1978) has 
been conducted adjacent to the western boundary of the project area.   

Following are brief descriptions of the historic resources within 0.50-mile of the proposed project. 

P-24-000434.  The Outside Canal, a historic resource, was recorded in 1996.  It is a principal water 
conduit of the Central California Irrigation District, which delivers water from the Mendota Pool to 
farmland on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley.  The earth-lined Outside Canal extends about 55 
miles north to south and was constructed in 1896.  The period of significance for the Outside Canal is 
1896 to 1909 for its association with early corporate irrigation on the west side of the San Joaquin 
Valley.  The Outside Canal is currently listed on the NR for Merced County with a status code of 2S2 
(Eligible for NR by consensus through Section 106 process; listed on the CR).  The canal is located 
approximately 1,500 feet north of the project area.   

P-24-1703.  The historic Delta-Mendota Canal was recorded in 2002 and again in 2010.  Constructed 
in the 1960s, it is a concrete-lined canal, and various segments contain pumping stations to divert 
water to the agricultural lands that flank the canal.  The Delta-Mendota Canal has been determined 
eligible for listing in the NR under Criterion A for its role as part of the Central Valley Project, which 
helped to shape the history of the Central Valley, and under Criterion C, for its engineering 
significance related to design and construction.  The historic resource is currently listed on the NR 
with a status code of 2S2 (Individual property determined eligible for NR by a consensus through 
Section 106 process and is listed on the CR).  The Delta-Mendota Canal is located approximately 200 
to 250 feet north of the project area. 
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P-24-001931.  The California Aqueduct was most recently evaluated on April 12, 2011; it is eligible 
for the NR and is listed on the CR.  Construction on the California Aqueduct began in 1960 and the 
main line was completed in 1973.  The 444-mile-long California Aqueduct was the largest and most 
significant of the water conveyance systems developed as part of the State Water Project, and its 
primary purpose is to transport water from the Sacramento Delta to the San Joaquin Valley and 
Southern California.  The California Aqueduct is located approximately 2,500 feet southwest of the 
project area.   

3.1.2 - Native American Heritage Commission Record Search 
On January 25, 2012, MBA sent a letter to the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in an 
effort to determine whether any sacred sites are listed on its Sacred Lands File for the project area.  A 
response from the NAHC was received on January 25, 2012 noting that the record search failed to 
indicate the presence of Native American cultural resources in the immediate project area.  A list of 
six Native American representatives who may have additional information about the project site was 
sent with the results.  On March 13, 2013, letters were sent to each of the six representatives 
requesting further information about the project area.  As of this date, no responses have been 
received from any of the Native American representatives. 

3.2 - Pedestrian Survey 

MBA’s Professional Archaeologist, Cher L. Peterson, B.A., surveyed the project area on March 14 
and 15, 2013.  The project area was surveyed using 15-meter transects when possible, walked in a 
zigzag pattern to ensure proper coverage.  In areas where the vegetation was extremely dense 
resulting in 10 percent or less visibility, the transect intervals were increased substantially.   

The project area consists of a large, roughly square-shaped parcel that measures approximately 2,650 
(east to west) feet by 2,100 feet (north to south), and a long and narrow section that extends to the 
southwest and measures approximately 3,760 feet (east to west) by 650 feet (north to south) (see 
Exhibit 3).  The project area slopes slightly towards the northeast.  No structures exist within the 
project area and the onsite improvements consist of segments of unpaved roads including West El 
Campo Road and two unnamed dirt roads, in addition to minor irrigation canals.  Dense vegetation 
covered the majority of the project area, which obstructed the ground surface visibility.  However, 
ground visibility was good in furrowed areas between irrigation canals in the northern portion of the 
project area, and in areas where vegetation was not as dense in the smaller southwestern portion of 
the project area.   

The northern and largest portion of the project area is bounded on the south by West El Campo Road 
(Appendix A, Photograph 1), an unnamed dirt road is the eastern boundary (Photograph 2), a second 
unnamed dirt road and an irrigation canal marks the northern boundary (Photograph 3), and South 
Woo Road marks the western boundary (Photograph 4).  The northern section of the project area has 
a dense ground cover of bunch grass.  Small irrigation channels extend north to south throughout the 
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project area, spaced approximately 2 feet apart, with furrows every 20 feet that afforded better ground 
visibility (Photographs 5 and 6). 

The narrow, rectangular portion of the southwestern project area is bounded on the west by 1st Lift 
Canal Road (Photograph 7).  This portion of the project area has dense bunch grass ground cover, 
with irrigation channels and furrows extending northeast to southwest (Photograph 8).  The central 
portion of the southwestern project area is a fallow field, currently covered by wild mustard and other 
vegetation (Photograph 9).  The eastern portion of the southwestern project area is located east of 
South Woo Road and south of West El Campos Road, with an unnamed dirt road traversing through 
this portion of the project area (Photograph 10).   

Soils throughout the entire project area consisted of light yellow-brown silty clay loam.  Soils were 
previously disturbed from agricultural activities including plowing, furrowing, excavation of small 
irrigation channels, and sheep grazing, in addition to burrowing rodent activity.  During the course of 
the pedestrian survey, no historic or prehistoric resources were discovered. 
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SECTION 4: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 - Summary 

In accordance with CEQA regulations, MBA assessed the effects of development for the project area.  
Results from the CCIC indicate that one previous study has been conducted within a 0.50-mile radius 
of the project area.  Three historic sites have been previously recorded within a 0.50-mile radius of 
the project area.  No historic or prehistoric resources were discovered during the course of the 
pedestrian survey.  However, a large portion of the project area was covered in dense vegetation, 
which greatly limited ground surface visibility.   

4.2 - Recommendations 

4.2.1 - Cultural Resource Recommendations 
No historic or prehistoric resources were discovered during the course of the pedestrian survey.  
Dense ground cover was present throughout the majority of the project area, although limited areas 
provided adequate ground visibility.  Three historic cultural resources have been recorded within the 
0.50-mile search radius, although no resources have been recorded within the direct APE.  MBA has 
assessed the effects of the proposed development on any local cultural resources.  The results of our 
assessment indicate that no prehistoric or historic properties will be affected by the proposed 
construction of the Vega Solar Facility.   

Based on the results of the record searches and pedestrian survey, MBA considers the project area to 
have low sensitivity for prehistoric and historic resources, and archaeological monitoring is not 
recommended.   

Procedures for inadvertent discoveries of human remains, and cultural resources are provided below. 

4.3 - Inadvertent Discovery Procedures 

4.3.1 - Accidental Discovery of Human Remains 
There is always the possibility that ground-disturbing activities may uncover previously unknown 
human remains.  Should this occur, Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code applies, 
and the following procedures shall be followed. 

In the event of an accidental discovery or recognition of any human remains, Public Resource Code 
(PRC) Section 5097.98 must be followed.  In this instance, once project-related earthmoving begins 
and if there is accidental discovery or recognition of any human remains, the following steps shall be 
taken: 
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1. There shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby area reasonably 
suspected to overlie adjacent human remains until the County Coroner is contacted to 
determine if the remains are Native American and if an investigation of the cause of death is 
required.  If the coroner determines the remains to be Native American, the coroner shall 
contact the NAHC within 24 hours, and the NAHC shall identify the person or persons it 
believes to be the “most likely descendant” of the deceased Native American.  The most 
likely descendant may make recommendations to the landowner or the person responsible for 
the excavation work, for means of treating or disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the 
human remains and any associated grave goods as provided in PRC Section 5097.98, or 

 

2. Where the following conditions occur, the landowner or his/her authorized representative 
shall rebury the Native American human remains and associated grave goods with 
appropriate dignity either in accordance with the recommendations of the most likely 
descendent or on the project area in a location not subject to further subsurface disturbance: 

 

• The NAHC is unable to identify a most likely descendent or the most likely descendent 
failed to make a recommendation within 48 hours after being notified by the 
commission; 

 

• The descendent identified fails to make a recommendation; or 
 

• The landowner or his authorized representative rejects the recommendation of the 
descendent, and the mediation by the NAHC fails to provide measures acceptable to 
the landowner. 

 
4.3.2 - Accidental Discovery of Cultural Resources 
It is always possible that ground-disturbing activities during construction may uncover previously 
unknown, buried cultural resources.  In the event that buried cultural resources are discovered during 
construction, operations shall stop in the immediate vicinity of the find and a qualified archaeologist 
shall be consulted to determine whether the resource requires further study.  The archaeologist shall 
make recommendations to the lead agency concerning appropriate measures that will be implemented 
to protect the resources, including but not limited to excavation and evaluation of the finds in 
accordance with Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines.  Cultural resources could consist of, but 
are not limited to, stone, bone, wood, or shell artifacts or features, including hearths, structural 
remains, or historic dumpsites.  Any previously undiscovered resources found during construction 
within the project area should be recorded on appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 
forms and evaluated for significance in terms of CEQA criteria. 

If the resources are determined to be unique historic resources as defined under Section 15064.5 of 
the CEQA Guidelines, mitigation measures shall be identified by the archaeologist and recommended 
to the lead agency.  Appropriate mitigation measures for significant resources could include 
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avoidance or capping; incorporation of the site in green space, parks, or open space; or data recovery 
excavations. 

No further grading or construction activity shall occur in the area of the discovery until the lead 
agency approves the measures to protect these resources.  Any archaeological artifacts recovered as a 
result of mitigation shall be curated at a qualified scientific institution approved by the lead agency, 
where they would be afforded long-term preservation to allow future scientific study. 
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Appendix A: 
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Photograph 1: View of southern project boundary at W. Campos Road and agricultural lands situated 

south of the project area; facing south.   
 

 
Photograph 2: View of eastern project area and boundary at an unnamed dirt road; facing north. 
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Photograph 3: View of northern project area boundary with unnamed dirt road (left frame) and an 

irrigation channel extending along the south berm of the Delta-Mendota canal; facing west. 
DELETE THIS TEXT BUT LEAVE THIS ROW AND MAKE IT BLANK 

 
Photograph 4: View of west project area and boundary at S. Woo Road; facing south. 
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Photograph 5: View of larger portion of project area from southern project boundary showing typical soil 

visibility along furrows and small irrigation channels; facing north. 
DELETE THIS TEXT BUT LEAVE THIS ROW AND MAKE IT BLANK 

 
Photograph 6: Overview of larger portion of project area from northern project boundary; facing south. 
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Photograph 7: View of western portion of southwestern project area (long, narrow parcel) and boundary 

at 1st Lift Canal Road; facing north. 
DELETE THIS TEXT BUT LEAVE THIS ROW AND MAKE IT BLANK 

 
Photograph 8: Overview of western area of long, narrow portion of project area, from western boundary; 

facing east 
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Photograph 9: Overview of southwestern project area approximately midway between west and east 

project boundaries; facing west. 
DELETE THIS TEXT BUT LEAVE THIS ROW AND MAKE IT BLANK 

 
Photograph 10: Overview of eastern portion of southwestern project area and an unnamed dirt road 

from southern project area boundary; facing north. 
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B-1: Central California Information Center Response 
 



Carrie D. Wills 

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA INFORMATION CENTER 
California Historical Resources Infonnation System 

Department of Anthropology- California State University, Stanislaus 
One University Circle, Turlock, California 95382 

(209) 667-3307- FAX (209) 667-3324 

Alpine, Calaveras, Mariposa, Merced, San fotufuin, Stanislaus & Tuolumne Counties 

Date: 1/28/2013 

CCIC File#: 84571 
Project: 4295.0001. Rural Area, 9 Miles 
SW of City ofLos Banos, Merced County 

Michael Brandman Associates 
2633 Camino Ramon 
San Ramon, CA 94583 

Dear Ms. Wills: 

We have conducted a Priority Response records search as per your request for the above
referenced project area located on the Charleston School USGS 7.5-minute quadrangle map in 
Merced County. 

Search of our files includes review of our maps for the specific project area and a one-half mile 
radius of the project area (as specified by the client), and review of the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), the California 
Inventory of Historic Resources (1976), the California Historical Landmarks (1996), and the 
California Points of Historical Interest listing (May 1992 and updates), the Directory of 
Properties in the Historic Property Data File (HPDF) and the Archaeological Determinations of 
Eligibility (ADOE) (Office ofHistoric Preservation current computer lists dated 4-05-2012) and 
other pertinent historic map data available at the CCIC for each specific county. 

The following details the results of the records search: 

Prehistoric or historic resources within the project area: 

(1) None formally reported to the Information Center. 

(2) Copies of the following historic maps are provided for your use: 



Oritgalita Peak 15' (1956) 

Charleston School 7.5' (1956) 

Prehistoric or historic resources within a one-half mile radius of the project area: The 
unrecorded portions of three water conveyance systems are referenced as follows: 

Primary# 
P-24-
000434 

001703 

001931 

Resource Attributes 

Outside Canal 

Delta Mendota Canal* 

California Aqueduct* 

HPDF Information 

04-05-12:6; NRS 2S2 (determined eligible) 

04-05-12:35/36; NRS 2S2 (determined eligible) 

04-05-23:35: NRS 2S2 (determined eligible) 

*The San Luis Wasteway, the California Aqueduct and the Delta Mendota Canal are part of 
the "Central Valley Project", a water conveyance system that is listed in the HPDF (under 
Merced & Stanislaus Counties: 04-05-12:35 STA) as "2S2", individual property determined 
eligible for the NRHP by a consensus through the Section 106 process; listed on the CRHR. The 
U. S. Bureau ofReclamation has submitted a multiple property nomination for the Central 
Valley Project, currently in Draft form and being reviewed by the Keeper of the Register in 
Washington D.C. The CCIC does not have a copy ofthis form. Stephen (Tony) Overly ofBOR 
has suggested that persons interested in the nomination process contact Ms. BranDee Bruce, 
Architectural Historian, BOR, Sacramento, for further information concerning the following 
report: 

Bureau of Reclamation (2009) California's Central Valley Project: Historic Engineering 
Features to 1956: A Multiple Property Documentation Form 

Resources known to have value to local cultural groups: None have been formally reported to 
the CCIC. 

Previous investigations within the project area: One investigation: 

CCIC Report # 
ME-00699 

Author/Date 
Weber (1978) 

Previous investigations within a one-half mile radius of the project area: None formally 
reported to the Information Center. 

Comments: In accordance with Federal and State law, if any historical resources are found 



--- -- -----~ -~ 

during project-related activities, work is to stop and the lead agency and a qualified professional 
are to be consulted to determine the importance and appropriate treatment of the find. 

We understand that you will be conducting an archaeological study of the proposed project that 
is the subject of this records search. We look forward to receiving one copy of your report of 
findings which should include two copies each of site records for all historical resources. 

We thank you for contacting this office regarding historical resource preservation. Please let us 
know when we can be of further service. Please sign and return the attached Access Agreement. 

Please be advised that OHP has initiated new Access and Use Agreement policies; new forms 
need to be completed by the end ofFebruary (see attached). 

Note: Billing will be transmitted separately by our Financial Services office ($345.38), payable 
within 60 days of receipt of the invoice. 

Sincerely, 

E. A. Greathouse, Coordinator 
Central California Information Center 
California Historical Resources Information System 
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B-2: Native American Heritage Commission Sacred 
Lands File Search 
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January 25, 2012 

Ms. Carrie 0. Wills, M.A., RPA 

Michael Branclman Associates 
2633 Camino Ramon 
San Ramon, CA 94583 

Sent by FAX to: 
No. Pages: 

925-830..2715 
4 

Re: Reauest of a Sacred Lands File Search and Native Ame{.igm Contacts list 
for the Vega Solar Project PN 4295.000 ;" located in Merced County, CalifQmia 

Dear Ms. Wills: 

@ 

Ill 001 

The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC} conducted a search of the Native 
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) Sacred Lands File was completed for the area of 
potential project effect (Area of Potential Effed or APE) referenced above. Please note that the 
absence of specific site Information in the Sacred Lands File does not indicate the absence of 
Native American traditional cultural places or cultural landscapes in any APE. While in this 
case, a search of the NATTHC Sacred Lands File did not indicate the presence of Ngve 
American cultural sites within the ArE based on the location data you provided. However, this 
area is known to the NAHC to be very culturally sensitive. 

Also, a Native American tribe or individual may be the only source for the presence of 
traditional cultural places. For that reason, enclosed is a list of Native American 
individualS/organizations who may have knowledge of traditional cultural places in your project 
area. This list should proVide a starting place in locating any areas of potential adverse impact. 

California Public Resources Code §§5097.94 (a) and 5097.96 authorize the NAHC 
to establish a Sacred Land Inventory to record Native American sacred sites and burial 
sites. These records are exempt from the provisions of the California Public Records Act 
pursuant to. California Government Code §6254 (r}. The purpose of this code is to protect 
such sites from vandalism, theft and destruction. 

In the 1985 Appellate Court decision (170 Cal App 3rd 604), the court held that the 
NAHC has jurisdiction and special expertise, as a state agency, over affected Native American 
resources, impacted by proposed projects including archaeological, places of refigious 
significance to Native Americans and burial sites 

The C.lifomia Environmental Quality Act (CEQA- CA Public Resources Code §§ 
21 000·21177. amendments effective 3/181201 0) reQuires that any project that causes a 
substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource, that includes 
archaeological resources, iS a 'significant effect' requiring the preparation of an Environmental 
Impact Report (EIR) per the CEQA Guidelines defines a significant impact on the environment 
as ·a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of physical conditions within 
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an area affected by the proposed project, including ... objects of historic or aesthetic 
significance." In order to comply with this provision, the lead agency is required to assess 
whether the project will have an adverse impact on these resources within the 'area of potential 
effect (APE), and if so, to mitigate that effect. CA Government COde §65040.12(e) defines 
"environmental justice~ provisions and iS applicable to the environmental revieW processes. The 
NAHC recommends avoidance as defined by CEQA Guidelines §15370(a) to pursuing a project 
that would damage or destroy Native American cultural resources and California Public 
Resources Code Section 21083.2 (Archaeological Resources) that requires documentation, 
data recovery of cultural resources, construction to avoid sites and the possible use of covenant 
easements to protect sites. 

Early consultation with Native American tribes in your area is the best way to avoid 
unanticipated discoveries once a project is underway. Local Native Americans may have 
knowledge of the religious and cultural significance of the historic properties of the proposed 
project for the area (e.g. APE). Consultation with Native American communities is also a matter 
of environmental justice as defined by California Government Code §65040.12(e). We urge 
consultation with those tribes and interested Native Americans on V)~_list that the NAHC has 
provided in order to see if your proposed project might impact Native American cultural 
resources. Lead agencies should consider midance as defined in §15370 of the CEQA 
Guidelines when signlftcant cultural resources as deftned by the CEQA Guidelines §15064.5 
(b)(c)(f) may be affectec:l by a proposed project If so, Section 15382 of the CEQA Guidelines 
defines a significant impact on the environment as "substantial,• and Section 21083.2 which 
requires documentation, data recovery of cultural resources. 

The NAHC makes no recommendation or preference of any single individual, or group 
over another. All of those on the liSt should be contacted, if they cannot supply Information, they 
might recommend others with specific knowledge. By contacting all those listed, your 
organization will be better able to respond to claims of failure to consult with the appropriate 
tribe or group. If a response has not been received within two weeks of notification, the NAHC 
requests that you follow-up with a telephone call to ensure that the project infonnation has been 
received. 

The 1992 Secretary of the Interiors Standards for the Tf8stment of Historic Properties 
were revised so that they could be applied to all historic resource types included In the National 
Register of Historic Places and including cultural landscapes. Also, federal Executive Orders 
No&. 11593 (preservation of c;ultural environment), 13175 (coordination & consultation) and 
13007 (Sacred Sites) are helpful, supportive guides for Section 106 consultation. The 
aforementioned Secretary of the Interior's Standards include recommendations for all'lead 
agencies' to consider the historic context of proposed projects and to "research" the cultural 
landscape that might include the 'area of potential effect.' 

Partnering with local tribes and interested Native American consulting parties, on the 
NAHC list, should be conducted in compliance with the requirements of federal NEPA (42 u.s.c 
4321-43351) and Section 106 4(1), Section 110 and (k) of the federal NHPA (16 U.S.C. 470 et 
seq), Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (23 CFR n4); 36 CFR Part 
800.3 (f) (2) & .5, the President's Council on Environmental Quality (CSQ, 42 U.S.C 4371 et 
seq. and NAGPRA (25 u.s.C. 3001-3013) as appropriate. The 1992 SecretaTY of the Interiors 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties were revised so that they could be applied to 
all historic resource types included in the National Register of Historic Places and including 
cultural landscapes. Also. federal Executive Orders Nos. 11593 (preservation of cultural 
environment), 13175 (coordination & consultation) and 13007 (Sacred Sites) are helpful, 

?. 
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supportive guides for Section 106 consultation. The NAHC remains concerned about the 
limitations and methods employed for NHPA Section 106 Consultation. 

Also, California Public Resources Code Section 5097.98, California Government Code 
§27 491 and Health & Safety Code Section 7050.5 provide for provisions for accidentally 
discovered archeological resources during construction and mandate the processes to be 
followed in the event of an accidental discovery of any human remains in a project location other 
than a 'dedicated cemetery', another important reason to have Native American Monitors on 
board with the project. · 

To be effective, consultation on specific projects must be the result of an ongoing 
relationship between Native American tribes and lead agencies .. project proponents and their 

contractors, in the opinion of the NAHC. An excellent way to reinforce the relationship betWeen 
a project and local tribes is to employ Native American Monitors in all phases of proposed 
projects including the planning phases. 

Confidentiality of •historic properties of religious and cultural significance• may also be 
protected under Section 304 of he NHPA or at the Secretary of the Interior discretion if not 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. The Secretary may also be 
advised by the federal Indian Religious Freedom Act (cf. 42 U.S. C., 1996} in issuing a decision 
on whether or not to disclose Items of religious and/or cultural significance identified in or near 
the APE and possibility threatened by proposed project activity. 

If you receive notification of change of addresses and phone numbers from any of these 
individuals or groups, please notify me. With your assistance we are able to assure that our 
lists co}di)t current information. If you have any questions about this response to your request, 
plea~ d9'not hesit,te ~tact me at (916) 653-6251. 

1 
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Amah MutsunTribal Band 
Valentin Lopez, Chairperson 

Native American Contacts 
Merced County 

January 24, 2013 

Choinumnl Tribe; Choinumni/Mono 
Lorrie Planas 

PO Box 5272 Ohlone/Costanoan 2736 Palo Alto Choinumni 
Galt , CA 95632 
vlopez@amahmutsun.org 
916-743-6833 

North Valley Yokuts Tribe 
Katherine Erolinda Perez 
PO Box 717 
Linden • CA 96236 

Ohlone/Costanoan 
Northern Valley Yokuts 

Clovis , CA 93611 Mono 

Southem Sierra Miwuk Nation 
Les James, Spiritual Leader 
POBox 1200 
Mariposa • CA 95338 

Miwok 
Pauite 

141004 

(209) 887-3415 
canutes@verizon.net 

Bay Miwok 209-966-3690 Northern Valley Yokut 

Amah MutsunTrlbal Band 
Edward Ketchum 
35867 Yosemite Ave 
Davis • CA 95616 
aerieways@aol.com 

OhiOneiCostanoan 
Northern Valley Yokuts 

Southem Sierra Mlwuk Nation 
Anthony Brochini, Chairperson 
P.O. Box 1200 Miwok 
Mariposa • CA 95338 Pauite 
tony_brochini@nps.gov Nonhem Valley Yokut 

209-628-0085 cell 

This list is current only as of ttw Ute fit thiS CIOCument. 

Dittribulion t:1 this lilt does nat Nliwe any pti'SOn of the statutory responsibl1ly as cleftned In Section 7DiiD.& t:l the Heallh and sa1«y Code, 
section 508U4 cltlle PIMc "--urws Code and Secdon sot7.• of the Publl~ ~ca. 

This list Is eppllcable fCir c:ontac:tlng loul Native Ame.icans wtl'l regard to cultUq~l rasaurc:.s far the propoed 
"Vega Solar Project PN atS-0001" loGallld in Merced County, Cellfomll tor which • S.cred Lands File ... I'Ch and ~ American 

Contaca list want requested. 
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B-3: Native American Information Request 
Representative Letter 
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March 13, 2013 
Michael Hrandman Associates 

Southern Sierra Miwuk Nation 
Anthony Brochini, Chairperson 
P.O. Box 1200 
Mariposa, CA 95338 

Subject: Proposed Vega Solar Project, Merced County 

Dear Anthony Brochini: 

At the request of the County of Merced, Michael Brandman Associates is conducting a Cultural Resources 
Assessment for a proposed project south of the City of Los Banos, CA. The proposed project consists of 
development of an approximately 165 acre solar panel facility on what is currently agricultural land. The 
proposed project area is depicted on the attached aerial map. 

The project area is scheduled to be surveyed on March 14 and 15, 2013. 

Consultation 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires the County to consider the effect this project may 

have on historic properties. The definition of "historic properties" includes, in some cases, properties of 
traditional religious and cultural significance to Native American tribes. To determine whether any historic 
properties may be affected by the project, MBA has consulted with the Native American Heritage 
Commission (NAHC) and received a response letter indicating that there may be additional information to 
be gained from individual tribal members and/or tribal organizations. MBA is sending this letter to give 
you the opportunity to provide any additional knowledge you may have about the project area. Because 

public involvement is a key ingredient in successful CEQA consultation, we are soliciting your input as part 
of this process. 

Please feel free to contact me at 925.830.2733 or via email at QWlU2@J;mu:u:;!.rri.fl_IJ~9_Qffi if you have any 
questions or would like to discuss the project in more detail. 

Sincerely, 

{!~ /Q, IJ)~ 
Carrie D. Wills, MA RPA 
Senior Project Archaeologist 
First Carbon Solutions-Michael Brandman Associates 
Bishop Ranch 3 
2633 Camino Ramon, Suite 460 
San Ramon, CA 94583 
Phone 925.830.2733 

Enclosures: Aerial Map of Project Area 
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Carrie D. Wills, RPA, M.A. 
Senior Project Archaeologist 

Overview 

 20+ Years Experience 
 Master’s degree, Anthropology – California State University, Hayward 
 Bachelor’s degree, Anthropology – California State University, Hayward 
 Registered Professional Archaeologist #11138  

 
Carrie D. Wills, RPA, MA, has worked in the areas of prehistoric and historic archaeology on tasks that 
included pre-field assessments, archival research, pedestrian field surveys, site evaluation and testing, and 
data recovery and analysis since 1991. She has extensive experience conducting field research, evaluating 
sites and features for historic significance and preparing reports that comply with the California Environmental 
Quality Act, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, and the National Environmental Policy Act.  
Her experience includes evaluating and assessing historic structures and resources for inclusion on the 
National Register of Historic Places and California Register of Historical Resources.  In addition, Ms. Wills has 
conducted numerous consultations with Native American tribal representatives and has good working 
relationships with numerous governmental agencies. She has provided feasible mitigation that protects 
significant resources while staying within budgetary constraints. 
 
Ms. Wills has been fortunate enough to work in various parts of the world on fascinating projects.  She worked 
in caves in Belize to determine the distances the ancient Mayans were able to travel into the caves and for 
what purpose(s).  She worked in conjunction with Yale University at Machu Picchu in Peru photographing the 
ruins for a computer-generated, hands on visual presentation that traveled throughout the United States.  She 
worked with David Hurst Thomas, curator of North American Archaeology at the American Museum of Natural 
History in New York City, conducting excavations at Mission San Marcos, outside Santa Fe, New Mexico.  In 
addition, she has extended her growth in the field of archaeology by assisting a local underwater archaeologist 
with archival research that led to the discovery and salvage of the sunken 1852 ship the Rome within the 
streets of downtown San Francisco. 
 
Related Experience 
 

Historic American Buildings Survey Documentation – Larkspur 16.8-Acre Project, City of Larkspur, 
Marin County.  Serving as project archaeologist, conducted a field survey, records and map review, and 
historic building evaluation for more than 20 buildings and structures associated with the circa 1920–1980 
Niven Nursery in the City of Larkspur.  The existing buildings and greenhouses that retained their historic 
integrity were evaluated for historic significance, recorded on appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation 
(DPR) forms, and documented to Historic American Building Survey (HABS) standards.  Additionally, two 
prehistoric sites were previously recorded and archaeologically tested within the project area, and although 
neither of the sites was found during the pedestrian survey, to ensure site protection, construction monitoring 
was recommended during all ground-disturbing activities in these areas. 

Section 106 Cultural Resources Assessment – DSRSD Central Dublin Recycled Water Distribution 
and Retrofit Project, City of Dublin, Alameda County, California.  As project archaeologist/manager, 
conducted a cultural resource investigation that included record search reviews, historic map reviews, and a 
limited field survey of the proposed Central Dublin Recycled Water Distribution and Retrofit Project Area of 
Potential Effect (APE) that fulfilled the protocols associated with Section 106 of NHPA.  The results of the 
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investigation were submitted to archaeological staff at the Bureau of Reclamation and received concurrence 
with MBA’s findings of effect. 
Lake Solano Regional Park Visitor’s Center Project, County of Solano. As project archaeologist, Ms. Wills 
conducted a cultural resource investigation that included record search reviews and a pedestrian field survey. 
As the project had a federal nexus, the work included a comprehensive report that met the criteria in Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.  The lead agency was the Bureau of Reclamation which has 
specific procedures that must be followed when unanticipated human remains or cultural resources are 
discovered.  In addition to complying with the Bureau of Reclamation procedures, the results of the research 
and field survey were submitted to the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for concurrence with the 
stated recommendations.  

KB Home Monte Vista, Historic American Buildings Survey, City of San Jose. Served as project manager for 
the KB Home Monte Vista Project. Conducted Historic American Buildings Survey Level III documentation for a 
large multi-structure canning facility, Del Monte Plant #3, in San Jose. Tasks included producing over 200 
large-format, black and white photographs of exterior and interior views of the existing structures. The MBA 
historic report augments the photographic documentation by placing the structures within the appropriate 
historic context and addressing both the architectural and historical aspects of the site’s significance. 
Specifically, the historical report focused on the Plant’s contribution to the growth of the canning industry in 
San José. The plant was also assessed for historic significance and found to meet the criteria for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places as a District along with two other local Del Monte canneries. MBA 
coordinated with state, federal, and city agencies including, but not limited to, City of San Jose Department of 
Planning and the National Park Service HABS/Historic American Engineering Record coordinator.  

Section 106 Cultural Resources Assessment/HABS Documentation – St. Regis Napa Valley Project, City of 
Napa, Napa County.  Served as the lead technical consultant for a historical and architectural analysis of a 
historic structure in the County of Napa.  Also served as the project archaeologist.  Following the evaluation of 
the historic significance of the building and recording it to HABS standards, the results were sent to SHPO and 
received concurrence with MBA’s findings of no effect to historic resources. 

Section 106 Evaluation – Dixon Veterans Memorial Hall Project and the Benicia Veterans Memorial Hall 
Project, County of Solano.  Served as the lead technical consultant for a historical and architectural analysis 
of two historic structures in the County of Solano.  After evaluating and recording the buildings to Section 106 
standards, the results were sent to SHPO and received concurrence with MBA’s findings of no effect to historic 
resources.  

Section 106 Evaluation – Solano County Free Library Center Project, County of Solano.  Served as the lead 
technical consultant for a historical and architectural analysis of an historic structure in the County of Solano.  
Also served as the senior project archaeologist.  After evaluating and recording the building to Section 106 
standards, the results were sent to SHPO and received concurrence with MBA’s findings of no effect to historic 
resources. 

Section 106 Evaluation – Suisun Veterans Memorial Building Project, Suisun City.  Served as the lead 
technical consultant for a historical and architectural analysis of an older structure in the City of Suisun City.  
After evaluating and recording the building to Section 106 standards, the results were sent to SHPO and 
received concurrence with MBA’s findings of no effect to historic resources. 

Cultural Resources Assessment – Zone 3A, Line D Capacity Improvements Project and Zone 5, Line A West 
Levee Improvements Projects, County of Alameda.  Served as project manager and senior archaeologist, 
conducting a cultural resource assessment for the Zone 3A Line D Capacity Improvements Project, Hayward, 
and the Zone 5 Line A West Levee Improvements Project, Union City.  The assessment consisted of record 
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searches,,review of historic literature, and more than 20 historic aerials to provide an understanding of 
development within the project areas and a historical context for the projects. 

Off-road Vehicle Park, City of Bakersfield. As senior project archaeologist, conducted an intensive field survey 
of 2,500 acres outside the City of Bakersfield. The project area included rolling hills, large flat valleys, and 
steep ravines. The survey resulted in discovery of over 150 prehistoric resources including bedrock mortars, 
grinding slicks, and rock art. The resources were recorded and evaluated for eligibility for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places and the California Register of Historical Resources. Following the evaluation, a 
comprehensive report detailing the findings was produced. 

Bel Lago Project, City of Moreno Valley. As senior project archaeologist, conducted a site specific field 
assessment of the Kerr Ranch and recorded 23 extant buildings and structures on Department of Parks and 
Recreation forms; both Primary and Building, Structure and Object forms. Detailed descriptions and 
measurements were taken as part of the assessment process and each building and structure was evaluated 
individually for listing to the California Register of Historical Places or local registers or landmarks.  

Westlake Shopping Center, City of Daly City. As senior project archaeologist for this major refurbishing effort 
for a shopping center located in Daly City, assessed the shopping center for historic significance under CEQA 
Section 150.64 by reviewing historic maps, photos, and record and archival search results obtained from the 
Northwest Information Center and the Daly City Planning Department. Scope included conducting a visual 
appraisal of the existing buildings, structures, and signage.  

San Demas Project, City of Sacramento. As senior project archaeologist, conducted a record search and field 
investigation for a built environment covering one city block in downtown Sacramento. As this was a built 
environment, there was no native ground surface to be surveyed; the investigation consisted of comprehensive 
research to determine the possibility of historic structures.  

Cabrillo Corners Commercial Project, City of Half Moon Bay. As cultural resources specialist, conducted a 
record search at the Northwest Information Center and a pedestrian field survey of the proposed project area 
that borders Pilarcitos Creek in Half Moon Bay to determine the presence or absence of cultural resources 
prior to project development.  

Gustine Municipal Airport Project, County of Merced. As senior project archaeologist, conducted a record 
search and pedestrian field survey of a 45-acre parcel located in Merced County to determine the presence or 
absence of cultural resources prior to improvements to the Airport.  

Scheiber/White Projects, County of El Dorado. As senior project archaeologist, conducted record searches 
and field investigations for a 226-acre parcel and a 286-acre parcel of undeveloped land and completed Phase 
I Reports detailing the record search and field survey results.  

Protzel Project, County of El Dorado. As senior project archaeologist, conducted a record search and field 
investigation for a 35-acre parcel of land. The field survey resulted in discovery of a site that contained both 
prehistoric and historic components located adjacent to one another.  

Miller Ranch Property, City of Lincoln. As senior project archaeologist for this 130-acre residential 
development, reviewed record search results from the North Central Information Center, Sacramento and 
conducted a pedestrian field survey.  A negative survey report was prepared detailing the record search and 
survey results to meet CEQA requirements. 
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Fahren’s Creek Development Project, County of Merced. As senior project archaeologist, conducted a record 
search and field investigation on a parcel of undeveloped land, a portion of which was immediately adjacent to 
Fahren’s Creek.  A negative survey report was prepared detailing the record search and survey results to meet 
CEQA requirements.  

McBride R.V. and Self Storage Project, City of Chino. As senior project archaeologist, conducted a record 
search and pedestrian field survey of a 21.15-acre parcel of land to determine the presence or absence of 
cultural resources prior to project development. Prepared a negative survey report detailing the record search 
and survey results to meet CEQA requirements. 

Brehm Communities, City of Chino. As senior project archaeologist for this 35-acre residential development, 
conducted a record search at the San Bernardino Archaeological Information Center and a modified field 
survey. Performed a visual assessment from various vantage points rather than a typical pedestrian survey and 
prepared a negative survey report detailing the record search and survey results to meet CEQA requirements. 

Albers Barnes & Kohler LLP’s Palm Ranch Dairy Project, County of Kern. As senior project archaeologist, was 
responsible for CEQA compliance issues related to cultural resources on a 120-acre parcel. Conducted a 
Phase I survey to determine the presence or absence of cultural resources within the project area, resulting in 
the discovery of artifactual material on the ground surface. Conducted a Phase II testing program to determine 
the presence or absence of subsurface cultural resources, resulting in inconclusive findings. Provided 
mitigation measures to protect any previously undiscovered resources during project excavation activities. 

Albers Barnes & Kohler LLP’s  Bonanza Farm Dairy Project, County of Kern. As cultural resources specialist, 
conducted a record search and pedestrian field survey of two 200-acre parcels to determine the presence or 
absence of cultural resources prior to project development. Prepared a negative survey report detailing the 
record search and survey results to meet CEQA requirements. 

Montezuma Wetlands Project, County of Solano. Served as project manager for Solano County’s Montezuma 
Wetlands Project. Provided technical direction of a 4,700-acre archeological survey in Solano County, resulting 
in recording and subsurface testing of 12 sites. Co-authored the technical report that included extensive 
impacts and mitigation measures. 

Arizona Pipeline Reconditioning Project, Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona. Project manager for a 45 mile 
pipeline replacement project located along an existing pipeline route in southern Arizona.  Project tasks 
included archival and record searches, pedestrian field survey and a comprehensive report detailing the 
findings.  Various types of historic resources were recorded during the course of the field survey and 
recommendations were provided as part of a larger environmental studies report produced for the project.    

Costco’s Warehouse Project, City of San Francisco. Served as project manager for Costco’s Warehouse 
Project. Surveyed, excavated, and monitored the proposed site, located in downtown San Francisco, for a new 
Costco store. Supervised lab procedures and analysis of over 1,400 artifacts. 

Mills Associates’ Tassajara Valley Project, County of Solano. As project manager, provided technical 
direction of a 2,500-acre archeological survey that resulted in recording and subsurface testing of 14 historic 
and one prehistoric archeological site. Analyzed artifacts and prepared technical reports. 

Future Urban Areas, Mundie and Associates, County of Contra Costa. As field director, conducted a 4,500-
acre archeological survey that resulted in recording of 11 historic archeological sites, including the previously 
unrecorded historic town sites of West Hartley, Empire, and Star Mine associated with the Mount Diablo 
coalfield developments of 1850-1885. Recorded features including foundations, privies, cisterns, basements, 
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and dumps. Hundreds of surface artifacts were examined. Also directed artifact analysis and prepared 
technical reports. 

Military Projects 

Cultural Resources Overview Project, Concord Naval Weapons Station. Served as project manager for the 
Cultural Resource Overview Project at Concord Naval Weapons Station. Tasks included review of archival 
records and record search results for previously recorded sites within the Station. In addition, more than 500 
World War II buildings and structures were evaluated for National Register of Historical Places eligibility and 
documented on appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation forms. An archaeological site prediction 
model was developed to determine the likelihood of the presence of cultural resources within specific areas of 
the Station. An extensive context document was prepared to facilitate a comprehensive understanding of the 
Naval Weapons Station in terms of its historic presence within Contra Costa County and the City of Concord. 
Following assessment of the Station and its historic components, a Cultural Resource Overview Report for the 
13,000-acre facility was developed. 

NAVFAC Centerville Beach and Point Sur Projects, Counties of Humboldt and Monterey. Served as project 
archaeologist with responsibilities including a review of archival and site records prior to pedestrian field 
surveys at each of the locations. Following the surveys, documentation on Department of Parks and Recreation 
forms was prepared for each of the World War II buildings/structures located within the Station boundaries. 
Subsequent efforts included development and submittal of a historic context report and structural 
assessments of the buildings to determine National Register of Historic Places eligibility status. Prepared a 
preliminary Historic and Archeological Resource Protection Plan evaluating known archeological site locations 
and preparing maps depicting areas of archaeological sensitivity.  

Civil Engineering Laboratory Archaeological and Historic Resources Assessment Project, Port Hueneme. 
Served as project archaeologist for the CBC Port Hueneme Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Archaeological 
and Historic Resources Assessment Project. The cultural resource evaluation included review of archival 
records and historic Port Hueneme documents at the base, review of previously recorded sites records from 
the South Central Coastal Information Center, CSU, Fullerton, and research at Ventura Historical Society. 
Architectural documentation was prepared for nine World War II buildings on appropriate Department of Parks 
and Recreation forms and a single prehistoric site located within the base was assessed. A historic context 
report was developed and each of the buildings/structures was individually evaluated for National Register of 
Historic Places eligibility. Following assessment and documentation, an EIR/EIS technical report including a 
detailed historic setting, an overview of each of the types of buildings within the project area, an impacts 
assessment section, and appropriate mitigation for the impacts was prepared. 

Navy Construction Battalion Center Historic and Archaeological Resources Protection Plan Project, Port 
Hueneme. Served as project manager/archaeologist for the Port Hueneme Navy Construction Battalion Center 
Overview; Historic and Archaeological Resources Protection Plan Project. The project tasks included archival 
research of Battalion Center documents a record search review at the South Central Coastal Information 
Center, CSU, Fullerton, and a pedestrian field survey. Subsequent to the archival research, architectural 
documentation of 130 World War II buildings/structures was completed on appropriate Department of Parks 
and Recreation (DPR) forms. The forms typically included DPR Primary forms for each building or structure 
although in some instances, e.g., for large non-descript warehouse structures, a representative building was 
documented and identical buildings were listed on the form as having identical attributes. In addition to the 
Primary forms, a Building, Structure, Object (BSO) form providing additional descriptive and evaluative 
information was completed when appropriate. Following the archival research for previously recorded cultural 
resource sites and the field survey, an archaeological site prediction model was developed for the Battalion 
Center. Following documentation, a historic context for the Battalion Center was prepared. In addition, each 
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building was assessed for National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility and a Historic and 
Archaeological Resources Protection (HARP) Plan was prepared. 

H Street Extension Project, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company Property. The project consisted of an 
extension of H Street within the western portion of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company facilities. 
Archaeological efforts were part of mitigation for construction within a National Register listed prehistoric shell 
mound. As project archaeologist, the work included pre-construction site testing using various means including 
shovel and backhoe investigations, surface collection for the entire project area, and a Phase III data recovery 
program in coordination with the Most Likely Descendant (MLD). Disposition of human remains found within 
the site was decided upon an agreement with the MLD. A construction-monitoring program was conducted 
during initial grading activities at the site to ensure protection of previously unknown cultural resources and/or 
additional human remains.  

Naval Fuel Depot Point Molate Historic Resources Assessment Project, City of Rohnert Park. As project 
manager, conducted an archival records review at various repositories as well as a record search at the 
Northwest Information Center in Rohnert Park for previously recorded cultural resource sites. Conducted a field 
survey and general site reconnaissance of the project area. Subsequent to the archival research and survey, 
documentation of ten World War II buildings/structures was completed on appropriate Department of Parks 
and Recreation forms. The buildings and structures were evaluated for eligibility for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places. In addition, one prehistoric archaeological site was assessed within the project 
area. A preliminary Historic and Archeological Resource Protection Plan was prepared evaluating known 
archeological site locations with maps depicting areas of archaeological sensitivity. A historic context was 
prepared for the project area and a technical report detailing all of the research, field survey, building and 
structure evaluations, and the assessment of the prehistoric site was provided to the client. 

Energy, Utilities & Pipelines 

Santa Cruz Water District’s Pipeline Project, County of Santa Cruz. Served as resource team leader for this 
project that proposed modifications to the current operation and maintenance of an existing pipeline through 
implementation of the Santa Cruz North Coast Pipeline Rehabilitation Project. Reviewed compliance issues 
related to cultural resources found along four major waterways in Santa Cruz County and prepared a CEQA 
Initial Study to determine environmental impact associated with project implementation. Also provided 
necessary details to aid in the decision-making process for the project’s next phase. 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Relicensing Project, County of Kern. As resource team 
leader, reviewed cultural resources to meet the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act in preparation of a new FERC license application. Directed the Section 106 review and 
prepared the preliminary draft of the license application, evaluated project impacts, and authored the Historic 
Properties Management Plan and a Programmatic Agreement. 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Relicensing Project, Kilarc-Cow Creek. As resource team 
leader, provided NHPA Section 106 compliance review in preparation of a new FERC license application. 
Following the survey effort, prepared the preliminary draft of the license application, evaluated the project 
impacts, prepared a comprehensive report, and finalized the Historic Properties Management Plan and a 
Programmatic Agreement. 

Calypso Project Environmental Impact Statement, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Served as resource team leader 
for Tractebel North America, Inc.’s Calypso Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for a new natural gas 
pipeline extending from the Exclusive Economic Zone in the Atlantic Ocean to Port Everglades. Conducted the 
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NHPA Section 106 review of both offshore and onshore cultural resources and prepared the preliminary drafts 
of the third-party EIS for the jurisdictional portion of the pipeline. 

Rock Creek Hydroelectric Project, Oregon. Served as project archaeologist for Oregon Trail Electric Consumer 
Cooperative’s Rock Creek Hydroelectric Project. Conducted a reconnaissance survey and evaluation of 
archaeological and historic resources to meet the requirements of NHPA Section 106. 

Patriot Natural Gas Pipeline Project, Tennessee, Virginia, and North Carolina. Served as resource team 
leader for a project consisting of the Mainline Expansion and Patriot Extension three states. The Mainline 
Expansion involved improvement along East Tennessee Natural Gas Company’s existing pipeline in Tennessee 
and Virginia, including approximately 187 miles of new pipeline, replacement of old pipeline, additional 
compression at existing facilities, and five new compressor stations. The Patriot Extension involves 
approximately 100 miles of new pipeline in Virginia and North Carolina, including three new meter stations. 
Provided third-party review of cultural resources reports and prepared third-party EIS. 

Northwest Transmission Line Project, Oregon and Washington. Served as project archaeologist for Wallula 
Generation, LLC’s Northwest Transmission Line Project. Conducted a 28-mile reconnaissance survey in Oregon 
and Washington along the Columbia River, evaluated and recorded archaeological sites, and completed 
appropriate forms for submittal to Washington 

El Paso Energy’s and Broadwing Communications’ Fiber Optic Line, Texas and California. Served as 
resource team leader for a proposed fiber-optic transmission line reaching from El Paso, Texas, to Los Angeles, 
California. Prepared a Proponent’s Environmental Assessment demonstrating CEQA compliance that was 
submitted with an application to the California Public Utilities Commission. 

Fiber Optic Project, Cities of San Jose, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Served as project manager for a 
Level Three Communications Fiber Optic Project. Conducted cultural resources studies and supervised 
construction monitoring to address CPUC mitigation measures during the “city build" portions of the project in 
San Jose, San Francisco, and the Los Angeles Basin. Prepared workbooks for each construction spread in each 
city to address potential cultural resources impacts and necessary mitigation required to preclude significant 
impacts. 

Fiber Network Project, Northern and Southern California. Served as project manager for 360 Networks’ Fiber 
Network Project. Responsible for all aspects of project management for this linear project spanning the length 
of California, including coordination, budget, consultation, and compliance issues. 

Santa Fe Pacific Pipeline, State of California. As field supervisor for Santa Fe Pacific Pipeline’s Concord-to-
Colton Project, performed records search and intensive archaeological survey of a corridor stretching from 
Fresno, through Bakersfield and Mojave, to San Bernardino. Recorded and evaluated for eligibility for listing on 
National Register of Historic Places more than 150 historic properties. 

CPUC Alturas Transmission Line Project, California and Nevada. As archaeological monitor, documented 
compliance with mandated mitigation measures during the construction of this high-voltage power line 
reaching from Alturas, California, to Reno, Nevada. 

Mine Reclamation Plans and Environmental Analysis 

Abandoned Mine Inventory Project, Washington Bureau of Land Management. As project manager, 
managed a five-person survey crew who conducted an intensive archaeological survey of 1,700 acres of 
difficult terrain and conditions in the City of Spokane. Recorded over 100 mining features and archaeological 
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properties on appropriate State of Washington forms and prepared Determination of Eligibility forms for 
submittal to Washington’s State Historic Preservation Officer. 

Black Diamond Mine Project, Merced County.  As project archaeologist, conducted record search and 
pedestrian field survey for approximately 29 acres of a 136 acre parcel of land in Merced County.  During the 
field survey, a cemetery with headstones dating back to the mid-1800s was discovered.  Although the 
cemetery had a fence completely around it, it is often the case with cemeteries of this age that burials are 
located outside the defined cemetery area. Thus, archival research was conducted to determine the actual age 
and the size of the cemetery as it grew over the years. Recommendations for procedures to be followed if the 
proposed project moved forward were presented to the County of Merced in the form of an Initial Study report. 

KRC Aggregates Quarry Expansion Project, San Joaquin County.  As project archaeologist, conducted record 
searches and a pedestrian field survey for approximately 340 acres that would be utilized for aggregate 
resource extraction. Approved mine land reclamation in accordance with the California Surface Mining and 
Reclamation Act would begin immediately following the completion of aggregate extraction.  The field survey 
resulted in recordation of 4 historic resources and the preparation of a comprehensive report meeting the 
requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the California Environmental Quality 
Act. 

Valley Rock Quarry Project, San Joaquin County.  As project archaeologist, conducted record searches and a 
pedestrian field survey of approximately 315 acres in San Joaquin County.  Although no resources were 
recorded for this project, a small prehistoric site had been previously recorded near the project’s southern 
border.  As the boundaries for this prehistoric site were rather vague, the field survey transects were narrowed 
to 3 meters in the southern boundary area to determine the presence or absence of the site within the project 
area.  No evidence of the prehistoric site was found.  The findings of the record searches, the field survey, and 
the search for the prehistoric site were detailed in an Initial Study report and presented to San Joaquin County. 

Environmental Impact Reports for General Plan Updates 

General Plan Update, County of Monterey. As senior project archaeologist, assisted in updating the General 
Plan with new policies including archaeological, historical, and paleontological resources. Tasks included a 
review of existing policies and suggestions for alternatives and updates relevant to current trends. Worked 
closely with Monterey County staff, agency personnel, and sub-consultants to ensure a high quality, timely Plan 
Update. 

Trails Specific Plan Project, City of Livermore. As senior project archaeologist, conducted archival and record 
searches, including review of the 2000 North Livermore Specific Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report and 
the 2003 City of Livermore General Plan Update Master Environmental Assessment that specifically focuses on 
cultural resources within the proposed project area. Conducted a 235-acre pedestrian survey to determine the 
significance of previously recorded cultural resources and the presence or absence of previously unknown 
cultural resources, resulting in the recording of five historic resources using California Department of Parks and 
Recreation forms with context analysis and detailed maps. Prepared a comprehensive report including a 
detailed setting section with impacts and mitigation measures to ensure protection of significant cultural 
resources. 

Educational Facility Environmental Analysis 

Delta View and Kit Carson Schools Project, Kings County Office of Education. As senior project 
archaeologist, conducted archaeological and historical resource assessment at two proposed 
telecommunication tower sites located at two school sites. Conducted a record search at the Southern San 
Joaquin Valley Information Center and pedestrian surveys at both schools to determine the presence or 
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absence of cultural resources. Determined negative survey results, and prepared a report detailing the record 
search and survey results that was presented to the Kings County Office of Education. 

High Desert Power Plant Project, County of San Bernardino. As project manager, conducted an 
approximately 2,000-acre field inventory of block and linear project areas located near the City of Victorville. 
Recorded and evaluated more than 30 historic and prehistoric sites. 

Maya Caves Project, Punta Gorda, Belize, Central America. As excavation team member, worked two field 
seasons examining prehistoric cave deposits. Conducted surveys and excavations, analyzed and cataloged 
artifacts, and prepared technical report sections. 

Professional Affiliations 

 Society for Historical Archaeology 
 Society for California Archaeology 
 Register of Professional Archaeologists  #11138 
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

Government agencies, including federal, state, and local agencies, have developed laws and 
regulations designed to protect significant cultural resources that may be affected by projects 
regulated, funded, or undertaken by the agency.  Federal and state laws that govern the preservation 
of historic and archaeological resources of national, state, regional, and local significance include the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), and the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  In addition, laws specific to work conducted on 
federal lands includes the Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA), the American 
Antiquities Act, and the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). 

The following federal or CEQA criteria were used to evaluate the significance of potential impacts on 
cultural resources for the proposed project.  An impact would be considered significant if it would 
affect a resource eligible for listing to the National Register of Historic Places (NR), the California 
Register of Historical Resources (CR), or if it is identified as a unique archaeological resource. 

FEDERAL-LEVEL EVALUATIONS 

Federal agencies are required to consider the effects of their actions on historic properties and afford 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) a reasonable opportunity to comment on such 
undertakings under NHPA Section 106 (Section 106).  Federal agencies are responsible for initiating 
Section 106 review and completing the steps in the process that are outlined in the regulations.  They 
must determine if Section 106 applies to a given project and, if so, initiate review in consultation with 
the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and/or Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO).  
Federal agencies are also responsible for involving the public and other interested parties.  
Furthermore, Section 106 requires that any federal or federally assisted undertaking, or any 
undertaking requiring federal licensing, funding, or permitting, consider the effect of the action on 
historic properties listed in or eligible for the NR.  Under the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), 36 
CFR Part 800.8, federal agencies are specifically encouraged to coordinate compliance with Section 
106 and the NEPA process.  The implementing regulations “Protection of Historic Properties” are 
found in 36 CFR Part 800.  Resource eligibility for listing on the NR is detailed in 36 CFR Part 63 
and the criteria for resource evaluation are found in 36 CFR Part 60.4 [a-d].   

The NHPA established the NR as the official federal list for cultural resources that are considered 
important for their historical significance at the local, state, or national level.  To be determined 
eligible for listing in the NR, properties must meet specific criteria for historic significance and 
possess certain levels of integrity of form, location, and setting.  The criteria for listing on the NR are 
significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture as present in 
districts, sites, buildings, structures and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.  In addition, a resource must meet one or all of 
these eligibility criteria:  
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A. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history 

 

B. Is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past 
 

C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; 
represent the work of a master; possess high artistic values, represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction 

 

D. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history 
 
Criterion D is usually reserved for archaeological resources.  Eligible properties must meet at least 
one of the criteria and exhibit integrity, measured by the degree to which the resource retains its 
historical properties and conveys its historical character. 

Criteria Considerations 
Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious 
institutions or used for religious purposes, buildings that have been moved from their original 
locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and 
properties that have achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for 
the NR.  However, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do meet the 
criteria or if they fall within the following categories:  

A. A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic distinction or 
historical importance 

 

B. A building or structure removed from its original location but which is primarily significant 
for architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly associated with a 
historic person or event 

 

C. A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no 
appropriate site or building associated with his or her productive life 

 

D. A cemetery that derives its primary importance from graves of persons of transcendent 
importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from association with historic 
events 

 

E. A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and presented 
in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no other building or 
structure with the same association has survived 

 

F. A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or symbolic value has 
invested it with its own exceptional significance 

 

G. A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional importance 
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THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE 

In consultation with the SHPO/THPO and other entities that attach religious and cultural significance 
to identified historic properties, the Agency shall apply the criteria of adverse effect to historic 
properties within the Area of Potential Effect (APE).  The Agency official shall consider the views of 
consulting parties and the public when considering adverse effects. 

Federal Criteria of Adverse Effects 
Under federal regulations, 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800.5, an adverse effect is 
found when an undertaking alters, directly or indirectly, any of the characteristics of a historic 
property that qualifies the property for inclusion in the NR in a manner that diminishes the integrity of 
the property’s location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association.  
Consideration will be given to all qualifying characteristics of a historic property, including those that 
may have been identified subsequent to the original evaluation of the property’s eligibility for listing 
in the NR.  Adverse effects may include reasonably foreseeable effects caused by the undertaking that 
may occur later in time, be farther removed in distance, or be cumulative. 

Pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.5, adverse effects on historic properties include but are not limited to 
those listed below: 

• Physical destruction of or damage to all or part of the property 
 

• Alteration of a property, including restoration, rehabilitation, repair, maintenance, stabilization, 
hazardous material remediation, and provision of handicapped access, that is not consistent 
with the U.S. Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties 
pursuant to 36 CFR Part 68 and applicable guidelines 

 

• Removal of the property from its historic location 
 

• Change of the character of the property’s use or of physical features within the property’s 
setting that contribute to its historic significance 

 

• Introduction of visual, atmospheric, or audible elements that diminish the integrity of the 
property’s significant historic features 

 

• Neglect of a property that causes its deterioration, except where such neglect and deterioration 
are recognized qualities of a property of religious and cultural significance to an Indian tribe or 
Native Hawaiian organization 

 

• Transfer, lease, or sale of property out of federal ownership or control without adequate and 
legally enforceable restrictions or conditions to ensure long-term preservation of the property’s 
historic significance 
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If Adverse Effects Are Found  
If adverse effects are found, the agency official shall continue consultation as stipulated at 36 CFR 
Part 800.6.  The agency official shall consult with the SHPO/THPO and other consulting parties to 
develop alternatives to the undertaking that could avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to 
historic resources.  Pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.14(d), if adverse effects cannot be avoided then 
standard treatments established by the ACHP maybe used as a basis for Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA). 

Pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.11(e) the filing of an approved MOA, and appropriate documentation as 
specified concludes the Section 106 process.  The MOA must be signed by all consulting parties and 
approved by the ACHP prior to construction activities.  If no adverse affects are found and the 
SHPO/THPO or the ACHP do not object within 30 days of receipt, the agencies responsibilities under 
Section 106 will be satisfied upon completion of report and documentation as stipulated in 36 CFR 
Part 800.11.  The information must be made available for public review upon request, excluding 
information covered by confidentiality provisions.  

STATE-LEVEL EVALUATION PROCESSES 

An archaeological site may be considered a historical resource if it is significant in the architectural, 
engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military or cultural 
annals of California pursuant to Public Resources Code PRC Section 5020.1(j) or if it meets the 
criteria for listing on the CR pursuant to California Code of Regulations (CCR) at Title 14 CCR 
Section 4850. 

The most recent amendments to the CEQA guidelines direct lead agencies to first evaluate an 
archaeological site to determine if it meets the criteria for listing in the CR.  If an archaeological site 
is a historical resource, in that it is listed or eligible for listing in the CR, potential adverse impacts to 
it must be considered pursuant to PRC Sections 21084.1 and 21083.2(l).  If an archaeological site is 
considered not to be a historical resource, but meets the definition of a “unique archeological 
resource” as defined in PRC Section 21083.2, then it would be treated in accordance with the 
provisions of that section. 

With reference to PRC Section 21083.2, each site found within a project area will be evaluated to 
determine if it is a unique archaeological resource.  A unique archaeological resource is described as 
an archaeological artifact, object, or site about which it can be clearly demonstrated that, without 
merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there is a high probability that it meets one or more 
of the following criteria: 

1. Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions and that there 
is a demonstrable public interest in that information 
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2. Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type or the best available 
example of its type 

 

3. Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event 
or person 

 
A “non-unique archaeological resource” means an archaeological artifact, object, or site that does not 
meet the criteria for eligibility for listing on the CR, as noted in subdivision (g) of PRC Section 
21083.2.  A non-unique archaeological resource requires no further consideration, other than simple 
recording of its components and features.  Isolated artifacts are typically considered non-unique 
archaeological resources.  Historic structures that have had their superstructures demolished or 
removed can be considered historic archaeological sites and are evaluated following the processes 
used for prehistoric sites.  Finally, OHP recognizes an age threshold of 45 years.  Cultural resources 
built less than 45 years ago may qualify for consideration, but only under the most extraordinary 
circumstances. 

Title 14, CCR, Chapter 3 Section 15064.5 is associated with determining the significance of impacts 
to archaeological and historical resources.  Here, the term historical resource includes the following: 

1. A resource listed in, or determined eligible by the State Historical Resources Commission, for 
listing in the CR (PRC Section 5024.1; Title 14 CCR, Section 4850, et seq.). 

 

2. A resource included in a local register of historical resources, as defined in PRC Section 
5020.1(k) or identified as significant in a historical resource survey meeting the PRC Section 
5024.1(g) requirements, shall be presumed to be historically or culturally significant.  Public 
agencies must treat any such resource as significant unless the preponderance of evidence 
demonstrates that it is not historically or culturally significant. 

 

3. Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript, which a lead agency 
determines to be historically significant or significant in the architectural, engineering, 
scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of 
California may be considered a historical resource, provided the lead agency’s determination 
is supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record.  Generally, a resource shall 
be considered by the lead agency to be historically significant if the resource meets the 
criteria for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources (PRC Section 5024.1; 
Title 14 CCR Section 4852) including the following: 

 

A. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage 

 

B. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past 
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C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses 
high artistic values 

 

D. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history 
 
Typically, archaeological sites exhibiting significant features qualify for the CR under Criterion D 
because such features have information important to the prehistory of California.  A lead agency may 
determine that a resource may be a historical resource as defined in PRC Sections 5020.1(j) or 5024.1 
even if it is: 

• Not listed in or determined to be eligible for listing in the CR 
• Not included in a local register of historical resources pursuant to PRC Section 5020.1(k) 
• Identified in a historical resources survey pursuant to PRC Section 5024.1(g) 

 
Threshold of Significance 
If a project will have a significant impact on a cultural resource, several steps must be taken to 
determine if the cultural resource is a “unique archaeological resource” under CEQA.  If analysis 
and/or testing determine that the resource is a unique archaeological resource and therefore subject to 
mitigation prior to development, a threshold of significance should be developed.  The threshold of 
significance is a point where the qualities of significance are defined and the resource is determined 
to be unique under CEQA.  A significant impact is regarded as the physical demolition, destruction, 
relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of the 
resource will be reduced to a point that it no longer meets the significance criteria.  Should analysis 
indicate that project development will destroy the unique elements of a resource; the impacts to the 
resource must be mitigated for under CEQA regulations.  The preferred form of mitigation is to 
preserve the resource in-place, in an undisturbed state.  However, as that is not always possible or 
feasible, appropriate mitigation measures may include, but are not limited to: 

1. Planning construction to avoid the resource 
2. Deeding conservation easements 
3. Capping the site prior to construction 

 
If a resource is determined to be a “non-unique archaeological resource,” no further consideration of 
the resource by the lead agency is necessary. 

SB 18 TRIBAL CONSULTATION 

The following serves as an overview of the procedures and timeframes for the Tribal Consultation 
process; for the complete Tribal Consultation Guidelines, please refer to the State of California Office 
of Planning and Research web site. 
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Prior to the Amendment or adoption of General or Specific Plans, local governments must notify the 
appropriate tribes of the opportunity to conduct consultation for the purpose of preserving or 
mitigating impacts to cultural places located on land within the local government’s jurisdiction that is 
affected by the plan adoption or amendment.  Tribal contacts for this list are maintained by the 
NAHC, and it is distinct from the Most Likely Descendent (MLD) list.  It is suggested that local 
governments send written notice by certified mail with return receipt requested.  The tribes have 90 
days from the date they receive notification to request consultation.  In addition, prior to adoption or 
amendment of a General or Specific Plan, local government must refer the proposed action to tribes 
on the NAHC list that have traditional lands located within the city or county’s jurisdiction.  Notice 
must be sent regardless of prior consultation.  The referral must allow a 45-day comment period.   

In brief, notices from government to the tribes should include: 

• A clear statement of purpose 
 

• A description of the proposed General or Specific Plan, or amendment, the reason for the 
proposal, and the specific geographic areas affected 

 

• Detailed maps to accompany the description 
 

• Deadline date for the tribes to respond 
 

• Government representative(s) contact information 
 

• Contact information for project proponent/applicant, if applicable 
 
The basic schedule for this process is: 

• 30 days - time NAHC has to provide tribal contact information to the local government; this is 
recommended, not mandatory. 

 

• 90 days - time tribe has to respond indicating whether or not they want to consult.  Note: tribes 
can agree to a shorter timeframe.  In addition, consultation does not begin until/unless 
requested by the tribe within 90 days of receiving notice of the opportunity to consult.  The 
consultation period, if requested, is open-ended.  The tribes and local governments can discuss 
issues for as long as necessary, or productive, and need not result in agreement. 

 

• 45 days - time local government has to refer proposed action, such as adoption or amendment 
to General Plan or Specific Plan, to agencies, including the tribes.  Referral required even if 
there has been prior consultation.  This opens the 45-day comment period. 

 

• 10 days - time local government has to provide tribes of notice of public hearing. 
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E.2 - Paleontological Records Search 
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E.3 - Cultural Resources Constraints Analysis 
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March 28, 2013 

 

 

To: David Gilbert, Senior Planner 

 Merced County Planning Department 

 

From: Elena Nuño, Project Manager 

 First Carbon Solutions-Michael Brandman Associates 

 

Re: Applicability of previously prepared Cultural Resources Constraints Analysis 

 

 

 

 

The July 2011 Revised Cultural Resources Constraints Analysis for Leo/Vega Solar Project and Gen-Tie 

Alternatives prepared for RBF Consulting by ECORP Consulting, Inc. encompassed the proposed Vega 

Solar project and its associated 165 acres.  Accordingly, the information in the previously prepared 

technical study would be applicable to the Vega Solar Project. 
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1.0 MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 
 
In 2010, RBF Consulting (RBF) of Sacramento, California retained ECORP Consulting, Inc. 
(ECORP) to conduct a cultural resources constraints analysis for the proposed Leo/Vega Solar 
Project (Project), where a solar energy farm is proposed. The Project would be constructed on 
approximately 1,000 acres located directly east of Interstate 5 and approximately eight miles 
south of the City of Los Banos, California (Project Area). In addition to the solar farm property, 
several offsite connector alternatives are proposed on the western end of the Project Area.  
 
This analysis includes: a review of cultural resource records and literature; an examination of 
cultural resource maps for the Project Area; and a sacred land file search by the California 
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC). The purpose of this review is to provide RBF 
with preliminary information about the cultural resources sensitivity of the Project Area to 
support the preparation of the appropriate environmental document under the California 
Environmental Quality Act. 
 
The records search results indicated that portions of the Project Area have been previously 
surveyed for cultural resources, but the surveys were conducted over 10 years ago and are 
considered expired. Four resources located within 0.5 mile of the Project Area have been 
recorded: P-24-35, two basalt flakes; P-24-434, the Outside Canal; P-24-1703, the Delta-
Mendota Canal; and the California Aqueduct. Of these four, only a portion of the California 
Aqueduct is located within the Project Area. The Delta-Mendota Canal and the California 
Aqueduct have been determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (listing is 
pending) and are listed on the California Register of Historical Resources (Bureau of 
Reclamation 2009). Because a portion of a significant cultural resource is located within the 
Project Area, impacts to the resource must be considered and mitigated.     
 
The records search results indicate that the Project Area has a low potential to contain 
unrecorded cultural resources. However, to comply with CEQA and, if necessary, with Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the entire Project Area must be surveyed for 
cultural resources, and any sites within the Project Area identified as a result of the survey must 
be evaluated using the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and California Register of 
Historical Resources (CRHR) eligibility criteria. If the sites are evaluated as eligible, and impacts 
will be significant, as determined by the lead agencies, then mitigation could consist of some 
combination of preservation in place, data recovery, and public interpretation.  
 
 
2.0 INTRODUCTION  
 
In November 2010, ECORP was retained by RBF Consulting of Sacramento to conduct a cultural 
resources constraints analysis of the proposed Project Area where a solar energy farm is 
proposed, located directly east of Interstate 5 and approximately eight miles south of the City of 
Los Banos, in Merced County, California. The cultural resources study consisted of a record 
search and literature review, and preliminary Native American consultation. The goal of this 
study was to assess the current status of cultural resources within the Project Area and to assist 
the Project proponent in the preparation of a constraints analysis. This study did not include an 
updated survey for previously unrecorded resources, and it does not constitute a formal 
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inventory under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) or Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 
 
In July 2011, ECORP was retained by RBF to update the original constraints analysis to include 
a number of potential alternatives to the gen-tie routes, which would connect the proposed 
facility to the existing transmission lines. The revised project area with alternatives is presented 
in Figure 1. 
 
2.1 Project Location 
 
The Project Area consists of approximately 1,000 acres of property consisting of most of Section 
6 and the northeastern quarter of Section 7 of Township 12 South, Range 11 East, the 
southeastern quarter of Section 31 of Township 11 South, Range 11 East, and the northeastern 
quarter of Section 1 of Township 10 East, Range 11 South of the Mount Diablo Base and 
Meridian. The Project Area is depicted on the 1971 Charleston School, CA USGS 7.5’ 
topographic quadrangle map (Figures 1 and 2). The property is bounded by the California 
Aqueduct to the south, First Lift Road and South Woo Road to the west, the Delta-Mendota 
Canal to the north, and an unnamed dirt road to the east. In addition, the alignments for 
proposed 230-kV transmission lines and gen-tie alternatives to the Dos Amigos pumping plant 
(and proposed substation) west of the main Project Area are included.  
 
2.2 Regulatory Context 
 
To meet the regulatory requirements of this project, this cultural resources investigation was 
conducted pursuant to the provisions for the treatment of cultural resources contained within 
Section 106 of NHPA and in CEQA (Pub. Res. Code § 21000 et seq.). The goal of NHPA and 
CEQA is to develop and maintain a high-quality environment that serves to identify the 
significant environmental effects of the actions of a proposed project and to either avoid or 
mitigate those significant effects where feasible. CEQA pertains to all proposed projects that 
require state or local government agency approval, including the enactment of zoning 
ordinances, the issuance of conditional use permits, and the approval of development project 
maps. NHPA pertains to projects that entail some degree of federal funding or permit approval.  
 
NHPA and CEQA (Title 14, CCR, Article 5, Section 15064.5) apply to cultural resources of the 
historical and prehistoric periods. Any project with an effect that may cause a substantial 
adverse change in the significance of a cultural resource, either directly or indirectly, is a project 
that may have a significant effect on the environment. As a result, such a project would require 
avoidance or mitigation of impacts to those affected resources. Significant cultural resources 
must meet at least one of four criteria that define eligibility for listing on either the California 
Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) (Pub. Res. Code § 5024.1, Title 14 CCR, Section 4852) 
or the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) (36 CFR 60.4). Cultural resources eligible for 
listing on the NRHP are automatically eligible for the CRHR.  
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In anticipation of the possibility that the project may affect waters of the United States (U.S.), 
thereby requiring the project proponent to meet the requirements of Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act and obtain a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Sacramento District 
Regulatory Branch, this constraints analysis contributes toward compliance with the 2007 
Sacramento District Regulatory Branch Guidelines for Compliance with Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended. Moreover, because this project will 
likely qualify as a federal undertaking (a federal permit will likely be required), regulations (36 
CFR Part 800) implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) 
require that cultural resources be identified and then evaluated using NRHP eligibility criteria. 
 
2.3 Report Organization 
 
The following report documents the records search and its findings and was prepared in 
conformance with the California Office of Historic Preservation’s Archaeological Resource 
Management Reports: Recommended Contents and Format. Attachment A includes a 
confirmation of the records search with the California Historical Resources Information System 
and Attachment B contains documentation of Native American consultation.  
 
Sections 6253, 6254, and 6254.10 of the California Code authorize state agencies to exclude 
archaeological site information from public disclosure under the Public Records Act. In addition, 
the California Public Records Act (Government Code §6250 et seq.) and California’s open 
meeting laws (The Brown Act, Government Code §54950 et seq.) protect the confidentiality of 
Native American cultural place information. Likewise, the Information Centers of the California 
Historical Resources Information System maintained by the Office of Historic Preservation 
prohibit public dissemination of records search information. In compliance with these 
requirements, and those of the Code of Ethics of the Society for California Archaeology and the 
Register of Professional Archaeologists, the results of this cultural resource investigation were 
as a confidential document, which is not intended for public distribution in either paper or 
electronic format. 
 
 
3.0 METHODS 
 
3.1 Personnel Qualifications 
 
All phases of the cultural resources investigation were conducted or supervised by Registered 
Professional Archaeologist Lisa Westwood, who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Professional Qualifications Standards for prehistoric and historical archaeologist. Research at the 
Central California Information Center was conducted by Staff Archaeologist Stephen Pappas. 
Resumes are available upon request. 
  
Lisa Westwood is a Registered Professional Archaeologist who meets the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for prehistoric and historical archaeologist with 
16 years of cultural resource management, contract archaeology, museum curation, and 
teaching experience in northern and central California, southern Utah, New Mexico, and the 
Midwest. She holds a B.A. degree in Anthropology, an M.A. degree in Anthropology 
(Archaeology), and a Ph.D. in Environmental Engineering. She has participated in or supervised 
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numerous survey, testing, and data recovery excavations, has recorded and mapped hundreds 
of prehistoric and historical sites, and has cataloged, identified, and curated hundreds of 
thousands of artifacts. She has conducted evaluations of cultural resources for eligibility to the 
National Register of Historic Places and California Register of Historical Resources and is well 
versed in impact assessment and development of mitigation measures for CEQA and Section 
106 (NHPA) projects. She has authored or co-authored more than 150 cultural resources 
management reports. 
 
Stephen Pappas is a Staff Archaeologist and Field Director for ECORP and has seven years of 
experience in cultural resources management, primarily in California and New Mexico. He holds 
a B.A. degree in Anthropology and has participated in all aspects of archaeological fieldwork, 
including survey, test excavation, data recovery, and construction monitoring. He has extensive 
familiarity in meeting the cultural resource requirements of CEQA and Section 106 of the NHPA. 
 
3.2 Records Search Methods 
 
A records search for the property was completed at the Central California Information Center 
(CCIC) at California State University, Stanislaus on 12 November 2010 (CCIC search # 7828I; 
see Attachment A). The purpose of the records search was to determine the extent of previous 
surveys within a 0.5-mile (800-meter) radius of the proposed project location, and whether 
previously documented prehistoric or historic archaeological sites, architectural resources, or 
traditional cultural properties exist within this area.  
 
In addition to the official records and maps for archaeological sites and surveys in Merced 
County, the following historic references were also reviewed: Historic Property Data File for 
Merced County (Office of Historic Preservation 2010a); The National Register Information 
System website (National Park Service 2010); Office of Historic Preservation, California 
Historical Landmarks website (Office Historic Preservation 2010b); California Historical 
Landmarks (Office of Historic Preservation 1996 and updates); California Points of Historical 
Interest (Office of Historic Preservation 1992 and updates); 1500 California Place Names (Bright 
1998); Directory of Properties in the Historical Resources Inventory (1999); Caltrans Local 
Bridge Survey (Caltrans 2010a); Caltrans State Bridge Survey (Caltrans 2010b); and Historic 
Spots in California (Kyle 2002). 
 
Other references include historic GLO land patent records (BLM 2010) and aerial photographs 
taken between 1937 and 2010. Historic maps reviewed include: 
 

 The 1913 USGS Panoche, CA (30-minute) map 
 
 The 1943 USGS Ortigalita Peak, CA (15-minute) map 

 
 The 1956 USGS Charleston School, CA (7.5-minute) quadrangle 

 
 The 1956 (photorevised 1971) USGS Charleston School, CA (7.5-minute) quadrangle 
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3.3 Native American Consultation Methods 
 
ECORP contacted the California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) on 15 November 
2010, to request a search of the sacred land files for the Project Area. All correspondence with 
the NAHC is included in Attachment B.   
 
4.0 RESULTS 
 
4.1 Records Search 
 
The records search consisted of a review of previous research and literature, records on file 
with the CCIC for previously recorded resources, and historical aerial photographs and maps of 
the vicinity. 
 
4.1.1 Previous Research 
 
Portions of the Project Area have been previously surveyed for cultural resources. A total of five 
previous cultural resource investigations have been conducted within 0.5 mile of the property, 
covering approximately 30 percent of the total area surrounding the property within the record 
search radius (Table 1). The previous studies were conducted between 1978 and 2001.  
 
Table 1 – Known Cultural Studies within 0.5 Mile of the Project Area  

Report 
Number Author(s) Report Title Year 

Area 
Cover

ed 

Includes 
Project 

Area 

621 

Moratto, Michael J. 
and T. Jackson 

(INFOTEC Research & 
BioSystems Analysis) 

Cultural Resources Assessment 
Report, PGT-PG&E Pipeline 
Expansion Project, Idaho, 

Washington, Oregon, and California 

1990 
845 

Linear 
Miles 

Yes 

699 Weber, Tony F. 

Archaeological and Historical Survey 
of the Surplus Lands of the Bureau 

of Reclamation’s San Luis Unit, 
Central Valley Project: Merced, 

Fresno, and Kings Counties, 
California 

1978 N/A Yes 

1846 

Canaday, Timothy, 
Michael Ostrogorsky, 
and Margaret Hess 

(INFOTEC Research) 

Archaeological Survey of Right-Of-
Way Corridor and Extra Work 

Spaces Construction Spread 5B, 
California (PGT-PG&E Pipeline 
Expansion Project, California) 

1992 
120 

Linear 
Miles 

Yes 

2753 Moratto, Michael J. 

Archaeological Investigations, PGT-
PG&E Pipeline Expansion Project, 
Idaho, Washington, Oregon, and 

California (overview) 

1994 
845 

Linear 
Miles 

Yes 
(overview 

only) 

4833 Keefe, Timothy 

Finding of Effect for the MER-165 
Road Rehabilitation with Bridge and 
Shoulder Widening Project (MER-

165, PM 0.0/11.7) In Merced 
County, California 

2001 
11.7 

Linear 
Miles 

No 
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Four cultural resources (P-24-35, P-24-434, and P-24-1703; Table 2) have been recorded within 
0.5 mile of the Project Area. One of those resources, the California Aqueduct, runs through the 
western end of the Property.  
 
Table 2 – Previously Recorded Cultural Resources within 0.5 mile of the Project Area  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Site 
Number/ 
Primary 

No. 

Component Descriptio
n Date Reference 

/ Year 
CRHR 

Evaluated? 
NRHP 

Evaluated? 

P-24-35 Prehistoric 
Isolate 

Two basalt 
flakes Unknown M. Hess, et 

al, 1992 
Not eligible 

(isolate) 
Not eligible 

(isolate) 

P-24-434 Historic Site Outside 
Canal 

1896 (OHP 
2010a) 

D. Byrd, J. 
Catlin 1996; 
B. Larson, R. 
Flores 2002 

Not evaluated 
under CRHR 

Not eligible 
(OHP 2000) 

P-24-1703 Historic Site 
Delta-

Mendota 
Canal 

1946-1952 
(Larson & 
Johnson 
2003) 

B. Larson, E. 
Johnson 
2003; 

Eligible for 
NRHP, listed on 
the CRHR (OHP 

2000; BOR 
2009) 

Eligible for 
NRHP, listed 
on the CRHR 
(OHP 2000; 
BOR 2009) 

N/A Modern Site California 
Aqueduct 

1963-1971 
(DWR 
2010) 

N/A 

Eligible for 
NRHP, listed on 
the CRHR (OHP 

2000; BOR 
2009) 

Eligible for 
NRHP, listed 
on the CRHR 
(OHP 2000; 
BOR 2009) 

 

 
In 1990 INFOTEC Research and BioSystems Analysis completed a linear study for upgrades to a 
PG&E pipeline expansion project. The pipeline route runs from Kingsgate, British Columbia to 
Panoche Station in south-central California (CCIC Report #621). The study area was 0.5-mile 
wide along the existing pipeline, which runs through the southern portion of the Project Area. 
Transect spacing was not addressed in the report; however, no resources were observed within 
the Project Area.  
 
In 1978, Tony Weber surveyed several portions of land held by the San Luis Unit of the Bureau 
of Reclamation’s Central Valley project (CCIC Report #699). One of the surveyed portions fell 
within the western end of the Project Area along the northern edge of Section 1. No resources 
were found within the Project Area as a result of the survey. 
 
In 1992, INFOTEC archaeologists conducted additional surveys for the PG&E pipeline expansion 
project (CCIC Report #1846). A portion of the Project Area along Pipeline Road, measuring 
approximately 150 feet wide, was surveyed during the investigation. No cultural resources were 
discovered within the Project Area.  
 
The Delta-Mendota Canal is located adjacent to the northern edge of the property and a small 
portion of the California Aqueduct is located within the western end of the Project Area. 
According to the CCIC, the Delta-Mendota Canal and the California Aqueduct’s listing for 
eligibility for the NRHP and CRHR is currently pending.. The CCIC (2010) discussed the pending 
eligibility status of the resources surrounding the Project Area:   
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The California Aqueduct and the Delta Mendota Canal are part of the “Central 
Valley Project”, a water conveyance system that is listed in the Historic Property 
Data File (under Merced County) as “2S2”, individual property determined eligible  
for the NRHP by a consensus through the Section 106 process; listed on the 
CRHR. The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has submitted a multiple property 
nomination for the Central Valley Project, currently in Draft form and being 
reviewed by the Keeper of the Register in Washington D.C.  

 
The CCIC does not have a copy of the Central Valley Project nomination form, but a form was 
prepared and is located at the Bureau of Reclamation in Sacramento (Bureau of Reclamation 
2009). 
 
4.1.2 Records 
 
The Office of Historic Preservation’s Directory of Properties, Historic Property Data File for 
Merced County (dated 10/05/2010) included two resources within 0.5 mile of the Project Area. 
The Delta-Mendota Canal (#128871), located directly north of the northern end of the Project 
Area is designated as 2S2: Determined eligible for the National Register, and listed on the 
California Register. The Outside Canal (#128874), located 0.5 mile north of the Project Area is 
designated as 6Y: Determined ineligible for the National Register, not evaluated for the 
California Register.  
 
A review of California Inventory of Historic Resources (March 1976) indicated that there are no 
inventoried properties within the Project Area or within the vicinity of the Project Area. The 
nearest resources listed are the townsite of Los Banos, and Los Banos Creek. 
 
The National Register Information System (National Park Service 2010) failed to reveal any 
significant properties within the Project Area, and the nearest resources were the Church of St. 
Joseph and the Bank of Los Banos Building, located eight miles north of the Project Area in the 
City of Los Banos.  
 
The published list of California Historical Landmarks (Office of Historic Preservation [OHP] 1996) 
and the Office of Historic Preservation website (OHP 2010) do not list any State Historical 
Landmarks within 0.5 mile of the Project Area. The nearest listed resources were the Canal 
Farm Inn (No. 548) and the old townsite of Los Banos (No. 550), located in Los Banos.  
 
A review of Historic Spots in California (Kyle 2002) describes the nearest city (eight miles north 
of the Project Area) as Los Banos, which means “the baths.” The first building in the vicinity 
was built in 1858, the site of the Lone Willow Stage Station on the west bank of Mud Slough. In 
1865, Gustave Kreyenhagen opened a store at the previous location of the station and soon 
more people came and settled the surrounding lands. The Los Banos post office was finally 
established in 1873, located two miles south of present day Volta. In 1889, the post office, 
along with several houses and buildings, was moved five miles east to the current location of 
Los Banos.   
 
The Caltrans Bridge Local and State Inventories (Caltrans 2010a, Caltrans 2010b) did not list 
any historic bridges in or within 0.5 mile of the Project Area. 
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The Handbook of North American Indians (Wallace 1978) describes the Project as being within 
the territory of the Northern Valley Yokuts. No villages are recorded near the Project Area.  
Historic GLO land patent records available on the BLM’s patent information website (BLM 2010) 
revealed that the lands within the Project Area passed into private ownership beginning in 1869 
(Table 3).  
 
Table 3 – GLO Land Patent Records 

Patentee Patent 
Date 

Serial 
Number Patent Type/Authority Location 

William J. Stockton 4/4/1891 CACAAA 
102677 

April 24, 1820: Sale-Cash 
Entry (3 Stat. 566) 

SE ¼ of Section 31 (160 
Acres) 

L. T. Carr 5/20/1869 CACAAA 
102988 

April 24, 1820: Sale-Cash 
Entry (3 Stat. 566) 

SE ¼, S½NE¼, E½SW¼, 
SE¼NW¼, lot 1 of n half of 
NE, lot 2 of NENW, lot 3 of 

NWNW, lot 4 of SWNW, lot 5 
of W half of SW of section 6 

Jacob Myer 5/5/1891 CACAAA 
103038 

May 20, 1862: Homestead 
Entry -Original (12 Stat. 

392) 
NE ¼ Section 7 (160 Acres) 

Jacob B. Wertz 4/4/1891 CACAAA 
101344 

April 24, 1820: Sale-Cash 
Entry (3 Stat. 566) 

Lot 3 and 2 of the NE ¼ of 
the NE ¼ of Section 1 

 
 
4.1.3 Map Review and Aerial Photographs 
 
The review of historical aerial photographs and maps of the Project Area provide information on 
the past land uses of the property. Based on this information, the property was most likely used 
historically for agriculture. 
 

 The 1913 USGS Panoche, CA (30-minute) map shows a canal located approximately 0.5 
mile north of the Project Area, with a road heading south from the canal that runs along 
the eastern boundary of the northern 0.25 mile of the Project Area. Just below the 
southern end of the Project Area, the map shows the Laguna Seca Creek heading 
northeast from the mountains west of the property. The 1913 map also reveals two 
structures located 0.5 mile from the Project Area. One structure is located west of the 
property near the middle of Section 1, and the other is 0.5 mile east of the southeastern 
tip of the property.    
 

 Aerial photographs taken in 1937 are of low quality, and only the series of mountains 
located southwest of the Project Area could be identified.  
 

 Aerial photographs taken in 1942 show the pipeline road located along the southern 
portion of the Project Area. The photographs also show a portion of the canal 0.5 mile 
north of the Project Area, and a graded area with possible structures directly east of the 
northern portion of the Project Area. The land within the Project Area appears to be 
agricultural or grazing land.   
 

 The 1943 USGS Ortigalita Peak, CA (15-minute) map shows: two structures near the 
current “Woo Ranch,” located adjacent to the northwestern end of the property in the 
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middle of Section 31; two additional structures adjacent to the eastern end of the 
property, in the southwestern corner of Section 32; and one structure within the Project 
Area, located along the western end near the middle of Section 6.  
 
The map also shows a road along the southern end of the property in the same location 
as the current “Pipeline Road.” A series of two-track roads are also shown on the map, 
which run along the southeastern quarter of Section 31, then along the eastern edge of 
Sections 6 and 7, heading down and following Laguna Seca Creek. 
 

 The 1956 USGS Charleston School, CA (7.5-minute) quadrangle shows the addition of 
the Delta-Mendota canal located adjacent to the northern edge of the Project Area, with 
the Woo Ranch consisting of three structures on the northern side of the canal. Along 
the southwestern corner of Section 32, directly east of the property, are nine structures 
laid out in two rows. No other structures appear near the vicinity of the Project Area.  

 
 The road near the southern end of the Project Area is labeled “Pipeline Road,” and one 
 two-track road heading east from the pipeline road and ending at the northeastern 
 corner of Section 1. Another two-track road is shown running north/south from the 
 Delta-Mendota Canal down to the pipeline road.   
 

 Aerial photographs taken in 1957 show the pipeline road and the Delta-Mendota Canal. 
The fields within the Project Area appear to be in a similar configuration as in current 
photographs. No structures could be confirmed due to the quality of the photographs.  
 

 The 1956 (photorevised 1971) USGS Charleston School, CA (7.5-minute) quadrangle 
shows a two-track road running along the southern side of the Delta-Mendota canal and 
through the northeastern portion of the Project Area, and one road running along the 
western edge of the Project Area to the pipeline road. The map also shows the addition 
of the California Aqueduct located along the western side of the Project Area and offsite 
connector alternatives, while Interstate-5 is located parallel and south of the aqueduct. 
Only one building is indicated in the location of the nine buildings on the 1956 map.   
 

 Aerial photographs taken in 1987 show the Project Area was the same as in current 
photographs.  
 

 Aerial photographs from 2010 show the entire Project Area consisting of agricultural 
fields, with the exception of the far western portion (where the 230 kV alignment is 
proposed), where a possible agricultural products storage location is visible. In addition, 
some of the offsite connector alternatives are located directly east of Interstate 5 and on 
either side of the California aqueduct.  

 
In summary, the property appears to have been historically used for agricultural production. 
One possible structure appears within the Project Area in 1943, but may have been removed 
before 1956. The aerial photographs and maps indicate the canal system surrounding the 
Project Area was built sometime before 1913 (1896 according to OHP 2010), and that the 
Delta-Mendota Canal was built sometime between 1943 and 1956 (1946 according to OHP 
2010). The Project Area appears to have been historically used for agricultural purposes.   
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4.2 Native American Consultation Results 
 
On 23 November 2010, the NAHC responded to ECORP's request for a sacred lands search to 
indicate that the search of the sacred land file failed to detect the presence of Native American 
cultural resources in the immediate project area. It provided a list of six individuals to contact 
for information (see Attachment B). Correspondence with these individuals, and subsequent 
agency consultation, will be required as part of a cultural resources inventory. 
 
 
5.0 MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
 
5.1 Summary and Conclusions  
 
The Project Area has not been adequately surveyed for cultural resources. The surveys 
conducted in 1978, 1990, and 1992 are outdated (over 10 years old) and, therefore, do not 
meet current protocol. There exists the potential that unrecorded cultural resources could be 
located in the Project Area. However, based on the records search results, the potential for 
encountering prehistoric resources is low. Only two basalt flakes were found approximately 0.5 
mile south of the Project Area, and no records of any nearby prehistoric settlements or villages 
have been documented. Historic maps reveal Laguna Seca Creek running south of the Project 
Area, and while it has been known that prehistoric sites have been found along creeks, rivers, 
and streams, the Project Area has been significantly altered due to years of agricultural use.  
 
The potential for encountering historic resources is similarly low based on the record search 
results. The Project Area has been used as farmland as far back as 1957, which assumes a 
significant alteration to the soil prior to the agricultural use. One possible historic structure 
within the Project Area appears on maps from 1943, but the structure is not present on any 
other maps. Currently, the area of the previous structure is agricultural fields, although 
subsurface deposits may still be present. If present, then these archaeological deposits could 
yield important information in history, which would satisfy at least one of the significance 
criteria for inclusion in the CRHR and NRHP. 
 
The Delta-Mendota Canal and the California Aqueduct have been determined eligible for the 
NRHP and are listed on the CRHR as part of the Central Valley Project. The California Aqueduct 
bisects a portion of the Project Area, in the area where the 230 kV alignment and offsite 
connector alternatives are proposed.  
 
If the California Aqueduct is within the Project Area, then that portion of the aqueduct will have 
to be evaluated to assess whether it is a contributing element to the NRHP-eligible Central 
Valley Project water conveyance system. The evaluation must consider NRHP criteria and 
integrity of the segment within the Project Area.   
 
Any newly identified cultural resources within the Project Area will require evaluation of 
significance relative to CRHR and NRHP eligibility criteria. Significant cultural resources, if 
significantly impacted by the Project, will require mitigation. 
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5.2 Recommendations 
 
5.2.1 CEQA Compliance 
 
If the Project will not require federal approval, permits, or funding, then compliance with CEQA 
will be required. In order to state in a CEQA environmental document that there are or are not 
Historical Resources as defined by CEQA (CCR Title 14, Section 15064.5) in the Project Area, 
the entire Project Area should be surveyed by qualified professional archaeologists under 
current standards and protocol, which includes survey transect intervals of no wider than 15 
meters. All cultural resources (including standing structures) identified by the survey that will be 
subject to impacts as a result of the Project must be evaluated for significance using CRHR 
eligibility criteria. If determined eligible, then mitigation could consist of either avoidance by 
preserving them in dedicated open space or by carrying out data recovery efforts prior to 
project approval, implementation, or construction. 
 
The CEQA document should contain mitigation measures for the unanticipated discovery of 
cultural resources or human remains. Until the lead agency concurs with the identification and 
evaluation of eligibility of cultural resources, including archaeological sites and standing 
structures, no ground-disturbing activity or demolition should occur. Under CEQA, the 
demolition of an historically significant standing structure usually cannot be mitigated to a level 
that is less than significant, and therefore, a Statement of Overriding Considerations would be 
necessary in the EIR. 
 
5.2.2 NHPA Compliance 
 
If the Project will require a 404 permit from the USACE, or any other federal approval, permit, 
or funding, then compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA will be required. Compliance with 
Section 106 will require that the entire Project Area be surveyed by qualified professional 
archaeologists who meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for 
prehistoric and historic archaeology. The survey should be carried out under current standards 
and protocol, which includes survey transect intervals of no wider than 15 meters. The 
inventory should include additional Native American consultation efforts, in accordance with the 
requirements of Section 106 and the USACE Guidelines. 
 
Any cultural resources identified in the Area of Potential Effect (which includes direct and 
indirect effects and, at minimum, is the permit area) must be evaluated for significance using 
NRHP eligibility criteria. The APE may include the California Aqueduct. If the segment is 
evaluated as contributing to the significance of the overall resource and if the resource will be 
adversely affected by the Project, then mitigation would be required. Mitigation, or resolution of 
adverse effect, could consist of either avoidance by preservation in dedicated open space or by 
carrying out data recovery or HABS/HAER documentation prior to project approval, 
implementation, or construction. Mitigation may be stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement. 
The USACE also requires additional mapping and graphical data, as presented in their cultural 
resources guidelines.  
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Until the lead agency concurs with the identification and evaluation of eligibility of cultural 
resources, including archaeological sites, standing structures, no ground-disturbing activity or 
demolition should occur.  
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From: Elena Nuño, Project Manager 

 First Carbon Solutions-Michael Brandman Associates 

 

Re: Applicability of previously prepared Geologic/Geotechnical Feasibility Report 

 

 

The April 2010 Geologic/Geotechnical Feasibility Report for the Proposed Photovoltaic Site, FRV-Lobue 

prepared for RBF Consulting by Petra Geotechnical, Inc., (Petra) and the June 2010 Addendum 

encompassed the proposed Vega Solar project and its associated 165 acres.  Accordingly, the 

information in the previously prepared technical study would be applicable to the Vega Solar Project. 
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April 2, 2010 
J.N. 140-10 

 
Mr. James Sinnema 
RBF CONSULTING 
14725 Alton Parkway 
Irvine, California  92618-2027 
 
Subject: Geologic/Geotechnical Feasibility Report, Proposed Photovoltaic Site, FRV-Lobue, 

Poleline Road, Los Banos Area, Merced County, California 
 
Dear Mr. Sinnema: 
 
The following geologic/geotechnical feasibility report presents our findings and opinions with respect 

to proposed Photovoltaic Site, FRV - Lobue, located along the north side of Poleline Road near the 

community of Los Banos in the western San Joaquin Valley, Merced County, California.  The purpose 

of this feasibility study is to identify potential geotechnical and geologic conditions that may affect the 

property and proposed development and to provide discussion related to the general feasibility of the 

project.   

 

This feasibility report is based on our review of published geologic reports and maps, geologic mapping 

of the site, and our previous experience with other projects in this area.  In addition, ten exploratory 

hollow-stem auger borings were drilled on the site to obtain information regarding shallow subsurface 

conditions underlying the site.  During the exploratory drilling, soil samples were collected and are 

currently being tested in our laboratory.  An addendum to this report that will include the results of the 

laboratory analysis will be submitted separately.  Tabular logs of the borings are included in Appendix 

A of this report. 

 

LOCATION AND SITE DESCRIPTION 

 
The subject site consists of approximately 1,000 acres within the Los Banos area of Merced County, 

California (see Figure 1).  The site is comprised of the southeast quarter of Section 31 of Township 
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T.11S. and Range R.11E., most of Section 6 (except for the southwest corner) and the northeast corner 

of Section 7 of Township T.12S. and Range R.11E., MDBM.  The site is accessed from Poleline Road, 

which traverses the southwest boundary.  Several unpaved roads provide access to the interior portions 

of the site, including El Campo Road, which traverses through the northern part of the site.  Interstate 5 

is located just to the southwest of the site. 

 
The topography of the site is gently sloping to the north-northeast.  Based on information shown on the 

published U.S, Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map for the area, elevations range from 

approximately 325 feet above the mean sea level (msl) to approximately 170 feet msl across the site. 

 

The property is currently used for agriculture and, as such, has been plowed.  Extensive irrigation 

ditches and canals exist throughout the site.  The most prominent traverse the southerly part of the site, 

and are shown on Figure 3.   The Delta-Mendota Canal is located along the north edge of the property 

and the California Aqueduct is located just beyond the southwest of the site, beyond Poleline Road.  A 

cell phone tower is located at the southeast corner, and a water well (or irrigation pumping facility) is 

located at the northeast corner of the site. 

 

The surrounding land, except for the hills to the southwest, is also used for agriculture.  The Dos 

Amigos Pumping Plant, part of the California Aqueduct, is located west of the site.  The town of Los 

Banos is located approximately eight miles to the north (see Figure 1).   The Laguna Seca Hills are 

located southwest of the site. 

 

 

PROPOSED SITE DEVELOPMENT 

 
Based on the information provided, the proposed development consists of an array of photovoltaic 

panels likely supported on either driven steel piles or cast-in-drilled-hole (CIDH) concrete piles.  The 

development will also contain access roads for maintenance, several pad-mounted structures, including 

inverter transformers and PV interconnection switch gear.  All of these will be unoccupied facilities.  
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Connective conduit will be installed throughout the site and is anticipated to be buried up to 2 feet 

below the ground surface.  

 

FINDINGS 

 

Regional Geology 

The proposed photovoltaic site is located within the Great Valley Geomorphic Province of California, 

which is an alluvial plain, about 50 miles wide and 400 miles long, between the Coast and Sierra 

Nevada Mountain Ranges.  The Great Valley is drained by the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, 

which ultimately drain in the San Francisco Bay.  The Great Valley is a northwesterly trending trough 

filled with up to approximately 40,000 feet of sediments deposited by the surrounding mountains.  

Streams flowing from the Sierra Nevada to the west have formed alluvial fans at the surface.  The Kern 

River fan is the largest, covering about 300 square miles of the Valley, beginning as an incised channel 

north of Bakersfield. 

The site is situated within an alluvial fan along the western edge of the San Joaquin Valley (see 

Geologic Location Map, Figure 2).  The Laguna Seca Hills are located just to the southwest of the site 

and the Diablo Range is located just further to the southwest. 
 

Local Geology and Subsurface Conditions 

The site is underlain by Quaternary alluvium (Qal) with a small amount of artificial fill (af).  These 

units are discussed further below.  Subsurface exploration, performed by Petra as part of this feasibility 

study, included ten borings 15 feet deep using a conventional truck-mounted hollow-stem auger drill 

rig.  Soil materials encountered in our exploratory borings were visually classified and logged in 

accordance with the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).  The locations of the borings are 

shown on the Geologic Map (Figure 3) and the tabular logs are included in Appendix A.  As discussed 

above, laboratory testing on the samples collected from the borings is currently underway and will be 

presented in an addendum report. 
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Limited areas of artificial fill on the site are related to irrigation canals.  This fill is locally derived 

clayey soil.  The most prominent canals are shown as artificial fill (af) on the Geologic Map (Figure 3). 

The thickness of the fill ranges from less than one foot to approximately seven feet at the northern edge 

of the site, where there is a canal (south of the Delta-Mendota Canal) with a stockpile of soil near the 

northeast corner of the site. 
 

Quaternary alluvium is the dominant unit throughout the site.  Based on data obtained from the 

exploratory drilling, the soils at the site are predominantly fine-grained clayey soils (silty clay or clayey 

silt) with some clayey or silty sand located in the southerly portion of the site.   The soils on the site 

were generally found to be firm (stiff) or medium dense to dense for the sandy soils.  Some gravel was 

observed in the southernmost portion of the site.  Although predominantly fine-grained, the site soils 

are generally coarser in the south, closer to the hills that are the sediment source.  For logistical reasons, 

our borings were not located within the active agricultural fields.  Therefore, although not reflected in 

the logs, the upper alluvial soils that have been plowed throughout the site should be expected to be 

relatively loose to a depth of approximately 2 feet.   

 

The alluvium at the site has been designated as older alluvium (Qc) on the regional geologic map by 

Jennings and Strand (1958) because of its geomorphic position (see Figure 2).  Regional mapping by 

Miller and others, (1971) identifies the site soils as alluvial fans with “poorly permeable surface 

deposits”, attesting to their clayey nature.   
 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, has designated the soils on the site 

(starting from the south to the north) as Paper Clay Loam - 2-5% slope, Woo Clay – 0-2% slope, 

Deldota Clay and Dos Amigos Clay.  All of these soils are described as poorly drained (low 

permeability) with shrink/swell potential (Nazar, 1990). 
 

Groundwater 

Groundwater was encountered in most of the borings, except for B-1, B-2, B-9 and B-10, which are 

located primarily in the upper, southerly portion of the site.  B-2, however, is located in the 
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northwestern portion of the site.  Depth to groundwater ranged from approximately 8 to 13 feet.  The 

groundwater may be a perched condition where relatively silty soils are saturated because of underlying 

clay soils.  At the time of our field exploration, the site was under irrigation, including a flooded field at 

the northeast corner of the site.  Based on records available from the California Department of Water 

Resources of wells located on the site, the depth to groundwater at the site has been around 20 to 30+ 

feet from 1987 to 1994. 

 

 

GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 

 

The following section discusses various potential geologic hazards with respect to the proposed 

photovoltaic site.  The issues addressed include risks associated with active faults, strong seismic 

ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure such as liquefaction, landslides, subsidence, and 

flooding.   

 

Fault Rupture 

The site is not located within a currently delineated State of California Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault 

Zone (Hart and Bryant, 1999).  In addition, no known active faults have been identified on the site.  

Therefore, the potential for active fault rupture is considered to be very low.  Fault rupture would most 

likely occur along previously established fault traces.   

 
Seismic Shaking 

The site is located within an active tectonic area with several significant faults capable of producing 

strong earthquakes.  The most significant earthquake to have affected the site in historical times is the 

1906 San Francisco earthquake, that originated on the San Andreas fault, the epicenter of which was 

located approximately 107 miles northwest of the site. The closest known active fault to the site is 

located the Ortigalita fault, approximately 9 miles to the southwest.  Others include the Quien Seba 

fault, approximately 24 miles to the southwest and the Calaveras fault (part of the San Andreas fault 

system), approximately 28 miles to the southwest.  All of these faults are located in the coastal range 
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province located southwest of the site. 
 

Based on probabilistic analysis from the California Geological Survey web site, the peak ground 

acceleration at the site is estimated to be approximate 0.43g, based on a probability of 10 percent in 50 

years.   

 
 
Secondary Effects of Seismic Activity 

Secondary effects of seismic activity normally considered as possible hazards to a site include 

liquefaction, several types of ground failure, and earthquake-induced flooding.  While shallow 

groundwater is present at the site, the potential for liquefaction at the site is considered to be low due to 

the fine-grained, firm or dense nature of the soils.  However, because of the presence of shallow 

groundwater, the potential for liquefaction should be evaluated as a part of a more detailed geotechnical 

investigation.    

  

Various general types of ground failures, which might occur as a consequence of severe ground shaking 

at the site, include landsliding, ground subsidence, and ground lurching.  The probability of occurrence 

of each type of ground failure depends on the severity of the earthquake, distance from faults, 

topography, subsoils and groundwater conditions, in addition to other factors.  Based on the site 

conditions and gently sloping topography, the above-mentioned secondary effects of seismic activity 

are considered unlikely at the site.  

 

Seismically induced flooding that might be considered a potential hazard to a site normally includes 

flooding due to tsunami or seiche (i.e., a wave-like oscillation of the surface of water in an enclosed 

basin that may be initiated by a strong earthquake) or failure of a major reservoir or retention structure 

upstream of the site.  No major reservoir is located near, or upstream of the site so the potential for 

seiche or inundation is considered negligible.  Because of the inland location of the site, flooding due to 

a tsunami is also considered negligible at the site. 
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Landslides and Slope Instability 

No landslides exist on the site.  Based on the relatively flat to gently sloping topography over most of 

the site, the potential for slope instability is considered negligible.   

 

Areal Subsidence 

The San Joaquin Valley is known for subsidence, the areal lowering of the ground surface elevation 

induced by groundwater and oil withdrawal.  The site area is located at the northern end of the Los 

Banos-Kettleman City subsidence area, where a few (<2) feet of subsidence may have occurred 

(Swanson, 1995).  The subsidence in this area is primarily due to groundwater withdrawal and could be 

expected to occur as more groundwater from the area is used.   

 

Flooding and Erosion 

No major drainage channels are located near or on the site.  The site is not located within a 100-year 

flood hazard zone.  Sheet flooding and local erosion can be expected to occur at the site. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

General Feasibility 

Based on our study, photovoltaic Site FRV-Lobue is underlain by alluvial soils that do not appear to 

present significant geologic/geotechnical issues relative to the feasibility of the proposed project.  

However, there are a few geologic/geotechnical issues that may affect the site.  These issues are 

discussed further below.   

 

Impacts of Areal Subsidence 

As noted above, the site area has been affected by aerial subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal.  

Because the proposed solar facilities are not gravity-dependent utilities, other than site drainage, the 

documented and potentially future subsidence in the area should not have a significant impact on the 

proposed facilities. 
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Solar Panel Foundations 

The soil conditions are such that the proposed solar panels may be supported on a variety of foundation 

systems.  The alluvium was observed to consist primarily of silty clay without significant gravel, 

cobbles or boulders.  The clayey soils are expected to be subject to a high expansion potential that will 

have to considered with the foundation design 
 

The possible foundation systems include conventional shallow spread footings and a variety of deep 

foundations, such as driven steel piles, cast-in-drilled-hole (CIDH) concrete piles, and drilled helical 

anchors.  Each of these foundation types has both merits and drawbacks with respect to ease and speed 

of installation, and cost.  The various foundation systems are discussed below. 
 

Conventional Shallow Spread Footings – Shallow spread footings require competent bearing-soils at the 
ground surface in order to develop sufficient vertical and lateral bearing capacity without excessive 
settlement.  Remedial grading would be required for the subject site to compact the surface soils.  
Shallow footings are also subject to expansive soil action.  Construction time is expected to be longer 
than for driven piles or drilled helical anchors.  Footing design may require an increase in embedment 
and/or width to accommodate lateral or uplift loads, as well as to mitigate expansive soils.  
Accordingly, shallow spread footings are not a preferable option. 
 
Driven Steel Piles – Driven steel piles can be pipe piles or W-shape beams.  Remedial grading is 
generally not required, as piles may be driven to various depths to accommodate the vertical and lateral 
capacities needed.  Installation time for the piles themselves can be expeditious when compared to 
shallow spread footings and CIDH piles.  Test piles will be required to verify design vertical bearing 
capacities, both down-force and pullout, and lateral bearing capacity.  Although results of soil 
corrosivity testing are incomplete, the on-site soils are expected to be highly corrosive to ferrous metals. 
 A corrosion-protection system will likely be required. 
 
CIDH Concrete Piles – Cast-in-drilled-hole concrete piles are similar to driven piles with respect to the 
general lack of need for remedial grading.  The clayey nature of the soils should provide non-caving 
excavations for the potential piles.  The installation time is expected to be greater than that of driven 
piles due to the more complex logistics of drilling, placement of the reinforcement cage, and concreting. 
 Installation costs for the CIDH piles are expected to be higher than driven piles or helical anchors.  As 
with driven piles, test piles will be required to verify design vertical and lateral bearing capacities. 
 
Helical Anchors – Helical anchors, also referred to as ‘screw piles’, have been used extensively for 
decades to provide foundation support for a variety of structures.  The anchors consist of a steel shaft 
fitted with periodic helical auger sections that are screwed into the ground to a pre-determined applied 
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torque.  The anchors are advanced at a rate consistent with the pitch of the auger sections, rather than 
drilling a hole, thereby seating the auger sections in relatively undisturbed ground.  It is the soil 
resistance to movement of the auger sections that develops the vertical bearing capacity of the anchor.  
While vertical helical anchors will accommodate limited lateral loading, they may also be installed at a 
batter to accommodate larger lateral loads.  Installation costs are anticipated to be similar to driven 
piles, as is the time of installation.  As with both driven and CIDH piles, test piles will be required to 
verify design vertical and lateral bearing capacities.  As with driven steel piles, a corrosion-protection 
system will likely be required. 
 

More detailed geotechnical studies will be required to more fully evaluate the feasibility of the 

foundation options, as well as to provide the necessary parameters for the design of the selected 

foundation system.    

 
Conduit Trenches 

The solar panels will be connected by many miles of buried conduit.  Most of the alluvial deposits at the 

site should present little difficulty with regard to conduit installation, anticipated to be approximately 2 

feet deep.  On-site soils may be used as trench backfill.   

 
Access Roads 

Unpaved access roads are anticipated for the interior of the proposed solar facility.  Traffic on the roads 

is expected to be minimal, limited to predominantly service vehicles and could include emergency 

equipment pending review by fire officials.  The frequency of the traffic has not been determined, but 

an all weather road surface capable of supporting American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) load category H-20 is under consideration.   

 

 

Rational road design methods currently in practice involve three variables:  Traffic load and frequency, 

resistance value of the subgrade (determined by an R-value or California Bearing Ratio test), and slab 

strength, which relates to the materials used in the construction of those portions of the roadway above 

the subgrade.  Two of these variables have not been determined at this time:  Traffic frequency and 

resistance value (R-value) of the subgrade.  No previous R-value testing has been conducted on this 
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site.  Based on the predominant classification of soil as clay, a range of R-values between 5 and 20 

could be encountered.  An assumed R-value of 5 has been used below in the development of potential 

roadway sections, but actual R-value tests should be conducted on representative samples prior to the 

design and construction of the roadway.  Traffic frequency, for the purposes of this evaluation, will be 

assumed to be the lowest recommended value used in practice.  An implicit assumption in the rational 

design is a service life of 10 years.  Thus, it is apparent that economic concerns as well as engineering 

design will ultimately be a factor in the final roadway design, and the estimated roadway sections 

presented below should not be used for construction purposes.   

 
Potential road surfaces under consideration include asphalt concrete (AC), aggregate base (AB), and 

disintegrated granite (DG), all to be placed on a subgrade consisting of compacted native soils.  It is 

uncertain whether DG will fulfill the requirements of an all-weather surface without additional 

components, and it is unlikely that an adequate section can be developed to allow for sustained H-20 

traffic loading.  Additional concerns with DG include fugitive dust and the potential for severe erosion. 

 Treatment with a polymer soil stabilizer (such as CHLORTEX®), which is used to stabilize soils for 

dust and erosion control, can be considered.  Therefore, DG as a surface course, whether treated or not, 

should be limited to areas where the maximum intended loading would consist of passenger automobile 

or light truck (commonly referred to as pick-up trucks) traffic on an infrequent basis.   

 

For the alluvial deposits, the use of AC or AB over compacted native soil should be feasible, providing 

the local authorities recognize AB as an all-weather surface.  Recycled asphalt from a roadway milling 

process may be a viable alternative to AB, again with the approval of the local authorities.  

Comparative sections are provided in the table below. The standard construction method of AC over 

AB over a prepared subgrade is also included. 

 

Roadway sections contained in Table 1, are estimates based on an assumed R-value predicated on a 

visual classification on the on-site soils; they should not be used for design or construction without 

additional testing.   
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TABLE 1 
Preliminary Road Design 

Roadway  
Composition 

Asphaltic  
Concrete (AC) 

(in) 

Aggregate Base 
(AB)  
(in) 

Disintegrated 
Granite (DG) (in) 

AC over AB over Subgrade 4 7 -- 
AC over Subgrade 6 -- -- 
DG over Subgrade -- -- 15 
Assumptions: 
Minimum R-value of 5 
Traffic Index (TI) of 5 
Class 2 Base (Caltrans Specifications) or Crushed Aggregate Base (2006 Greenbook Specifications) 

used for AB.  Other materials (Crushed Miscellaneous Base, Recycled AC, etc.) may result in 
increased section dimensions. 

Disintegrated Granite to comply with 2009 Greenbook specifications. 
Subgrade and AB compaction to be a minimum of 95% of the maximum density determined by 

ASTM D 1557.   
 

 
 
Equipment Slabs 

Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) slabs will be used for support of appurtenant structures, such as 

Inverter Transformers and PV Interconnection Switch Gear.  Conventional spread footings or structural 

slabs are assumed for the support of these slabs.  Due to the variable density of the near surface soils, an 

anticipated over-excavation that will provide a three-foot blanket of fill below proposed bottom of 

footing, extending laterally a minimum of five feet beyond the footprint of the slabs should be assumed. 

 Localized regions may be encountered which require a deeper over-excavation, especially in the 

vicinity of any drainage channels, active or historic.  The excavated alluvial soils are anticipated to be 

suitable for use as compacted fill beneath the equipment slabs, provided any deleterious materials 

(vegetation, rocks in excess of 6 inches in largest dimension, etc.) are removed: however, if used, 

expansive soil will have to be considered in the foundation/slab design.  Consideration should also be 

given to replacement of the slab subgrade soils with select non-expansive materials. 
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Additional Work 

As previously stated, this study addresses the general feasibility of the proposed photovoltaic site with 

respect to geologic and geotechnical constraints.  Additional studies are recommended to more 

thoroughly address specific aspects of the development, such as remedial grading, and foundation and 

roadway design. 

 
 
 
 
 

REPORT LIMITATIONS 

 
This report is based solely on the results of our site reconnaissance, limited subsurface exploration, and 

our review of the referenced reports and literature, which have been provided to date.  The conclusions 

and recommendations contained in this report are presented on that basis.   

 

This report has been prepared consistent with the level of care being provided by other professionals 

providing similar services at the same locale and in the same time period.  This report provides our 

professional opinions and, as such, they are not to be considered a guaranty or warranty.   

 

This report has not been prepared for use by parties or projects other than those named or described 

herein.  This report may not contain sufficient information for other parties or other purposes. 
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We sincerely appreciate this opportunity to be of service.  Please do not hesitate to call the undersigned 

if you have any questions regarding this report. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
PETRA GEOTECHNICAL, INC. 
 

         
 
Daniel C. Schneidereit     Grayson R. Walker, GE 
Associate Geologist      Principal Engineer 
CEG 1621       GE 871 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPLORATORY BORING LOGS 

 
 
 
 
 

Boring B-1 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-2 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty SAND with Clay (SM/SC) - moderate yellow brown, fine- to 
medium-grained, moist, medium dense 

 B-1 @ 0-4 
bulk   

2-8   Clayey SAND (SC) – brown, moist, medium dense 
 B-1 @ 2’ 12  
 B-1 @ 4’ 11 @ 4’ CaCO3 filaments 
 B-2 @ 6’ 10  

8-14   Clayey SAND to Sandy CLAY (SC/CL) – moderate to light brown, 
moist, medium dense/firm CaCO3 filaments 

 B-1 @ 8’ 11  
 B-1 @ 10’ 8  

14-16   SILT with Clay (ML/CL) - yellowish brown, moist, very firm 
 B-1 @ 15’ 40  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No groundwater. 
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Boring B-2 

 
Depth 

(ft.) 
Sample Blow 

Count 
(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Sandy CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-2 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-2 @ 2’ 20  
4-12   Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, moist, firm, CaCO3 filaments, 

trace of fine sand 
 B-2 @ 4’ 9  
 B-2 @ 6’ 10  
 B-2 @ 8’ 14  
 B-2 @ 10’ 25  

12-16   Silty CLAY (CL) - yellowish brown, moist, very firm 
 B-2 @ 15’ 25  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No groundwater. 
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Boring B-3 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm, trace of fine 
sand 

 B-3 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-3 @ 2’ 14  
4-8   Sandy CLAY (CL) – yellow brown, moist, firm, CaCO3 filaments

 B-3 @ 4’ 7  
 B-3 @ 6’ 16  

8-10   Clayey SILT (ML) – light yellowish brown, moist, firm 
 B-3 @ 8’ 30  

10-16   Silty CLAY (CL) – light yellowish brown, very moist to saturated, 
firm 

 B-3 @ 10’ 33  
 B-3 @ 15’ 14  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 13 feet. 
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Boring B-4 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – moderate yellow brown, moist, firm, trace of 
fine sand 

 B-4 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-4 @ 2’ 19  
4-8   Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-4 @ 4’ 31  
 B-4 @ 6’ 20 @ 6’ trace of fine sand 

8-10   Sandy SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, very moist to saturated, firm, 
with fine sand 

 B-4 @ 8’ 30  
 B-4 @ 10’ 33  
 B-4 @ 15’ 14 @15’ with clay, moist 
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 13 feet. 
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Boring B-5 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-5 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-5 @ 2’ 15  
4-6   Silty Clay (CL) – yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-5 @ 4’ 13  
6-8   Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, very moist, firm 

 B-5 @ 6’ 21 @ 6’ trace of fine sand 
8-10   Silty CLAY (CL) –yellowish brown, very moist to saturated, firm

 B-5 @ 8’ 11  
10-16   Sandy SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, wet to saturated, firm, with 

clay 
 B-5 @ 10’ 8  
 B-5 @ 15’ 16  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 8 feet. 
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Boring B-6 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-6 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-6 @ 2’ 17  
4-6   Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, very moist, firm 

 B-6 @ 4’ 14  
6-8   Sandy SILT (ML) – yellow brown, wet, firm 

 B-6 @ 6’ 6  
8-15   Clayey SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, wet to saturated, firm 

 B-6 @ 8’ 19  
 B-6 @ 10’ 14 @10’ not as moist  

15-16   Silty CLAY (CL) –yellowish brown, very moist, firm 
 B-6 @ 15’ 10  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 10 feet. 
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Boring B-7 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-7 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-7 @ 2’ 17  
4-16   Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-7 @ 4’ 11  
 B-7 @ 6’ 10 @ 10’ wet/saturated 
 B-7 @ 8’ 14  
 B-7 @ 10’ 13  
 B-7 @ 15’ 14 @15’ CaCO3 filaments  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 10 feet. 
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Boring B-8 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-8 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-8 @ 2’ 17  
4-15   Clayey SILT/Silty CLAY (ML/CL) – yellow brown, very moist, 

firm, CaCO3 filaments 
 B-8 @ 4’ 19  
 B-8 @ 6’ 18  
 B-8 @ 8’ 28  
 B-8 @ 10’ 30  

15-16   Sandy SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, wet-saturated, firm 
 B-8 @ 15’ 18  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 12.5 feet. 
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Boring B-9 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, slightly moist, firm, trace 
of fine sand 

 B-9 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-9 @ 2’ 11  
4-6   Silty CLAY (CL) – yellow brown, slightly moist, firm 

 B-9 @ 4’ 16  
6-8   Sandy SILT (ML) – yellow brown, slightly moist, very firm, trace 

of sand and fine gravel 
 B-9 @ 6’ 31  

8-16   Silty SAND (SM) –yellowish brown, slightly moist, dense, trace of 
rounded fine gravel 

 B-9 @ 8’ 27  
 B-9 @ 10’ 34  
 B-9 @ 15’ 37  
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No Groundwater. 
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Boring B-10 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-6 

 

 

 
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-10 @ 0-4 
bulk   

 B-10 @ 2’ 14  
 B-10 @ 4’ 8  

6-10   Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, slightly moist, firm, CaCO3 
filaments, trace of sand 

 B-10 @ 6’ 8  
 B-10 @ 8’ 12  

10-16   Sandy SILT with Clay (ML) –yellowish brown, moist, firm 
    
 B-10 @ 10’ 16  
 B-10 @ 15’ 25 @15’ trace of fine gravel 
  

 

 
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No Groundwater 
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June 15, 2010 
J.N. 140-10 

 
Mr. James Sinnema 
RBF CONSULTING 
14725 Alton Parkway 
Irvine, California  92618-2027 
 
Subject: Report Addendum No. 1, Summary of Soil Laboratory Tests, Proposed Photovoltaic 

Site, FRV-Lobue, Poleline Road, Los Banos Area of Merced County, California 
 
Reference: Petra Geotechnical, Inc., 2010, Geologic/Geotechnical Feasibility Report, Proposed 

Photovoltaic Site, FRV-Lobue, Poleline Road, Los Banos Area, Merced County, 
California: dated April 2, 2010 (J.N. 140-10) 

 
Dear Mr. Sinnema: 
 
This addendum report presents a summary of laboratory tests performed on selected samples of soil 

collected from proposed Photovoltaic Site FRV-Lobue, located along the north side of Poleline Road 

near the community of Los Banos in the western San Joaquin Valley, Merced County, California.  

This information is supplemental to the above-referenced geologic/geotechnical feasibility study 

previously conducted for the site. 

 

The soil samples were collected by Petra’s geologist from ten hollow-stem auger borings excavated 

at the site in March  2010.  The purpose of the testing was to provide a preliminary assessment of the 

chemical characteristics of the in-situ soils at the proposed photovoltaic site, relative to potential 

corrosion for metal and concrete.  Laboratory testing was also performed on disturbed (bulk) 

samples and relatively undisturbed samples of the in-situ soils to provide a general assessment of 

their density.   
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LABORATORY TESTING 
 

Laboratory testing was performed on nin soil samples to evaluate pH, minimum electrical resistivity, 

and soluble chloride and sulfate content. The pH and minimum electrical resistivity tests were 

performed in accordance with California Test Method (CTM) 643 and sulfate and chloride tests 

were performed in accordance with CTM 417 and 422, respectively.  A summary of the laboratory 

tests is presented in Table 1.   

 

TABLE 1 
Soil Chemistry Test Results 

 

Boring No. 
and Depth (feet) 

Soluble Sulfate 
Content (%) 

Chloride 
Content 
(ppm) 

PH Minimum Electrical 
Resistivity (ohm-cm) 

B-1 @ 0 – 4 0.288 330 7.4 600 
B-2 @ 0 – 4 0.081 228 7.3 430 
B-3 @ 0 – 4 0.275 320 7.3 440 
B-4 @ 0 – 4 0.284 330 7.1 350 
B-6 @ 0 – 4 0.089 225 7.6 380 
B-7 @ 0 – 4 0.097 225 7.5 510 
B-8 @ 0 – 4 0.093 220 7.4 390 
B-9 @ 0 – 4 0.028 150 7.1 530 
B-10 @ 0 – 4 0.016 143 7.3 380 

 

 

 

Maximum dry density and optimum moisture content were determined for three bulk samples in 

accordance with ASTM D 1557.  The results of these laboratory tests are presented in Table 2.     

Dry density and moisture content determined for relatively undisturbed samples of the in-situ soils 

are presented on the tabulated boring logs (Appendix A). 
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TABLE 2 
Laboratory Maximum Dry Density 

 

Boring No. 
and Depth (feet) 

Soil Description 
Optimum 
Moisture 

(%) 

Maximum 
Dry Density 

(pcf) 

B-1 @ 0 – 4 Clayey SAND/Sandy CLAY (SC/CL) 16.0 112.0 
B-5 @ 0 – 4 Silty CLAY (CL) 15.0 118.0 
B-8 @ 0 – 4 Silty CLAY (CL) 15.5 115.5 

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

Soil Corrosivity 

 

The soil samples tested were found to contain soluble sulfate contents of up to 0.29 percent.  Based 

on the test results, a negligible to severe exposure to sulfate can be generally be expected for 

concrete placed in contact with the onsite soils.  Accordingly, Type V cement should be used and 

concrete should have a maximum water-cementicious material ratio no greater than 0.45 and a 

minimum compressive strength of 4,500 psi. 

 

Chloride contents were found to range from 143 to 330 ppm indicating onsite soils may be 

categorized as low to moderately corrosive to metal elements, such as reinforcing steel and metal 

pile foundations anticipated to be used at the site.  The test results indicate that the pH of the onsite 

soils range from 7.1 to 7.6 (neutral to slightly alkaline) and minimum electrical resistivity range 

from 350 to 600 ohm-centimeters.  The test data indicate onsite soils can be categorized as severely 

corrosive to buried ferrous metal in direct contact with onsite soils. 

 

Corrosion protection should be provided to metallic elements.  Such measures may include 

protective coatings, corrosion inhibitors, encapsulation in dense concrete and/or cathodic protection. 
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 Petra Geotechnical, Inc., does not practice corrosion engineering and the recommendations provided 

above are guidelines only.  A corrosion specialist should be consulted for site-specific 

recommendations involving corrosion mitigation. 

 
 
Soil Density 
 
As indicated by sample test data, the near-surface soils exhibit low to medium densities when 

expressed as in-situ relative compaction.  High moisture contents also exist, which is likely due to 

the existing agricultural use of the property.  Such high moisture contents would generally require 

moisture-conditioning, such as spreading and turning the soil, to achieve moisture contents suitable 

for compaction.  Further exploration would be required to better define areas of loose/soft soils on 

the site.  As such, the previous recommendation for remedial grading of soils underlying equipment 

pads is appropriate.  Remedial grading of areas to receive the driven piles supporting the PV panels 

may be necessary to improve accessibility.  Deepening of the pile embedment may be required as a 

means of increasing lateral capacity in areas of significant loose soils if surficial recompaction is not 

preferred. 
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We sincerely appreciate this opportunity to be of service.  Please do not hesitate to call the 

undersigned if you have any questions regarding this report. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
PETRA GEOTECHNICAL, INC. 
 

         
 
Daniel C. Schneidereit     Grayson R. Walker, GE 
Associate Geologist      Principal Engineer 
CEG 1621       GE 871 

                                                                                                   
DCS/GRW/kg 
 
Attachments:  Figure 3 of original report – Geologic Map 

Appendix A – Exploratory Boring Logs 
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Boring B-1 

 
Depth 

(ft.) 
Sample Blow 

Count 
(per foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-2 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Clayey SAND/Sandy CLAY(SC/CL) - moderate 
yellow brown, fine- to medium-grained, moist, 
medium dense 

 B-1 @ 0-4 
bulk     

2-8     Clayey SAND (SC) – brown, moist, medium dense
 B-1 @ 2’ 12 96.8 19.9  
 B-1 @ 4’ 11 99.7 13.0 @ 4’ CaCO3 filaments 
 B-2 @ 6’ 10 99.2 18.6  

8-14  
 

  Clayey SAND to Sandy CLAY (SC/CL) – 
moderate to light brown, moist, medium dense/firm 
CaCO3 filaments 

 B-1 @ 8’ 11 100.1 19.3  
 B-1 @ 10’ 8 105.6 17.0  

14-16     SILT with Clay (ML/CL) - yellowish brown, 
moist, very firm 

 B-1 @ 15’ 40 101.8 16.7  
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No groundwater. 
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Boring B-2 

 
Depth 

(ft.) 
Sample Blow 

Count 
(per foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Sandy CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, 
moist, firm 

 B-2 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-2 @ 2’ 20 102.8 16.7  
4-12  

 
  Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, 

moist, firm, CaCO3 filaments, trace of 
fine sand 

 B-2 @ 4’ 9 96.3 19.9  
 B-2 @ 6’ 10 94.2 19.9  
 B-2 @ 8’ 14 89.3 22.8  
 B-2 @ 10’ 25 98.1 24.0  

12-16     Silty CLAY (CL) - yellowish brown, 
moist, very firm 

 B-2 @ 15’ 25 95.3 20.7  
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No groundwater. 
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Boring B-3 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm, 
trace of fine sand 

 B-3 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-3 @ 2’ 14 94.0 25.4  
4-8     Sandy CLAY (CL) – yellow brown, moist, firm, 

CaCO3 filaments 
 B-3 @ 4’ 7 88.4 24.5  
 B-3 @ 6’ 16 95.9 24.4  

8-10     Clayey SILT (ML) – light yellowish brown, moist, 
firm 

 B-3 @ 8’ 30 106.3 19.7  
10-16     Silty CLAY (CL) – light yellowish brown, very moist 

to saturated, firm 
 B-3 @ 10’ 33 105.5 19.3  
 B-3 @ 15’ 14 No 

recovery 
  

  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 13 feet. 
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Boring B-4 
 

Dept
h 

(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – moderate yellow brown, moist, 
firm, trace of fine sand 

 B-4 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-4 @ 2’ 19 98.0 23.2  
4-8     Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-4 @ 4’ 31 109.8 17.3  
 B-4 @ 6’ 20 109.9 13.6 @ 6’ trace of fine sand 

8-10     Sandy SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, very moist to 
saturated, firm, with fine sand 

 B-4 @ 8’ 30 107.4 14.1  
 B-4 @ 10’ 33 99.4 21.8  
 B-4 @ 15’ 14 95.5 29.0 @15’ with clay, moist 
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 13 feet. 
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Boring B-5 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-5 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-5 @ 2’ 15 104.6 21.2  
4-6     Silty Clay (CL) – yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-5 @ 4’ 13 94.9 27.5  
6-8     Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, very moist, firm

 B-5 @ 6’ 21 96.5 25.2 @ 6’ trace of fine sand 
8-10     Silty CLAY (CL) –yellowish brown, very moist to 

saturated, firm 
 B-5 @ 8’ 11 90.2 32.7  

10-16     Sandy SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, wet to 
saturated, firm, with clay 

 B-5 @ 10’ 8 94.7 26.4  
 B-5 @ 15’ 16 105.6 19.7  
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 8 feet. 
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Boring B-6 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 
(per 
foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-6 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-6 @ 2’ 17 102.0 23.4  
4-6     Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, very moist, firm 

 B-6 @ 4’ 14 96.3 26.0  
6-8     Sandy SILT (ML) – yellow brown, wet, firm 

 B-6 @ 6’ 6 99.3 20.9  
8-15     Clayey SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, wet to saturated, 

firm 
 B-6 @ 8’ 19 93.4 29.1  
 B-6 @ 10’ 14 105.4 20.8 @10’ not as moist  

15-16     Silty CLAY (CL) –yellowish brown, very moist, firm 
 B-6 @ 15’ 10 91.7 30.9  
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 10 feet. 
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Boring B-7 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 
(per 
foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-7 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-7 @ 2’ 17 101.0 21.9  
4-16     Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-7 @ 4’ 11 94.9 23.1  
 B-7 @ 6’ 10 97.8 25.5 @ 10’ wet/saturated 
 B-7 @ 8’ 14 95.7 24.1  
 B-7 @ 10’ 13 108.6 15.6  
 B-7 @ 15’ 14 100.2 23.8 @15’ CaCO3 filaments  
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 10 feet. 
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Boring B-8 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 
(per 
foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm

 B-8 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-8 @ 2’ 17 98.3 24.8  
4-15     Clayey SILT/Silty CLAY (ML/CL) – yellow brown, 

very moist, firm, CaCO3 filaments 
 B-8 @ 4’ 19 101.9 22.9  
 B-8 @ 6’ 18 100.7 21.4  
 B-8 @ 8’ 28 89.8 30.3  
 B-8 @ 10’ 30 95.3 27.8  

15-16     Sandy SILT (ML) –yellowish brown, wet-saturated, 
firm 

 B-8 @ 15’ 18 102.1 22.0  
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
Groundwater at 12.5 feet. 
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Boring B-9 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-4 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, slightly 
moist, firm, trace of fine sand 

 B-9 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-9 @ 2’ 11 106.6 12.0  
4-6     Silty CLAY (CL) – yellow brown, slightly moist, 

firm 
 B-9 @ 4’ 16 105.2 14.9  

6-8     Sandy SILT (ML) – yellow brown, slightly moist, 
very firm, trace of sand and fine gravel 

 B-9 @ 6’ 31 101.5 21.8  
8-16     Silty SAND (SM) –yellowish brown, slightly moist, 

dense, trace of rounded fine gravel 
 B-9 @ 8’ 27 104.0 17.9  
 B-9 @ 10’ 34 109.4 15.6  
 B-9 @ 15’ 37 122.2 12.1  
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No Groundwater. 
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Boring B-10 
 

Depth 
(ft.) 

Sample Blow 
Count 

(per foot) 

Dry 
Density 

(pcf 

Moisture 
Content 

(%) 

Description 

 
 
 

0-6 

 

 

   
ALLUVIUM (Qal) 

 
Silty CLAY (CL) – dark yellow brown, moist, firm 

 B-10 @ 0-4 
bulk     

 B-10 @ 2’ 14 106.3 16.8  
 B-10 @ 4’ 8 100.8 20.9  

6-10     Clayey SILT (ML) – yellow brown, slightly moist, 
firm, CaCO3 filaments, trace of sand 

 B-10 @ 6’ 8 101.7 18.5  
 B-10 @ 8’ 12 99.6 20.3  

10-16     Sandy SILT with Clay (ML) –yellowish brown, moist, 
firm 

      
 B-10 @ 10’ 16 103.1 21.4  
 B-10 @ 15’ 25 114.4 14.4 @15’ trace of fine gravel 
  

 

   
End boring at 16 feet. 
No caving. 
No Groundwater 
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G.1 - Water Quality Assessment



Fresno 
559.497.0310 

 
Irvine 

714.508.4100 
 

Palm Springs 
760.322.8847 

 
Sacramento 

916.447.1100 
 

San Bernardino 
909.884.2255 

 
San Ramon 

925.830.2733 

 

 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES  PLANNING  NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

www.brandman.com 

Memorandum 
 

 

March 28, 2013 

 

 

To: David Gilbert, Senior Planner 

 Merced County Planning Department 

 

From: Elena Nuño, Project Manager 

 First Carbon Solutions-Michael Brandman Associates 

 

Re: Applicability of previously prepared technical study for Water Quality 

 

 

 

 

The Water Quality Assessment For Lobue Solar Power Generation Station prepared for Fotowatio 

Renewable Ventures, Inc. by RBF consulting in April 2010 encompassed the proposed Vega Solar 

project and its associated 165 acres.  Accordingly, the information in the previously prepared technical 

study would be applicable to the Vega Solar Project. 
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Lobue Solar Power Generation Station
 Water Quality Assessment

April 2010
 

  

1 Introduction 

A qualitative assessment of the project was performed to assess water quality during pre- and post-
construction conditions based on the region’s applicable stormwater regulations according to the 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements. It was also performed 
to characterize the baseline water quality conditions, and to identify potential water quality issues and 
applicable mitigation measures (Best Management Practices). The assessment covers the following: 
 

a.) The approach to the water quality assessment and an evaluation of the potential impacts 
related to implementing the project. 

b.) A discussion of Regional Hydrology, Local Hydrology, Floodplains, Groundwater 
Resources, Topography, Climate, Soils/Erosion Potential, and Existing Water Quality.  

c.) Identification of the applicable requirements of the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA), State 
Water Quality Regulations (Statewide General Construction Permit), State Requirements 
under Section 402 of the Federal CWA, Beneficial Uses, Groundwater and Surface Water 
Quality Objectives, and a listing of Impaired Waters.   

d.) The results of a water quality risk assessment, which was performed for the project site 
according to the California Statewide General Construction Permit (Order 2009-0009-
DWQ), to determine the project’s risk level. 

e.) Identification of the potential stormwater quality mitigation measures (BMPs) that may be 
needed based on the water quality requirements applicable to the project.  This includes a 
qualitative selection of BMP type, siting, conceptual preliminary sizing (if treatment BMPs 
are applicable), and cost estimate. 

 
2 Site Description 

The approximately 1,000-acre project is generally located east of the Interstate 5 and Route 165 
intersection and Dos Amigos Pumping Plant, south of the Delta-Mendota Canal and north of the 
California Aqueduct in the County of Merced, and approximately nine miles southwest of Los Banos, 
Merced County’s second largest city. It is specifically located south of the access road for the Delta-
Mendota Canal and West El Campo Road, east of South Woo Road and 1st Lift Canal (road), north of 
Pipeline Road, and west of an unnamed access road. The project is situated within a rural agricultural 
area and is currently used for agricultural purposes.   
 
3 Environmental Setting 

The project is located in the Grassland watershed, which is a valley floor sub-basin of the San 
Joaquin River Basin within the San Joaquin Valley region of California. The region is bordered by the 
Diablo Range to the southwest and Sierra Nevada Range to the east. The site is located in an area 
that is primarily agricultural. A desktop survey of the region was performed using topographic maps 
and aerial images to identify the receiving water body. No receiving surface water bodies for runoff 
from the project site were identified from the desktop survey. The Water Quality Control Plan for the 
Sacramento River Basin and the San Joaquin River Basin, Fourth Edition (Basin Plan) states that 
water projects to facilitate agriculture in the area have irreversibly altered the hydrology of the 
watershed. According to the United States Geological Survey topography maps, the project site 
drains from southwest to northeast towards the Delta-Mendota Canal with a slope length of about 1.4 
percent. The relatively flat site has elevations varying between approximately 300 feet above mean 
sea level on the southwestern boundary and 170 feet above mean sea level on the northeastern 
boundary. 
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3.1 Regional and Local Hydrology 

Rainfall in the City of Los Banos averages 8.4 inches per year (Western Regional Climate Center). 
The rainfall erosivity factor (R factor) for the area is estimated to be 10.03. This factor represents the 
total storm kinetic energy times the maximum 30-minute intensity and is directly proportional to the 
soil loss, when factors other than rainfall are held constant. The R factor was estimated using the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) Rainfall Erosivity Factor Calculator 
(http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/LEW/lewCalculator.cfm). 
 
The U.S. EPA defines a watershed as “the area of land where all of the water that is under it or drains 
off of it goes into the same place” (http://www.epa.gov/owow/watershed/whatis.html). The project site 
is located within the Delta-Mendota Subbasin watershed; however, the desktop survey conducted 
suggests that drainage from the site is unlikely to drain to a surface water body or the Delta-Mendota 
Canal. Under normal average conditions, drainage is likely to drain to local ditches and around the 
Delta-Mendota Canal.   
 
3.2 Floodplains 

This site is located in an area designated as Zone X. This designation corresponds to areas of 0.2% 
annual chance flood, and areas of one percent annual chance sheet flow flooding where average 
depths are less than one foot, areas of one percent annual chance stream flooding where the 
contributing drainage area is less than one square mile, or areas protected by levees from the one 
percent annual chance flood. No base flood elevations or depths are shown within this zone. 
  
3.3 Groundwater Resources 

The project is located within the Delta-Mendota Subbasin, which is a groundwater sub-basin in the 
San Joaquin Valley Groundwater Basin. The sub-basin covers an area of approximately 1,200 square 
miles. The primary constituents of concern in the Delta-Mendota Subbasin are high iron, fluoride, 
nitrate, and boron (California Department of Water Resources, 2004). In the project site, data from 
1958-1969 indicates that average depth to groundwater is approximately 40 feet 
(http://www.water.ca.gov). 
 
3.4 Soils/Erosion Potential 

The Soil Erodibility Factor (K factor) for the site is 0.29, according to Natural Resources Conservation 
Service (NRCS) soil survey data. Generally, this equates to a low potential for erosion within the 
project area characterized by particles resistant to detachment. However, this is a planning-level tool, 
so a detailed site-specific survey is still required for design-level analysis. The K factor represents: 

 Susceptibility of soil or surface material to erosion 
 Transportability of the sediment 
 The amount and rate of runoff given a particular rainfall input, as measured under a standard 

condition. 
 
4 Water Quality/Clean Water Act Requirements 

4.1 Overview 

The CWA, as amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987, is the major federal legislation governing 
water quality, which was enacted “to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological 
integrity of the nation’s waters.” Important sections of the CWA include: 
 
 Sections 303 and 304 – provide for water quality standards, criteria, and guidelines; 

http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/LEW/lewCalculator.cfm
http://www.epa.gov/owow/watershed/whatis.html
http://www.water.ca.gov/
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 Section 401 – requires an applicant for any federal project that proposes an activity that may 
result in a discharge to waters of the United States to obtain certification from the state that 
the discharge will comply with other provisions of the act; 

 Section 402 – establishes the NPDES system, a permitting system for the discharge of any 
pollutant (except for dredge or fill material) into waters of the United States. This permitting 
program is administered by the California RWQCBs; and 

 Section 404 – establishes a permit program for the discharge of dredge or fill material into 
waters of the United States. This permit program is administered by the USACE. 

The permits associated with these sections of the CWA typically include additional site-specific 
requirements. Since a stream flows through this project site, Section 401, 402, and/or 404 permits 
may be required to develop this site.   
 
4.2 Beneficial Uses and Water Quality Objectives 

The RWQCB is responsible for the protection of beneficial uses of water resources within its 
jurisdiction and uses planning, permitting, and enforcement authorities to meet this responsibility. 
Every water body within the jurisdiction of the RWQCB is designated a set of beneficial uses that are 
protected by appropriate water quality objectives and identified in the Basin Plan. Since this project 
site does not drain to an identified surface water body, the default beneficial uses designated in the 
Basin Plan for such surface water bodies are Municipal and Domestic Supply (MUN). The beneficial 
uses for surface water and groundwater are detailed below. For a detailed description of how the 
RWQCB defines the beneficial uses listed below, see the Appendix.  
 
Municipal and Domestic Supply (MUN) X Wildlife Habitat (WILD)  
Agricultural Supply (AGR) X Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Species 

(RARE)  

Industrial Service Supply (IND) X Spawning, Reproduction, and/or Early 
Development (SPWN)  

Industrial Process Supply (PRO) X Migration of Aquatic Organisms (MIGR)  
Hydropower Generation (POW)  Ground Water Recharge (GWR)  
Water Contact Recreation (REC-1)  Freshwater Replenishment (FRSH)  
Non-Contact Water Recreation (REC-2)  Aquaculture (AQUA)  
Warm Freshwater Habitat (WARM)  Preservation of Biological Habitats of 

Special Significance (BIOL)  

Cold Freshwater Habitat (COLD)  Navigation (NAV)  
 
4.3 Impaired Waterbodies 

Section 303 of the CWA requires that the state adopt water quality objectives for surface waters. The 
Basin Plan contains water quality objectives that are considered necessary to protect the specific 
beneficial uses it identifies (as identified in Section 4.2). Section 303(d) of the CWA specifically 
requires the state to develop a list of impaired water bodies and Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) 
plans to determine the maximum allowable pollutant load that a water body can receive and continue 
to meet the designated beneficial uses. Since the project does not drain to a surface water body 
identified within the Basin Plan, impaired receiving surface water bodies and TMDLs will not need to 
be addressed by the project.  
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4.4 NPDES Permit 

NPDES Municipal Permit Requirements 
The project is not located in an area that drains to a permitted municipal separate storm sewer 
system (MS4) and therefore is not subject to an NPDES municipal permit.  
 
Construction General Permit 
The project is subject to the requirements of the CGP, Order 2009-0009-DWQ. The CGP is a 
“General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance 
Activities” and requires coverage for any construction project disturbing more than one acre of land, 
for any size parcel that is part of a larger common plan of development, or for any site that the 
RWQCB requires coverage. The CGP generally requires: 
 

1. Assessment of the Site Risk (Risks 1, 2, 3, from low risk to high risk) 
2. Enrollment under the Permit through the State Water Resource Control Board (SWRCB) 
3. Development and implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)  
4. Sampling of stormwater and potentially sampling of receiving water (depending on project risk) 
5. Reporting requirements 

 
As required by the CGP, the project site risks were evaluated based on site location, sediment 
discharge risks, and receiving waters risk. The results from this analysis are included in the Appendix, 
and summarized below. 
 
1) Lobue Site: 
Receiving water: None identified 
Construction duration: March 1, 2011 to March 1, 2012 
 
Sediment Risk Analysis  
R-factor = 10.03 
K-factor = 0.29 
LS-factor = 0.69 
Sediment Yield = 2.01 tons/acre 
Sediment Risk Factor: LOW 
 
Receiving Water Risk Analysis 
On 303(d) List for Sediment = No 
All Beneficial Use Impact (COLD, SPAWN, MIGR) = No 
Receiving Water Risk: LOW 
 
The risk assessment conducted per the data above indicates that the project is Risk Level 1. 
 
Runoff Reduction Requirements 
The project is required to comply with the runoff reduction and post-construction standards according 
to the CGP, since the project is not within a Phase I or Phase II permit area. The project will be 
required to replicate the pre-project water balance (defined as the volume of rainfall that ends up as 
runoff) for the smallest storms up to the 85th percentile storm event (or the smallest storm event that 
generates runoff, whichever is larger). The volume that cannot be addressed using nonstructural 
practices will be captured in structural practices and approved by the RWQCB.  
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The CGP also requires projects whose disturbed area exceeds two acres, to preserve the pre-
construction drainage density (miles of stream length per square mile of drainage area) for all 
drainage areas within the area serving a first order stream or larger stream and ensure that the post-
project time of runoff concentration is equal or greater than pre-project time of concentration. A first 
order stream is defined as a stream with no tributaries. No first order streams were located during the 
planning evaluation; however, confirmation will need to be conducted in later phases of the project. 
 
The solar project may result in an increase in runoff volume due to project site compaction of soils. A 
hydrologic analysis was prepared to compare the expected pre-development and post-development 
runoff volumes for various storm events, ranging from the 85th percentile storm to the 100-year event. 
The table below summarizes the results.  
 
Runoff Volume Estimate (Cubic Yards per Acre of Project Area) 

 
Project Area = 1,300 Acres 
85th percentile rainfall = 0.39 inches 
 
Based on the analysis, pre-development and post-development site conditions runoff volumes for the 
85th percentile storm event are expected to generate runoff due to the soil conditions of the area.  
 
5 Best Management Practices 

5.1 Post-Construction BMPs and Runoff Reduction Measures 

Post construction (structural and non-structural) BMPs and runoff reduction measures applicable to 
the project site may include, but not limited to: 
 

 Minimizing hydro-modification (limiting grading and compaction) 
 Lowering post-development compaction 
 Preservation of existing flow patterns 
 Preservation of drainage density 
 Vegetated strips/swales 
 Using portion of site as a retention basin (with panels, not a dedicated basin) 
 Constructing a dedicated infiltration/retention basin 
 Constructing infiltration trenches  
 Extended Detention Basins (where infiltration is technically infeasible) 

 
The BMPs were sized using available soil data and assuming the development of 100 acres of the 
site due to its large size. Furthermore, the 85th percentile event is the minimum event this project site 
would be required to mitigate. The table below summarizes the results of the analysis, which are 
preliminary and may change pending further investigation into the project’s site conditions, as well as 

Year Soil Compaction 
 Return Period 

75% 
(Existing Site Conditions) 

80% 85% 90% 

85th percentile 5 69 69 69 
1-year 36 137 137 137 
2-year 54 167 167 167 
5-year 78 206 206 206 
10-year 99 235 235 235 

100-year 180 333 333 333 
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potentially increase due to additional RWQCB requirements. 
 
85th Percentile Event Volume (Post-development - Pre-development): 
Volume = 64 Cubic Yards per Acre of Site 
 
Mitigation Measure Cost Estimate – 90% Post-Development Compaction 
(assuming Mitigation for Runoff Volume for up to 85th Percentile Event) 
 

Mitigation Measure 
Type 

Area 
(Ac) 

Volume 
Runoff (CF) 

Width 
(ft) 

Length 
(ft) 

Depth 
(ft) 

Cost* 

Infiltration Basin (IB) 100 172,800 250 375 3 $260,417 
Infiltration Trench (IT) 100 172,800 160 640 6 $1,706,667 
Shallow IB 100 172,800 500 750 0.5 $173,611 

* Costs may increase pending further investigation. 
 
IB: Infiltration Basin 
IT: Infiltration Trench 
Shallow IB:  Shallow Infiltration Area (no more than 6 inches in depth) 
 
5.2 Temporary Construction BMPs 

 Site Management BMPs 
 Non-stormwater BMPs (control of non-stormwater discharges) 
 Erosion Control BMPs 

o Implement wind erosion controls 
o Provide effective soil cover for inactive areas 
o Limit use of plastic materials 
o Ensure soil loss during each phase is equivalent or less than preconstruction soil loss 

 Sediment Control BMPs 
o Effective perimeter controls 
o Stabilize construction entrances/exits 
o Comply with Sediment basin guidelines 
o Implement appropriate erosion control in conjunction with sediment control  
o Linear slope controls 
o Access Road controls 

 
6 Site Summary 

The table below summarizes the regulatory requirements that must be met to develop this site. 
 

Regulatory Requirement Mitigation to Address Requirement 
General Construction Permit Develop and implement a SWPPP. Implement 

temporary erosion and sediment control BMPs during 
the construction of the project. Implement 
requirements of the Statewide General Construction 
Permit. 

Temporary Construction BMPs Temporary BMPs such as desilting basins, erosion 
control blankets, and other minimum construction 
BMPs will be implemented consistent with the SWPPP. 

Post-Construction BMPs Implement post-construction BMPs.  Future 
development in the site plan will consider whether 
post-construction BMPs are required. 
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K Factor, Whole Soil

K Factor, Whole Soil— Summary by Map Unit — Merced County, California, Western Part

Map unit symbol Map unit name Rating Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

167 DELDOTA CLAY, PARTIALLY
DRAINED

.28 425.0 41.8%

169 DOSAMIGOS CLAY,
PARTIALLY DRAINED

.24 45.1 4.4%

230 PAVER CLAY LOAM, 2 TO 5
PERCENT SLOPES

.37 182.8 18.0%

280 WOO CLAY, 0 TO 2 PERCENT
SLOPES

.28 363.0 35.7%

Totals for Area of Interest 1,015.9 100.0%

Description

Erosion factor K indicates the susceptibility of a soil to sheet and rill erosion by
water. Factor K is one of six factors used in the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE)
and the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) to predict the average
annual rate of soil loss by sheet and rill erosion in tons per acre per year. The
estimates are based primarily on percentage of silt, sand, and organic matter and
on soil structure and saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat). Values of K range from
0.02 to 0.69. Other factors being equal, the higher the value, the more susceptible
the soil is to sheet and rill erosion by water.

"Erosion factor Kw (whole soil)" indicates the erodibility of the whole soil. The
estimates are modified by the presence of rock fragments.

Rating Options

Aggregation Method:  Dominant Condition

Component Percent Cutoff:   None Specified

Tie-break Rule:  Higher

Layer Options:  Surface Layer

K Factor, Whole Soil–Merced County, California, Western Part

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey

3/31/2010
Page 3 of 3



 



Version 6/10/2009

Risk Determination Worksheet
Step 1 Determine Sediment Risk via one of the options listed:

1.  GIS Map Method - EPA Rainfall Erosivity Calculator & GIS map
2.  Individual Method - EPA Rainfall Erosivity Calculator & Individual Data

Step 2 Determine Receiving Water Risk via one of the options listed:
1.  GIS map of Sediment Sensitive Watersheds provided (in development)
2.  List of Sediment Sensitive Watersheds provided

Step 3 Determine Combined Risk Level



Entry

10.03

0.29

0.69

Watershed Erosion Estimate (=RxKxLS) in tons/acre

Site Sediment Risk Factor
Low Sediment Risk: < 15 tons/acre

Medium Sediment Risk:  >=15 and <75 tons/acre
High Sediment Risk:  >= 75 tons/acre

Sediment Risk Factor Worksheet

A) R Factor

R Factor Value

B) K Factor (weighted average, by area, for all site soils)

Analyses of data indicated that when factors other than rainfall are held constant, soil loss is directly proportional to a 
rainfall factor composed of total storm kinetic energy (E) times the maximum 30-min intensity (I30) (Wischmeier and 
Smith, 1958). The numerical value of R is the average annual sum of EI30 for storm events during a rainfall record of 
at least 22 years. "Isoerodent" maps were developed based on R values calculated for more than 1000 locations in the
Western U.S. Refer to the link below to determine the R factor for the project site.
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/LEW/lewCalculator.cfm

K Factor Value

LS Factor Value

Low

C) LS Factor (weighted average, by area, for all slopes)

The soil-erodibility factor K represents: (1) susceptibility of soil or surface material to erosion, (2) transportability of the 
sediment, and (3) the amount and rate of runoff given a particular rainfall input, as measured under a standard 
condition. Fine-textured soils that are high in clay have low K values (about 0.05 to 0.15) because the particles are 
resistant to detachment. Coarse-textured soils, such as sandy soils, also have low K values (about 0.05 to 0.2) 
because of high infiltration resulting in low runoff even though these particles are easily detached. Medium-textured 
soils, such as a silt loam, have moderate K values (about 0.25 to 0.45) because they are moderately susceptible to 
particle detachment and they produce runoff at moderate rates. Soils having a high silt content are especially 
susceptible to erosion and have high K values, which can exceed 0.45 and can be as large as 0.65. Silt-size particles 
are easily detached and tend to crust, producing high rates and large volumes of runoff. Use Site-specific data must 
be submitted.

The effect of topography on erosion is accounted for by the LS factor, which combines the effects of a hillslope-length 
factor, L, and a hillslope-gradient factor, S. Generally speaking, as hillslope length and/or hillslope gradient increase, 
soil loss increases. As hillslope length increases, total soil loss and soil loss per unit area increase due to the 
progressive accumulation of runoff in the downslope direction. As the hillslope gradient increases, the velocity and 
erosivity of runoff increases. Use the LS table located in separate tab of this spreadsheet to determine LS factors. 
Estimate the weighted LS for the site prior to construction. 

2.007003

Site-specific K factor guidance

LS Table



Receiving Water (RW) Risk Factor Worksheet Entry Score

A. Watershed Characteristics yes/no
A.1. Does the disturbed area discharge (either directly or indirectly) to a303(d)-listed 
waterbody impaired by sediment?  For help with impaired waterbodies please check the 
attached worksheet or visit the link below:
2006 Approved Sediment-impared WBs Worksheet

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/tmdl/303d_lists2006_epa.shtml

OR
A.2. Does the disturbed area discharge to a waterbody with designated beneficial uses of 
SPAWN & COLD & MIGRATORY?

http://www.ice.ucdavis.edu/geowbs/asp/wbquse.asp 

No Low



Low Medium High

Low Level 1

High Level 3

Project Sediment Risk: Low 1

Project RW Risk: Low 1

Project Combined Risk: Level 1

Combined Risk Level Matrix

Sediment Risk
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Description of Beneficial Uses Designations 
 
The following are descriptions of the beneficial uses identified in Section 3.2 of this report. 
 

 Municipal and Domestic Supply (MUN) – Uses of water for community, military, or individual 
water supply systems, including, but not limited to, drinking water supply. 

 Agricultural Supply (AGR) – Uses of water for farming, horticulture, or ranching, including, 
but not limited to, irrigation, stock watering, or support of vegetation for range grazing. 

 Industrial Service Supply (IND) – Uses of water for industrial activities that do not depend 
primarily on water quality, including, but not limited to, mining, cooling water supply, hydraulic 
conveyance, gravel washing, fire protection, or oil well repressurization. 

 Industrial Process Supply (PRO) – Uses of water for industrial activities that depend 
primarily on water quality. 

 Hydropower Generation (POW) – Uses of water for hydropower generation. 
 Water Contact Recreation (REC-1) – Uses of water for recreational activities involving body 

contact with water, where ingestion of water is reasonably possible. These uses include, but 
are not limited to, swimming, wading, water-skiing, skin and scuba diving, surfing, white water 
activities, fishing, or use of natural hot springs. 

 Non-Contact Water Recreation (REC-2) – Uses of water for recreational activities involving 
proximity to water but where there is generally no body contact with water, nor any likelihood 
of ingestion of water. These uses include, but are not limited to, picnicking, sunbathing, hiking, 
beachcombing, camping, boating, tidepool and marine life study, hunting, sightseeing, or 
aesthetic enjoyment in conjunction with the above activities. 

 Warm Freshwater Habitat (WARM) – Uses of water that support warm water ecosystems, 
including, but not limited to, preservation or enhancement of aquatic habitats, vegetation, fish, 
or wildlife, including invertebrates. 

 Cold Freshwater Habitat (COLD) – Uses of water that support cold water ecosystems, 
including, but not limited to, preservation or enhancement of aquatic habitats, vegetation, fish, 
or wildlife, including invertebrates. 

 Commercial and Sportfishing (COMM) – Uses of water for commercial or recreational 
collection of fish or other organisms including, but not limited to, uses involving organisms 
intended for human consumption.  

 Wildlife Habitat (WILD) – Uses of water that support terrestrial or wetland ecosystems, 
including but not limited to, preservation and enhancement of terrestrial habitats or wetlands, 
vegetation, wildlife (e.g., mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates), or wildlife water 
and food sources. 

 Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Species (RARE) – Uses of water that support habitats 
necessary, at least in part, for the survival and successful maintenance of plant or animal 
species established under state or federal law as rare, threatened or endangered. 

 Spawning, Reproduction, and/or Early Development (SPWN) – Uses of water that support 
high quality aquatic habitats suitable for reproduction and early development of fish. 

 Migration of Aquatic Organisms (MIGR) – Uses of water that support habitats necessary for 
migration or other temporary activities by aquatic organisms, such as anadromous fish.  

 Ground Water Recharge (GWR) – Uses of water for natural or artificial recharge of ground 
water for purposes of future extraction, maintenance of water quality, or halting of saltwater 
intrusion into freshwater aquifers. 

 Freshwater Replenishment (FRSH) – Uses of water for natural or artificial maintenance of 
surface water quantity or quality. 

 Aquaculture (AQUA) – Uses of water for aquaculture or mariculture operations including, but 
not limited to, propagation, cultivation, maintenance, or harvesting of aquatic plants and 
animals for human consumption or bait purposes. 

 Preservation of Biological Habitats of Special Biological Significance (BIOL) – Uses of 
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water that support designated areas or habitats, such as established refuges, parks, 
sanctuaries, ecological reserves, or Areas of Special Biological Significance (ASBS), where 
the preservation or enhancement of natural resources requires special protection. 

 Navigation (NAV) – Uses of water for shipping, travel, or other transportation by private, 
military, or commercial vessels. 
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Appendix H: 
Noise Supporting Information 



Roadway Construction Noise Model (RCNM),Version 1.1

Report date 4/4/2013
Case Desc Vega solar Install and Steel Erection

---- Receptor #2 ----
Baselines (dBA)

DescriptionLand Use Daytime Evening Night
Residential Residential 65 65 65

Equipment
Spec Actual Receptor Estimated

Impact Lmax Lmax Distance Shielding
Description Device Usage(%) (dBA) (dBA) (feet) (dBA)
Vibratory Pile Driver No 20 100.8 769 0
Vibratory Pile Driver No 20 100.8 2281 0
Vibratory Pile Driver No 20 100.8 3127 0
Vibratory Pile Driver No 20 100.8 4750 0
Drill Rig Truck No 20 79.1 769 0
Drill Rig Truck No 20 79.1 2281 0
Drill Rig Truck No 20 79.1 3127 0
Drill Rig Truck No 20 79.1 4750 0
Backhoe No 40 77.6 769 0
Backhoe No 40 77.6 2281 0
Backhoe No 40 77.6 3127 0
Backhoe No 40 77.6 4750 0
Crane No 16 80.6 769 0
Crane No 16 80.6 2281 0
Crane No 16 80.6 3127 0
Crane No 16 80.6 4750 0

Results
Calculated (dBA) Noise Limits (dBA) Noise Limit Exceedance (dBA)

Day Evening Night Day Evening Night
Equipment *Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq Lmax Leq
Vibratory Pile Driver 77.1 70.1 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 5.1 N/A 5.1 N/A 5.1
Vibratory Pile Driver 67.6 60.6 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Vibratory Pile Driver 64.9 57.9 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Vibratory Pile Driver 61.3 54.3 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Drill Rig Truck 55.4 48.4 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Drill Rig Truck 46 39 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Drill Rig Truck 43.2 36.2 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Drill Rig Truck 39.6 32.6 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Backhoe 53.8 49.8 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Backhoe 44.4 40.4 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Backhoe 41.6 37.7 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Backhoe 38 34 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Crane 56.8 48.9 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Crane 47.4 39.4 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Crane 44.6 36.7 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None
Crane 41 33 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A None N/A None N/A None

Total 77.1 71 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 65 N/A 6 N/A 6 N/A 6
*Calculated Lmax is the Loudest value.
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